Liebes Publikum!
Die wenigsten Menschen, die von außerhalb des Ruhrgebiets kommen,
würden dieses als »schön« bezeichnen. Schön seien die Schwäbische Alb,
das Allgäu und die Lüneburger Heide. Einig scheint man sich aber über
den Umstand, dass die Menschen im Ruhrgebiet generell freundlicher und
offener seien als anderswo in Deutschland; das habe womöglich – wie auch
viele sagen, die selbst aus dem Ruhrgebiet stammen – mit der »Kumpel
mentalität« zu tun, die noch auf die Montanindustrie zurückgehe. Im Übrigen
fielen an der Ruhr aber doch die ausgedehnten grünen Flächen auf, der weite
Himmel und die Auen entlang der Flüsse … Also doch Schönheit? Wo säße
denn eigentlich die Instanz, die das Monopol über den Begriff des Schönen –
und damit vielleicht gar über das Wahre und Gute hätte?
Kaum jemandem ist es möglich, über eine Region zu urteilen, ohne Legenden
und Klischees über sie ins Blickfeld zu rücken, und wir kennen die Tücken,
die damit verbunden sind. Wir wissen, dass sich unsere Perspektive erheb
lich verengen kann, wenn wir alles, was wir über eine Gegend zu wissen glau
ben, fraglos als Ausgangspunkt unseres Sehens nehmen. Wie also wecken
wir die Sehnsucht, die Zuschreibungen abzustreifen, diese Gegend anders zu
sehen, neu und gewissermaßen voraussetzungslos?
Die Künste mögen dem Wandel der Zeit genauso unterworfen sein wie
alle anderen Disziplinen. Sie können sich irren, sie können fadenscheinig
werden, sie müssen sich mühsam mit ständig wechselnden Bedingungen und
Beurteilungen anfreunden.
Eines allerdings müssen sie immer tun, wenn sie ihre Kraft entfalten wollen:
Sie müssen eine Behauptung aufstellen.
Böhmen liegt am Meer betitelte Ingeborg Bachmann eines ihrer bedeu
tendsten Gedichte. Sie übernahm die geografisch falsche Behauptung von
Shakespeares Wintermärchen, um poetisch die Möglichkeiten zu erkunden,
wie eine Gesellschaft der Gegensätze zusammenrücken kann, wie sich unter
schiedliche Formen der Künste annähern können und eine Perspektive auf
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einen anderen Zustand der Welt möglich wird. Das hat nichts zu tun mit uto
pischer Idylle, vielmehr liegt der Verschiebung Böhmens auf der Landkarte
eine schmerzliche Erfahrung zugrunde. Alle, die nach Böhmen kommen
sollten, müssen wissen:
»… Und irrt euch hundertmal,
wie ich mich irrte und Proben nie bestand,
doch hab ich sie bestanden, ein um das andre Mal.
Wie Böhmen sie bestand und eines schönen Tags
ans Meer begnadigt wurde und jetzt am Wasser liegt …«
Der Gedanke, dass wir in den Künsten an einem Ort zusammenkommen
können, den wir gemeinsam erfinden, ist herausfordernd und tröstlich.
Aber er hat nichts mit simpler Idealisierung zu tun. Er fordert von uns, mit
einander eine Behauptung aufzustellen, den Blickwinkel zu verändern, unsere
Voreingenommenheit abzulegen. Ganz gegen unsere Gewohnheiten und
unsere eingeübte Sicht.
Das Ruhrgebiet, in dem vor 20 Jahren die Ruhrtriennale gegründet wurde,
weiß um die Notwendigkeit der sich ständig verändernden Perspektiven.
Deshalb ist es so inspirierend. Und so unvergleichlich.
Das Ruhrgebiet liegt am Meer!
Wir freuen uns sehr auf Sie!
Ihre Barbara Frey
und das Ruhrtriennale-Team
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Dear Audience,
Very few people from outside the Ruhr area would describe it as »beautiful«.
They might say that the Schwäbische Alb, the Allgäu and the Lüneburger Heide
are beautiful. Yet there seems to be some agreement that people in the Ruhr
region are generally friendlier and more open than elsewhere in Germany;
this may have something to do with – as many people who come from the Ruhr
region themselves say – the »miner mentality«, which goes back to the coal and
steel industry. In other respects, however, the extensive green areas, the broad
sky and the meadows along the rivers are striking in the Ruhr region ... So, is it
beautiful after all? Where would the authority actually be that had the monopoly
on the concept of beauty – and, with that, perhaps even on the truth and good?
Hardly anyone is able to judge a region without bringing legends and clichés to
the fore, and we know the pitfalls of doing so. We know that our perspective
can narrow considerably if we unquestioningly take everything we believe to
know about a region as the starting point of our vision. So how do we awaken
the longing to strip away the attributions, to see this region differently, anew
and, as it were, without presuppositions?
The arts may be as subject to the changing times as any other discipline. They
may err, they may become threadbare, they must laboriously make friends
with constantly changing conditions and judgements.
One thing, however, they must always do, if they are to develop their power:
They must make a claim.
Bohemia lies by the sea is the title of one of Ingeborg Bachmann’s most
important poems. She took the geographically incorrect assertion from
Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale to explore poetically the possibilities of how
a society of opposites can come together, how different forms of the arts can
converge, and how a perspective on a different state of the world becomes
possible. This has nothing to do with a utopian idyll; rather, the shift of
Bohemia on the map is based on a painful experience. All who are to come to
Bohemia must know:
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»... And err a hundred times,
as I was mistaken and never passed tests,
but I have passed them, one after another.
How Bohemia passed them and one fine day
was pardoned to the sea and now lies by the water ...«
The idea that we can come together in the arts in a place we invent together
is challenging and comforting.
But it has nothing to do with simple idealisation. It requires us to make an assertion with one another, to change our perspective, to set aside our biases.
Completely against our habits and our practiced view.
The Ruhr region, where the Ruhrtriennale was founded 20 years ago, knows
about the necessity of constantly changing perspectives. That is why it is so
inspiring. And so incomparable.
The Ruhr region lies by the sea!
We look forward to welcoming you.
Sincerely yours,
Barbara Frey and the Ruhrtriennale team
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PROGRAMME

MAGAZINE

Music Theatre

I'M WALKING AMONG MANY SHADOWS

14

Gérard Grisey / Claude Vivier / Iannis Xenakis / Giacinto Scelsi /
Elisabeth Stöppler / Peter Rundel / Klangforum Wien /
Chorwerk Ruhr
48

HAUS
Sarah Nemtsov / Heinrich Horwitz / Rosa Wernecke

150 Into the Abyss
Reception of new music without
prior knowledge

207 My Dream House has no Walls …
but it does have Heating
Sarah Nemtsov, Heinrich Horwitz,
Henriette Gunkel and Johanna Danhauser
in conversation

Theatre
30

THE VAST DOMAIN

155

»I’m just looking at you«
The director Barbara Frey met the
artist Katharina Fritsch

R ESPUBLIKA

170

RES
by Joanna Bednarczyk		

U NA IMAGEN INTERIOR — AN IMAGE FROM THE INSIDE

181

A Picture with a thousand Words
by Aljoscha Begrich

Arthur Schnitzler / Barbara Frey / Martin Zehetgruber

62	
Łukasz Twarkowski / Bogumil Misala / Joanna Bednarczyk /
Fabien Lédé
68

El Conde de Torrefiel

Dance

A PLOT / A SCANDAL

18

Ligia Lewis

ENCANTADO

28

184	On creating a Scene »for the seeing
place« and how to Plot a Scandal
A conversation between sisters
Ligia and Sarah

Lia Rodrigues / Companhia de Danças

38

	HILLBROWFICATION

176

The Future over our Shoulders
Conversations with Hillbrowfication
cast members

188

Where Life leads, that is our Dance
by Cao Kefei

192

PROMISE ME
A conversation with the choreographers
Joke Laureyns and Kwint Manshoven

196

Joy as a Kind of Resistance
Mats Staub in conversation with
Mette Ingvartsen

Constanza Macras / DorkyPark
For everyone from 12 years

52

I AM 60
Wen Hui

60

PROMISE ME
kabinet k & hetpaleis
For classes 3-6 and adults

64

TO COME (EXTENDED)
Mette Ingvartsen

72

THE THIRD ROOM X RESPUBLIKA
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Concert

211

12

MYSTERIENSONATEN
Heinrich Ignaz Franz Biber /
Julia Galić / Christine Busch / Yves Ytier

66

VERGESSENE OPFER
Galina Ustwolskaja / Franz Liszt / Olivier Messiaen / Luigi Nono /
Duisburger Philharmoniker / Elena Schwarz

40

SCHWERKRAFT UND GNADE
Lili Boulanger / Francis Poulenc / Igor Strawinsky /
Chorwerk Ruhr / Bochumer Symphoniker / Florian Helgath

22

ORGANICUM
Iannis Xenakis / Lucia Dlugoszewski / Sarah Nemtsov /
Márton Illés / Michael Pelzel /
Klangforum Wien / Patrick Hahn

56

CLOCK DIES
George Lewis / Sarah Hennies /
Musikfabrik Köln / Brad Lubman

54

COFFIN BUBBLES
Chaya Czernowin / Raphaël Cendo / Pierluigi Billone /
Yaron Deutsch / Ensemble Linea / Yalda Zamani

70

HARAWI
Olivier Messiaen / Rachael Wilson / Virginie Déjos

46

YUEN SHAN
Michael Ranta / Schlagquartett Köln

26

MASCHINENHAUSMUSIK
black midi / Ava Mendoza / Charlotte Hug / Broken Spirit xx /
Mouse on Mars

73

FAREWELL
Thomas Hojsa

The Sound of the Intangible
Physics and metaphysics in the music
programme for Ruhrtriennale 2022
by Barbara Eckle
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MAGAZINE

Performance / Installation

INTIME REVOLUTION

16

20

Anna Papst & Mats Staub

200 Talking to Pioneers
by Anna Papst

THE HUDDLE

221

The Huddle by Katja Aufleger
by Nora Sdun

164

Educate Capitalism!
Judith Gerstenberg in conversation
with Julian Rosefeldt

Katja Aufleger

36

EUPHORIA
Julian Rosefeldt

4. HALBZEIT

24

Wermke / Leinkauf

42

COCK COCK … WHO’S THERE?
Samira Elagoz

44

SEEK BROMANCE
Samira Elagoz

50

FOLLOW ME

203 »Isn’t it a bit fucked up to become a
Man now?« – »Isn’t it revolutionary?«
Sara Abbasi in conversation with
Samira Elagoz

Be Flat
Für 1.– 5. Klasse und Familien

34

APARICIÓN (APPARITION)
Regina José Galindo

Junge Triennale

JUNGE TRIENNALE / SCHOOLS
TEENS IN THE HOUSE II — A YOUTH RESIDENCY

74
75

Jugendliche ab 16 Jahren

Dialogue / Literature

	
H UMAN NATURE — LITERATURE AND DIALOGUE

32

Lukas Bärfuss / Valentin Butt / Ulrike Draesner / Daniel Freitag /
Sandra Hüller / Alexander Klose / Malakoff Kowalski / Sarah
Sandeh / Roland Satterwhite / Klaus Staeck / Angela Winkler

58

WOLFGANG HILBIG —
MONOLOG AUS EINIGEN TAGEN MEINES LEBENS
Corinna Harfouch / Felix Kroll / Catherine Stoyan

78
76

FESTIVALCAMPUS / KULTURKONFERENZ
PAPPELWALD CANTEEN / FESTIVAL LIBRARY

160 The Nature of Humanity?
by Lukas Bärfuss
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Wege

217

82

ALTES ZU NEUEM LEBEN ERWECKEN
Stefan Schneider

82

EL EXTRANJERO — THE STRANGER
Lisandro Rodríguez

83

UNEARTH
Azadeh Ganjeh

83

LOS VIENTOS — THE WINDS
Lagartijas tiradas al sol

84

ACHTMAL BLINZELN
Anna Kpok

84

NATURBÜRO 1—7
loekenfranke

85

ZWISCHENTAGE
RUHRORTER

85

INSIDE OUT
tehran re:public

BILDSTRECKE
87

BILDSTRECKE
Mischa Leinkauf
Mit Blackouts von Lütfiye Güzel

SERVICE
226 Spielstätten
230 Tickets
232 Ihr Besuch
233 Freundeskreis & Club.Ruhr
234 Team
235 Dank
244 Impressum

Meeting Edges II
by Aljoscha Begrich

Maschinenhalle Zweckel
Shuttlebus verfügbar

Bottrop

Gebläsehalle Landschaftspark
Schalthaus Ost Duisburg-Nord

Duisburg

Oberhausen

Duisburg
Hauptbahnhof

Mülheim
SPIELSTÄTTEN
Gebläsehalle/Schalthaus Ost
Landschaftspark
DuisburgNord
Emscherstraße 71
47137 Duisburg

Maschinenhalle Zweckel
Frentroper Straße 74
45966 Gladbeck

Maschinenhaus Essen
Wilhelm-Nieswandt-Allee 100
45326 Essen

Salzlager
UNESCOWelterbe Zollverein
Areal C
Arendahls Wiese /
Ecke Fritz-Schupp-Allee
45141 Essen

Kettwig
Mehr Informationen zu Spielorten, Anfahrt
und Parkmöglichkeiten: Siehe ab Seite 226
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Bespielte Wege
Fahrrad

Gladbeck

Straßenbahn
Zug
Zu Fuß

Herne
Gelsenkirchen
Gelsenkirchen
Hauptbahnhof

Maschinenhaus Essen

Jahrhunderthalle
Turbinenhalle
Pappelwaldkantine
Festivalbibliothek

PACT Zollverein
Salzlager

Halle 5

STÜH33
Bochum
Hauptbahnhof

UNESCO-Welterbe
Zollverein

Bochum Innenstadt

Bochum
Essen
Hauptbahnhof

Essen

PACT Zollverein
UNESCO-Welterbe Zollverein
Areal B
Bullmannaue 20a
45327 Essen

Halle 5
UNESCO-Welterbe Zollverein
Areal A
Gelsenkirchener Str. 181
45309 Essen

Jahrhunderthalle
Bochum / Turbinenhalle /
Pappelwaldkantine/
Festivalbibliothek
An der Jahrhunderthalle 1
44793 Bochum

STÜH33
Stühmeyerstraße 33
44787 Bochum
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MYSTERIENSONATEN
HEINRICH IGNAZ
FRANZ BIBER
Konzert

HEINRICH IGNAZ FRANZ BIBER

Mysteriensonaten für Violine und Basso continuo (um 1674)

Der Klang des Unfassbaren
→ Magazin, Seite 211

Violine Julia Galić
Orgel, Cembalo Jens Wollenschläger
Theorbe Thorsten Bleich
Do. 11. Aug. 2022, 19 Uhr
Turbinenhalle an der Jahrhunderthalle Bochum

Violine Yves Ytier
Cembalo Marta Dotkus
Violoncello, Viola da Gamba Salome Ryser
Theorbe Liza Solovey
Do. 11. Aug. 2022, 19 Uhr
Pumpenhalle Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord

Violine Christine Busch
Orgel, Cembalo Peter Kranefoed
Gambe, Violoncello Thomas Dombrowski
Do. 11. Aug. 2022, 19 Uhr
PACT Zollverein Essen

Festivalauftakt
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In der christlichen Glaubenspraxis bietet das Rezitieren des Rosenkranzes ein rituelles
Gefäß für die Meditation. Ein Moment der Konzentration und der Versenkung steht am
Eingang zu einem vielfältigen Festivalprogramm. Beispiellos in ihrem Formenreichtum
und ihrer Virtuosität durchlaufen Heinrich Ignaz Franz Bibers Mysteriensonaten für Vio
line und Generalbass (auch bekannt als Rosenkranzsonaten) die drei Stadien der JesusGeschichte: den »freudenreichen«, den »schmerzensreichen« und den »glorreichen«
Rosenkranz. Dafür nimmt Bibers Erzählung die Perspektive der Gottesmutter Maria ein.
Wortlos, nie belehrend oder katechisierend, fordert seine Komposition die vollständige
Hingabe der Interpret:innen. Stück für Stück wird die Violine weiter verstimmt – eine fas
zinierende, seinerzeit unverstandene Besonderheit. Diese Skordaturen (Verstimmungen)
bringen das Instrument in widersprüchliche Spannungsverhältnisse, provozieren klang
liche Reibungen.
An den Spielorten in Bochum, Essen und Duisburg wird zeitgleich eine jeweils von den
Solist:innen individuell zusammengestellte Auswahl von Sonaten aus allen drei Teilen –
dem freudenreichen, dem schmerzensreichen und dem glorreichen Rosenkranz – sowie
die abschließende Passacaglia zu hören sein. Sie verbinden die drei Städte des Ruhr
gebiets zu einem großen, dezentralen Resonanzraum.
In the practice of Christian beliefs, reciting the rosary provides a ritual vessel for meditation. A moment of concentration and contemplation features at the beginning of the
festival programme. Unparalleled in their richness of form and virtuosity, Heinrich Ignaz
Franz Biber’s Mysteriensonaten (Mystery Sonatas), written for violin and continuo, embrace the three stages of the story of Jesus: the »joyful« the »sorrowful« and the »glorious« Rosary. Biber’s narrative is from the perspective of Mary, the Mother of God. Wordlessly, never moralising or catechising, his composition demands absolute dedication
from its performers. The violin is progressively detuned – a fascinating feature that was
not understood in its time. These scordaturas force the instrument into contradictory
tensions and provoke expressive sonic frictions.
A selection of sonatas from all three parts of the Rosary, chosen individually by the soloists,
as well as the concluding Passacaglia, will be played at the three venues simultaneously,
thus linking Duisburg, Bochum and Essen in one big, decentralised resonant space.

An drei Orten zur gleichen Zeit:
Turbinenhalle an der
Jahrhunderthalle Bochum ;
Pumpenhalle, Landschaftspark
Duisburg-Nord ;
PACT Zollverein, Essen

Tickets: 17 €,
erm. ab 8,50 €

Do 11. August ____________________ 19.00 Uhr
Dauer: ca. 60min

www.ruhr3.com/mysterien
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ICH GEH UNTER
LAUTER SCHATTEN
GÉRARD GRISEY
CLAUDE VIVIER
IANNIS XENAKIS
GIACINTO SCELSI
ELISABETH STÖPPLER
PETER RUNDEL
KLANGFORUM WIEN
CHORWERK RUHR
Musiktheater / Kreation
Blick in den Abgrund
→ Magazin, Seite 150
Der Klang des Unfassbaren
→ Magazin, Seite 211
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Was bestimmt das Leben mehr als der Gedanke an dessen Endlichkeit? Der kleine
Schritt über die Schwelle am Ende – in Wahrheit eine Ewigkeit. In seinem letzten Werk
Quatre chants pour franchir le seuil – Vier Gesänge, die Schwelle zu übertreten schickt
der Komponist Gérard Grisey zuerst den Engel über die ominöse Schwelle, dann die
Zivilisation, die Stimme und schließlich die Menschheit. Und jedes Mal erscheint die
Membran zwischen Leben und Tod durchlässiger.
Claude Vivier blickt in seiner letzten Komposition Glaubst du an die Unsterblichkeit der
Seele seinem Lebensende ganz direkt ins Angesicht. Er skizziert es exakt so, wie es sich
wenig später ereignete – als wäre der Tod bereits ins Leben eingezogen. Bleibt also auch
das Leben im Tod präsent?
Vier Frauen folgen in der Musiktheaterkreation Ich geh unter lauter Schatten den Pfaden
des Übergangs, stoßen Türen zu verwandten Geistes- und Klangwelten von Giacinto
Scelsi und Iannis Xenakis auf und lassen durch ihre transzendenten Übungen eine
Ahnung metaphysischen Daseins im irdischen Leben aufscheinen.
Griseys Musique liminale (Schwellenmusik) ist dabei selbst eine Art Transzendenz
produkt. Er übertritt die Grenze des Tons und macht aus dessen feinen Mikrotönen sein
ganzes Vokabular. Scelsi hatte diese Reise ins ungreifbare Innere des Tons in medita
tiven Séancen begonnen und damit ein Terrain erschlossen, das sowohl für Grisey als
auch für Xenakis wegbereitend war. In ihren Händen wird starre, begrenzende Materie
weich und lebendig. Begriffe wie innen und außen oder diesseits und jenseits werden
hinfällig. Spätestens Griseys Wiegenlied am Ende räumt ein, dass die drastische Kluft
zwischen Leben und Tod vielleicht nur eine menschgemachte Angstchimäre ist, hinter
die zu blicken wir verlernt – oder nie gelernt haben.

Musikalische Leitung
Peter Rundel
Regie
Elisabeth Stöppler
Bühnenbild
Hermann Feuchter
Kostüme
Susanne Maier-Staufen
Sound Design
Thomas Wegner
Licht Design
Ulrich Schneider
Dramaturgie
Barbara Eckle

What shapes life more than the idea that it is finite? In reality, that small step over the
threshold at its end is an eternity. In his final work, Quatre chants pour franchir le seuil
(Four Songs to Cross the Threshold), Gérard Grisey sends the angel across this ominous
threshold first, then civilisation, then the voice and, finally, the human race. And each
time, the magical membrane seems more porous.
In his final composition, Glaubst du an die Unsterblichkeit der Seele (Do You Believe in
the Immortality of the Soul), Claude Vivier looks the end of his life directly in the eye. And
sketches it precisely as it would later turn out – as if death had moved into his life long
ago. Does life also remain present in death?
In the music theatre creation Ich geh unter lauter Schatten (I walk among many shadows), four women follow these rites of passage, pushing open doors to related worlds
of sound and ideas by Giacinto Scelsi and Iannis Xenakis – and through their transcendental exercises they allow some sense of metaphysical existence to become apparent
in earthly life.
Grisey’s musique liminale (liminal music) is itself a product of transcendence: he enters
the limits of the note and creates an entire vocabulary out of these fine microtones.
Scelsi had begun this journey into the impalpable interior of the note in meditative
séances and opened up a territory that paved the way for both Grisey and Xenakis. In
their hands, stiff, limiting material becomes soft and lively. Concepts such as interior and
exterior, or life and after-life, become redundant. In Grisey’s closing lullaby, at the latest
there is an acknowledgement that the drastic gulf between life and death is perhaps only
a chimera generated by human fears: one that we have lost the ability to see through – or
that we never learned in the first place.

Stimme 1
Sophia Burgos
Stimme 2
Kerstin Avemo
Stimme 3
Kristina Stanek
Stimme 4
Caroline Melzer

Jahrhunderthalle Bochum
Do 11.
Fr 12.
Sa 13.
Mo 15.
Do 18.
So 21.

August ____________________ 21.00 Uhr
August ____________________ 21.00 Uhr
August ____________________ 21.00 Uhr
August ____________________ 21.00 Uhr
August ____________________ 21.00 Uhr
August ____________________ 21.00 Uhr

www.ruhr3.com/grisey

Tickets: 82 / 67 / 52 / 37 / 22 €,
ermäßigt ab 11 €

Eine Produktion der
Ruhrtriennale

In französischer und deutscher
Sprache mit deutschen und
englischen Übertiteln

Aufführungsrechte Musik:
G. Ricordi & Co. Bühnen- und
Musikverlag GmbH
Éditions Salabert, Paris
Boosey & Hawkes · Bote & Bock
GmbH

Dauer: ca. 1h 40min

Musikalische Studienleitung
Arnaud Arbet
Kyoko Nojima
Einstudierung Chor
Béni Csillag
Regieassistenz
Stefanie Hiltl
Bühnenbildassistenz
Antonia Kamp
Kostümassistenz
Sonja Schön
Inspizienz
Jens Fischer

Sprecher
Eric Houzelot
Chorwerk Ruhr
Klangforum Wien

Gefördert durch die Kulturstiftung
des Bundes. Gefördert von der
Beauftragten der Bundesregierung
für Kultur und Medien.
Gefördert durch die Alfried
Krupp von Bohlen und
Halbach-Stiftung.
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INTIME
REVOLUTION
ANNA PAPST
& MATS STAUB
Eine Audio-Vinothek

Gespräche mit Pionier:innen
→ Magazin, Seite 200
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Sex ist zwar medial omnipräsent, aber ehrliche Gespräche darüber, wie wir begehren
und was wir beim Sex emotional erleben, kommen selten vor. Fast allen fehlt das Voka
bular, um zu beschreiben, was in ihnen vorgeht, wenn sie Sex haben. Die Gesprächs
künstler:innen Anna Papst und Mats Staub haben sich auf die Suche nach Menschen
gemacht, die es dennoch versuchen. Sie alle mussten oder wollten im Laufe ihres Lebens
Sexualität neu und bewusst lernen. Ihre berührenden und tiefgründigen Geschichten
werden sprachlich verdichtet und neu eingesprochen präsentiert.
In der Weinbar im STÜH33 erwartet das Publikum ein kollektives und gleichzeitig intimes
Hörerlebnis. Den Besucher:innen werden Getränke und Kopfhörer serviert. Jede:r kann
sich aus einer Vielzahl von Stimmen und Erzählungen nach eigenem Geschmack ein
auditives 4-Gänge-Menü zusammenstellen: Lieber der Rentnerin zuhören, die während
25 Ehejahren keinen Spaß an Sex hatte und jetzt ›anständig ausschweifend‹ lebt? Oder
dem schwulen jungen Mann, der nach acht Jahren Abstinenz die körperliche Liebe neu
entdeckt?
Anna Papst und Mats Staub arbeiten beide interviewbasiert und genreübergreifend
zwischen Theater, Ausstellung und Literatur. Intime Revolution ist ihr erstes kollektives
Langzeitprojekt – die Geschichtensammlung wird nach der Uraufführung bei der Ruhr
triennale über zahlreiche Stationen weiterwachsen.

Idee, Konzept, Leitung
Mats Staub, Anna Papst
Szenografie
Luana Paladino
Dramaturgie
Nina Bade
Tontechnik, Sound
Philip Bartels

While sex might be omni-present in the media, honest conversations about the nature
of our desire and our emotional experiences during sex are rare. Almost everyone lacks a
vocabulary to describe what they feel when they are having sex. However, conversation
artists Anna Papst and Mats Staub have gone in search of people who are trying to do
this. During the course of their lives, all of them had to or wanted to re-learn how to have
sex. Their touching and profound stories are presented in an edited and re-voiced form.
A collective and yet intimate listening experience awaits the public in the wine bar
at Stüh33. Visitors are served drinks and headphones. Everyone can choose from a
variety of voices and stories and put together their own 4-course listening menu: would
you rather listen to the female pensioner who never enjoyed sex in twenty-five years of
marriage and now leads a »decently dissolute« life? Or the young gay man who discovers
physical love again after eight years of abstinence?
Anna Papst and Mats Staub both create interview-based work that lies in between
theatre, exhibitions and literature. Intime Revolution (»intimate revolution«) is their first
long-term project together – after the world premiere at the Ruhrtriennale, their collection
of stories will continue to grow as it is presented at numerous other venues.

STÜH33, Bochum

Tickets: 12 €, ermäßigt 6 €

Uraufführung

In deutscher und englischer
Sprache

Fr 12. Aug.______ 17.00 + 20.00 Uhr
Sa 13. Aug.______ 17.00 + 20.00 Uhr
Do 18. Aug._________________________ 20.00 Uhr
Fr 19. Aug._________________________ 20.00 Uhr
Sa 20. Aug.______ 17.00 + 20.00 Uhr
Do 08. Sep._________________________ 20.00 Uhr
Fr 09. Sep._________________________ 20.00 Uhr
Sa 10. Sep.______ 17.00 + 20.00 Uhr
Do 15. Sep._________________________ 20.00 Uhr
Fr 16. Sep._________________________ 20.00 Uhr
Sa 17. Sep.______ 17.00 + 20.00 Uhr

www.ruhr3.com/staub

Dauer: ca. 1h 40min

Eine Produktion von
zwischen_produktionen.
Koproduziert mit Ruhrtriennale,
Zürcher Theaterspektakel,
Kaserne Basel, Künstlerhaus
Mousonturm.
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A PLOT /
A SCANDAL
LIGIA
LEWIS
Tanz

Szenen für den »Ort des Sehens« und Komplotte für einen Skandal
→ Magazin, Seite 184
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Das englische Wort »plot« bezeichnet nicht nur die Handlung einer Geschichte, sondern
je nach Kontext auch ein Stück Land. Zugleich steckt in diesem Begriff etwas Illegales,
etwas die bestehende Ordnung Gefährdendes, was Ligia Lewis hinführt zur Auseinander
setzung mit dem Skandal als kulturelle Erscheinungsform. Skandale sind immer auch
Störungsakte, die den Raum für Fantasie und Vergnügen öffnen können. Die Choreografin
und Tänzerin Ligia Lewis fragt in ihrer jüngsten Arbeit, zu wessen Gunsten und auf wes
sen Kosten diese Art von Vergnügen stattfindet und wo die Verbindungslinien zwischen
Skandal und Plot historisch verlaufen. Dabei interessiert sich die Künstlerin genauso für
John Locke wie für José Aponte oder Maria Olofa (Wolofa) im Sklav:innenaufstand von
Santo Domingo von 1521, von dem noch immer Ruinen zeugen. In der Nähe dieser Ruinen
lebte Ligia Lewis’ ihre Großmutter. Eine Schwarze Frau und Widerstandskämpferin, die
eigenes Land besaß und als Heilerin noch heute großen Respekt genießt. Sie praktizierte
dominikanischen Voodoo, was damals verboten war und zumindest aus der Perspektive
der weißen Regierung und Plantagenbesitzer skandalös. Auf den Spuren ihrer eigenen
Geschichte versucht Ligia Lewis aus den Fragmenten oraler familiärer Überlieferung, aus
den erzählten Geschichten über ihre Großmutter, die sie nie kennenlernte, ein imaginäres
Archiv zu rekonstruieren. Indem sie historische, anekdotische, politische, persönliche
und mythische Narrative ineinander verwebt, sucht sie eine Poetik der Verweigerung im
Grenzbereich des Darstellbaren zu entwickeln. Ein Tanz zwischen Affekt und Darstellung,
zwischen Sehen und Gesehenwerden.
A plot exposed, a foul deed enacted invite scandal. In the spirit of revolution or romantic
musings, scandals provoke an imagining of the impossible. Utopian or mundane, how
might scandal reveal what lies unwittingly close to our fantasies? And how does it expose
where society places its limits? If life is a scandal waiting to be plotted, how do we position ourselves within its matrix? Immoral and lacking propriety, scandals are incidents
where fantasy and pleasure take center stage. Guided by the questions for whom this
pleasure is and at what expense, Lewis’s new plot explores the stage where scandals
abound. Weaving together historical, anecdotal, political and mythical narratives, Lewis
constructs the poetics of refusal at the edges of representation. A dance between affect
and embodiment, seeing and being seen, A Plot/A Scandal is a scene in the making,
where the excitement for that which does not fit might find its place.

Turbinenhalle an der
Jahrhunderthalle Bochum

Tickets: 27 / 17 €,
ermäßigt ab 8,50 €

Pre-Premiere

In englischer Sprache mit
deutschen Übertiteln

Fr 12. August ___________________20.00 Uhr
Sa 13. August ___________________20.00 Uhr
So 14. August ____________________ 18.00 Uhr

Eine Produktion von Ligia Lewis.
Koproduziert mit HAU Hebbel am
Ufer, Ruhrtriennale, Arsenic –
Centre d’art scénique contemporain, Tanzquartier Wien,
Kunstencentrum Vooruit,
Kaserne Basel, The Museum of
Contemporary, Los Angeles
Mit Unterstützung (Residenz)
von Callie’s, O Espaço do Tempo

www.ruhr3.com/scandal

Konzept, Choreografie,
Künstlerische Leitung
Ligia Lewis
Choreografische Assistenz
Corey Scott-Gilbert
Justin Kennedy
Recherche, Dramaturgie
Sarah Lewis-Cappellari
Outside Eye, Assistenz
Da Ria Geske
Recherche
Michael Tsouloukidse
Licht Design, Technische Leitung
Joseph Wegmann
Musik Komposition
George Lewis Jr AKA Twin
Shadow, Wynne Bennett
Sound Design
George Lewis Jr AKA Twin
Shadow, Wynne Bennett
Soundtechniker
Manuel Pessoa de Lima
Bühnenbild
Ligia Lewis
Kostüme
SADAK
Bühnentechnik
Şenol Şentürk
Produktion, Administration
Sina Kießling
Produktion, Distribution
Nicole Schuchardt
Produktionsassistenz
Julia Leonhardt
Mit
Ligia Lewis
Corey Scott-Gilbert
Justin Kennedy

Unterstützt durch das
NATIONALE PERFORMANCE
NETZ Koproduktionsförderung
Tanz, gefördert von der
Beauftragten der Bundesregierung für Kultur und Medien.
Gefördert durch Berliner
Senatsverwaltung für Kultur
und Europa.
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THE
HUDDLE
KATJA
AUFLEGER
Installation

The Huddle von Katja Aufleger
→ Magazin, Seite 221
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Urbane Künste Ruhr beteiligt sich an der Ruhrtriennale 2022 mit der skulpturalen Installa
tion THE HUDDLE von der Künstlerin Katja Aufleger, konzipiert für den öffentlichen Raum.
In THE HUDDLE lässt Katja Aufleger mehrere bewegliche Baumaschinen – funktions
entfremdet und neu definiert – in einen ungewöhnlichen Dialog treten. Im Sport ver
weist der titelgebende »Huddle« auf ein Zusammenkommen der Mannschaft, um eine
Strategie für den nächsten Spielzug zu besprechen. Ähnlich wie in ihrer Installation
Applause, 2021, die einen Bagger kraftvoll in die Hände klatschen ließ, entwickelt die in
Berlin lebende Künstlerin für die Maschinen eine eigene Klangsprache, auch ihre Gesten
und Bewegungen folgen einer inneren Logik. Der vertraute Anblick von Baugeräten im
öffentlichen Raum erscheint verfremdet und weckt neue Assoziationen. Steht diese
archaisch wirkende Gesellschaft vielleicht in einer direkten Verwandtschaftslinie zu
modernsten Robotern? Wollen sie uns etwas sagen oder geht es gar nicht mehr um die
Interaktion mit uns Menschen? Katja Aufleger ist in den letzten Jahren durch eindrucks
volle, spannungsgeladene Bilder und Skulpturen bekannt geworden, die vielfältige In
terpretationen zulassen, ohne ins Beliebige abzurutschen. Wie sie diesen Balanceakt
meistert und ob wir als Besucher:innen das Zusammenspiel beobachten oder auslösen,
ist in Bochum zu erfahren.

Künstlerin
Katja Aufleger
Technische Umsetzung mit
Benjamin Maus (allesblinkt)
BlackSchwarz
Atlas von der Wehl GmbH

Kuration
Britta Peters
Projektmanagement
Larissa Koch
Technische Leitung
Stefan Göbel

As a contribution of Urbane Künste Ruhr to the Ruhrtriennale 2022, the sculptural installation THE HUDDLE, by the artist Katja Aufleger, is conceived for public space.
In THE HUDDLE, Katja Aufleger makes several pieces of construction machines – stripped
of their functions and redefined – enter into an unconventional dialogue. In sport, the
word »huddle«, that gives the piece its title, refers to a gathering of the team in order to
discuss strategy for its next move. In similar fashion to her 2021 installation Applause,
where an excavator clapped its hands powerfully, the Berlin-based artist develops a
language of her own for machines whose gestures and movements also follow their
own internal logic. The familiar sight of construction machines in public spaces is made
stranger and gives rise to new associations: is this archaic-seeming group perhaps directly related to the most modern robots? Are they trying to tell us something – or are
they no longer concerned about interacting with us humans? Katja Aufleger has become
well-known in recent years for her powerful pictures and sculptures loaded with tension,
which permit many different interpretations without slipping towards banality. How she
masters this balancing act and whether we, as spectators, observe the interplay or trigger
it, can be found out in Bochum.

Vorplatz der Jahrhunderthalle
Bochum
Eröffnung mit
Publikumsgespräch
Sa 13. August ____________________ 15.00 Uhr
Projektlaufzeit
11. August – 18. September

Eine Produktion von
Urbane Künste Ruhr für
die Ruhrtriennale
Ohne Sprache
Besonderer Dank an
Reinhard von der Wehl und
Eike Wollenweber

Performancezeiten
Mo–Fr 12–20 Uhr
Sa–So 12–22 Uhr

www.ruhr3.com/huddle
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ORGANICUM
KLANGFORUM WIEN
PATRICK HAHN
Konzert

IANNIS XENAKIS

Thalleïn (1984)
LUCIA DLUGOSZEWSKI

Fire Fragile Flight (1973)
SARAH NEMTSOV

MOOS (2019/20)
Deutsche Erstaufführung
MÁRTON ILLÉS

Forajzok (2021)
MICHAEL PELZEL

Urgewalt Xenakis, im Sog der Transformation (2022)
Uraufführung

Der Klang des Unfassbaren
→ Magazin, Seite 211

Klangforum Wien
Musikalische Leitung
Patrick Hahn
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Die Faszination physikalischer Phänomene weckt immer wieder den künstlerischen
Forschungsgeist. Auch wenn ihr Ergründen die Domäne der Wissenschaft ist, lässt
sich auch auf klanglichem Weg ihrer Essenz nahekommen – manchmal vielleicht sogar
näher. So meint man die Sonnenreflexion auf fallendem Laub im Ensemblestück Fire
Fragile Flight der nahezu vergessenen amerikanischen Komponistin Lucia Dlugoszewski
tatsächlich flirren zu sehen. Das weich-feste Gefühl von »Treten wie auf Moos« evo
ziert Sarah Nemtsov in ihrer Komposition MOOS mittels einer ausgefallen indirekten
Klangerzeugungsmethode. Márton Illés versucht die unterschiedlichsten Instrumente
der menschlichen Stimme anzuverwandeln, insbesondere die urtümlichen Laute, die sie
jenseits von Worten und Gesang hervorbringt. Dabei wachsen die Instrumentalklänge
so organisch zusammen, dass aus dem Ensemble eine Art hochexpressive Kreatur wird.
Der griechisch-französische Komponist, Ingenieur und Architekt Iannis Xenakis legte
indessen nahezu all seinen Werken ganz konkrete naturwissenschaftliche Referenz
systeme zugrunde – eine in der Musikgeschichte präzedenzlose Praxis, die auch in
seinem Ensemblestück Thalleïn (griechisch für »sprießen«) zum Tragen kommt. Unter
Anwendung der Siebtheorie lässt er hier unterschiedlichste Kleinstmotive wachsen und
wuchern, sich verwandeln und sich zu organischen Klanggeweben verzahnen. 100 Jahre
nach Xenakis’ Geburt reflektiert der Komponist Michael Pelzel in seinem neuen Werk
Urgewalt Xenakis, im Sog der Transformation die »rohe und archaische Wucht« der Musik,
die aus solch rigorosen Prozessen erwachsen ist.
The fascination for physical phenomena awakens the artistic spirit of enquiry. Even if
analysing them is the domain of the natural sciences, sonic methods can also bring us
close to their essence – and sometimes even closer. In the ensemble piece Fire Fragile
Flight by the almost forgotten American composer Lucia Dlugoszewski, one might think
one can actually see the sun’s reflection shimmering on the falling leaves. Sarah Nemtsov
evokes the soft yet firm feeling of »treading on moss« in her composition MOOS by using
an unusually indirect method of producing sound. Márton Illés attempts to adapt the
most varied instruments to the human voice, especially those primordial noises that it
produces, aside from words and song. The instrumental sounds grow together so organically that the ensemble seems to turn into some highly expressive creature.
Meanwhile, the Greek-French composer, engineer and architect Iannis Xenakis based
almost all his works on specific systems of reference from the natural sciences – an
unprecedented practice in musical history, which also comes to fruition in his ensemble
piece Thalleïn (Greek for »to sprout«): he applies sieve theory, allowing the most varied
small motifs to grow and proliferate, transform and become enmeshed in organic textures of sound. A hundred years after Xenakis’ birth, composer Michael Pelzel, in his new
work Urgewalt Iannis Xenakis, im Sog der Transformation, reflects »the raw and archaic
power« of the music that has grown out of such rigorous processes.

Salzlager, Welterbe
Zollverein, Essen
So 14. August____________________ 18.00 Uhr

Tickets: 42 / 32 / 22 €,
ermäßigt. ab 11 €

Mit freundlicher Unterstützung
durch die RAG-Stiftung
Mit Unterstützung der Schweizer
Kulturstiftung Pro Helvetia

Dauer: ca. 2h, 1 Pause

www.ruhr3.com/organicum
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4. HALBZEIT
WERMKE /
LEINKAUF
Installation

24

Die Installation des Künstlerduos Wermke/Leinkauf zeigt auf zwei gegenüberstehenden,
grell flackernden Stadionanzeigen Szenen von Menschenmassen zwischen politischen
Protesten und Fußballspielen – untermalt von einer ohrenbetäubenden Soundkulisse
aus Fangesängen. Wermke/Leinkauf beschäftigen sich in ihrer Arbeit mit dem Phänomen
organisierter Fußballfans und Ultras im Zusammenhang gesellschaftspolitischer Auf
stände. Daher auch der Titel der Arbeit, der über das Aufeinandertreffen der Fans in
einer 3. Halbzeit hinaus die 4. Halbzeit befragt: Der öffentliche Raum, in dem Fußballfans,
unabhängig vom Fußballspiel, aktiv werden, um Protestbewegungen zu unterstützen.
Von der Istanbuler Gezi-Park-Revolte über den sogenannten Arabischen Frühling bis
hin zu den Protesten am Majdan in Kyiv spielten Fußballfans eine zentrale Rolle. Aus
einem eher unpolitischen, oft destruktiven Sammelbecken von fanatischen Fußballan
hänger:innen entstanden teilweise neue, vielfältige Gruppen, die jenseits der Stadien
mit ihren Techniken des Widerstands politisch progressive Aktionen unterstützten.
Wermke/Leinkauf setzen das Mobilisierungspotenzial dieser Gruppierungen, die bereits
seit den 1970er Jahren existieren und die größte Jugend-Subkultur in Deutschland dar
stellen, bildmächtig zwischen Faszination und Schrecken in Szene.

Wermke/Leinkauf
Matthias Wermke
Mischa Leinkauf
Sound
Ed Davenport

This spatial installation by the artist duo Wermke/Leinkauf uses two brightly flickering
stadium displays facing each other, to present scenes of crowds attending political protests and football matches – underscored by an ear-splitting soundscape of football
chants. In their work, Wermke/Leinkauf explore the phenomenon of organised football
fans and ultras in the context of socio-political protests. Hence the title of the work,
which goes beyond the ultras arrangement of a third half – for celebration but also for
riots outside the stadium – to ask for a fourth half: an expanded space where football
can be activated, independent of football matches, for the purposes of protest.
Football fans played a key role in the protests in Istanbul’s Gezi Park, in the so-called
Arab Spring and the Maidan demonstrations in Kyiv. Out of a largely apolitical, often
destructive pool of fanatical football fans, new and multi-faceted groups sometimes
emerged who supported political protest beyond the stadium with their techniques of
resistance. Wermke/Leinkauf demonstrate how these groups, which have existed since
the 1970s and represent Germany’s largest youth subculture, are capable of being
mobilised in graphic images veering between fascination and horror.

Landschaftspark DuisburgNord, Schalthaus Ost

Eintritt frei
Ohne Sprache

Eröffnung: 17. August 2022
Laufzeit
18. August – 11. September
Öffnungszeiten:
Mi. – Fr. 16–20 Uhr
Sa. – So. 12–20 Uhr

www.ruhr3.com/halbzeit
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MASCHINENHAUSMUSIK
BLACK MIDI

AVA MENDOZA

Virtuos, impulsiv und ohne stilistische Leitplanken braust
die blutjunge britische Avantgarde-Rockband black midi
über eine kurvenreiche Straße, gesäumt von den viel
fältigsten Assoziationen: Free Jazz, Punk, Hardcore, zeit
genössische Kunstmusik – multiple Referenzen rauschen
vorbei, keine bleibt konstant, alles befindet sich im Fluss
der steten Veränderung. Expressive Schönheit und harten,
rohen Noise vereinbaren sie ebenso versiert wie das
Eingängige mit dem Obskuren. Mit Tempo rasen sie in
die Kurven, ohne zu wissen, was sich dahinter auftut.
Abenteuerliche Akkordfolgen, vertrackte Rhythmen, wilde
Wendungen und die ständige Bereitschaft, in Improvisa
tion auszubrechen, machen die Performance ihres neuen
Albums Cavalcade zu einem sensationellen Ritt, wie man
ihn in der avancierten Rockszene selten erlebt.
Brilliant, impulsive and without any stylistic guard rails,
the young British avant-garde rock band black midi roar
down a road full of twists and turns, dotted with a wide
range of associations: free jazz, punk, hardcore, contemporary art music – multiple references race past, none of
them remaining constant, everything a stream of constant
change. Expressive beauty and hard, raw noise are united as skilfully as the catchy and the obscure. They enter
the turns at speed, not knowing where they are about to
lead. Adventurous chord sequences, intricate rhythms,
wild shifts and a constant readiness to break into improvisation make the band’s performance of the new album
Cavalcade a sensational ride of a kind rarely experienced
on the advanced rock scene.

Der Kaktus – er wächst, wo er will, auch unter widrigsten
Bedingungen, er nimmt sich seinen Raum, ungeachtet
aller Grenzen. Im Geiste des Kaktus hat die lange in den
südlichsten US-Staaten beheimatete E-Gitarristin Ava
Mendoza gemeinsam mit ihren Freund:innen ein Solo
programm komponiert, das sie durch die Pandemie in ein
neues Zeitalter getragen hat. »Zaubersprüche, Hoffnungen
und Gebete am Tor zwischen zwei Welten«, nennt sie die
Stücke ihres Programms New Spells. Widerständigkeit
und Hitze sind dem abenteuerlich expressiven Spiel dieser
jungen Musikerin ebenso eingeschrieben wie eine geheim
nisvoll trockene Nostalgie.
The cactus – it grows where it wants, even in the most
adverse conditions, it takes its space, regardless of all
boundaries. In the spirit of the cactus, electric guitarist
Ava Mendoza, long a resident of the southernmost U.S.,
has composed a solo program with her friends that has
carried her through the pandemic into a new age. »Spells,
hopes and prayers at the gateway between two worlds«,
she calls the pieces in her program New Spells. Resistance
and heat are inscribed in this young musician’s adventurously expressive playing, like a mysteriously dry nostalgia.

Vocals, E-Gitarre Geordie Greep
Vocals, E-Bass, Synthesizer Cameron Picton
Schlagzeug Morgan Simpson
Mi 17. August__________________ 20.00 Uhr
Tickets: 27 / 17 €, ermäßigt ab 8,50 €
Maschinenhaus Essen

E-Gitarre, Vocals Ava Mendoza

CHARLOTTE HUG
Zum Übertritt in »Anderwelten« setzt die Schweizer Brat
schistin, Bildende Künstlerin, Komponistin und Vokalper
formerin Charlotte Hug ihre gesammelten Medien ein. In
Irland studierte sie den Gesang der Grabsänger, die mit
einer eigenartigen Vokaltechnik Ober- und Unterwelt in
Kontakt bringen. In China veranlasste sie die schamani
sche Praxis, bei Verstorbenen eine Jadefigur einer Zikade
in den Mund zu legen, zu einer Untersuchung der Mund
innenraumarchitektur. Dabei liegen großflächige, filigrane
Zeichnungen, die sie Son-Icons nennt, ihrer verzaubern
den Performance In Resonance with Elsewhere (Urauf
führung) als Raum-Partitur zugrunde.
To cross over into »otherworlds«, Swiss violist, painter,
composer and vocal performer Charlotte Hug uses her
collected media. In Ireland she studied the chanting of
grave diggers, who bring upper and lower worlds into contact with a peculiar vocal technique. In China, the shamanic practice of placing cicadas in the mouths of the
deceased prompted her to study the mouth’s interior
architecture. In the process, large-scale filigree drawings
she calls Son-Icons underlie her enchanting performance
In Resonance with Elsewhere (world premiere) as a score.
Viola, Stimme, Performance Charlotte Hug
Do 01. September_______ 20.00 Uhr
Tickets: 27 / 17 €, ermäßigt ab 8,50 €
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Maschinenhaus Essen

Ikonen und Ikonoklasten, Geisterbeschwörerinnen und Freigeister, Raumfahrer und Rock
stars – das sind die Künstler:innen der MaschinenHausMusik 2022. Mit der AvantgardeRockband black midi weht ein wilder, klischeebefreiter Wind von der britischen Insel
herüber, die E-Gitarristin Ava Mendoza besiegelt mit Zaubersprüchen den Übergang
zwischen zwei Welten und Zeitaltern, die Schweizer Künstlerin Charlotte Hug bringt auf
unterschiedliche Weise Stimmen aus dem Jenseits zum Klingen, das Elektronik-Duo
Mouse on Mars bricht zum Planeten Künstliche Intelligenz auf, und E-Gitarren-Legende
Caspar Brötzmann stellt erstmals seine brandneue Band Broken Spirit xx vor – nun von
der Long Scale Electric Guitar aus!
Icons and iconoclasts, necromancers and free spirits, space travellers and rock stars –
these are the artists playing at MaschinenHausMusik 2022. The Avant-garde band black
midi brings a wild and cliché-free wind blowing in with them from their island home; eguitarist Ava Mendoza seals the transition between two worlds and eras with spells; the
Swiss artist Charlotte Hug articulates voices from beyond the grave in different ways; electronic duo Mouse on Mars set off for the planet of Artificial Intelligence; and guitar legend
Caspar Brötzmann introduces his new band Broken Spirit xx for the very first time – and
he’s now playing the Long Scale Electric Guitar!

www.ruhr3.com/mhm
Die Konzerte von Ava Mendoza
und Charlotte Hug am 1.9. und
Broken Spirit xx am 7.9. werden
vom WDR für den Hörfunk aufgezeichnet und zu einem späteren
Zeitpunkt in WDR 3 Konzert
gesendet.

BROKEN SPIRIT XX

MOUSE ON MARS

Vier Jahre hat der E-Gitarrist Caspar Brötzmann darauf
verwendet, sein Gitarrenspiel auf eine Sandberg California
VM4 Bass Guitar zu transponieren, sodass man den Bass
für ein tiefe E-Gitarre halten könnte. Aus den Übungen,
an denen er seine Hände trainierte, wurden Songs, aus
der solistischen Askese eine Band: Broken Spirit xx heißt
die neue Formation – seine erste seit der Kultband Caspar
Brötzmann Massaker. Nach gebrochenem Spirit klingt die
Musik allerdings keineswegs, mehr nach apokalyptischem
Hendrix-Sound des 20. Jahrhunderts. Bei der Ruhrtiennale
2022 stellt sich Broken Spirit xx zum ersten Mal der Öffent
lichkeit vor!
Electric guitarist Caspar Brötzmann spent four years transposing his guitar playing to a Sandberg California VM4 bass
guitar, so that the bass would sound like a deep electric
guitar. The exercises he used to train his hands turned into
songs, the bass guitar turned into a Long Scale Electric
Guitar and his ascetic solo sessions grew to become a new
band: Broken Spirit xx. However, the spirit of the music
sounds anything but broken – more like the apocalyptic
Hendrix sound of the 20th century. Broken Spirit xx will be
making their first public appearance at Ruhrtriennale 2022.

Undogmatisch und abenteuerlustig durchstreift das Duo
Mouse on Mars seit 25 Jahren den Kosmos der Elektro
nik, immer auf der Suche nach neuen Experimenten am
Puls technologischer Entwicklung. In ihrer Performance
AAI (Anarchic Artificial Intelligence) tauchen sie gemein
sam mit ihrem langjährigen künstlerischen Partner, dem
Schlagzeuger Dodo Nkishi, in die Sphäre der Künstlichen
Intelligenz ein, treiben ihr Spiel mit ihren narrativen und
klanglichen Möglichkeiten und segeln lässig durch das
unbeherrschbare, unberechenbare Kräftefeld, das sich
zwischen Mensch und Maschine auftut.
Avoiding dogma and eager for adventure, the duo Mouse
on Mars have spent 25 years roaming the cosmos of electronica, in a constant search for new experiments to the
beat of technological developments. In their performance
AAI (Anarchic Artificial Intelligence), together with their
long-time artistic partner, the percussionist Dodo Nkishi, they immerse themselves in the sphere of artificial
intelligence, playing with its narrative and sonic possibilities and sailing nonchalantly through the unpredictable
forcefield that emerges between man and machine.

Long Scale E-Gitarre, Vocals Caspar Brötzmann
Schlagzeug Tim Wyskida
E-Bass, Vocals Rebecca Burchette
Mi 07. September
20.00 Uhr
Tickets: 27 / 17 €, ermäßigt ab 8,50 €
__________________

Elektronik Jan St. Werner
Elektronik, E-Gitarre Andreas Thomas
Schlagzeug Jean-Dominique Nkishi
Mi 14. September__________________ 20.00 Uhr
Tickets: 27 / 17 €, ermäßigt ab 8,50 €
Turbinenhalle an der Jahrhunderthalle Bochum

Band-Premiere
Maschinenhaus Essen
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ENCANTADO
LIA RODRIGUES
COMPANHIA
DE DANÇAS
Tanz

28

Lia Rodrigues verwandelt die Bühne auf PACT Zollverein in die blühende und magische
Welt der Encantados: Wesen, die sich dem Glauben indigener Kulturen zufolge zwischen
Erde und Himmel, Sanddünen und Felsblöcken sowie Mensch und Tier in der Welt be
wegen und diese durch mystische Kräfte beseelen. Eben diese Gegensätzlichkeiten,
zwischen denen sie stehen, werden auf der Bühne sichtbar. Mit denkbar einfachen Mit
teln öffnen sich karnevaleske Bilder zwischen Tanz und Ritual. Hundert farbenfrohe
und gemusterte Decken von den Märkten Rio de Janeiros kleiden und verwandeln die
nackten Körper der Tänzer:innen. Diese verbinden in ihrer Körperlichkeit immer wieder
Bewegungen und Grimassen und treten wiederholt einzeln oder in kleinen Gruppen aus
der Gemeinschaft heraus. Die Performance wird von der Musik der indigenen Gemein
schaft der Guarani Mbya angefeuert: sich wiederholende Rhythmen, die im vergangenen
Jahr von der indigenen Gemeinschaft als Zeichen des Widerstandes auf den Straßen
Brasiliens gesungen wurden.
Lia Rodrigues ist eine der wichtigsten künstlerischen Stimmen Brasiliens. Gemeinsam
mit der Companhia de Danças, welche sie in der größten Favela Rio de Janeiros, gründete,
entwickelt sie einen Abend, der die Bühne in ein hochaufgeladenes Energiefeld um
wandelt und der Bedrohung von Mensch und Natur trotzt. Encantado ist die Einladung,
die Gemeinschaft zu feiern, jedes Individuum darin zu wertschätzen und das Leben zu
bejahen.
Lia Rodrigues transforms the stage at PACT Zollverein into the blooming, magical world
of the encantados: creatures who, according to Indigenous beliefs, roam between heaven
and earth, sand dunes and cliffs, even between humans and animals, and enliven these
with their mystical powers. The opposites they are caught between are made visible on
stage. Using very simple means, carnival-like images form between dance and ritual.
Hundreds of brightly-coloured and patterned quilts from the markets of Rio de Janeiro
clothe and transform the naked bodies of the dancers. Their physical presence combines movement with powerful facial expressions and they step out repeatedly from the
collective, either alone or in small groups. The performance is driven by music from the
Indigenous Mbyá Guarani people: repetitive rhythms that were sung on Brazil’s streets
last year as a song of resistance by the Indigenous communities. The evening is a power
ful transformation of the fear of failure in the struggle for survival – defying the threats
to humans and nature.
Lia Rodrigues is one of Brazil’s most important artistic voices. Together with her Companhia de Danças, which she founded in the largest favela of Rio de Janeiro, she develops a
night that transforms the stage into an energetic field and defies the threat to humankind
and nature. Encantado is an invitation to celebrate community, to value each individual
in it and to affirm life.

PACT Zollverein, Essen
Do 18. August __________________ 20.00 Uhr
Fr 19. August __________________ 20.00 Uhr
Sa 20. August __________________ 20.00 Uhr
Mo 22. August __________________ 20.00 Uhr

Dauer: ca. 60min

www.ruhr3.com/encantado

Tickets: 27 / 17 €,
ermäßigt. ab 8,50 €
Ohne Sprache
Veranstaltet von PACT Zollverein
für die Ruhrtriennale.

Eine Koproduktion von Chaillot –
Théâtre National de la Danse,
Le CENTQUATRE, Festival
d’Automne, Scène nationale
Carré-Colonnes, Le TAP – Théâtre
Auditorium de Poitiers, Scène
nationale du Sud-Aquitain,
La Coursive, Scène nationale
La Rochelle, L’Empreinte,
Scène nationale Brive, Théâtre
d’Angoulême Scène Nationale,
Le Moulin du Roc, Scène
nationale à Niort, La Scène
Nationale d’Aubusson, l’OARA –
Office Artistique de la Région

Kreation
Lia Rodrigues
Choreografie Assistenz
Amalia Lima
Dramaturgie künstlerische
Mitarbeit und Bilder
Silvia Soter
Sammi Landweer
Licht Design
Nicolas Boudier
Inspizienz
Magali Foubert
Baptistine Méral
Mixing
Alexandre Seabra
Booking
Colette de Turville
Koordination Produktion
Astrid Toledo
Verwaltung
Jacques Segueilla
Produktion Brasilien
Gabi Gonçalves
Corpo Rastreado
Produktion Projekt Goethe Institut
Claudia Oliveira
Sekretariat
Gloria Laureano
Lehrerinnen
Amalia Lima
Sylvia Barretto
Valentina Fittipaldi
Von und mit
Leonardo Nunes
Carolina Repetto
Valentina Fittipaldi
Andrey Da Silva
Larissa Lima
Ricardo Xavier
Joana Lima
David Abreu
Matheus Macena
Tiago Oliveira
Raquel Alexandre

Nouvelle-Aquitaine,
Le Kunstenfestivaldesarts,
Theaterfestival Basel, HAU
Hebbel am Ufer, Festival Oriente
Occidente, Theater Freiburg,
Julidans, Teatro Municipal do
Porto / Festival DDD – dias
de dança and Lia Rodrigues
Companhia de Danças.
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DAS WEITE LAND
ARTHUR
SCHNITZLER
BARBARA FREY
MARTIN
ZEHETGRUBER
Schauspiel
Eine Koproduktion vom Burgtheater Wien und der Ruhrtriennale

Ich schau dich nur an
→ Magazin, Seite 155
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Das weite Land zählt zu den bedeutendsten Tragikomödien des Fin de Siècle. Arthur
Schnitzler porträtiert darin eine Gesellschaft, die ihren moralischen Kompass verloren
hat, eine Gesellschaft, die den Begriff der Freiheit nur für das persönliche Fortkommen
beansprucht und spürt, dass eine Leerstelle entstanden ist. Gleichwohl ist sie saturiert,
leistet es sich, keine Inhalte mehr zu haben und damit den Verzicht, gemeinschaftliche
Zukunft zu gestalten. Produktion, Expansion und Konsum bilden das Dreigestirn, das auf
alle Lebensbereiche strahlt. Der Fortlauf des Geschäfts hat die oberste Priorität. Natur
wird nur noch als zu bewirtschaftendes Terrain angesehen (dem Tourismus zum Ver
gnügen), Intimität wird zur Handelsware, Liebe zum Konsumgut, jedes Gespräch ein arg
wöhnisches Aushorchen des Gegenübers. Der Spaß ist schon lange vorbei. Schnitzlers
Figuren leiden – um es mit einer heutigen Diagnose zu attestieren – unter einer hedonis
tischen Depression. Das Aggressionspotential, auch das der Autoaggression, wächst.
Gegenseitige Verachtung wird auf stetiger Flamme am Simmern gehalten, wohl wissend,
dass ein solches Gefühl schnell zum Kochen zu bringen ist.
Nicht ohne einen gewissen Neid hatte Sigmund Freud festgestellt, dass Schnitzlers prä
zise Dialoge leichtfüßig zum Vorschein bringen, was er selbst mühsam wissenschaftlich
zu begründen versucht. Barbara Frey setzt mit dieser Arbeit nach Edgar Allan Poes Der
Untergang des Hauses Usher die auf drei Jahre angelegte Kooperation mit dem Burg
theater Wien und dessen großartigem Ensemble fort.
Das Weite Land (The Vast Domain) is one of the most important tragi-comedies of
the fin de siècle. Arthur Schnitzler portrays a society that has lost its moral compass,
a society that only applies the concept of liberty to individual advancement and can
feel that this leaves a void. At the same time, it is sated: it allows itself to do without
ideas and avoids planning any communal future. Production, expansion and consumption form the triumvirate bearing down on all aspects of life. The highest priority
is that business continues. Nature is now regarded purely as territory that has yet
to be cultivated (tourism for pleasure), intimacy is a commodity to be traded, love
is a consumer good, every conversation is a dismissive acquisition of information.
Fun stopped a long time ago. Schnitzler’s characters suffer from what a present-day
diagnosis would describe as hedonistic depression. The potential for aggression, and
for aggression directed against the self, is growing. Mutual contempt is kept simmering over a constant flame, in the full knowledge that such a feeling can soon be
brought to the boil.
Not without a certain envy, Sigmund Freud noted that Schnitzler’s precise dialogue
nimbly exposed what his own awkward efforts had tried to prove scientifically. With
this production, following that of Edgar Allan Poe’s The Fall of the House of Usher,
Barbara Frey continues her three-year co-operation with the Vienna Burgtheater and
its magnificent ensemble.

Jahrhunderthalle Bochum
Sa 20. August__________________ 20.00 Uhr
Mo 22. August__________________ 20.00 Uhr
Mi 24. August__________________ 20.00 Uhr
Do 25. August__________________ 20.00 Uhr
Fr 26. August__________________ 20.00 Uhr

www.ruhr3.com/frey

Tickets: 52 / 42 / 32 / 22 €,
ermäßigt ab 11 €
In deutscher Sprache mit
englischen Übertiteln

Regie
Barbara Frey
Bühnenbild
Martin Zehetgruber
Mitarbeit Bühne
Stefanie Wagner
Kostüme
Esther Geremus
Musik
Josh Sneesby
Sound Design
Thomas Wegner
Licht Design
Rainer Küng
Dramaturgie
Andreas Karlaganis
Regieassistenz
Verena Holztrattner
Bühnebildassistenz
Oscar Grunert
Kostümassistenz
Marie-Lena Poindl
Inspizienz
Irene Petutschnig
Soufflage
Berngard Knoll
Mit
Bibiana Beglau
Dorothee Hartinger
Sabine Haupt
Felix Kammerer
Katharina Lorenz
Michael Maertens
Branko Samarovski
Nina Siewert
Itay Tiran

Gefördert von der Brost-Stiftung.
Mit freundlicher Unterstützung
des Vereins der Freunde und
Förderer der Ruhrtriennale e. V.
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DIE NATUR DES MENSCHEN —
LITERATUR, MUSIK, GESPRÄCH
LUKAS BÄRFUSS UND GÄSTE
NATUR UND PROPAGANDA /
NATURE AND PROPAGANDA
ALEXANDER KLOSE / SANDRA HÜLLER
Worüber reden wir, wenn wir über die »Natur« reden?
Was prägt unser Bild und unser Verständnis dieser so
genannten Natur? Antworten finden sich im größten
Wissens- und Erfahrungsspeicher der Menschheit: in
der Literatur. Drei Abende, drei literarische Reisen durch
die Sprachen, durch die Jahrhunderte, durch die Konti
nente. Vorgetragen von den Schauspielerinnen Sandra
Hüller, Angela Winkler und Sarah Sandeh, begleitet
von Musiker:innen und zuvor von Lukas Bärfuss im
Gespräch mit Expert:innen in die historische und literar
ische Perspektive gesetzt, nähern wir uns drei Begriffspaaren, die unsere Vergangenheit formen, die Gegen
wart umtreiben und unsere Zukunft bestimmen.
What are we talking about when we use the word
»nature«? What shapes our image and our under
standing of this so-called nature? We can find answers
in that great store of human knowledge and experience: literature. Three evenings and three literary
journeys through languages, through the centuries,
through the continents. Read by the actors Angela
Winkler, Sandra Hüller and Sarah Sandeh, accompanied by musicians and put into historical and literary
context beforehand by Lukas Bärfuss in conversation
with a range of experts, we will approach three conceptual pairs that have shaped our past, concern our
present and will determine our future.

Die Natur des Menschen?
→ Magazin, Seite 160
Die dreiteilige Dialogreihe zur Natur des Menschen wird in
Zusammenarbeit mit dem Kulturradio WDR 3 im Rahmen der
WDR 3 Kulturpartnerschaft aufgezeichnet und zu einem
späteren Zeitpunkt in WDR 3 Forum gesendet.
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Wer Macht will, muss über die natürlichen Ressourcen ver
fügen. Mit Wasser, Boden und Luft wird Politik und Geld
gemacht. Wer seine Interessen durchsetzen will, muss sie
zuerst sprachlich vorbereiten. Und wer schließlich herrscht,
wird seine Macht gegen andere Ansprüche rechtfertigen
müssen und dazu sprachliche Strategien und Taktiken ent
wickeln. Welche Propaganda ist erfolgreich, wenn es um
die Natur geht?
Anyone who wants power needs natural resources. Water,
land and air drive politics and make money. Anyone who
wants their interests to prevail has to prepare their language in advance. And whoever is ultimately in control will
have to justify their power against the claims of others and
develop linguistic strategies and tactics to do this. What
kind of propaganda is successful when it comes to nature?
So 21. August
17 Uhr
Dialog: Lukas Bärfuss und Alexander Klose
19.30 Uhr
Lesung: Sandra Hüller
Musik: Daniel Freitag

Maschinenhaus Essen
Konzept
Lukas Bärfuss
Judith Gerstenberg
Tickets Dialoge:
17 / 12 €, ermäßigt ab 6 €
Tickets Lesungen:
27 / 17 €, ermäßigt ab 13,50 €
Package Dialoge und Lesung:
35 / 23 €, ermäßigt ab 11,50 €

NATUR UND DEMOKRATIE /
NATURE AND DEMOCRACY
KLAUS STAECK / ANGELA WINKLER

NATUR UND BEWUSSTSEIN /
NATURE AND CONSCIOUSNESS
ULRIKE DRAESNER / SARAH SANDEH

Die Natur ist kein Rechtsstaat. Gewaltenteilung ist ihr
fremd, und der Schutz der Minderheiten kümmert sie
kaum. Freiheit und Solidarität sind menschliche Tugenden.
In einer Demokratie soll nicht die:der Stärkere überleben.
In einer Demokratie ist die Würde des Menschen unan
tastbar. Aber welche Rechte fallen in einer Demokratie
den Tieren und den Pflanzen zu? Welches Gesetz soll herr
schen, das des Rechtsstaates oder das der Natur?

Die grausame Wildnis, der Garten, aus dem wir verstoßen
wurden, ein verletzliches System, das unseren Schutz
braucht: Die Bilder und Begriffe, die wir uns von der Natur
machen, sind vielfältig und widersprüchlich – und sie sind
Teil unserer Kultur. Aber wie steht es um die natürlichen
Grundlagen unseres Bewusstseins? Von welchen Ideen
und Vorstellungen können wir uns befreien, und welchen
Platz hat das menschliche Gehirn im System der Natur?

Nature does not obey the rule of law. The separation of
powers is alien to it and it is scarcely bothered about
the protection of minorities. Freedom and solidarity are
human virtues. A democracy is not determined by the
survival of the fittest. In a democracy, human dignity is
inviolate. But what rights do animals and plants have in a
democracy? Which law should prevail: the rule of law or
the laws of nature?

The cruel wilderness, the garden from which we were expelled, a vulnerable system that requires our protection;
the images and names we create for nature are manifold
and contradictory – and they are part of our culture. But
what about the natural foundations of our consciousness? What are the ideas and propositions we can free
ourselves from, and what place does the human brain
have in nature’s system?

So 04. September

So 11. September

17 Uhr
Dialog: Lukas Bärfuss und Klaus Staeck

17 Uhr
Dialog: Lukas Bärfuss und Ulrike Draesner

19.30 Uhr
Lesung: Angela Winkler
Musik: Valentin Butt und Roland Satterwhite

19.30 Uhr
Lesung: Sarah Sandeh
Musik: Malakoff Kowalski

www.ruhr3.com/natur
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APARICIÓN /
ERSCHEINUNG
REGINA JOSÉ
GALINDO
Installation

34

Die Arbeit Aparición macht auf die erschütternd hohe Zahl der Morde gegen Frauen
in Deutschland aufmerksam. 2021 erschien die Aktionskünstlerin Regina José Galindo
jeden dritten Tag als anonymer Frauenkörper im öffentlichen Raum des Ruhrgebiets und
Videos zeigten die Aktion auf der Internetseite der Ruhrtriennale. Weil das Thema leider
an Aktualität und Dringlichkeit nicht verloren hat, werden dieses Jahr Motive der Arbeit
im Stadtraum Bochums als Plakat-Mahnmal für die ermordeten Frauen erscheinen.
Regina José Galindo und viele andere Künstler:innen und Aktivist:innen kämpfen um
Sichtbarkeit, um den Tatbestand in die Aufmerksamkeit zu bringen. Der Begriff »Femi
zid« (Mord an Frauen, weil sie Frauen sind) macht Gewalt gegen Frauen in häuslicher
Gewalt und deren systemischen Charakter benennbar, und wird im US- und lateinamerikanischen Kontext selbstverständlich verwendet. Im deutschsprachigen Raum
wird er allerdings nur im journalistischen Kontext eingesetzt – erst 2022 entsteht eine
erste evidenzbasierte Studie dazu – und hat keine strafrechtliche Relevanz oder Ver
wendung im juristischen Bereich. Die Dunkelziffer der Taten in Deutschland wird daher
weit höher liegen, denn Femizide geschehen immer noch größtenteils unerkannt und
werden als »Beziehungstat« oder »Ehedrama« bagatellisiert. Deutschland, das Land,
in dem Vergewaltigung in der Ehe bis zum Jahr 1997 nicht einmal als Verbrechen ange
sehen wurde. Und selbst damals stimmten im Bundestag immer noch 138 Bundestags
abgeordnete dagegen – unter ihnen auch der jetzige CDU-Vorsitzende.

Konzept
Regina José Galindo
Fotografie
Lutz Henke
Dramaturgie
Aljoscha Begrich

The work Aparición draws attention to the horrifically high number of murders committed against women in Germany. In 2021, performance artist Regina José Galindo would
appear every three days as an anonymous female body in a public location in the Ruhr
region and videos of this intervention would be published on the Ruhrtriennale website.
Sadly this topic has lost none of its relevance and urgency, so this year, motifs from the
work will be displayed in poster memorials to the murdered women across public spaces
in Bochum.
Regina José Galindo and many other artists and activists are fighting to be seen and to
draw attention to the facts. The term »femicide« (the murder of women because they
are women) is intended to help identify violence against women in cases of domestic
violence, as well as its systemic character, and is now used as a matter of course in the
USA and Latin America. In German-speaking cultures, however, journalists have been
extremely hesitant to employ it – the first evidence-based study did not appear until
2022 – and it has no relevance in law and is not used in legal circles. The actual number
of murder cases in Germany is therefore likely to be far higher because femicide tends to
go largely unrecognised and is trivialised as »relationship problems« or »marital dramas«.
Furthermore, in Germany, the country where rape within marriage was not even seen as
a crime until 1997. Even then, 138 members of parliament still voted against the law being
changed, among them the present chairman of the CDU.

Bochum Innenstadt
Laufzeit
23. August – 12. September

www.ruhr3.com/erscheinung

Ein Auftragswerk der
Ruhrtriennale
Ohne Sprache
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EUPHORIA
JULIAN
ROSEFELDT
Multidisziplinäre Installation

Educate Capitalism!
→ Magazin, Seite 164
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Euphoria ist die lang erwartete neue, multidisziplinäre, raumgreifende Filminstallation
des Videokünstlers und Filmemachers Julian Rosefeldt, der bereits 2016 das Publikum
der Ruhrtriennale mit Manifesto begeisterte.
Seine neue Arbeit ist eine Tour de Force durch die Geschichte der Wirtschafts
theorie. Das Projekt zitiert aus Originaltexten berühmter Ökonom:innen, Schriftsteller:innen, Philosoph:innen und Dichter:innen und zeichnet die 2000-jährige Ge
schichte der menschlichen Gier nach. Die komplizierte Entstehungsgeschichte unserer
neoliberalen Marktwirtschaft übersetzt Rosefeldt in eine zugängliche Bildsprache durch
die Kombination historischer Texte mit vertrauten szenischen Darstellungen, in denen
Schauspieler:innen wie Giancarlo Esposito und Virginia Newcomb als zeitgenössische
Charaktere auftreten und Cate Blanchett einem sprechenden und singenden Tiger ihre
Stimme leiht.
Der Frage, warum der Kapitalismus bis heute alternativlos zu sein scheint und warum er
selbst für Menschen, die sich seines zerstörerischen Charakters bewusst sind, unwider
stehlich bleibt, geht das Projekt als filmisches Reenactment von pro- und antikapitalis
tischer Kritik nach.
Die Musik in Euphoria wurde von dem kanadischen Komponisten Samy Moussa kom
poniert, ergänzt von der britischen Komponistin Cassie Kinoshi. Der Musikteil der Film
installation entstand in Zusammenarbeit mit dem Brooklyn Youth Chorus und fünf der
renommiertesten zeitgenössischen Jazzschlagzeuger unserer Zeit – Terri Lyne Carrington,
Peter Erskine , Antonio Sánchez, Eric Harland und Yissy García.
Euphoria is the long-awaited, new, multi-disciplinary, spatial film installation by the video
artist and film-maker Julian Rosefeldt, who wowed Ruhrtriennale audiences in 2016 with
Manifesto.
His new work is a tour de force that runs through the history of economic theory. The
project consists of original texts from famous economists, writers, philosophers and poets,
and traces the 2,000-year history of human greed. He translates the complex history of
the development of our neoliberal market economy into an accessible visual language
through the combination of historical texts with familiar scenic representations, in which
actors like Giancarlo Esposito and Virginia Newcomb appear as contemporary characters
and Cate Blanchett provides the voice for a talking, singing tiger.
The project pursues the question of why capitalism appears, until now, to have no alternative and why it remains irresistible, even to people who are aware of its destructive nature,
as a filmic re-enactment of both pro-capitalist and capitalist-critical positions.
The music in Euphoria was composed by the Canadian Samy Moussa. The British
composer Cassie Kinoshi has also contributed one track. The music component of the
project was created in collaboration with the Brooklyn Youth Chorus and five of the most
famous jazz percussionists of our time – Terri Lyne Carrington, Steve Gadd, Antonio
Sanchez, Eric Harland and Yissy García.

Halle 5, Welterbe Zollverein,
Essen
Uraufführung
Eröffnung
Do 25. August_____________________ 18.00 Uhr
Laufzeit
25. August – 10. September
Öffnungszeiten:
Mo. – So.: 12:00 – 19:30 Uhr

www.ruhr3.com/euphoria

Tickets: 12 €, ermäßigt 6 €
In englischer Sprache mit
deutschen Untertiteln

Ein Auftragswerk und eine
Produktion von Park Avenue
Armory.
Gemeinsam in Auftrag gegeben
von Ruhrtriennale, Holland
Festival und Rising Melbourne,
in Kooperation mit
Weltkulturerbe Völklinger Hütte.
Gefördert durch die
Kunststiftung NRW.

Buch, Regie, Produktion
Julian Rosefeldt
Musik
Samy Moussa
Ausführender Produzent
Wassili Zygouris
Ausführende Produzentinnen Kiew
Anastasiya Bukovska
Tatiana Kurmaz
Family Production
Ausführender Produzent New York
Christian Detres
See The Tree Productions
Ausführende Produzentin Sofia
Konstantina Manolova, Solent Film
Künstlerischer Chefproduzent
Park Avenue Armory, New York
Michael Lonergan
Kamera Christoph Krauss
Szenenbild Nadja Götze
Kostümbild
Daniela Backes
Bina Daigeler
Maskenbild Julia Böhm, Katharina
Thieme, Sonia Salazar Delgado
Ton David Hilgers, Oliver
Göbel, Ludwig Fiedler
Sound Design Thomas Appel
Schnitt Bobby Good
Dramaturgie
Tobias Staab
Textcollagen
Julian Rosefeldt
Tobias Staab
Dramaturgische Beratung
Janaina Pessoa
Regieassistenz
Denis Sonin
Ires Jung
Musikalische Konzeption
Julian Rosefeldt
Komposition
Samy Moussa
Ergänzende Komposition
Cassie Kinoshi
Leiterin Brooklyn Youth Chorus
Dianne Berkun Menaker
Musikproduktion
Ed Williams
Dianne Berkun Menaker
Tonmeister Musikaufnahmen
Isaiah Abolin
Mit
Giancarlo Esposito, Virginia
Newcomb, Ayesha Jordan, Kate
Strong, Jeff Wood, Erik Hansen,
Tim Williams, Jeff Burrell, Robert
Bronzi, Ricio Rodriguez-Inniss,
Dora Zygouri, Esther Odumade,
Tia Murrell, Asa Ali, Luis Rosefeldt
und der Stimme von Cate Blanchett
Und
Terri Lyne Carrington, Peter
Erskine, Yissy García, Eric
Harland, Antonio Sanchez
und den Sänger:innen des
Brooklyn Youth Chorus
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HILLBROW–
FICATION
CONSTANZA
MACRAS
DORKYPARK
Tanz
Für alle ab 12 Jahren

Die Zukunft im Rücken
→ Magazin, Seite 176

38

21 Kinder und Jugendliche aus Hillbrow, einem Viertel in Johannesburg, entwerfen mög
liche und unmögliche Zukunftsszenarien für ihren Stadtteil und seine Bewohner:innen.
Hillbrow, ursprünglich als Vorzeigestadtteil geplant, ist mittlerweile berüchtigt für Armut
und Korruption. Auf der Bühne ertanzen die Performer:innen Szenen über »das Hillbrow
der Zukunft«. Wie sollte dieses Zusammenleben im Viertel in einer idealen Zukunft aus
sehen? Es entstehen Utopien und Dystopien von Ghettoisierung und Gentrifizierung.
Aliens kommen auf die Erde und etablieren eine neue soziale Ordnung: Wer gut tanzen
kann, hat das Sagen. Eine revolutionäre Prinzessin mit unendlich vielen Namen hat die
Gabe, die Parameter von Zeit und Raum zu verändern. Menschen haben gelernt, wie
man vom Boden hochfedert, anstatt sich mit kaputten Fahrstühlen herumzuschlagen.
Die Performer:innen verhandeln Rassismus und Gewalt, die sie täglich erleben, und un
terlaufen stereotype Narrative. Die unter Leitung der Choreografin Constanza Macras
entstandene Arbeit fasziniert durch die ansteckende Energie und hinterfragt auf humor
volle Weise unseren Blick auf die Ordnung der Gesellschaft.
21 children and young people from Hillbrow, a district of Johannesburg, outline possible
and impossible scenarios for the future of their district and its inhabitants. Hillbrow, originally planned as a model development, is now infamous for its poverty and corruption.
On stage the performers dance scenes about »the Hillbrow of the future«. What might
a life together in the district look like in an ideal future? We see utopias and dystopias of ghettoisation and gentrification. Aliens land on earth and establish a new social
hierarchy where good dancers call the shots. A revolutionary princess with an endless
name has the gift of shifting the parameters of space and time. People have learned to
levitate off the ground instead of struggling with broken elevators. They deal with the
racism and violence they experience daily and subvert stereotypical narratives. The work,
created under the guidance of choreographer Constanza Macras, fascinates due to the
infectious energy of its performers and humorously challenges our view of how the world
operates.

Gebläsehalle, Landschaftspark
Duisburg-Nord

Tickets: 37 / 27 / 17 €,
ermäßigt ab 8,50 €

Do 25. August __________________ 20.00 Uhr
Fr 26. August __________________ 20.00 Uhr
Sa 27. August __________________ 20.00 Uhr

In englischer Sprache mit
deutschen Übertiteln

Regie, Choreografie
Constanza Macras
Lisi Estarás
Dramaturgie
Tamara Saphir
Kostüme
Roman Handt
Kostüme, Requisite
Marcus Barros Cardoso
Licht Design, Technischer Entwurf
Sergio de Carvalho Pessanha
Sound Design
Stephan Wöhrmann
Regieassistenz
Mica Heilmann
Tour Management
Marie Glassl
Xiao Yu
Produktionsassistenz
Johannesburg
Linda Michael Mkhwanazi
Internationaler Vertrieb
Plan B – Creative Agency for
Performing Arts Hamburg
Mit
Miki Shoji
Emil Bordás
John Sithole
Zibusiso Dube
Bigboy Ndlovu
Nompilo Hadebe
Rendani Dlamini
Brandon Magengelele
Tshepang Lebelo
Jackson Mogotlane
Bongani Mangena
Karabo Kgatle
Sandile Mtembo
Vusi Magoro
Amahle Mene
Thato Ndlovu
Simiso Msimango
Blessing Opoku
Pearl Segkagwa
Ukho Somadlaka
Lwandile Thabede

Eine Produktion von Constanza
Macras | Dorkypark und
Outreach Foundation’s Hillbrow
Theatre Project.
Koproduziert mit dem Maxim
Gorki Theater Berlin.

Dauer: ca. 90min

www.ruhr3.com/macras
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SCHWERKRAFT UND GNADE
CHORWERK RUHR
BOCHUMER SYMPHONIKER
FLORIAN HELGATH
Konzert

IGOR STRAWINSKY

Ave Maria (1934)
LILI BOULANGER

Ils m’ont assez opprimé dès ma jeunesse – Psaume 129 (1916)
IGOR STRAWINSKY

Pater noster (1949)
LILI BOULANGER

Du fond de l’abîme – Psaume 130 (1917)
FRANCIS POULENC

Stabat Mater (1950)
LILI BOULANGER

Vieille prière bouddhique (1917)

Sopran
Sheva Tehoval
Mezzosopran
Hasti Molavian
Tenor
Timo Schabel

40

Chorwerk Ruhr
Bochumer Symphoniker
Musikalische Leitung
Florian Helgath

Schwerkraft und Gnade hat die französische Philosophin Simone Weil als die beiden
weltbeherrschenden Kräfte erkannt, denen die Seele unterworfen ist. Dieses Welt
wissen macht sie zu Lili Boulangers Schwester im Geiste. Die Psalmvertonungen der
außergewöhnlich visionären, jung verstorbenen Komponistin verleihen der kollektiven Krise
des Volkes Jahwes Ausdruck. Unerschrocken lässt sie den Klagechor in die brodelnde
Tiefe stürzen, um »nach oben zu fallen«, ins Licht. Dazwischen bieten zwei schlichte,
innige Motetten Igor Strawinskys einen Ort des Trosts: Erst im Alter hat er sich dem
Gebet zugewandt. Während im Ave Maria und im Pater noster die mütterliche und die
väterliche Instanz angerufen werden, zeigt Francis Poulenc die Gottesmutter im Moment
der größten Schwäche. Doch »keine Poesie […] ist echt, wenn sie die Ermüdung aus
schließt« (Simone Weil). In Boulangers Vieille prière bouddhique überwindet die mensch
liche Stimme den Schrecken der Zivilisation und die Sprache selbst. Die Utopie ist ein
Staunen mit geschlossenem Mund.
Gravity and grace were described by the French philosopher Simone Weil as the two
forces that rule the world and to which the soul is subjugated. This knowledge makes her
Lili Boulanger’s sister in spirit. The psalm settings of this extraordinarily visionary composer, who died young, give expression to the collective crisis of the people of Yahweh.
She is unflinching in allowing the lamenting chorus to plunge into the simmering depths
in order to »fall upwards« into the light. Between them, two simple, heartfelt motets by
Igor Stravinsky offer a place of consolation: he only turned to prayer in old age. While the
Ave Maria and Pater noster appeal to maternal and paternal entities respectively, Francis
Poulenc presents the Mother of God at her moment of greatest weakness. And yet »no
poetry […] is authentic if fatigue does not figure therein« (Simone Weil). In Boulanger’s
Vieille prière bouddhique (Old Buddhist prayer), the human voice overcomes the horrors
of civilisation and language itself. Utopia is amazement with a closed mouth.

Maschinenhalle Zweckel,
Gladbeck
Fr 26. August__________________ 20.00 Uhr
Sa 27. August__________________ 20.00 Uhr
So 28. August____________________ 18.00 Uhr

Tickets: 67 / 52 / 37 / 22 €,
ermäßigt ab 11 €

Eine Chorwerk Ruhr Produktion
für die Ruhrtriennale 2022

Die Veranstaltung wird vom WDR
für den Hörfunk aufgezeichnet
und zu einem späteren Zeitpunkt
in WDR 3 Konzert gesendet.

Dauer: ca. 1h 55min,
eine Pause

www.ruhr3.com/gnade
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COCK COCK…
WHO’S THERE?
SAMIRA ELAGOZ
Performance / Film

»Ist es nicht ein bisschen abgefuckt, jetzt ein Mann
werden zu wollen?« – »Ist es nicht revolutionär?«
→ Magazin, Seite 203
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Auf Einladung der Ruhrtriennale wird Samira Elagoz Cock Cock … Who’s there? aus dem
Jahr 2016 im Kontext seiner neuen Arbeit Seek Bromance erneut performen. Heute
identifiziert sich der in Berlin lebende Filmemacher und Performancekünstler als trans
maskulin und blickt durch die Wiederaufnahme zurück auf seine starke Femme-Ver
gangenheit. Der Ausgangspunkt dieser filmischen Performance ist die brutale Erfahrung
sexueller Gewalt in einer intimen Beziehung, sowie die gesellschaftliche Sprachlosigkeit
darüber. Samira Elagoz konfrontiert sich in einem lang angelegten sozialen Experiment
mit heterosexuellen Cis-Männern, die er über Dating-Plattformen wie Chatroulette
oder Tinder kennenlernt, um in einem klar abgesteckten Rahmen ihre Sicht sowohl auf
sich selbst als auch auf Samira durch die Kameralinse einzufangen.
Indem er eindeutige Opferzuschreibungen vermeidet, entlarvt Samira die gesellschaft
liche Erwartungshaltung an Frauen, die sexuelle Traumaerfahrungen gemacht haben. Was
lange vor #metoo bereits das Publikum polarisierte, ermöglicht die Analyse zwischen
geschlechtlicher Beziehungen in ihrer ganzen Ambivalenz, jenseits der stereotypen
Opfer-Täter-Dychotomie. Eine sehr persönliche und zugleich fast klinisch unpersön
liche Arbeit. Gefilmt durch eine Linse, die zwischen zu nah und zu fern oszilliert und
schonungslos gesellschaftliche Themen wie sexuelle Gewalt und den männlichen Blick
aus weiblicher Perspektive offenlegt. Samira Elagoz verdichtet in einer besonderen
szenischen Form, die Kino, Filmdokumentation und Performance gekonnt miteinander
verbindet, drei Jahre Leben und die damit verbundene schmerzhafte wie humorvolle
Erfahrung über drei Kontinente hinweg in einem 65 minütigen Film, den er durch seine
Auftritte kontextualisiert.

Text, Regie, Bearbeitung
Samira Elagoz
Beratung
Jeanette Groenendaal
Bruno Listopad
Richard Sand
Mit
Samira Elagoz
Ayumi Matsuda
Tashi Iwaoka

At the Ruhrtriennale’s invitation, Samira Elagoz will perform his 2016 work Cock, Cock …
Who’s There? again in the context of his new work Seek Bromance. Today the Berlin-based
film-maker and performance artist identifies as transmasculine and uses this revival to
look back on his high femme past. The starting point of this filmic performance is the
brutal experience of sexual violence in an intimate relationship and society’s inability to
talk about this. Samira Elagoz confronts himself in a long-term social experiment with
cis-men that he meets on dating platforms such as Chatroulette and Tinder, in order
to capture their views both of themselves and of Samira through the lens of a camera
within a clearly defined framework.
By avoiding being unambiguously defined as a victim, Samira exposes society’s expectations of women who have undergone traumatic sexual experiences. What was already
polarising audiences long before #metoo enables him to analyse inter-gender relationships
in all their ambivalence, beyond the stereotypical dichotomy of victim and perpetrator. This
is a very personal and at the same time almost clinically impersonal work. Filmed through a
lens that oscillates between being too close and too distant, it mercilessly lays bare social
themes such as sexual violence and the male gaze from a female perspective. In a very
special scenic form that skilfully combines cinema, film documentary and performance,
Samira Elagoz condenses three years of his life across three continents and the painful
and humorous experiences associated with them into a 65 minutes long film which he
contextualizes by himself appearing on stage.

Maschinenhaus Essen

Tickets: 27 / 17 €,
ermäßigt ab 8,50 €

Fr 26. August__________________ 20.00 Uhr
Dauer: 65min

www.ruhr3.com/elagoz1

In englischer Sprache mit
deutschen Untertiteln
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SEEK BROMANCE
SAMIRA ELAGOZ
Performance / Film

»Ist es nicht ein bisschen abgefuckt, jetzt ein Mann
werden zu wollen?« – »Ist es nicht revolutionär?«
→ Magazin, Seite 203
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Irgendwo zwischen Insta-Reality und Sci-Fi-Dystopie – eine Romanze zwischen zwei trans
makulinen Künstler:innen am Ende der Welt. Die Bilder, die Samira Elagoz gemeinsam mit
seinem/seiner Partner:in, dem/der an der Schnittstelle von Poesie, Performance und
Installation arbeitende/n Künstler:in Cade Moga, einfängt, dokumentieren auf radikal
persönliche Art ihre unmögliche Liebe, vom ersten Kennenlernen bis zur endgültigen
Trennung. Sie dokumentieren zugleich Samiras langen Abschied von seiner FemmeIdentität und den Beginn einer Reise ins Ungewisse. Was als digitale Begegnung auf
Facebook begann, wird zu einem fragilen Experiment in der Realität, als Samira in den
Flieger nach L.A. steigt, um Cade zu besuchen. Drei Monate verbringen sie miteinander
im Lockdown auf engstem Raum: zwei Fremde, zwei Suchende im Ringen umeinander,
im Ringen um die eigene Identität und schließlich im Scheitern an den binären Grenzen
unserer Wahrnehmung. Eine schmerzhaft schöne, menschenleere Welt, als hätte ein
Virus alles ausgelöscht. Bilder von betörender Schönheit, zugleich verstörende Zeugnis
se einer zur Wüste gewordenen Welt. Gerade die Wüste ist ein Ort der Transformationen,
ein Trans-Ort des Übergangs, wo nichts die Wahrnehmung ablenkt und gesellschaft
liche Konventionen ihre Gültigkeit verlieren. Wir beobachten zwei Liebende, die sich in
ihrer Sehnsucht einander anverwandeln und in dieser Metamorphose zu etwas werden,
für das es keine Begriffe mehr gibt. Was bleibt, sind leere Worte, Worte wie »Mann«
und »Frau« – als bloße Relikte einer Vergangenheit. Seek Bromance, ein vierstündiges
Feuerwerk der Eindrücke und Emotionen, das durch eine ausgeklügelte Dramaturgie
bewusst mit Zuschauererwartungen spielt. Samira Elagoz wurde 2022 ausgezeichnet
mit dem Silbernen Löwen der Biennale.
Seek Bromance is a trans romance situated at the end of the world – somewhere between
insta-reality and sci-fi dystopia. The images captured by Samira Elagoz, together with his
collaborator Cade Moga, document their impossible love, from first encounter to decisive parting, in a radically personal way. At the same time, they also document Samira’s
long farewell to his femme identity and the beginning of a journey into the unknown.
What starts as a digital encounter on Facebook, turns into a fragile experiment in reality
when Samira boards a flight to LA to visit Cade. They spend three months together in
lockdown: two strangers, two seekers wrestling with each other, wrestling for their own
identities and ultimately failing on the binary boundaries of our perceptions. A painfully
beautiful world devoid of humanity, as if a virus had eradicated everything. Images of
tantalising beauty and at the same time harrowing testimony of a world that has turned
into a desert. The desert is the beginning of imagination, a transitional place of crossing,
where nothing distracts perception and social conventions lose their validity. We observe
two lovers who relate to each other through their desire and in this metamorphosis
become something for which there are no longer any terms. What is left are empty
words, words like »man« and »woman« – mere remnants of a past. Seek Bromance:
a four-hour firework display of impressions and emotions whose ingenious dramaturgy
deliberately plays with the perception of the audience. Samira Elagoz was awarded the
Silver Lion at the Biennale.

Maschinenhaus Essen

Tickets: 27 / 17 €,
ermäßigt ab 8,50 €

Deutsche Erstaufführung
Sa 27. August____________________ 19.00 Uhr
So 28. August____________________ 18.00 Uhr

In englischer Sprache mit
deutschen Untertiteln

Regie und Konzept
Samira Elagoz
in Zusammenarbeit mit
Cade Moga
Filmmaterial
Samira Elagoz
Cade Moga
Bearbeitung
Samira Elagoz
Beratung
Bruno Listopad
Antonia Steffens
Beratung Bearbeitung
Otto Rissanen
Jessica Dunn Rovinelli
Tiana Hemlock-Yensen
Valerie Cole
Michael Scerbo
Daniel Donato
Beratung Drehbuch
Tiana Hemlock-Yensen
Richard Sand
Valerie Cole
Beratung während der
Dreharbeiten
Jeanette Groenendaal
Management, Vertrieb
Something Great
Mit
Samira Elagoz
Cade Moga

Eine Produktion von SPRING
Performing Arts Festival.
Koproduziert mit Frascati,
Kunstenwerkplaats Pianofabriek,
Black Box Teater, BIT Teater
garasjen, Finish Cultural Institute
Benelux, Arsenic.

Dauer: 4h, eine Pause

www.ruhr3.com/elagoz2
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YUEN SHAN
MICHAEL RANTA
SCHLAGQUARTETT
KÖLN
Konzert

WMICHAEL RANTA

Yuen Shan (1997–2014)
Uraufführung des Gesamtzyklus mit Live-Schlagzeug

Schlagquartett Köln
Thomas Meixner
Boris Müller
Dirk Rothbrust
Achim Seyler
Klangregie
Michael Ranta
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Michael Rantas Komposition für Schlagwerk und achtkanaliges Tonband ist eine
musikalische Kosmologie, die vom Taoismus inspiriert ist. In vier rituellen Schritten
vollzieht sich der menschliche Lebenszyklus von der Geburt bis zum Abschied, der mit
dem Werden und Vergehen der Umwelt gleichgesetzt ist. Die Hörerfahrung ist übervoll
– ein nuanciertes Kontinuum natürlicher Klänge. Sie verbindet Michael Rantas Hingabe
an das fernöstliche Instrumentarium mit Mitteln der elektroakustischen Musik. Der
ehemalige Assistent und Schüler von Harry Partch war erstmals 1970 mit Karlheinz
Stockhausen zur Expo in Osaka auf den asiatischen Kontinent gekommen. Inspiriert von
den asiatischen Kulturen blieb Ranta, um im Elektronischen Studio Tokyo zu arbeiten.
1972 zog er weiter nach Taiwan, wo er unter anderem an der Taiwan National Arts
Academy lehrte. Dort besuchte er täglich den Yuen Shan (»vollkommener Berg«), wo er
sich in der Praxis des Tai-Chi übte. Über 30 Jahre liegen zwischen dem ersten Impuls
und dem Abschluss des Werks 2014 in Köln.
Die Einladung an das renommierte Schlagquartett Köln umfasst die Fortführung einer
fruchtbaren Zusammenarbeit zwischen dem Komponisten und dem Ensemble, das sich
und das üppige Instrumentarium mit gewohnter Experimentierfreude in ungewohnter
Konzertaufstellung präsentiert.
Michael Ranta’s composition Yuen Shan for percussion and eight-channel recorded
sound is a musical universe that takes its inspiration from Taoism. The human life cycle
is completed in four ritual steps, from birth to farewell, that equate to emergence and
decay in the world around us. The listening experience is very dense – a nuanced continuum of natural sounds. This combines Michael Ranta’s commitment to East Asian
instruments with the techniques of electro-acoustic music. The former assistant to and
pupil of Harry Partch had visited Asia for the first time in 1970 with Karlheinz Stockhausen
to perform at the Expo in Osaka. Ranta was so inspired by Asian cultures that he stayed
on to work at the Electronic Studio in Tokyo. From there, he moved to Taiwan in 1972,
where his activities included teaching at the Taiwan National Arts Academy. There, he
would visit the Yuen Shan (»perfect mountain«) every day, where he would practise tai
chi. More than 30 years elapsed between the initial idea for the work and its completion
in Cologne in 2014.
This invitation to the prestigious Schlagquartett Köln marks the continuation of a fruitful collaboration between the composer and the ensemble, which presents itself and
its extensive range of instruments in an unusual concert configuration, with its usual
enthusiasm for experimentation.

Salzlager, Welterbe Zollverein,
Essen

Tickets: 37 / 27 / 17 €,
ermäßigt ab 8,50 €

So 28. August____________________ 18.00 Uhr
Dauer: ca. 1h 40min, ohne Pause

www.ruhr3.com/yuen
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HAUS
SARAH NEMTSOV
HEINRICH HORWITZ
ROSA WERNECKE
Musiktheater

Mein Traumhaus hat keine Wände … aber eine Heizung
→ Magazin, Seite 207
Der Klang des Unfassbaren
→ Magazin, Seite 211
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Wie ein amputierter Wurmfortsatz aus einer anderen Zeit verharrt die Turbinenhalle im
Bochumer Westpark. Die Produktionsstätte hat ihre ursprüngliche Funktion verloren
und wird nun neu besetzt: Sarah Nemtsovs Instrumentalzyklus HAUS (2013–2022) zieht
in den Raum ein, tastet seine Oberflächen und Innereien ab, baut Zimmer übereinan
der und verkriecht sich in einer Kammer, schlägt Fenster in die Imagination und findet
die Tür nicht mehr. Solominiaturen und Ensemblestücke für Harfe, Flöte, Klarinette,
Schlagzeug und elektroakustisches Instrumentarium schaffen ein mehrdimensionales
Gebilde und verhandeln komplexe Zustände von Gemeinschaft, Vereinzelung und Kon
taktlosigkeit. Die Regie- und Videoarbeit von Heinrich Horwitz und Rosa Wernecke
spürt gespeicherten Gewalterfahrungen nach, reißt Altes ab, um Platz für die Keimzelle
einer utopischen Neukonstruktion zu machen. Das Publikum durchmisst die installative
Szene mit den eigenen Schritten, kann selbst Blickachsen und Bewegungstempo defi
nieren, während die Raumkomposition die Sinne fortwährend in produktive Desorien
tierung versetzt. Queere Transformationsprozesse erfassen Körper wie Raum, machen
schwindelig, pellen die Wände, um ihr Mauerwerk nach außen zu tragen: »Dies ist ein
dunkles Haus, sehr groß. / Ich selbst habe es gebaut. / Zelle für Zelle aus einer stillen
Ecke, / auf grauem Papier kauend, / Leimtropfen schwitzend, / pfeifend, mit den Ohren
wackelnd, / die Gedanken anderswo.« Sylvia Plath
The Turbinenhalle remains in Bochum’s Westpark, where it lies like a removed appendix.
This production centre has lost its original purpose and now has new occupants:
Sarah Nemtsov’s instrumental cycle HAUS (2013–2022) has moved into the space, felt its
surfaces and innards, built »rooms« on top of each other and snuggled into a »garret«,
put in windows to the imagination and can no longer find the »door«. Solo miniatures and
ensemble pieces for harp, flute, clarinet, percussion and electro-acoustic instruments
create a multi-dimensional structure and negotiate complex states of community, isolation and lack of contact. The direction and video work of Heinrich Horwitz and Rosa
Wernecke trace memories of violent experiences, tearing down the old to create the nucleus for a new, utopian construction. The audience navigates this staged installation
with its own steps and can select visual axes and speeds of movement to suit itself,
while the spatial composition continually pushes the senses into a state of productive
disorientation. Queer transformation processes seize both bodies and space, causing
dizziness and peeling away the surface of the walls, exposing their brickwork: »This is a
dark house, very big. / I made it myself, / Cell by cell from a quiet corner, / Chewing at the
grey paper, / Oozing the glue drops, / Whistling, wiggling my ears, / Thinking of something
else.« Sylvia Plath

Turbinenhalle an der
Jahrhunderthalle Bochum

Tickets: 37 €, ermäßigt 18,50 €

Eine Produktion der
Ruhrtriennale

Komposition
Sarah Nemtsov
Regie, Raum
Heinrich Horwitz
Raum, Video, Licht
Rosa Wernecke
Kostüme
Magdalena Emmerig
Sound Design
Paul Jeukendrup
Dramaturgie
Johanna Danhauser
Regie- und Bühnenbildassistenz
Lina Gasenzer
Inspizienz
Lea Theus
Performer:innen
Synthesizer, Elektronik
Sebastian Berweck
Klarinette
Laurent Bruttin
Harfe
Valeria Kafelnikov
Flöte
Susanne Peters
Perkussion
Jonathan Shapiro

Mit freundlicher Unterstützung
der Rudolf Augstein Stiftung

Ohne Sprache
Szenische Uraufführung des
Instrumentalzyklus
Mi 31.
Do 01.
Fr 02.
Sa 03.
So 04.
Mi 07.

Aufführungsrechte Musik:
G. Ricordi & Co. Bühnen- und
Musikverlag GmbH

August __________________ 20.00 Uhr
September _______ 20.00 Uhr
September _______ 20.00 Uhr
September _______ 20.00 Uhr
September _______ 20.00 Uhr
September _______ 20.00 Uhr

Dauer: ca. 90min

www.ruhr3.com/haus
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FOLLOW ME
BE FLAT
Performance / Für 1.– 5. Klasse und Familien
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Wir bewegen uns auf angelegten Wegen durch die Welt, entlang vorgeschriebener und
überlieferter Routen. Wir folgen Regeln, Verabredungen, Übereinkünften, angenommenen
Gesetzmäßigkeiten. Aber sind Wege nicht häufig Umwege? Ist die Karte auf dem Handy
zur Orientierung wirklich geeigneter als der Ausblick von einem Laternenmast? Und sind
der aufrechte Gang oder das Sitzen in Verkehrsmitteln nicht ziemlich langweilig, um von
A nach B zu kommen?
Die beiden belgischen Parkour-Akrobaten Ward Mortier und Thomas Decaesstecker er
kunden die Zeche Zollverein rund um das Salzlager abseits von ausgetretenen Pfaden.
Sie stellen Naturgesetze und körperliche Grenzen auf den Kopf – im wahrsten Sinne des
Wortes und darüber hinaus. Was eben noch die Regel war, ist plötzlich eine Frage.
Im heute urbanen Raum der einstigen Industrieanlage wird das Publikum zu Mitspielenden,
die Straßen werden zur Bühne, Fassaden zur Kulisse und das Pflaster zur Tanzfläche.
Wenn jetzt noch ein Hund bellt oder ein Auto hupt …
Als analoge Follower:innen, ausgestattet mit Campinghockern, gehen wir in der ParkourPerformance Follow me auf eine akrobatische und theatrale Reise durch alltägliche
Situationen mit unerwarteten Momenten. Wie aktiv sich jede:r in die Aufführung ein
bringt, liegt im eigenen Ermessen. Als Gemeinschaft auf Zeit im Hier und Jetzt teilen wir
ein Erlebnis und werden von absurden Situationen verleitet, dem öffentlichen Raum als
kreative Spielwiese zu begegnen. Vielleicht über die Aufführung hinaus.

Inszenierung / Artistik
Ward Mortier
Thomas Decaesstecker
Dramaturgie
Craig Weston
Blick von Außen
Sander De Cuyper
Schlagzeug
Tars Van Der Vaerent

We move through the world along established paths, using traditional, pre-set routes. We
follow rules, agreements, conventions and accepted laws. But don’t paths often go the
long way round? Is the map on your phone really a better way of working out where you
are than the view from the top of a lamppost? And aren’t walking upright or sitting on
public transport pretty boring ways of getting from A to B?
The two Belgian parkour acrobats Ward Mortier and Thomas Decaesstecker go off the
beaten track to explore Zeche Zollverein around the Salzlager. They turn the laws of
nature and physical limits upside down – in the truest sense of the word and more. What
was the rule is now suddenly a question.
In today’s urban space of the former industrial complex, the public now become coperformers, the streets the stage, buildings the backdrop and the pavement the dance
floor. And if a dog barks or a car honks right this moment …
As analogue followers, equipped with camping stools, for the parkour performance
Follow me, we go on an acrobatic and theatrical journey through everyday situations with
unexpected moments. How actively everyone takes part in the performance is up to them
to decide. As a temporary community in the here and now, we share an experience and
are induced by absurd situations to encounter public spaces as a creative means of play.
Perhaps beyond the performance.

Außengelände Welterbe
Zollverein, Essen
Treffpunkt: Salzlager

Tickets: 7 €, ermäßigt 3,50 €
Informationen zu Tickets und
Workshops für Schulen s. S. 74

Eine Produktion von Be Flat VZW.
Koproduziert mit Miramiro und
der Vlaamse Gemeenschap.

Mit freundlicher Unterstützung
durch die RAG-Stiftung

Deutsche Erstaufführung
Ohne Sprache
Fr 02. September___________ 11.00 Uhr
Sa 03. September__________ 16.00 Uhr
So 04. September__________ 16.00 Uhr
Mo 05. September___________11.00 Uhr
Di 06. September___________ 11.00 Uhr
Dauer: ca. 60min

www.ruhr3.com/followme
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I AM 60
WEN HUI
Tanz / Performance / Film

Wohin das Leben führt, da ist unser Tanz
→ Magazin, Seite 188
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Der Körper als Archiv kollektiver Erinnerung: In ihrer neuesten Arbeit stellt die chinesische
Choreografin, Tänzerin und Mitbegründerin des legendären Living Dance Studios, Wen Hui
Erfahrungen ihres Lebens als Frau Passagen aus den Stumm- und frühen Tonfilmen des
Shanghai der 30er Jahre gegenüber. Diese hatten einen Aufbruch markiert, das herrschende
konfuzianisch-patriarchale System kritisiert und soziale Probleme, Klassenkämpfe und
Fragen der Geschlechtergerechtigkeit zu ihrem Gegenstand gemacht. Wen Hui lässt die
Zeitachse sich krümmen und fragt, was von der Emanzipationsbewegung geblieben ist.
Sind die gewonnen geglaubten Schlachten tatsächlich geschlagen? Vergangenheit und
Gegenwart legen sich übereinander, und die in den Körper eingeschriebenen Erfahrungen
von Frauen verschiedener Generationen, Audio- und Videoaufnahmen, Texte, Bilder und
mündliche Erzählungen verweben sich zu einer multimedialen dokumentarischen SoloPerformance von großer Intensität.
The body as an archive of collective memory: in her latest work, the Chinese choreographer,
dancer and co-founder of the legendary Living Dance Studio, Wen Hui, contrasts her life
as a woman with excerpts from the silent movies and early talkies of Shanghai in the
30s. These marked a radical change, criticising the prevailing Confucian patriarchal system and commenting on social problems, class struggles and gender equality. Wen Hui
bends the axes of time and asks: what is left of this emancipation movement? Have the
battles we thought had been won actually been won at all? Past and present are superimposed, and the physical experiences of women from different generations, audio and
video recordings, texts, images and oral narratives are woven together into a multimedia,
documentary, solo performance of remarkable intensity.

PACT Zollverein, Essen
Fr 02. September________ 20.00 Uhr
Sa 03. September________ 20.00 Uhr
So 04. September__________ 18.00 Uhr
Dauer: 60min

www.ruhr3.com/sixty

Tickets: 27 / 17 €,
ermäßigt ab 8,50 €
In chinesischer Sprache mit
deutschen und englischen
Übertiteln

Choreografie, Tanz
Wen Hui
Dramaturgie, Beratung
Zhang Zhen
Musik
Wen Luyuan
Video Design
Rémi Crépeau
Zou Xueping
Licht Design
Romain de Lagarde
Bühnenbild
Francisco Linares
Verwaltung, Booking
Damien Valette
Koordination
Louise Bailly

Eine Produktion von Théâtre de
la Ville, Living Dance Studio und
Damien Valette Prod.
Koproduziert mit Théâtre de la
Ville / Festival d’automne à Paris.
Veranstaltet von PACT Zollverein
für die Ruhrtriennale.
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COFFIN BUBBLES
YARON DEUTSCH
ENSEMBLE LINEA
YALDA ZAMANI
Konzert

CHAYA CZERNOWIN

Knights of the strange (2015)
RAPHAËL CENDO

Coffin Bubbles Blue (2021)
PIERLUIGI BILLONE

Sgorgo Y (2012)

E-Gitarre
Yaron Deutsch
Ensemble Linea
Musikalische Leitung
Yalda Zamani
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Für Rock, Blues und Jazz ist die E-Gitarre mehr als nur ein Instrument. Sie ist eine Ikone.
Ihr Klang evoziert Gefühle von Freiheit, Jugend und Unbezwingbarkeit. Inzwischen hat
sie auch in der Neuen Musik eine nicht mehr wegzudenkende Rolle eingenommen. Ihr
assoziationsstarker Klang konfrontiert Komponist:innen mit neuen Möglichkeiten und
Herausforderungen – nicht zuletzt wenn es darum geht, akustische und elektronische
Sphären miteinander zu vereinbaren. Wie grunddivers, lust- und fantasievoll diese
Konfrontation ausfallen kann, zeigt der israelische E-Gitarren-Virtuose Yaron Deutsch
mit drei Werken, die in den letzten zehn Jahren für ihn komponiert wurden.
In Chaya Czernowins Knights of the strange geht sein Instrument eine langsam und
traumartig sich vorantastende Verbindung mit dem Akkordeon ein. Raphaël Cendo spannt
das hybride Klangnetz sogar über mehrere Epochen und Kulturen. Sein Concerto Coffin
Bubbles Blue erkundet extravagante Legierungen zwischen E-Gitarre und Barocktheorbe,
Zymbalom, der chinesischen Mundorgel Sheng oder der elektrischen Orgel. Fast obsessiv
indessen fokussiert der Italiener Pierluigi Billone in Sgorgo Y ein mechanisches Detail
der E-Gitarre, nimmt es unters Mikroskop, folgt seinem Sog wie in einem zenartigen
Ritual. Und braucht dafür nichts als die linke Hand des Gitarristen.
In blues, rock and jazz, the electric guitar is more than just an instrument. It is an icon.
Its sound conjures up feelings of freedom, youth and invincibility. Now, it has also assumed an irreplaceable role in new music. Its powerfully associative sound confronts
composers with new options and challenges – not least when it comes to uniting the
acoustic and electronic spheres. How fundamentally different, joyful and imaginative
this confrontation can be, is demonstrated by the Israeli electric-guitar virtuoso Yaron
Deutsch, playing three works that have been composed for him in the last ten years.
In Chaya Czernowin’s Knights of the strange, the instrument embarks on a slow and
dreamily tentative union with the accordion. Raphaël Cendo even spans the net of hybrid
sound across several epochs and cultures: His concerto Coffin Bubbles Blue explores
extravagant amalgams between the electric guitar and instruments such as the Baroque
theorbo, the cimbalom, the Chinese mouth organ Sheng and the electric organ. Meanwhile, in Sgorgo Y, the Italian Pierluigi Billone focuses almost obsessively on a mechanical detail of the electric guitar, places it under microscopic inspection and follows its
fascination in a Zen-like ritual. And to do this, all he requires is the guitarist’s left hand.

Gebläsehalle,
Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord

Tickets: 37 / 27 / 17 €,
ermäßigt ab 8,50 €

Sa 03. September________ 20.00 Uhr
Dauer: ca. 60min

www.ruhr3.com/bubbles
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CLOCK DIES
ENSEMBLE
MUSIKFABRIK
BRAD LUBMAN
Konzert

GEORGE LEWIS

Assemblage (2013)
SARAH HENNIES

Clock Dies (2021)
Europäische Erstaufführung
GEORGE LEWIS

Tales of the Traveller (2016)

Klarinette
Carl Rosman
Minimoog
Ulrich Löffler
Ensemble Musikfabrik
Musikalische Leitung
Brad Lubman
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Als Komponist, Musikwissenschaftler, Computermusik-Pionier und Posaunist ist George
Lewis eine Legende der amerikanischen Neue-Musik-Szene. So kreativ wie kritisch,
so philosophisch wie experimentell prägt er die musikalische Diskurslandschaft und
schärft das Bewusstsein für die hegemonialen Strukturen, die bis heute das Musikleben
bestimmen. Das breite Spektrum seiner Biografie spricht aus seinen Werken – und aus
jedem anders. In seiner rastlosen Komposition Assemblage rekombiniert er heterogenste
musikalische Elemente, inspiriert von der Idee der Assemblage in Wissenschafts- und
Technologiestudien wie in der Philosophie von u. a. Bruno Latour und Gilles Deleuze,
und den Assemblage-Kunstwerken afroamerikanischer Künstler wie Noah Purifoy, John
Outterbrldge und Betye Saar. In Tales of the Traveller wiederum bringt er einen minutiös
auskomponierten Ensemblepart mit zwei improvisierten Soloparts (»The Travellers« – die
Reisenden) in Einklang und schafft damit eine Art klangliche Nomadengeschichte.
In scharfem Kontrast zu Lewis’ impulsiver Musik der unerwarteten Wendungen steht
das meditativ sich entfaltende Stück Clock Dies der amerikanischen Postexperimental-
Komponistin Sarah Hennies, in dem sie sich fragt, was passiert, wenn die biochemische
Uhr im menschlichen Gehirn minimal aus dem Takt gerät. Mit George Lewis verbindet
die um eine Generation jüngere Künstlerin aus Kentucky ein außergewöhnlich breites
Aktions- und Beschäftigungsfeld, das neben Komposition, Improvisation und Schlag
zeug auch die Bereiche Film und Performancekunst berührt. Ihr Interesse kreist um
soziopolitische und psychologische Themen wie Psychoakustik oder Queer- und Trans
identität. Taucht man in ihre scheinbar ruhige, flächige Musik ein, stößt man allerdings
auch bei Sarah Hennies auf Unerwartetes: eine lebendige, zeitvergessene Klangstruktur
voller winziger Impulse – Mikroregungen und -bewegungen des Hörens und Reagierens.
As a composer, musicologist, pioneer of computer music and trombonist, George Lewis
is a legend of the American new music scene. As creative as he is critical, as philosophical as he is experimental, the artist has helped shape the landscape of musical discourse
and sharpened awareness of the hegemonic structures that continue to determine musical life. The broad spectrum of his career informs every one of his works – and differently for each one. In his restless composition Assemblage Lewis re-combines the most
heterogenous musical ingredients, inspired by the concept of Assemblage in the context of scientific and technological studies as well as the philosophy of Bruno Latour
and Gilles Deleuze, and by Assemblage artworks of African American artists like Noah
Purifoy, John Outterbridge and Betye Saar. In Tales of the Traveller, he harmonises a
composed ensemble part with two freely improvised solo parts (»The Travellers«), thus
creating a kind of sonic nomad history.
Contrasting starkly with Lewis’ impulsive music of unexpected turns, Clock Dies, by the
young American post-experimental composer Sarah Hennies, unfolds in meditative fashion. In this piece she explores the question, what might happen when the biochemical
circadian clock in the human brain experiences disruption. The artist, who is from Kentucky and is a generation younger than George Lewis, shares with him an extraordinary
breadth of activity and engagement, which, in addition to composition, improvisation and
percussion, includes the fields of film and performance art. Her interests revolve around
socio-political and psychological themes, such as psycho-acoustics or queer and trans
identity. Once we immerse ourselves in Sarah Hennies’ seemingly calm, even music, we
also come across the unexpected in her work: a lively sound structure preserved in time,
full of tiny impulses – micro stirrings and movements of hearing and reacting.

Salzlager, Welterbe Zollverein,
Essen

Tickets: 42 / 32 / 22 €,
ermäßigt ab 11 €

Mit freundlicher Unterstützung
durch die RAG-Stiftung

So 04. September__________ 18.00 Uhr
Dauer: ca. 1h 20min, ohne Pause

www.ruhr3.com/clock
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WOLFGANG HILBIG —
MONOLOG
AUS EINIGEN TAGEN
MEINES LEBENS
CORINNA HARFOUCH
FELIX KROLL
CATHERINE STOYAN
Literatur
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Corinna Harfouch begeisterte bereits 2021 das Publikum der Ruhrtriennale mit ihrer
vitalen Erzählkraft. Dieses Mal widmet sie sich, musikalisch begleitet von Felix Kroll und
der Schauspielerin Catherine Stoyan, den Texten Wolfgang Hilbigs. Ein Monolith der
Literatur. Unverwechselbar, einzigartig! Der 2002 mit dem Georg-Büchner-Preis aus
gezeichnete Lyriker, Romanautor und Essayist wäre dieses Jahr 81 Jahre alt geworden.
Aufgewachsen in einer Bergarbeiterfamilie im thüringischen Meuselwitz lernte er nach
kurzer Schulzeit den Beruf des Bohrwerkdrehers, arbeitete auf dem Braunkohletagebau,
später als Heizer. Seine Erkundungsgänge durch die Landschaft der Seele suchen in der
deutschsprachigen Literatur ihresgleichen. Hilbig erzählt von Krieg und Diktatur, Leben
und Tod, Alltag und Arbeitswelt einer sterbenden Industrieregion, von der verlorenen
und doch endlich gefundenen Heimat, vor allem aber davon, wie ein Mensch, allen Ver
führungen und Bedrohungen zum Trotz, zu sich selbst findet. Es ist die Stimme eines
Autors aus der Zwillingsregion des Ruhrgebiets im Osten Deutschlands, in dessen Leben
sich das 20. Jahrhundert mit all seinen Verwerfungen eingezeichnet hat.

Mit
Corinna Harfouch
Catherine Stoyan
Musik
Felix Kroll

Corinna Harfouch thrilled Ruhrtriennale audiences in 2021 with her vivid storytelling.
This time, accompanied by music from Felix Kroll and the actor Catherine Stoyan, she
will read the texts of Wolfgang Hilbig. A literary monolith. Unmistakeable and unique!
The poet, novelist and essayist, winner of the Georg Büchner Prize in 2002, would have
been 81 this year. Brought up in a mining family in Meuselwitz in Thuringia, after a brief
education he trained as a lathe operator at a boring mill, worked at an open-cast lignite
mine and later as a boilerman. His explorations of the landscape of the soul have yet to
find their equal in German literature. Hilbig tells us about war and dictatorship, life and
death, the everyday and working-day world of a dying industrial region, of a homeland
that was lost and eventually found again, and, above all, about how someone, ignoring
all temptations and threats, manages to find themselves. His is the voice of an author
from the Ruhr’s twin region in the east of Germany, whose life was inscribed by all the
upheavals of the 20th century.

Maschinenhaus Essen

Tickets: 27 / 17 €,
ermäßigt 8,50 €

Do 08. September _______ 20.00 Uhr
Dauer: ca. 90min

www.ruhr3.com/monolog
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PROMISE ME
KABINET K
& HETPALEIS
Tanz
Für 3.–6. Klasse und Erwachsene

PROMISE ME
→ Magazin, Seite 192
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Sie rennen durch den Raum, schreien, springen. Sie fallen von Wänden, beißen sich fest,
zerreißen Kleider, werfen Steine und umarmen sich. Werden aufgefangen. Gehalten.
Eingefangen. Abgeschüttelt. Gedreht. Sie sind wild, ungebremst, nicht unterzukriegen,
waghalsig. Sie vertrauen einander und testen die Grenzen des Möglichen aus. Immer
wieder.
Die Performer:innen – fünf Kinder und zwei Erwachsene – lassen keinen Moment der
Konfrontation aus. Angetrieben von der Livemusik einer E-Gitarre werfen sie sich mutig
von einem Extrem in das nächste, lassen den Stillstand der vergangenen Monate hin
ter sich, dulden keine Gleichgültigkeit, riskieren alles in Zeiten, in denen die meisten
nach Sicherheit suchen. promise me feiert die Sorglosigkeit – in all ihrer Brutalität und
Schönheit. Erzählt von der Sehnsucht nach bedeutungsvollen Dingen. Aber auch von
den Narben, die sie auf unserer Haut hinterlässt.
Die belgische Tanzkompanie kabinet k der Choreograf:innen Joke Laureyns und Kwint
Manshoven wird international hoch geschätzt für ihre beeindruckenden Arbeiten mit
generationsübergreifenden Ensembles. Die Produktionen werden mit den mitwirkenden
Kindern in einem intensiven und gleichberechtigten Dialog entwickelt. Nach Monaten
pandemiebedingter Einschränkungen und Absagen traf sich das Ensemble wieder. Aus
Improvisationen und der Energie des Wiedersehens entstand promise me. Eine tempo
reiche, schonungslos physische, radikale und poetische Performance. Eine bewegende
Hommage der Mutigen und Ungezähmten an die Lebensfreude. Ein berührendes Erlebnis
für Kinder von acht bis zwölf Jahren und Erwachsene gleichermaßen.
They run through the room, screaming, jumping. They fall from walls, bite each other, tear
clothing, throw stones and hug each other. They are caught. Held. Captured. Shaken off.
Spun around. They are wild, unstoppable, unable to be kept down. Reckless. They trust
each other and test the limits of what is possible. Over and over.
The five children and two adult performers leave out not a single moment of confrontation. Driven by the live music of an e-guitar, they throw themselves courageously from
one extreme to the next, leave the stagnancy of the previous months behind them,
tolerate no half-heartedness, and risk everything at a time when most people are looking
for security. Promise me celebrates carefreeness, in all its brutality and beauty. It tells of
the longing for meaningful things. But also of the scars this leaves on our skin.
The Belgian dance company, kabinet k, led by choreographers Joke Laureyns and Kwint
Manshoven, is internationally celebrated for its impressive work with multigenerational
ensembles. After months of pandemic-related restrictions and cancellations, the company
has reunited with a production. Promise me emerged from improvisation and the energy
of the reunion. All of kabinet k’s productions are developed with children participating
in an intense and equal dialogue. A fast-paced, relentlessly physical, radical and poetic
performance. A moving tribute to the joy of life by the brave and untamed. A touching
experience for kids aged 8–12 and adults alike.

PACT Zollverein, Essen
Fr 09. September___________ 11.00 Uhr
Sa 10. September__________ 18.00 Uhr
So 11. September__________ 15.00 Uhr
Dauer: 65min

Tickets: 17 / 12 €, ermäßigt 6 €
Schulen für 5 € pro Person
Ohne Sprache
Informationen zu Tickets und
Workshops für Schulen s. S. 74

Choreografie
Joke Laureyns
Kwint Manshoven
Komposition, Live Musik
Thomas Devos
Bühnenbild
Kwint Manshoven
Dirk de Hooghe
Dramaturgie
Mieke Versyp
Koen Haagdorens
Kostüme
Valerie le Roy
Licht Design
Dirk de Hooghe
Sound Design
Karel Marynissen
Produktionsleitung
Marieke Cardinaels
Kommunikation, Vertrieb
Mieke Versyp
Fotografie
Kurt van der Elst
Mit
Ido Batash
Ilena Deboeverie
Téa Mahaux
Zélie Mahaux
Kwint Manshoven
Juliette Spildooren
Lili van den Bruel

Eine Produktion von kabinet k
& hetpaleis. Mit Unterstützung
der flämischen Behörde, der
Stadt Gent und Tax Shelter der
belgischen Regierung über
Casa Kafka.
Ab Januar 2023 fusionieren les
ballets C de la B & kabinet k zu
laGeste

www.ruhr3.com/promise
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RESPUBLIKA
ŁUKASZ TWARKOWSKI
BOGUMIL MISALA
JOANNA BEDNARCZYK
FABIEN LÉDÉ
LITHUANIAN
NATIONAL DRAMA
THEATRE
Schauspiel / Rave

RES
→ Magazin, Seite 170
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Wie könnte sie aussehen, eine gerechtere Welt? Wie lässt sie sich gestalten, die umwelt
bewusstere, die friedliche Gesellschaft, die, die um die Leerstelle weiß, die in ihr klafft,
und die die Konsequenzen zieht aus der Erkenntnis, dass die Idee der Freiheit sich nicht
nur mit den individuellen Interessen, sondern mit dem Sozialen verbinden muss? Welche
Geschichte von morgen lässt sich entwerfen? Wie gelingt Gemeinschaft allen derzeitigen
Radikalisierungstendenzen zum Trotz?
Das mehrsprachige Ensemble um den Regisseur, Videokünstler und Raver Łukasz
Twarkowski hat sich einem Selbstversuch unterzogen. Für einige Wochen folgte es
dem Vorbild früherer Aussteiger in der Geschichte der Menschheit, nahm sich aus dem
Zeitenlauf, kappte den Alltag, zog sich in die litauischen Wälder zurück und stellte sich
den existenziellen Fragen, aber auch seiner Verzweiflung und Lust. Twarkowski begleitete
diesen Prozess mit seiner Kamera und kreierte aus diesem Material gemeinsam mit der
Autorin Joanna Bednarczyk, dem bildenden Künstler Fabien Lédé, dem Komponisten
Bogumil Misala, DJ SPECTRIBE, dem Choreografen Paweł Sakowicz und den Spieler:innen
ein komplexes Gegenwartsbild mit all seinen gesellschaftlichen Herausforderungen und
individuellen Nöten. Für die Bühne entstand daraus eine sechsstündige Mockumentary,
die Perspektiven aus Vergangenheit und Zukunft wählt, um unsere Zeit in den Blick zu
bekommen.
Techno, Film, Schauspiel und bildende Kunst verbinden sich an diesem Abend zu einer
eigenen Welt. Das Publikum ist eingeladen, diese frei zu erkunden: zu kommen, zu gehen,
zu beobachten, Teil von ihr zu werden, mit den Spieler:innen zu tanzen, zu essen, zu sau
nieren und mit ihnen über neue Formen des Zusammenlebens nachzudenken. Am Ende
steht der Rave als Widerstand gegen die Ohnmacht unserer Zeit.
What might a fairer world look like? How can we create this more environmentally conscious, peaceful society that is aware of the gaping emptiness inside it and can draw
its own conclusions from the realisation that the concept of freedom cannot be linked
only to individual advancement but also social progress? What story of tomorrow might
be created? How can community be achieved despite all the current moves towards
radicalisation?
Members of the multilingual ensemble around the director, video artist and raver Łukasz
Twarkowski have conducted an experiment on themselves. For several weeks, they followed the example set by previous dropouts in human history, stepping away from course
of time, cutting themselves off from everyday concerns, retreating into the forests of
Lithuania and addressing existential questions, as well as their desperation and desires.
Twarkowski followed this process with his camera, and from this material, together with
the writer Joanna Bednarczyk, the visual artist Fabien Lédé, the composer Bogumil Misala,
DJ SPECTRIBE, the choreographer Pawel Sakowicz and the performers, he created a
complex picture of the present, with all its social challenges and individual needs. This
has now yielded a six-hour mockumentary for the stage that selects perspectives from
the past and the future in order to view our own time.
Techno, film, theatre, literature and the visual arts combine on this evening to form a
world of their own. The public are invited to explore it as they wish: they may come and
go, simply watch or become part of it, they can eat, dance or take a sauna with the actors
and think about new forms of living together. In the end, the rave stands as an act of
subcultural resistance against the impotence of our time.

Jahrhunderthalle Bochum
Fr 09. September ___________ 19.00 Uhr
Sa 10. September __________ 19.00 Uhr
Do 15. September __________ 19.00 Uhr
Fr 16. September ____________ 19.00 Uhr
Sa 17. September ____________ 19.00 Uhr
Dauer: 6h, 2 Pausen

www.ruhr3.com/respublika

Tickets: 32 €, ermäßigt 16 €
Jedes Ticket zu einer beliebigen
Vorstellung von Respublika
ist auch eine Einladung zu den
Raves ab 23.00 Uhr an den
anderen Vorstellungstagen
(ausgenommen 17.09.).

Eine Produktion des Lithuanian
National Drama Theatre in
Koproduktion mit den Münchner
Kammerspielen.

In litauischer, englischer und
deutscher Sprache mit
deutschen und englischen
Übertiteln

Gefördert durch die Stiftung
der Sparkasse Bochum
zur Förderung von Kultur und
Wissenschaft.		

Gefördert durch die Stiftung
Mercator.

Regie
Łukasz Twarkowski
Produktion
Vidas Bizunevičius
Text und Dramaturgie
Joanna Bednarczyk
Bühnenbild
Fabien Lédé
Video Design
Karol Rakowski
Adomas Gustainis
Choreografie
Paweł Sakowicz
Komposition
Bogumił Misala
Kostüme
Svenja Gassen
Licht Design
Julius Kuršys
Dainius Urbonis
Bühnentechnik
Karolis Juknys
Regieassistenz
Eglė Švedkauskaitė
Dramaturgieassistenz
Simona Jurkuvėnaitė
Bühnenbildassistenz
Rokas Valiauga
Kinematographie/Film
Simonas Glinskis
Sound Design
Karolis Drėma,
Adomas Koreniukas
Lichttechnik
Edvardas Osinskis
Dainius Urbonis
Videotechnik
Adomas Gustainis
Šarūnas Liudas Prišmontas Naglis
Kamera
Kristijonas Zakaras
Ričard Žigis
Schnitt
Vytenis Kriščiūnas
Produktionsassistenz
Lukrecija Gužauskaitė
Übersetzung
Vyturys Jarutis
Mit
Diana Anevičiūtė
Algirdas Dainavičius
Jan Dravnel
Airida Gintautaitė
Ula Liagaitė
Martynas Nedzinskas
Valentinas Novopolskis
Augustė Pociūtė
Gediminas Rimeika
Rytis Saladžius
Rasa Samauolytė
Nelė Savičenko
Vainius Sodeika
Komi Togbonou
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TO COME
(EXTENDED)
METTE
INGVARTSEN
Tanz

Freude als Form des Widerstands
→ Magazin, Seite 196
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Mette Ingvartsens Performance to come (extended) ist letzter Teil und Höhepunkt ihres
Werkzyklus Red Pieces. In ihm hatte die dänische Choreografin systematisch das
Zusammenspiel von privaten, öffentlichen und politischen Sphären von Sexualität
erforscht. Kontaktarme Zeiten wie die unseren haben die Rolle von Berührungen, Begehren
und Sexualität fundamental verändert. Grund genug, diese ikonischen Arbeit noch ein
mal aufzusuchen.
Ständig sind wir von Bildern sexueller Körper umgeben. In Werbung, Internet, Kino, Zeit
schriften – Medien aller Art – wird das Intime, das Erogene ausgestellt. Fleisch, Flüssig
keiten, Haut, Brüste und Ärsche gehören nicht mehr in die späten Stunden der dunklen
Kaschemme um die Ecke, sondern sind zu alltäglichen Eindrücken geworden. Erotische
Bilder, Texte und Geräusche wirken im öffentlichen Raum mittlerweile so aktiv wie
hinter geschlossenen Schlafzimmertüren und haben unser Verhältnis zum Körperlichen
verändert.
In to come (extended) experimentieren 15 Tänzer:innen mit kollektiven Formen der Lust
und befragen sie auf ihre gesellschaftlichen Voraussetzungen hin. Sie zerlegen die ero
tische Ordnung in ihre einzelnen Bestandteile, untersuchen sexuelle, orgiastische und
soziale Ausdrucksformen, überdenken Mechanismen des Begehrens, erforschen, auf
welch unterschiedliche Weisen Körper sich verbinden können und sich das Individuelle
ins Kollektive auflöst.
Today, in these contactless times of social distancing, the topics of pleasure, nudity, sexual
representation and circulation seem as relevant as ever. Reason enough to re-present an
iconographic performance on these themes.
We are constantly surrounded by images of sexual bodies. Commercials, the internet,
cinema, magazines – all kinds of media expose the intimate and the erogenous. Flesh,
fluids, skin, tits and asses no longer belong to the late hours in a dark joint somewhere
around the corner, but to our daily life impressions. Whether in public spaces or behind
closed bedroom doors, erotic images, texts and sounds influence the way we move. The
option to switch off the stimulation of our bodily desires no longer exists. Pleasure has
become a must.
to come (extended) explores indistinctions between private and public space with regard
to sexual representation. In a performance that literally disrupts erotic orders, a group of
15 performers questions the notion of individual sexual freedom by working on orgiastic
relations. The bodies of the performers merge into a collective group formation by making
their surfaces indistinguishable from one another. Working directly on how bodies can
physically connect, mechanisms of desire are rethought by experimenting with sexual,
orgasmic and social expressions. The performance challenges the use of climactic and
orgasmic structures in theatre by proposing extended states of pleasure, in which excitement is both excessively slowed down and energetically sped up. The enjoyment of
abstract colours and shapes mixes with a sensation of rhythmic pulsing produced by
sensual figures, while social structures come undone.
With The Red Pieces (2014–2017), the Danish choreographer Mette Ingvartsen created
a series of performances dedicated to discourse around sexuality and its historical connections to the public sphere. The series culminates with to come (extended), a group choreography piece for 15 dancers, elaborating on cyclic choreographic principles developed by
Ingvartsen in 2005. Proposing that sexual practice is not only intimate and private but also
something that structures social and political interactions, the performance experiments
with public and collective forms of pleasure.
Gebläsehalle, Landschaftspark
Duisburg-Nord

Tickets: 37 / 27 / 17 €,
ermäßigt ab 8,50 €

Sa
So
Di
Mi

Ohne Sprache

10.
11.
13.
14.

September________ 20.00 Uhr
September__________ 18.00 Uhr
September________ 20.00 Uhr
September_______ 20.00 Uhr

Dauer: ca. 60min

www.ruhr3.com/come

Konzept, Choreografie
Mette Ingvartsen
Licht Design
Basierend auf to come (2005),
entwickelt und durchgeführt von
Mette Ingvartsen
Naiara Mendioroz Azkarate,
Manon Santkin
Jefta van Dinther
Gabor Varga
Licht Design
Jens Sethzman
Musikalische Arrangements
Adrien Gentizon
Basierend auf to come (2005)
Musikalische Arrangements von
Peter Lenaerts
Bühnenbild
Mette Ingvartsen
Jens Sethzman
Blaue Suits
Jennifer Defays
Dramaturgie
Tom Engels
Lindi Hop Trainer
Jill De Muelenaere
Clinton Stringer
Technischer Direktor
Hans Meijer
Tontechnik
Filip Vilhelmsson
Produktionsassistenz
Elisabeth Hirner
Manon Haase
Mit
Thomas Bîrzan
Johanna Chemnitz
Katja Dreyer
Bruno Freire
Gemma Higginbotham
Dolores Hulan
Jacob Ingram-Dodd
Maia Means
Olivier Muller
Calixto Neto
Danny Neyman
Norbert Pape
Julia Rubies
Manon Santkin
Clinton Stringer

Eine Produktion von
Mette Ingvartsen und Great
Investment. Koproduziert mit
Volksbühne am Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz, steirischer herbst
festival, NEXT festival/
Kunstencentrum BUDA, Festival
d’Automne, Les Spectacles
vivants – Centre Pompidou,
Dansehallerne, CCN2 – Centre
chorégraphique national de
Grenoble, Dansens Hus, SPRING
Performing Arts Festival,
NEXT festival / le phénix scène
nationale Valenciennes pole
européen de création
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VERGESSENE OPFER
DUISBURGER
PHILHARMONIKER
ELENA SCHWARZ
Konzert

OLIVIER MESSIAEN

Les offrandes oubliées (1930)
GALINA USTWOLSKAJA

Sinfonie Nr. 1 (1955)
LUIGI NONO

Composizione per orchestra No. 1 (1951)
GALINA USTWOLSKAJA

Sinfonie Nr. 3 ›Jesus Messias, errette uns!‹ (1983)
FRANZ LISZT

Von der Wiege bis zum Grabe (1881/82)

Der Klang des Unfassbaren
→ Magazin, Seite 211

Männerstimme
Alexander Vassiliev

Duisburger Philharmoniker
Musikalische Leitung
Elena Schwarz
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Ans Äußerste zu gehen heißt, jede Konsequenz zu tragen: Schmerz, Ausgrenzung, aber
auch die Chance, ansonsten unzugängliche Sphären zu betreten. Im Extremfall bedeutet
es den Tod – für den tschechischen Widerstandskämpfer Julius Fučík etwa, dem Luigi
Nono in Compositione per orchestra No. 1 ein verstecktes Denkmal setzte.
Radikal bis zur Selbstaufgabe ist die Musik von Galina Ustwolskaja. Den Vorgaben des
Sozialistischen Realismus verweigerte sie sich so konsequent, dass sie in Kauf nahm,
nur noch für die Schublade zu komponieren. In ihrer Sinfonie Nr. 1, die um die Ängste
und Nöte eines Kindes in der kapitalistischen Großstadt kreist, hatte sie den hoffnungs
losen Spagat zwischen Ideologie und Wahrheit noch versucht. In der Sinfonie Nr. 3 sind
alle Konformitätsversuche begraben. Die Besetzung ist in extreme Höhen und Tiefen ge
spreizt. Die Mittellage bleibt stumm. Brachiale Spieltechniken treiben die Musiker:innen
an ihre physischen Grenzen. Ihr Schmerz beginnt quasi metaphysisch zu klingen.
Auch bei Olivier Messiaen wird Schmerz zu Klang. In seinen offrandes oubliées erinnert
der Wegbereiter der Nachkriegsavantgarde und fanatische Katholik an die sündhaft ver
gessenen Opfer Christi. Schonungslos schlägt seine musikalische Inkarnation der Sünde
in die schwebende sinfonische Meditation eine Schneise der Unruhe und Verstörung.
Franz Liszt – einst Salon- und Tastenlöwe, später Priester in Askese – wählt für seine
letzte sinfonische Dichtung Von der Wiege bis zum Grabe eine ähnlich kontraststarke
Form, bei der sich Leben und Tod frontal gegenüberstehen. Was am Ende wie eine Rück
kehr zur Wiege erscheint, erweist sich als abgeklärter Abschied von der traditionellen
Harmonik – ein Schwellenübertritt in ein neues Zeitalter der Musikgeschichte, Jahre
bevor Schönberg den systematischen Schritt in die Zwölftönigkeit unternimmt.
To go to the very limit means accepting the consequences, whatever they are: pain,
ostracism, but also the chance to enter otherwise inaccessible spheres. In the most
extreme cases, it means death – as it did for the Czech resistance fighter Julius Fučík,
whom Luigi Nono commemorated surreptitiously in his Composizione per orchestra No. 1.
Galina Ustwolskaja’s music is radical to the point of self-abandonment. She rejected the
principles of socialist realism so firmly that she accepted she would only ever compose
for the drawer. In her First Symphony, which focuses on the fears and hardships of a
child in a capitalist metropolis, she still attempted the hopeless balancing act between
ideology and truth. In her Third Symphony, all efforts towards conformity have been
buried. The instrumentation is split between extreme highs and lows. The middle register
remains silent. Brutal playing techniques drive the players to their physical limits. Their
pain begins to sound almost metaphysical.
Pain also turns into sound for Olivier Messiaen: in Les offrandes oubliées (The Forgotten
Offerings) the forerunner of the post-war avant-garde and fanatical Catholic reminds us
of the sinfully forgotten sacrifices of Christ: his musical incarnation of sin cuts a merciless
swathe of unrest and destruction through his wafting symphonic meditation.
Franz Liszt – once a piano virtuoso and socialite, later an ascetic priest – chose a
form similarly rich in contrast for his final symphonic poem Von der Wiege bis zum
Grabe (From the Cradle to the Grave), in which life and death confront each other directly.
What appears to be a return to the cradle at the end turns out to be a serene farewell to
traditional harmonics – crossing a threshold to a new age in musical history, years before
Schönberg codified this step in the twelve-tone system.

Jahrhunderthalle Bochum
So 11. September__________ 18.00 Uhr
Di 13. September_______ 20.00 Uhr

Tickets: 67 / 52 / 37 / 22 €,
ermäßigt ab 11 €

Die Veranstaltung wird vom WDR
für den Hörfunk aufgezeichnet
und zu einem späteren Zeitpunkt
in WDR 3 Konzert gesendet.

Dauer: ca. 1h 45min, 1 Pause

www.ruhr3.com/vergessen
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UNA IMAGEN
INTERIOR —
EIN BILD AUS
DEM INNEREN
EL CONDE
DE TORREFIEL
Schauspiel

Ein Bild mit 1000 Wörtern
→ Magazin, Seite 181
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»Der Mangel an Vorstellungskraft ist der Anfang aller Gewalt« hieß es ihrer international
gefeierten Inszenierung La Plaza. In ihrem neuen Projekt intensivieren El Conde de Torrefiel
die Grundlagenforschung. Vor 15.000 Jahren hielten Menschen Bilder in der Höhle von
Altamira fest. Die Menschen in Altamira gehörten zur Spezies des homo sapiens – wie wir.
Ihr Wunsch nach Abstraktion, Poesie und Kunst wird oft als conditio humana beschrieben,
doch was wenn Menschsein viel mehr der Wunsch nach Täuschung und Zerstörung ist?
Una imagen interior ist eine poetische Übung, die eine Erotik der Fantasie als Alternative
zu den Bildern, die uns kontrollieren, vorschlägt. Seit über einem Jahr nähern sich El
Conde de Torrefiel dazu in Vorstudien an: auf dem Santargangelo Festival in Italien lief,
während ein Auto sie umkreiste, eine Schafherde durch das verwunderte Publikum in
einer Open-Air-Lesung. Im zweiten Teil erklärten Taubstumme im Museum für Moderne
Kunst MACBA in Barcelona Wort um Wort, bis sich daraus eine Geschichte entspann,
und in Valencia formten Schauspieler:innen zu elektronischer Musik amorphe Formen
aus einer überdimensionalen Plastikplane. Zuletzt stellten Architekturstudent:innen ein
Totem her und zerstörten es anschließend auf der Bühne. Diese und mehr lose Fäden
wird El Conde de Torrefiel in ihrer neuen Arbeit zusammenführen, die bei den Wiener
Festwochen im Mai Premiere haben und anschließend die europäischen Festivals ver
wirren wird.
»The lack of imagination is the beginning of all violence« was said in their internationally
renowned performance La Plaza. In their new piece, El Conde de Torrefiel invest in fundamental research. 15.000 years ago, people manifested pictures in the cave of Altmira.
The people in Altmira were homo sapiens – just like you. Their desire for abstraction,
poetry and arts is often described as conditio humana, but what if being human was
more than the desire for deception and destruction? Una imagen interior (An image from
inside) is a poetic exercise that puts forward an eroticism of fantasy as an alternative
to the images that control us. For over a year, El Conde de Torrefiel have been working
towards this in pilot projects: at the Santarcangelo Festival in Italy, a herd of sheep
ran among an amazed audience at an open-air performance while a car drove around
them in circles. In the second section, at the MACBA Museum of Contemporary Art in
Barcelona, deaf people presented one word at a time until a story was produced, and
in Valencia female actors created amorphous shapes out of oversized plastic sheeting
to electronic music. Most recently, architecture students constructed a totem and then
destroyed it on stage. El Conde de Torrefiel will weave together these and other loose
threads in their new work that will premiere at the Wiener Festwochen in May, before
going on to confound audiences at a series of European festivals.

PACT Zollverein, Essen
Deutsche Erstaufführung
Do 15. September_______ 20.00 Uhr
Fr 16. September_______ 20.00 Uhr
Sa 17. September_______ 20.00 Uhr

www.ruhr3.com/imagen

Tickets: 27 / 17 €,
ermäßigt ab 8,50 €
Text-Projektionen in deutscher
und englischer Sprache

Konzept und Gestaltung
El Conde de Torrefiel in
Zusammenarbeit mit den
Performer:innen
Regie
Tanya Beyeler
Pablo Gisbert
Text
Pablo Gisbert
Bühnenbild, Kostüme
Maria Alejandre
Estel Cristià
Skulpturen
Mireia Donat Melús
Roboter Design
José Brotons Plà
Licht Design
Manoly Rubio García
Sound Design
Rebecca Para
Bühnentechnik
Miguel Pellejero
Technische Direktion
Isaac Torres
Tontechnik
Uriel Ireland
Lichttechnik
Roberto Baldinelli
Übersetzung
Martin Orti (DE)
Nika Blazer (EN)
Produktion, Administration
Haizea Arrizabalaga
Ausführender Produzent
CIELO DRIVE
Vertrieb
Caravan Production
Mit
Anaïs Doménech
Julian Hackenberg
Gloria March
David Mallols
Mauro Molina
und lokalen Performer:innen

Eine Produktion von El Conde
de Torrefiel. Koproduziert mit
Wiener Festwochen, Festival
d’Avignon, Grec Festival, Conde
Duque, Kunstenfestivaldesarts,
Grütli – Centre de production
et de diffusion des arts vivants,
Festival delle Colline Torinesi,
Points communs – Nouvelle
Scène nationale de CergyPontoise – Val d’Oise; Festival
d’Automne und la Villette.
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HARAWI
OLIVIER MESSIAEN
RACHAEL WILSON
VIRGINIE DÉJOS
Konzert

OLIVIER MESSIAEN

Harawi – Chant d’amour et de mort (1945)

Der Klang des Unfassbaren
→ Magazin, Seite 211

Sopran
Rachael Wilson
Klavier
Virginie Déjos
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Gestaltung Film
Rachael Wilson
Anderson Matthew

»Harawi« stammt aus der Quechua-Sprache der Andenregion und bezeichnet eine
Form von Liebeslied, das mit dem Tod der Liebenden endet. Im Liebestod liegt die
höchste Erfüllung der Liebe. Der Schritt über die Schwelle zum Tod macht sie erst
vollkommen. Um den Liebestod kreist auch der Mythos von Tristan und Isolde, wie ihn
Richard Wagner in seiner gleichnamigen Oper verarbeitet hat. Der französische Avant
gardist Olivier Messiaen greift diese transzendente Idee auf und ergründet sie in seiner
Tristan-Trilogie aus jeweils unterschiedlichen Perspektiven – zum ersten Mal 1945 in
seinem Liederzyklus Harawi, der den Untertitel Chant d’amour et de mort (Gesang von
Liebe und Tod) trägt. Die Texte dazu stammen von Messiaen selbst. Es sind surreale,
teilweise lautmalerische Gedichte von starker Sinnlichkeit und Symbolkraft, haupt
sächlich in französischer Sprache. In Schlüsselmomenten jedoch greift Messiaen zu
Quechua-Wörtern, weniger wegen deren Bedeutung als wegen des assoziationsstarken
Klangs ihrer Silben. Vom aufgeregten Warngeschrei der Affen (pia pia pia pia pia) bis
hin zum hypnotisierenden Klingeln von Piroutchas Fußkettchen beim Tanz (Doundou
Tchil) – in oft absurder Wiederholung, Variation oder Spiegelung betritt Messiaen hier
eine urtümlich direkte Ausdrucksebene, eine Art metaphysische Musik, die alle Ver
rücktheit, Verzweiflung, Macht und Ekstase einer alles verzehrenden Liebe beschwört,
die ans Äußerste geht – und darüber hinaus.
»Harawi« comes from the Quechua language of the Andes region and refers to a genre
of love songs that culminate with the lovers’ deaths. The greatest fulfilment is in dying
for love. Stepping over the threshold to death makes love complete. Dying of love also
lies at the heart of the myth of Tristan and Isolde, as adapted by Richard Wagner in his
opera of that name. In his Tristan trilogy, the French avant-garde composer Olivier Messiaen takes this transcendent idea and examines it from different prespectives – first, in
1945, in his song cycle Harawi, which is subtitled Chant d’amour et de mort (Song of Love
and Death). The lyrics were written by Messiaen himself. These are surreal, sometimes
onomatopoetic poems with strong sensuality and symbolism, written primarily in French.
However, at key moments, Messiaen resorts to Quechua words, less for their meaning
than for the associative sound of their syllables. From the excited warning cries of the
apes (pia pia pia pia pia) to the hypnotic ring of Piroutcha’s ankle bracelet as she is
dancing (Doundou Tchil), Messiaen, often using absurd repetition, variations or mirroring,
enters a primeval and direct level of expression, a kind of metaphysical music conjuring
up all the madness, desperation, power and ecstasy of an all-consuming love that goes
to extremes - and beyond.

Gebläsehalle, Landschaftspark
Duisburg-Nord

Tickets: 37 / 27 / 17 €,
ermäßigt ab 8,50 €

Sa 17. September________ 20.00 Uhr
Dauer: ca. 70min

www.ruhr3.com/harawi
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THE THIRD ROOM X
RESPUBLIKA
Rave

»THE METRIC FOR REALNESS IS MOVING« — JULIANA HUXTABLE
Je schrecklicher die Weltlage, umso besser die Party. Also
lasst uns die letzte Nacht der Ruhrtriennale 2022 gemein
sam durchtanzen, im kollektiven Rausch, eine kleine,
utopische Gesellschaft auf Zeit, die alle einlädt, so zu
kommen, wie sie sind: jenseits der Ideologien, gleich
welchen Alters, gleich welcher Klasse, Hautfarbe und
sexuellen Orientierung. Dazu haben wir in einer Koopera
tion mit dem Essener Kollektiv The Third Room ein inter
nationales Line-up eingeladen, das neue Maßstäbe setzt.
Es geht los mit Juliana Huxtable. Die multidisziplinäre Kün
stlerin, Performerin, Autorin und DJ verzaubert mit ihrem
experimentellen Sound nicht nur Clubgänger:innen auf der
ganzen Welt, sie performte bereits im Whitney Museum oder
im MoMA PS1. Dann geht es weiter mit Nastia, die keiner
Einführung bedarf. Die Ikone der Kiewer Technoszene ist
eine der bekanntesten und international gefragtesten DJs
unserer Zeit. Die Gründerin des legendären Labels Nechto
wird back-to-back mit der aufstrebenden Daria Kolosova
spielen – ein erprobtes Duo, das sich bereits seit 2015
kennt und gemeinsam dazu beiträgt, dass die Kiewer
Technoszene sich zu einem der Hotspots für elektronische
Subkultur entwickelte. Im Anschluss betritt der renommi
erte Produzent und DJ Len Faki das Pult, der Begründer
von Figure SPC wird gefolgt von Marcel Dettmann. Beide
sind Pioniere der elektronischen Clubmusik Musik und
spielen bereits seit 2004 als Resident-DJs im Berghain.
Marcel ist auch außerhalb des Clubkontexts ein facetten
reicher Künstler und wirkte beispielsweise an der Produk
tion MASSE mit, einer Kooperation zwischen Berghain und
Berliner Staatsballett.

The worse the global situation, the better the party. So
let’s dance through the last night of the Ruhrtriennale
2022 together, in a collective frenzy; a small, utopian society,
for a short while, that invites everyone to come as they are:
beyond ideologies, no matter what class, race, age or sexual
orientation. In cooperation with Essen-based collective The
Third Room, we have invited an international line-up that
sets new standards:
It starts with Juliana Huxtable, the multidisciplinary artist,
performer, writer and DJ, whose experimental sound not
only enchants clubbers all around the world but also art
aficionados – she has performed at both the Whitney
Museum of American Art and MoMA PS1. Then it’s on to
Nastia – icon of the Kyiv techno scene and one of the
most famous and internationally sought-after DJs of our
time. The founder of the legendary Nechto label will play
back to back with the up-and-coming Daria Kolosova.
The two have known each other since 2015 and, together,
have contributed to the Kyiv techno scene, making it one
of the hotspots of electronic subculture. Afterwards, the
renowned producer and DJ Len Faki will step up to the
console. The founder of Figure SPC will be followed by
Marcel Dettmann. Both are pioneers of electronic music
and have been playing as resident DJs at Berghain since
2004. Marcel is also a multifaceted artist outside the club
world and participated, for example, in the production
MASSE – a collaboration between Berghain and the Berlin
State Ballet.

Jahrhunderthalle Bochum
Sa 17. September_________ 23.00 Uhr
Tickets: 32 €, ermäßigt 16 €
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www.ruhr3.com/rave

FAREWELL
THOMAS HOJSA
Konzert

Im Anschluss an die letzte Vorstellung von Respublika
des Litauischen Nationaltheaters aus Vilnius tanzen die
Besucher:innen der Ruhrtriennale in der Jahrhunderthalle
Bochum in einem großen Rave durch die Nacht.
Am frühen Sonntagmorgen empfängt der österreichische
Komponist und Musiker Thomas Hojsa dann in der Pappel
waldkantine unter freiem Himmel zu einem letzten musika
lischen Gruß. Quer durch verschiedene Epochen und Stile
erkundet er eine melancholisch-klangvolle Landschaft
von Abschiedsliedern.
Wer den Rave bis zuletzt durchgehalten hat, wird, neben
einem kleinen Frühstück, belohnt mit einer stillen, melo
diösen Reise, ausgehend von John Dowland über Franz
Schubert bis zu k. d. lang und den Beatles.

Following the final performance of Respublika by the Lithuanian National Theatre, the Ruhrtriennale audience can
dance through the night at the Jahrhunderthalle Bochum
at a giant rave.
Then, early on Sunday morning, the Austrian composer and
musician Thomas Hojsa will welcome them to the Pappelwaldkantine in the open air with a final musical greeting:
criss-crossing a range of historical periods and styles, he
will evoke a melancholy and tuneful landscape of songs
of farewell.
Anyone who has made it all the way through the rave will
be rewarded, along with a small breakfast, with a quiet,
melodic journey, starting with John Dowland and progressing through Franz Schubert to k.d. lang and The Beatles.

Ins stille Land

To the Land of Rest

Ins stille Land!
Wer leitet uns hinüber?
Schon wölkt sich uns der Abendhimmel trüber,
Und immer trümmervoller wird der Strand.
Wer leitet uns mit sanfter Hand
Hinüber! ach! hinüber,
Ins stille Land?
Ins stille Land!
Zu euch, ihr freien Räume
Für die Veredlung! zarte Morgenträume
Der schönen Seelen! künft’gen Daseins Pfand.
Wer treu des Lebens Kampf bestand,
Trägt seiner Hoffnung Keime
Ins stille Land.
Ach Land! ach Land!
Für alle Sturmbedrohten.
Der mildeste von unsers Schicksals Boten
Winkt uns, die Fackel umgewandt,
Und leitet uns mit sanfter Hand
Ins Land der grossen Toten,
Ins stille Land.

To the land of rest!
Who will lead us there?
Already the evening sky grows darker with cloud,
and the shore is ever more strewn with flotsam.
Who will lead us gently by the hand
across, ah, across
to the land of rest?
To the land of rest!
To the free, ennobling spaces!
Tender morning dreams
of fine souls! Pledge of a future life!
He who faithfully won life’s battle
carries the seeds of his hopes
to the land of rest.
O land
for all those threatened by storms.
The gentlest harbinger of our fate
beckons us, brandishing a torch,
and leads us gently by the hand
to the land of the great dead,
the land of rest.

Freiherr Johann Gaudenz von Salis-Seewis

Translated by Richard Wigmore

Pappelwaldkantine, Vorplatz der Jahrhunderthalle Bochum
So 18. September________ 08.00 Uhr
Akkordeon, Gesang
Thomas Hojsa

ruhr3.com/farewell
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JUNGE TRIENNALE
Die Junge Triennale begleitet das Programm der Ruhrtri
ennale mit künstlerischen Projekten und Workshops für
Kinder und Jugendliche.
Im Programm der Ruhrtriennale geht es für junges Publikum
dieses Jahr bewegungsfreudig zu. Grundschüler:innen
folgendem belgischen Parkour-Duo Be Flat bei Follow
me (S. 50) über das Zollverein-Gelände. Das Tanzstück
promise me (S. 60) lädt Kinder von acht bis zwölf Jahren
und Erwachsene zu einem riskanten Fest der Lebenslust.
Und alle ab 12 Jahren begegnen in Hillbrowfication (S. 38)
21 Jugendlichen aus Johannesburg und ihren Zukunftsideen.
SCHULEN
Eine detaillierte Produktionsempfehlung für Schulen finden
Sie auf unserer Internetseite.
Für die Klassen 1–5 bieten wir anknüpfend an einen Vor
stellungsbesuch von Follow me (S. 50) einen Parkour-Work
shop an.
Für die Jahrgänge 3–6 empfehlen wir, die vor- und nach
bereitenden Workshops zu promise me (S. 60) wahrzuneh
men, in denen wir uns vor dem Aufführungsbesuch kreativ
und praktisch mit den Inhalten des Tanzstücks und mit
körperlichen Ausdrucksformen beschäftigen und hinterher
unsere Eindrücke künstlerisch verarbeiten.
Vorbereitend auf das Projekt TEENS IN THE HOUSE II –
Eine junge Residenz veranstalten wir Workshops in
der Schule für Jugendliche ab 16 Jahren, in denen die
Schüler:innen das Projekt kennenlernen und anschließend
entscheiden, ob sie teilnehmen möchten.
Gerne beraten wir Lehrkräfte zum gesamten Programm
der Ruhrtriennale 2022 und organisieren Workshops
oder Gespräche zur Vor- bzw. Nachbereitung des Veran
staltungsbesuchs mit Schüler:innen oder dem Kollegium.
Tickets für Schulen unter jungetriennale@ruhrtriennale.de
Klassen und Schulkurse ab 10 Personen erhalten Tickets
für 5 € pro Schüler:in und pro Begleitperson (max. zwei pro
Klasse/Kurs) für alle Veranstaltungen nach Verfügbarkeit.
Ein Besuch der Performance Follow me kostet 3,50 € pro
Person für Schüler:innen und begleitende Lehrkräfte.

The Junge Triennale accompanies the Ruhrtriennale with
artistic projects and workshops for kids and teens. The
Ruhrtriennale programme will be full of movement for a
young audience. Elementary school children will follow
the Belgian parkour duo through the industrial complex in
Follow me (p. 50). The dance piece promise me (p. 60)
invites kids aged 8–12 and adults to a risky celebration of
zest for life. And all kids aged 12 and older will encounter 21
teens from Johannesburg and their ideas about the future in
Hillbrowfication (p. 38).
SCHOOLS
We publish recommendations for schools on our website.
For classes 1–5, following a performance visit of Follow me,
we’ll offer a parkour workshop. (p. 50)
For the 3rd–6th grades we recommend taking advantage
of the pre- and post-performance workshops for promise
me (p. 60), in which we’ll engage creatively and practically
with the content of the dance piece and physical forms of
expression before attending the performance. Afterwards,
we’ll process our impressions artistically. In preparation of
the project TEENS IN THE HOUSE II – a young residence,
we’ll arrange workshops in schools for those aged 16 or
older, in which students get to know the project and ultimately decide if they want to participate. We’ll gladly advise
teachers about the entire Ruhrtriennale programme 2022
and organise workshops or talks with students or staff to
prepare or follow up on their visit to the event.
Tickets for schools under jungetriennale@ruhrtriennale.de
Classes and schoolcourses of more than 10 people receive
tickets for 5 € per student and per accompanying person
(max. two per class/course) for all events subject to availability. A visit to the Performance Follow me costs € 3.50
per person for students and accompanying teachers. The
tickets are valid on the day of the event as a ticket for the
return journey to the venue in the entire Verkehrsverbund
Rhein-Ruhr (VRR).

Die Eintrittskarten gelten am Tag der Veranstaltung als
Fahrkarte für die Hin- und Rückfahrt zum Veranstaltung
sort im gesamten Verkehrsverbund Rhein-Ruhr (VRR).
Mit freundlicher Unterstützung durch die RAG-Stiftung
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www.ruhr3.com/teens

TEENS IN THE HOUSE II
EINE JUNGE RESIDENZ
Wenn nicht jetzt, wann dann? Bringt eure queeren Visionen
in die Wiederbelebung des gesellschaftlichen Miteinanders
ein, nachdem die Pandemie unser Zusammenleben durch
einandergebracht hat!
Bei der Ruhrtriennale 2021 haben zwölf Jugendliche Häuser
gebaut und sind damit ins Festival eingezogen. In einer
belebten Installation machten sie Festivalbesucher:innen
auf die Diskriminierungserfahrungen von Frauen und ihre
gesellschaftlichen Forderungen aufmerksam.
Die zweite Ausgabe von TEENS IN THE HOUSE knüpft
daran an. In Auseinandersetzung mit zahlreichen Produk
tionen und Künstler:innen, die sich bei der Ruhrtriennale
2022 mit gesellschaftlichen Visionen und Veränderungspro
zessen beschäftigen – speziell mit der namensverwandten
Musiktheaterproduktion HAUS und den queer-feminis
tischen Perspektiven des Produktionsteams – bauen wir in
kreativen Workshops unsere eigene Utopie für ein Zusam
menleben jenseits normierter Geschlechterbilder, Identi
tätszuschreibungen, Rollenverteilung etc. Dafür besuchen
wir Proben, Aufführungen und Ausstellungen, treffen Künst
ler:innen und tauschen uns mit Expert:innen und Aktivist:in
nen aus.

If not now, then when? Bring your queer visions to the revival of social gatherings, after the pandemic messed up our
social co-existence!
At the Ruhrtriennale 2021, twelve teens built houses and
moved into them as part of the festival. In a lively installation, they drew the attention of festival visitors to women’s
experiences of discrimination and their social demands.
The second edition of TEENS IN THE HOUSE draws upon
these themes. In the Ruhrtriennale 2022, we will engage
with numerous productions and artists who deal with social
visions and processes of change – especially with the music
theatre production HAUS and the queer-feminist perspectives of the production team – and in creative workshops,
we will build our own utopia for a co-existence beyond
standardised gender images, identity attributions, role distribution, etc. For this purpose, we will visit performances,
productions and exhibitions, meet artists and exchange
ideas with experts and activists.
New participants wanted and welcome for the second
edition of the residence!

Neue Teilnehmende für die zweite Ausgabe der Residenz
sind gesucht und willkommen!

Essen, Bochum, Duisburg
4.– 11. September
ab 16 Jahren
Anmeldung:
jungetriennale@ruhrtriennale.de

Konzept und Projektleitung
Anne Britting
Projektmitarbeit
Timo Kemp
FSJ Kultur
Alicia Ulfik

Instagram: @jungetriennale

Mit freundlicher Unterstützung
durch die RAG-Stiftung
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PAPPELWALDKANTINE
DEXTER RED
Festivalzentrum

Wir freuen uns, Sie auch in diesem Jahr im Pappelwäld
chen vor der Bochumer Jahrhunderthalle mit allerhand
regionalen und vegetarischen Köstlichkeiten bewirten
zu dürfen. Schnappen Sie sich einen Drink, lassen Sie
die Seele baumeln und seien Sie willkommen an diesem
besonderen Ort, der von Dexter Red geschaffen wurde
und an dem Sie gemeinsam mit den Künstler:innen, dem
Festivalteam und hungrigen Vorbeispazierenden vor und
nach den Veranstaltungen ins Gespräch über die gesam
melten Eindrücke kommen können.

Pappelwald an der
Jahrhunderthalle Bochum

This year we are happy to host you again in the legendary
poplar grove, in front of the Bochum Jahrhunderthalle,
where all kinds of regional and vegetarian delicacies will
be served. Grab a drink, unwind and feel welcome in this
special location created by Dexter Red. Here, you can get
together with the artists, the festival team and hungry
passers-by, and share your thoughts and experiences before or after the events.

Konzept, Design
Dexter Red

11. August – 18. September
Eintritt frei
Öffnungszeiten unter
www.ruhr3.com/pappelwald
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www.ruhr3.com/pappelwald

FESTIVALBIBLIOTHEK 2022
Festivalzentrum

Die Bibliothek wächst! Auch in diesem Jahr erreichen Gast
geschenke der eingeladenen Künstler:innen die Ruhrtrien
nale: Bücher, die sie geprägt und durch die schwierigen
letzten Monate getragen haben. Einzusehen und gegen ein
Pfand auszuleihen in der Pappelwaldkantine auf dem Jahr
hunderthallenvorplatz.

The library is growing! Once again, the Ruhrtriennale has
received gifts from the artists invited to the festival: books
that have helped make them who they are and that have
sustained them through the last difficult months. You can
browse through them and borrow them if you leave a deposit
at the Pappelwaldkantine in front of the Jahrhunderthalle.

Mit Beiträgen von / With contributions by:
Katja Aufleger, Lukas Bärfuss, Joanna Bednarczyk, Bibiana Beglau, Aljoscha Begrich,
Caspar Brötzmann, Yaron Deutsch, Ulrike Draesner, Hermann Feuchter, Barbara Frey,
Azadeh Ganjeh, Lütfiye Güzel, Corinna Harfouch, Dorothee Hartinger, Sabine Haupt,
Sarah Hennies, Heinrich Horwitz, Sandra Hüller, Charlotte Hug, Wen Hui, Mette Ingvartsen,
Andreas Karlaganis, Malakoff Kowalski, Joke Laureyns, Fabien Lédé, Mischa Leinkauf,
Ligia Lewis, Ula Liagaité, Anderson Matthew, Susanne Maier-Staufen,Sarah Nemtsov,
Valentinus Novopolskij, Luisa Pardo, Michael Pelzel, Dexter Red, Lázaro Rodríguez,
Lisandro Rodríguez, Julian Rosefeldt, Sarah Sandeh, Rytis Saladzius, Vainius Sodeiku,
Klaus Staeck, Mats Staub, Elisabeth Stöppler, Łukasz Twarkowski, Rachael Wilson,
Angela Winkler, Martin Zehetgruber u.v.m. / and many more

In der Pappelwaldkantine
11. August – 18. September
Eintritt frei
Öffnungszeiten unter
www.ruhr3.com/bib

www.ruhr3.com/bib
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FESTIVALCAMPUS
Seit 2012 ist der Festivalcampus ein fester Bestand
teil der Ruhrtriennale. Auch in der zweiten Ausgabe von
Barbara Frey kommen wieder internationale Studierende
aus verschiedenen künstlerischen und kulturtheoretischen
Disziplinen aus Polen, Kroatien, Norwegen, Schweiz, Irland,
Deutschland, Dänemark zusammen. Das Campuspro
gramm wird von Carla Gesthuisen und Philipp Schulte
in enger Zusammenarbeit mit den Lehrenden der Partner
hochschulen konzipiert und setzt sich im Rahmen eines
vielseitigen Seminar- und Workshopprogramms mit dem
Festivalprogramm der Ruhrtriennale auseinander.
An drei verschiedenen Wochenenden bekommen die Work
shopgruppen die Möglichkeit, Einblicke in die Arbeits
weisen der Festivalkünstler:innen zu gewinnen und in
einen lebendigen Diskurs zu treten. Dabei entsteht ein
enger Austausch mit den Künstler:innen, dem Team der
Ruhrtriennale sowie untereinander. Die gemeinsamen Er
fahrungen und die kritischen Reflexionen darüber bilden
die Grundlage für eine lebendige und gesellschaftlich
relevante künstlerische und kulturelle Arbeit, bei der die
Teilnehmer:innen und »Künstler:innen von morgen« Im
pulse an ihre Hochschulen und in ihre künftige Arbeit
mitnehmen. Gemeinsam mit dem Festivalcampus ist die
Ruhrtriennale ein Ort, an dem Austausch, Kritik und Dis
kussion stattfinden.

The Festival Campus has been a regular part of the Ruhrtriennale since 2012. In Barbara Frey’s second year as artistic director, international students from Poland, Croatia,
Norway, Switzerland, Ireland, Germany and Denmark working in a range of disciplines in the arts and cultural theory
will once again come together. The Campus programme is
conceived by Carla Gethuisen and Philipp Schulte in close
collaboration with the partner universities and explores
the Ruhrtriennale’s festival programme in a multi-faceted
series of seminars and workshops.
On three different weekends, workshop groups are given
the opportunity to gain insights into the working methods
of festival artists and take part in lively discussions. Here
an exchange with the artists, the Ruhrtriennale team and
within the group itself can take place. Their shared experiences and critical reflections form the basis for vivid
and socially relevant artistic and cultural work, in which
the participants and »artists of tomorrow« take ideas back
to their universities and into their future projects. Alongside the Festival Campus, the Ruhrtriennale is a place for
exchange, constructive criticism and discussion.

Bochum
Konzeption, Durchführung
Carla Gesthuisen
Dr. Philipp Schulte
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www.ruhr3.com/campus

10. KULTURKONFERENZ RUHR
INDUSTRIELLE KULTURLANDSCHAFT
KULTURELLE IDENTITÄT UND
TRANSFORMATIONEN DES RUHRGEBIETS
In keiner anderen Region hat die schwerindustrielle Ent
wicklung zu so tiefgreifenden Veränderungen in der räum
lichen Umformung der Landschaft geführt wie im Ruhr
gebiet. Die Dichte und die Vielfalt des industriellen Erbes
aus historisch bedeutenden und architektonisch stil
prägenden Gebäuden und Anlagen der Industrialisierung
sind weltweit einzigartig. Dabei sind die Halden, Bauwerke
und Denkmäler der Industriekultur selbst Orte der Trans
formation und kulturellen Reflexion. Heute stellen die Hin
terlassenschaften der Industrialisierung mehr denn je die
Fragen nach der Zukunftsfähigkeit der gesamten Region:
Nachhaltigkeit, Klimagerechtigkeit, soziale Sicherheit und
Teilhabe, Digitalisierung der Arbeit und Migration.
Welche ökologische, soziale und kulturelle Verantwortung
ist dem industriellen Erbe eingeschrieben? Wie wird in einer
Arbeitswelt, die von Individualisierung und Digitalisierung
geprägt ist, sozialer und demokratischer Zusammenhalt
gefördert? Wie kann sich die Region in die Zukunft ent
wickeln und zeitgleich ihr identitätsstiftendes, industrielles
Erbe bewahren?
Diesen Fragen widmet sich die 10. Kulturkonferenz Ruhr in
Kooperation mit der Ruhrtriennale, die selbst seit 20 Jahren
fest in der industriellen Kulturlandschaft verankert ist.
Kulturschaffende, Protagonist:innen, Vertreter:innen von
Institutionen und Gestalter:innen aus Kulturpolitik und
Verwaltung sind eingeladen, gemeinsam über Perspektiven
der Industriekultur zu diskutieren.

In no other region has heavy industrial development led
to such profound changes in the spatial transformation
of the landscape as in the Ruhr region. The density and
diversity of the industrial heritage of historically significant
and architecturally style-defining buildings and industrial
facilities are unique in the world. At the same time, the
stockpiles, buildings and monuments of industrial culture
are themselves places of transformation and cultural reflection. Today more than ever, the legacies of industrialisation pose questions about the future viability of the
entire region: sustainability, climate justice, social security
and participation, digitisation of labour and migration.
What ecological, social and cultural responsibility is inscribed in industrial heritage? How is social and democratic
cohesion promoted in a working world characterised by
individualisation and digitalisation? How can the region
develop into the future and at the same time preserve its
identity-forming industrial heritage?
These are the questions being addressed by the 10th Ruhr
Cultural Conference in cooperation with the Ruhrtriennale,
which has itself been firmly anchored in the industrial cultural landscape for 20 years. Creative artists, protagonists,
representatives of institutions and designers from cultural
policy and administration are invited to exchange their perspectives on industrial culture.

Maschinenhalle Zeche Zollern,
Dortmund

Das Konferenzprogramm und
alle Informationen zur Anmeldung werden ab August auf der
Website der Kulturkonferenz
Ruhr veröffentlicht.
www.kulturkonferenz.rvr.ruhr

8. September 2022
10–18 Uhr

Die 10. Kulturkonferenz Ruhr
ist eine Veranstaltung des
Regionalverbands Ruhr und
des Ministeriums für Kultur
und Wissenschaft des Landes
Nordrhein-Westfalen in Kooperation mit der Ruhrtriennale.
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WEGE

ALJOSCHA BEGRICH
DU-Landschaftspark
Nord

ALTES ZU NEUEM
LEBEN ERWECKEN
STEFAN SCHNEIDER

EL EXTRANJERO
LISANDRO RODRIGUEZ
UNEARTH
AZADEH GANJEH
Duisburg
Hauptbahnhof

Begegnungskanten II
→ Magazin, Seite 217

12. August – 18. September
Täglich zwischen Duisburg,
Essen, Gelsenkirchen und
Bochum
Detaillierte Informationen zum
Projekt und Downloadlinks zu
den einzelnen Teilstrecken finden
Sie auf www.ruhr3.com/wege
Jeder Start- und Endpunkt ist
mit einer Litfaßsäule markiert.
12 August – 18 September
Daily between Duisburg, Essen,
Gelsenkirchen and Bochum
Further information about the
project, together with links to
downloads for the individual
sections of the journey, can be
found at www.ruhr3.com/wege.
Every one of the start and finish
points is marked with an
advertising pillar.
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Das Projekt ist kostenlos. Eintrittskarten für Veranstaltungen
der Ruhrtriennale gelten am Tag
der Veranstaltung im gesamten
Verkehrsverbund Rhein-Ruhr
(VRR) in allen Bussen und Nahverkehrszügen (2. Klasse)
für Hin- und Rückfahrt zum bzw.
vom Veranstaltungsort.
The project is free of charge.
Tickets for Ruhrtriennale events
are valid on the day of the event
on all buses and local trains
(2nd class) to and from the
venue in the entire Verkehrsverbund Rhein-Ruhr (VRR).

Eine Auftragsarbeit der
Ruhrtriennale in Zusammen
arbeit mit tehran re:public,
RUHRORTER, Anna Kpok,
loekenfranke, Stefan Schneider,
Lisandro Rodriguez, Azadeh
Ganjeh, Largatijas tiradas al sol

Kettwig

NATURBÜRO 1—7
LOEKENFRANKE
Zeche
Zollverein

Gelsenkirchen
Hauptbahnhof

ZWISCHENTAGE
RUHRORTER

Jahunderthalle
Bochum
Bochum
Hauptbahnhof

ACHTMAL BLINZELN
ANNA KPOK

INSIDE OUT
TEHERAN RE:PUBLIC

Essen
Hauptbahnhof

Fahrrad / Bike

LOS VIENTOS
LAGARTIJAS TIRADAS AL SOL

Straßenbahn / Tram
Zug / Train
Zu Fuß / By foot

Im Raum zwischen den Spielstätten der Ruhrtriennale kann die Vielfalt des Ruhrgebiets
durchstreift und erfahren werden. 2022 wird das bestehende Angebot um drei Werke er
weitert. Künstler:innen aus Mexiko, Argentinien und dem Iran bespielen Routen im Ruhr
gebiet und bringen Themen aus anderen Regionen der Welt, wo Natur ebenso radikal ge
nutzt wird wie einst hier. Folgerichtig ist dieses Projekt auch ein ökologisches Experiment,
welches versucht internationalen Austausch und nachhaltiges Produzieren zu verbinden
indem keine:r der Künstler:innen ins Ruhrgebiet reiste. Wir laden alle ein, die ent
standenen Werke in Verkehrsmitteln zwischen dem Bochumer Hauptbahnhof und dem
Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord zu erleben, mal mit der Straßenbahn, der U-Bahn, dem
Regionalexpress, mal zu Fuß oder mit dem Fahrrad.

Konzept
Aljoscha Begrich
Mit
Lagartijas Tiradas al Sol
Azadeh Ganjeh
Lisandro Rodriguez
Stefan Schneider
Anna Kpok
loekenfranke
RUHRORTER
tehran re:public

The extreme diversity of the Ruhr region can be explored and experienced in the spaces
between the venues for the Ruhrtriennale. In 2022 these existing projects will be supplemented by three new works: artists from Mexico, Argentina and Iran will create performances for routes within the Ruhr region without ever having been here. Their artistic
interventions will open up this hybrid landscape even further and introduce themes from
other parts of the world where nature is being used just as radically now as it once was
here. We invite everyone to experience the works that have been created on public transport between Bochum Hauptbahnhof and the Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord, on trams,
the U-Bahn, Regionalexpress trains, on foot or on bicycle.

www.ruhr3.com/wege
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DU-LandschaftsparkNord

Duisburg
Hauptbahnhof

DU-LandschaftsparkNord

Duisburg
Hauptbahnhof

ALTES ZU NEUEM EL EXTRANJERO —
LEBEN ERWECKEN DER FREMDE
STEFAN SCHNEIDER LISANDRO
RODRÍGUEZ
Regie und Sound Stefan Schneider
Vielen Dank allen Gesprächspartner:innen in Kaßlerfeld, Ruhrort,
Laar und Meiderich

Zwischen dem modernisierten Innenhafen und den Ein
familienhäusern in Laar stehen die Ruinen der Montan
industrie und die Kulissen des ersten Tatorts von Schi
manski 1981 in Ruhrort. Stefan Schneider lädt ein zu einer
Fahrradfahrt durch ein Duisburg des Dazwischen und
macht es hörbar, indem an ausgewählten Orten kurze Ge
spräche darüber zu hören sind. Wie sehen die Menschen
ihre Zukunft und die der Region?
Between the modernised inland harbour and the detached
houses in Laar stand the ruins of the coal and steel industry and the location in Ruhrort for the first ever Tatort with
Schimanski, filmed in 1981. Stefan Schneider invites you to
take a cycle journey through a Duisburg that lies in between
and makes it audible by listening to short conversations at
selected places. How do the people see their future and
that of the region?

Fahrrad
Duisburg Hauptbahnhof ↔ Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord
Dauer / Duration: 120 min
Benötigt: Fahrrad, Kopfhörer, Smartphone
Ist kein eigenes Fahrrad vorhanden, so besteht die Möglichkeit,
am jeweiligen Start- und Endpunkt ein Leihrad zu mieten. Dazu ist
eine Anmeldung bei Nextbike / Metropolradruhr nötig. Die Ausleihe
kostet ca. 8 €. Die einzelnen Hörstationen sind nummeriert und mit
einem QR-Code gekennzeichnet, mit dem Sie die jeweiligen Tracks
aufrufen können. Alternativ ab dem 12. August 2022 auch unter
ruhr3.com/schneider-tracks.
Required: bicycle, headphones, smartphone
If no own bike is available, there is the possibility to rent a bike at the
respective start and end points. For this, a registration at Nextbike /
Metropolradruhr is necessary. The rental costs about 8 €. The individual listening stations are numbered and marked with a QR code with
which you can call up the respective tracks. Alternatively, visit from
12 August 2022 also ruhr3.com/schneider-tracks.
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Regie, Grafikdesign und Text Lisandro Rodríguez
Künstlerische Mitarbeit und Dramaturgie Martín Seijo

Der Fremde stellt Fragen, weil er verstehen will. Fragen,
die den Weg zum Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord säumen.
Fragen über die Vergangenheit und die Zukunft der Re
gion und der Arbeit, die sie geprägt hat, Fragen über das
Verhältnis von Kunst und Bergbau, über Verhältnisse von
Macht und Natur. Und über die Beziehung des Ruhrgebiets
und der Welt, denn Bergbau findet ja weiterhin statt, nur
nicht mehr in Duisburg, sondern zum Beispiel in Südame
rika, von wo aus Lisandro Rodríguez uns Fragen schickt.
The stranger asks questions because he is trying to understand. Questions that line the route to the Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord. Questions about the past and future
of the region and the work that made it, questions about
the relationship between art and coal mining, about the
relationship between power and nature. And about how
the Ruhr region is related to the world: because coal
mining is still going on – just not in Duisburg. But it is, for
example, in South America, from where Lisandro Rodríguez
is sending us these questions.

Straßenbahn 903 und zu Fuß
Duisburg Hbf ↔Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord
Dauer / Duration: ca. 30 min
Die Interventionen von El Extranjero sind ab dem 12. August zwischen
dem Duisburger Hauptbahnhof und dem Landschaftspark DuisburgNord auf den Wegen und der Fahrt mit der Straßenbahn 903 zu ent
decken.
The interventions of El Extranjero can be discovered from 12 August
between Duisburg Central Station and Landschaftspark DuisburgNord on the paths and the journey with tram 903.

Essen
Hauptbahnhof

Essen
Hauptbahnhof

Duisburg
Hauptbahnhof

UNEARTH
AZADEH GANJEH
Regie und Text Azadeh Ganjeh Dramaturg Foad Esfahani
Sound Abbas Modjarad

Die Erkundungstour will die Wahrheit über Haft Tepe im
Südwesten Irans entbergen: Die antike Ausgrabungsstätte
liegt verschüttet unter mehreren landwirtschaftlich-indus
triellen Invasionen. Die Performance unternimmt den Ver
such, das Gelände an der Ruhr anders zu kartografieren,
um zu fragen, wie sich menschliche Zivilisation und Öko
system beeinflussen.
An explorative journey to unearth the truth of Haft Tepe in
south-western Iran, an archaeological site with an ancient
history which has been buried under layers of agro-industrial invasion. The performance tries to countermap the site
in the Ruhr to ask: how does the co-existence of human
civilization and ecosystem affect each other.

Zug und zu Fuß
Duisburg Hbf ↔Essen Hbf
Dauer / Duration: 20 min Fahrt mit der Regionalbahn,
circa 60 min Fußweg
Benötigt: Wege-Karte, Kopfhörer, Smartphone
Die einzelnen Hörstationen sind nummeriert und mit einem QR-Code
gekennzeichnet, mit dem Sie die jeweiligen Tracks aufrufen können.
Alternativ ab dem 12. August 2022 auch unter:
www.ruhr3.com/unearth-tracks.
Informationen zu den Ausgabestellen der Karte für die Wegstrecke
entnehmen Sie bitte unserer Website.
Required: Smartphone, Headphones, Map
The individual listening stations are numbered and marked with a QR
code with which you can call up the respective tracks.
Alternatively, visit from 12 August 2022 also ruhr3.com/unearth-tracks.
For information on the issuing points of the map for the route, please
refer to our website.

www.ruhr3.com/wege

Kettwig

LOS VIENTOS —
DIE WINDE
LAGARTIJAS
TIRADAS AL SOL
Konzept Luisa Pardo und Lázaro Gabino Rodríguez
Editorialdesign Juan Leduc Installation Fernanda Pardo
Illustration Pedro Pizarro

Plötzlich wehte kein Wind mehr. Zuerst war es nur ein
bisschen komisch. Nach einem Jahr wurde uns klar: Alle
unsere Tätigkeiten waren mit einem Mal sinnlos und wir
fragten uns: Wie können wir den Wind dazu bringen,
wieder zu wehen? Largatijas tiradas al sol verbinden
mexikanische Mythen und deutsche Energiefragen in
einem Ausflug ins Grüne.
We’ve been very concerned about solving life, imagining
projects, answering messages. We’ve thought about how to
articulate our complaints about the world. We wanted to
be right. And suddenly the wind stopped blowing. At first it
was a feeling, just something that bothered us. But after a
year without wind, we realised what it meant. Everything we
were busy with stopped making sense and we wonder what
we have to do to make up for lost time? How to convince
the wind to come back?

S-Bahn
Essen Hbf →Essen Kettwig
Dauer / Duration: circa 30 min
Benötigt: Buch, Kopfhörer, Smartphone
Informationen zur Ausgabestelle des Buchs am Hauptbahnhof Essen
entnehmen Sie bitte unserer Website.
Los Vientos kann ab dem 12. August erlebt werden und startet am
Hauptbahnhof in Essen und führt mit der S6 nach Kettwig (Ausstieg
»Kettwig S-Bahnhof«, Fußweg bis zum Promenadenweg an der Ruhr).
Required: Booklet, Smartphone, Headphones
Los Vientos can be experienced from 12 August and starts at the main
station in Essen where it leads to Kettiwig with the trains of S6 (exit at
»Kettwig S-Bahnhof«, walk to the path on the Ruhr). For information
on the issuing points of the booklet, please refer to our website.
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Zeche
Zollverein
Gelsenkirchen
Hauptbahnhof

Zeche
Zollverein
Essen
Hauptbahnhof

ACHTMAL BLINZELN NATURBÜRO 1—7
ANNA KPOK
LOEKENFRANKE
Konzept und Text Klaas Werner, Jascha Sommer, Kathrin Ebmeier
und Emese Bodolay

Anna Kpok lädt ein, die Straßenbahnfahrt als TextAdventure zu erleben. Der Verlauf der Geschichte wird
von Entscheidungen der Lesenden bestimmt – nicht von
der Anordnung im Buch. Dabei ist eine Reise durch Essen
als Reise zwischen Wahrheit und Spekulation zu erleben:
Was wäre, wenn es die Kohleförderung nie gegeben hätte?
Oder sie bereits viele hundert Jahre vorher begonnen hätte?
Anna Kpok invites you to experience a tram journey as a
text adventure. What happens if the story depends on the
decisions made by the reader – not on the placements in
the book. Readers will embark on a journey through Essen,
a journey between reality and speculation: what if coal
mining had never happened? Or it had begun many centuries earlier?

Straßenbahn
PACT Zollverein ↔ Essen Hbf
Dauer / Duration: 70 min
Informationen zu den Ausgabestellen des Dimensionsreisebuchs ent
nehmen Sie bitte unserer Website.
For information on the issuing points of the Dimension Travel Reading
Book, please refer to our website.

Von Loekenfranke (Michael Loeken, Ulrike Franke)
Mitarbeit Leonard Putz Mit den Stimmen von Uwe van Hoorn,
anja van Hoorn, Andreas Gehrke, Johanna Romberg, Thomas
Griesohn-Pflieger, Peter Stollfuss, Maria Vogt Dank an Uwe van
Hoorn, Tanja van Hoorn

Mit dem Fahrrad führt die Strecke zwischen Gelsenkirchen
Hauptbahnhof und PACT Zollverein durch unterschiedlich
gestaltete Grünanlagen, Parks und Freiflächen. An sieben
Punkten werden die unterschiedlichen Verständnisse von
Natur am Beispiel des Umgangs mit Vögeln thematisiert.
Von der preisgekrönten Brieftaube über die lebensretten
den Kanarienvögeln bis zu Habichten und Falken, zeigen
loekenfranke Vögel als Indikator für den Zustand der Ge
sellschaft, in der wir leben.
The cycle route leads through a range of different green
belt sites, parks and wasteland. At seven points along the
route loekenfranke have created so-called »Nature Offices«, where highly contrasting views of nature can be experienced. From the award-winning carrier pigeon to the
life-saving canaries through to hawks and falcons, loekenfranke show birds as indicators of the state of our society.

Fahrrad
Gelsenkirchen Hauptbahnhof ↔ PACT Zollverein Essen
Dauer / Duration: 90 min
Benötigt: Fahrrad, Kopfhörer, Smartphone
Ist kein eigenes Fahrrad vorhanden, so besteht die Möglichkeit, am
jeweiligen Start- und Endpunkt ein Leihrad zu mieten. Dazu ist eine
Anmeldung bei Nextbike / Metropolradruhr nötig. Die Kosten liegen
hier bei circa 6€. Die einzelnen Hörstationen sind nummeriert und mit
einem QR-Code gekennzeichnet, mit dem Sie die jeweiligen Tracks
aufrufen können. Alternativ ab dem 12. August 2022 auch unter:
ruhr3.com/loekenfranke-tracks.
Required: bike, headphones, smartphone
If no own bike is available, there is the possibility to rent a bike at the
respective start and end points. For this, a registration at Nextbike /
Metropolradruhr is necessary. The rental costs about 6 €. The individual
listening stations are numbered and marked with a QR code with
which you can call up the respective tracks. Alternatively, visit from
12 August 2022 also ruhr3.com/loekenfranke-tracks.
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Gelsenkirchen
Hauptbahnhof

Jahrhunderthalle
Bochum

Jahrhunderthalle
Bochum

Bochum
Hauptbahnhof

ZWISCHENTAGE
RUHRORTER

INSIDE OUT
TEHRAN RE:PUBLIC

Von Adem Köstereli, Franziska Schneeberger, Jan Godde,
Maximilian Brands, Wanja van Suntum

Regie Amirhossein Mashaherifard, Shahab Anousha Text
Fabian Lettow, Philipp Beißel, Dr. Stefan Höhne Stimme Miriam
Michel, Philipp Beißel, Judith Schäfer, Sonja Kirschall Sound,
Musik Rasmus Nordholt-Frieling Voice recording Philipp Beißel
Übersetzung Sonja Kirschall

Alle acht Minuten fährt die 302 durch Wattenscheid und
Gelsenkirchen-Ückendorf. Dicht gedrängt stehen die Men
schen in der Bahn, die eng an den Häusern entlangfährt.
Was steckt hinter diesen Oberflächen? In einem vielstim
migen Hörstück sind umfassende Zusammenhänge (un)
sichtbarer Bergbauschäden und postmigrantischer Reali
täten im Ruhrgebiet zu erleben.
The 302 travels through Wattenscheid and Gelsenkirchen-Ückendorf every eight minutes. People stand
crowded together in the tram as it drives along, close to the
houses. What lies behind these surface appearances? In a
polyphonic audio piece, comprehensive contexts of(in)visible mining damage and post-migrant realities in the Ruhr
region can be experienced.

Straßenbahn 302
Jahrhunderthalle ↔ Gelsenkirchen Hauptbahnhof
Dauer / Duration: 45 min
Benötigt: Kopfhörer, Smartphone
Die Tracks können über den QR-Code auf der Litfaßsäule abgerufen
werden. Alternativ ab dem 12. August 2022 unter
ruhr3.com/ruhrorter-tracks.
Required: headphones, smartphone
The tracks can be accessed via the QR-Code on the advertising pillar.
Also the tracks will be available from 12 August 2022 at
ruhr3.com/ruhrorter-tracks.

www.ruhr3.com/wege

Jeder Stadtraum ist ideologisch durchdekliniert. Aber sind
sich die Bürger:innen ihrer Beziehung zum öffentlichen
Raum bewusst? Ein Audiowalk durch die Bochumer Innen
stadt zeigt die versteckten Verbindungen zwischen Raum,
Design und sozialer Interaktion auf.
Dienstags und freitags ist der Audiowalk wegen des
Wochenmarktes auf dem Dr.-Ruer-Platz erst ab 16 Uhr zu
empfehlen.
Every urban space is categorised ideologically. But are its
inhabitants aware of this relationship between themselves
and public spaces? An audio walk through downtown
Bochum reveals the hidden connections between space,
design and social interaction.
On Tuesdays and Fridays, the Audiowalk is recommended
from 4 pm due to the weekly market on Dr.-Ruer-Platz.

Zu Fuß
Bochum Hauptbahnhof → Jahrhunderthalle
Dauer / Duration: 90 min
Benötigt: Kopfhörer, Smartphone
Die Tracks können über den QR-Code auf der Litfaßsäule abgerufen
werden. Alternativ ab dem 12. August 2022 unter
ruhr3.com/tehran-tracks.
Required: headphones, smartphone
The tracks can be accessed via the QR-Code on the advertising pillar.
Also the tracks will be available from 12 August 2022 at
ruhr3.com/tehran-tracks.
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FOTOGRAFIEN VON
MISCHA LEINKAUF
MIT BLACKOUTS VON
LÜTFIYE GÜZEL

Sieht man mehr, je näher man kommt? Oder wird immer weniger sichtbar? Was ich einst
als Arbeiterregion, Kohle- und Stahlzentrum Deutschlands und Revier aus der Ferne einfach begriff, wird für mich, je näher ich rangehe, immer schwerer zu erkennen, die Ruhrstadt zerfällt in deutlich unterschiedliche Einzelteile, was hat schon Kettwig mit Bottrop
zu tun? Je mehr Zeit ich in Bruckhausen und Langendreer verbringe, desto weniger kann
ich es verbinden. Jahr für Jahr scheint das Ruhrgebiet komplexer, unübersichtlicher und
ungreifbarer. Und doch gilt es immer wieder, diesen Versuch anzugehen. Eine Region zu
begreifen, zu fragen und zu schauen, was Witten und Hochfeld verbindet. Wo Dramaturg:innen wie ich, aber auch Soziolog:innen und Raumplaner:innen straucheln, können
vielleicht Künstler:innen helfen. Für das Magazin luden wir Mischa Leinkauf ein, um zu
fragen: wie kann Unsichtbares sichtbar werden? Und er hatte die Idee, zu der Sprache
der Fotografie eine Sprache der Worte zu stellen, so kamen wir auf Lütfiye Güzel.
Mischa Leinkauf ist Künstler aus Berlin, Lütfiye Güzel ist Dichterin aus Duisburg. Beim
ersten Treffen in einem Imbiss am Bahnhof in Essen wird schnell klar, dass sich beide
eine gemeinsame Sprache über die Dinge, die Welt, die Fritten und die Menschen um sie
herum wünschen. Bei der Offenheit, die sie mitbringen, und der Liebe für das Ruhrgebiet
wenig überraschend und doch nicht selbstverständlich, kommen beide doch aus unterschiedlichen Welten: »Über mich schreiben sie immer: Arbeiterkind, aufgewachsen in
Marxloh. Autodidaktin!«, »Über mich schreiben sie immer: Hisste weiße Fahnen auf der
Brooklyn Bridge und löste Terroralarm in New York aus.«
Welche Wege haben sie in diesen Imbiss am Hauptbahnhof geführt? Während Lütfiye
Güzel in den letzten 20 Jahren lyrisch die Realitäten des Ruhrgebiets mit Schärfe, Biss
und Melancholie beschrieb, erprobte Mischa Leinkauf mit seinem ehemaligen Partner
Matthias Wermke ihr im Berlin der Nachwendezeit erlerntes Verhalten im Grauzonen
bereich zwischen legal und illegal in performativen Kletteraktionen an Häusern und
Grenzen in Korea und Mexiko. Vielleicht ist es diese Suche nach der Lücke, des Dazwischen, und der spezielle Blick für die Struktur, die beide vereint. Leinkauf und Güzel versuchen neue Blickpunkte einzunehmen, neue Sichtachsen zu öffnen und somit Übersicht
im Unübersichtlichen zu gewinnen – oder andersrum: in der vermeintlichen Übersichtlichkeit Unübersicht aufzuzeigen. Leinkauf plante mit seinem Team tagelang Orte, Genehmigungen und Möglichkeiten, wie unterschiedliche Höhepunkte des Ruhrgebiets
zu erklimmen seien, um Kontraste zu erspähen, mit starkem Zusammenziehen durch
Zoomen Altbekanntes anders zu verwinkeln. Während Güzel in ihren Blackouts Wörter
und Sätze strich, ausstrich und unterstrich, um Neues in Altem sichtbar zu machen.
Strich für Strich schälte sie den Kern dessen heraus, was bleiben sollte.
Durchstreichen ist ebenso wie Ausblenden, Nichtzeigen ebenso wie Fokussieren. Mit der
Technik des Verengens versucht die für das Magazin der Ruhrtriennale 2022 entwickelte
Bildstrecke zu zeigen, was nicht sichtbar ist, zu entdecken durch Verdecken. Weniger
wird hier nicht mehr, sondern überhaupt erst etwas. Zwei Menschen, die blicken. Zwei
Blicke auf Strukturen, auf Vergangenheit und auf Gegenwart. Auf die Ideen von Stadt
und auf die Reste davon. Auf die Ruinen von gestern und morgen.
Aljoscha Begrich
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Do you see more the closer you get? Or is does it get less and less visible? What I once
easily understood from a distance to be a workers’ region, the coal and steel centre of
Germany and the Revier, is getting increasingly difficult for me to recognise the closer
I get. The Ruhr city is disintegrating into distinctly different individual parts; what does
Kettwig have to do with Bottrop? The more time I spend in Bruckhausen and Langendreer, the less I can connect them. Year after year, the Ruhr region seems more complex,
more confusing and more impalpable. And yet it’s always worth trying to tackle it. To
grasp a region, to ask and see what connects Witten and Hochfeld. Where dramaturges
like me, but also sociologists and spatial planners stumble, perhaps artists can help. For
the magazine, we invited two artists to ask: how can the invisible become visible?
Mischa Leinkauf is an artist from Berlin; Lütfiye Güzel is a poet from Duisburg. In their
first meeting at a snack bar in Essen’s main train station, it quickly became clear that
they both want to have a common language about the things, the world, the fries and the
people around them. Given the openness they bring with them and their love for the Ruhr
region, it is hardly surprising, and yet not self-evident, given that they both come from
different worlds: »They always write about me: working-class child, grew up in Marxloh.
Self-taught!«. »About me they always write: raised white flags on the Brooklyn Bridge and
set off terror alarms in New York.«
What paths led them to this snack bar at the main train station? While Lütfiye Güzel has
lyrically described the realities of the Ruhr region with poignancy, bite and melancholy
over the past 20 years, Mischa Leinkauf and his former partner Matthias Wermke have
tested their behaviour, learned in post-reunification Berlin in the grey area between legal
and illegal, in performative climbing actions on houses and borders in Korea and Mexico.
Perhaps it is this search for the gap, the in-between and the special eye for structure that
unites the two. Leinkauf and Güzel try to take on new points of view, to open up new lines
of sight and thus gain an overview amidst the unclarity – or the other way around: to show
unclarity in the supposed clarity. Leinkauf and his team spent days planning locations,
getting permits, and finding ways to climb different high points of the Ruhr region in order
to spot contrasts, to use strong contraction by zooming in to make old, familiar things
contort in a different way. While Güzel, in her blackouts, crossed out words and sentences, underlining them to make the new visible in the old. Stroke by stroke, she peeled out
the core of what was to remain.
Crossing out is just like fading out: not showing as much as focusing. With the technique
of narrowing, the series of images developed for the magazine of the Ruhrtriennale 2022
attempts to show what is not visible, to discover it by obscuring it. Less does not become
more here, but something in the first place. Two people who look. Two views of structures,
of the past and of the present. Of the ideas of the city and its remains. Of the ruins of
yesterday and tomorrow.
Aljoscha Begrich
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INTO THE
ABYSS
RECEPTION OF NEW MUSIC WITHOUT
PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

ICH GEH UNTER LAUTER SCHATTEN /
I'M WALKING AMONG MANY SHADOWS
Gérard Grisey / Claude Vivier / Iannis Xenakis / Giacinto Scelsi /
Elisabeth Stöppler / Peter Rundel / Klangforum Wien / Chorwerk Ruhr
Music Theatre
from 11 August 2022
See p. 14 _______________ www.ruhr3.com/grisey
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You’re looking into the glittering light. The boat is rocking, the child is chatting, apparently unable to distinguish
between death and a game. All you can see is smooth,
undisturbed water, nothing else. There are no more seagulls this far out. Almost flat water, you think, water and
sunlight shall be the last things. It’s going to be your last
day. Your last hours full of sunshine, hard, bright, white
sunlight on hard, glittering faces. You’ve never heard this
music before and yet you recognise it instantly. There
is only life and the absence of life, nothing in between.
There is this music and it is part of life, even if it is singing
about something else. A woman is calling through human
history: you don’t understand her language, but you can
tell what she is singing about. There’s glittering light, rocking, a child chattering, the water is a voice, the sunlight is
a voice, a voice is shredding syllables from below and from
above on the borderline between the water and the sky:
little shouts burst in the harshness of the sun, it remains
calm, everything remains undisturbed, you would like to
be uninvolved, you don’t listen to individual elements, you
listen to the whole, you don’t think. You look over the side
of the boat that you took on so much debt for, down into
the depths. You’ve finished living now, you have nothing
more before you except water, you’re going to spend a
long time hanging on to the side of the boat once the child
has stopped chatting. You don't know anything about
Gilgamesh, or anything about Sumerian phonology, you
don’t have any French friends yet, you don’t know about
ancient Egyptian grave inscriptions and the voice is not
yours either. You want to be somewhere else. This music is your final accompaniment, it is music for an ending
– you sense that immediately, even if you know nothing
about it. The voice isn’t coming from the water, it’s coming
from you. The water isn’t moving any more.

I WAS COLD. IT WAS WINTER. WELL,
I THOUGHT I WAS COLD. I MIGHT
HAVE BEEN COLD. GOD HAD TOLD
ME I WOULD BE COLD. MAYBE I WAS
DEAD. IT WASN’T SO MUCH BEING
DEAD THAT I WAS AFRAID OF, BUT
DYING. SUDDENLY I FELT COLD.
VERY COLD, OR I WAS COLD. IT WAS
NIGHT, AND I WAS AFRAID.
CLAUDE VIVIER

On the evening of 7 March 1983, the French-Canadian
composer Claude Vivier went for a drink in a bar in the
Belleville area of Paris. He picked up a young man there
and took him back to his apartment to have sex. They met
again several times afterwards. Later the man would stab
Vivier. If, before he made his escape, the murderer had
taken a glance at the composition Vivier was currently
working on Glaubst Du an die Unsterblichkeit der Seele
(Do You Believe in the Immortality of the Soul), he would
have been able to read the text that is inaudibly woven
into the score, which ends with the words: »I couldn’t
take my eyes off the young man: it felt like I had been
sitting opposite him for an eternity, and then he spoke to
me: ‘Pretty boring this metro, isn’t it?’ I didn’t know what I
should reply and, rather confused that he had returned my
glances, said, ‘Yes, pretty much’, at which point the young
man sat down next to me and said: ‘My name’s Harry’. I replied, ‘My name’s Claude.’ Then he pulled a knife out of his
black waistcoat and stabbed me right in the heart.« That
is the ending. Vivier had completed the first six minutes of
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Glaubst Du an die Unsterblichkeit der Seele before meeting the man. The final section of the work was written
during their relationship. Vivier was 34 years old when the
police broke into his apartment and found his body.
But does that actually play any part in how we experience
the music? Is it at all relevant to immersing oneself in
Giacinto Scelsi’s sound world that he would spend the
night in hotel wardrobes rather than the bed and did not
want to be photographed? Does it make a difference to
know that Gérard Grisey unexpectedly died of a ruptured
aneurysm and, unlike us, was never able to hear his final
work Quatre chants pour franchir le seuil (Four Songs to
Cross the Threshold) performed.
For some years now, I have conducted experiments on
how non-professionals listen to new music. These are
done by students interviewing friends and members of
their family. They then listen to a piece of new music together and afterwards have a conversation which is recorded and subsequently analysed in class. From what
we have learned we then devise listening situations for
an audience that is unfamiliar with new music. The people
answering the questions are children, teenagers, younger and older adults with a range of different educational backgrounds – all without any previous experience of
new music. The only other criterion for selecting someone
as an interviewee is that they must have a relationship
of trust with the person who is asking the questions. The
presence and support of another person are key elements
in beginning a process of listening to new music. That
presence helps the person who is unfamiliar with new music not to distance themselves automatically from sounds
which – as is the case in most other people with no previous experience – elicit flight responses.
The subject of the experiment receives no information
about the music before listening to it, only instructions
about how to listen: settling down in a quiet place, closing your eyes while listening to the music, and not communicating. The effect of the music on listeners who are
(un)prepared in this way are almost without exception the
same: they are gripped by an unknown world, shocked by
their encounter with a universe they have never set foot in
and rocked by emotion. It gets under their skin. Many of
them describe images that draw on the repertoire of the
film industry. The use of unresolved dissonant intervals,
of dangerously static sounds, or sharp notes that break
in suddenly, deep rumbles that swell threateningly, shrill
trilling, loud breathing noises and unexpected twists are
familiar to them from film scenes that feature existential emotions of fear, being abandoned, gloom, darkness,
persecution and flight. Professionals know how to resist
such associations.
Gérard Grisey also provides his work Quatre chants pour
franchir le seuil with words. But these words form part of
the music: they open the space, they define the stage for
what happens in the sounds: 1. La mort de l'ange (Death
of the Angel), 2. La mort de la civilisation (Death of Civilisation), 3. La mort de la voix (Death of the Voice) and
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4. La mort de l'humanité (Death of Humanity). That is
enough, no more is required. The words that are sung and
called out during the music are also intended to be heard
and not read in parallel. And if they are not directly understood, this is all part of really understanding the whole.
Gérard Grisey pushes our heads below the line that separates the water and the sky, the conscious and unconscious, hearing and thinking, experience and analysis.
Presenters, musicologists, fellow composers, instrumentalists and music teachers all make an effort to spare the
public the power of a work of new music. If someone knows
in advance what awaits them, they have been warned and
are less likely to be overwhelmed. This is why new music is often accompanied by many words: it is described
very precisely, it is analysed, it is discussed, its architecture is explained in broad terms and in detail along with
its texts, its quotations, its allusions, how it connects to
the life of the composer and how it relates to the work of
other composers. Experts and experienced professionals
are asked to give lectures on it. These are able to de-construct a com-position, to isolate its constituent parts
from the whole until the music lies there, neatly and tidily
taken apart on the dissecting table before it is then finally
transferred to the concert hall as a kind of corpse. Consequently, as listeners, we know what is coming. We are
already ahead of the structure of the music. We are safe
from its power because we know something, because we
know a lot, because we know everything already. We even
know what the murdered composer was singing about
in the language he invented himself. We know what he
wanted to hide from precisely this kind of knowledge.

THE LISTENER MUST BE GRABBED HOLD OF AND, WHETHER HE
WANTS TO OR NOT, DRAWN INTO
THE SOUNDS’ FLIGHTPATH WITHOUT
NEEDING ANY SPECIAL TRAINING.
THE SHOCK TO HIS SENSES HAS
TO BE JUST AS STRONG HEARING A
CRACK OF THUNDER OR LOOKING
INTO A BOTTOMLESS ABYSS.
IANNIS XENAKIS

Someone who would immediately recognise the music
of Grisey, Xenakis, Vivier and Scelsi would be my young
Afghan friend Amir, the same age as my sons, who survived crossing the Mediterranean by boat. He has looked
into the abyss. He has had to withstand the glare of the
sun longer than you or I or my sons have ever withstood
thinking about death. He also has words for this and a
voice – but the world does not hear him. Xenakis used his
voice to make people who had to look over the edge into

the abyss audible. He too, like Vivier, used a secret language. He was able to present to the whole world what the
victims could not say out loud to those who were responsible for brutality and death. Xenakis, too, had looked
death in the eye as a very young man, he too had looked
into the same abyss, into the same sea as Amir. In the
same place that fifty years later Amir made countless vain
attempts to get on the ferry to Italy, where after every attempt the Greek police kicked him so hard he was unable
to walk, where he had to wait for days till his knees would
support him again. Where he kept on trying. That is where
Xenakis was beaten and injured over half a century before,
and it remained with him for the rest of his life as a lasting wound in his face. His work Nuits, which he wrote in
1967 for twelve mixed voices, that shout, sing and whisper
Sumerian and ancient Persian phonemes and syllables,
was dedicated to those voiceless, nameless and wordless
people to whom violence has been and continues to be
done: »For you thousands of the forgotten whose names
have even been lost«.
We, however, we are sitting in a bar and take out the
music recognition app Shazam. Something is playing that
we don’t know, like I love you, Baby by Surf Mesa. Drinks
and nuts, a cultivated female voice: smooth, flat, lightly
swinging, singing about nothing, doing her work without
any involvement. She’s not singing to say anything, she’s
also not singing to create anything or to juggle playfully
with the world. She’s not singing to make anything heard,
to create any new order or to ask anything. There’s nothing
to forget, either – we can hear that right away. And that
bothers us. It bothers us that we actually want to immerse
ourselves in listening – and we’re prevented from doing so
by a voice. Sometimes it takes minutes, sometimes hours,
sometimes years for us to notice that something has been
drowned out. Then sometimes we take out Shazam, to at
least be able to give what is drowning things out a name.
Surf Mesa’s sound has been made to drown out what we
forgot to name before we have forgotten it.
My son has been sitting at home for three months and
has turned everything off: phone, tablet, laptop – screens
of all kinds. He’s struggling. For years he’s watched TV
series, for hours and days at a time he’s stared over the
side of the boat of his seemingly sheltered life into flat,
merely lightly rocking water. He knew all the series off by
heart and still kept watching them over and over. Then
he started studying philosophy. And recently he decided
to just sit there without any screens for long enough that
nothing inside him needs to be drowned out any more.
Every now and then he recommends I read Nietzsche.

»We understand all this, as has been said, now and again
and are extremely surprised at all the vertiginous fear and
haste and at the entire dreamlike state of our lives, that
appears to dawn before we awaken and whose dreaming
is so much more vivid and restless the closer it gets to this
awakening. Yet, at the same time, we feel we are too weak
to withstand those moments of deepest contemplation
and that it is not us that are the human beings according
to whom the whole of nature is advancing towards
salvation: rather that we poke our heads out a little
once and notice what current it is that we are so deeply
immersed in. And even this is not achieved by our own
efforts, for this emergence and awakening for a vanishing
instant, we must be raised up – and who are those who will
raise us?«
Friedrich Nietzsche, from Untimely Meditations

They are composers of new music. They are the ones who,
as certain philosophers demand unconditional thinking,
demand that we hear unconditionally. Not every kind of
music requires this kind of unconditional attention. With
certain music, it would even be counter-productive to
listen more closely – we just established this recently in
the bar. There is a kind of music that has been made to
drown out a question. There is also a kind of music that
was made to celebrate an answer to a question. There are
all kinds. Hundreds of existing forms of music, spread all
over the world, have numerous different functions: music
can encourage escaping the everyday, illustration or
therapy, music can be conducive to synchronising groups,
accompanying rituals, reflection and distinction, or it can
be expected to improve your mood, physical activity or
memory of bygone times. And then there is another form
of music whose function is to help people to listen with
absolute precision. This is so-called «new music».

WE LIVE IN A TIME THAT HAS BEEN
HORRIBLY POLLUTED BY A KIND OF
TAP THAT SPITS OUT LUKEWARM
SOUNDS. APART FROM THE INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE – THE
WORST INVENTION OF THE 20TH
CENTURY – THERE ARE LOUDSPEAKERS TO BE FOUND EVERYWHERE.
HOW IS ANYONE MEANT TO CREATE
MUSIC AGAINST THIS BACKDROP
OF NOISE?
GÉRARD GRISEY
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Now to the music of Gérard Grisey. Ideally do nothing
other than listen intently. Start by listening to this music
at home in bed, on headphones or a good sound system,
without background noise. Repeat listening like this several
times: listen to the whole piece without interruption, once
early in the morning, once late at night. Practice being
completely absorbed, don’t chop it up, don’t distract
yourself by guessing the names of the instruments, look
at the flat, empty wall, stand up to that surface, or look
at the edge of the bed, fasten on to the wood with your
eyes, or look out of the window, withstand the glittering of
the sun. Remain calm. Don’t be a good student, don’t be
top of the class, don’t pass this test, don’t try hard. Don’t
provide any answers when you are asked. Know nothing.
If you are sitting in a concert later, you should shout along
with this music inside you, talk along with this voice. Sing

along with the sounds you don’t like too. You should pulse
along with the irregularity of the events, your heartbeat
should adjust to the beat, not the other way round. You
should at least move your lips. You should not let yourself
be distracted from that certain voice that others try to
spare you. You can’t escape that voice. Eventually you
are going to hear its song anyway. Listen, listen carefully,
stand up to that music. Don’t distance yourself from it.
Look and listen when others are clinging to the side of the
boat. Submit to this music. Take your life into the concert
with you and throw it beneath this music. Maybe this is
your final day. You bought this ticket, now expose yourself
to the power of not knowing in advance. We can’t help you.
Translated from German by David Tushingham

BARBARA BALBA WEBER, is a lecturer, researcher and writer in the field of music
education. She is particularly engaged in the reception and mediation of
new music by non-professionals and is searching for artistic and curatorial possibilities to involve diverse social groups in experimental music.
Photo: Jörg Brüggemann (Jahrhunderthalle Bochum)
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»I’M JUST
LOOKING AT
YOU«
THE DIRECTOR BARBARA FREY
MET THE ARTIST KATHARINA FRITSCH

DAS WEITE LAND / THE VAST DOMAIN
Arthur Schnitzler / Barbara Frey / Martin Zehetgruber
Theatre
from 20 August 2022
See p. 30 _______________ www.ruhr3.com/frey
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The director Barbara Frey met the artist Katharina Fritsch,
whom she has admired for many years, in her studio in
Düsseldorf to talk about Arthur Schnitzler’s play Das
weite Land (The Vast Domain), which portrays a society prepared for violence, and about Fritsch’s own work.
Katharina Fritsch was recently awarded the Golden Lion
for Lifetime Achievement by the Venice Biennale.
Barbara Frey: In the play, the hotel owner Aigner tells the
light-bulb manufacturer Hofreiter that the soul is a vast
domain.
Katharina Fritsch: This whole panoply of intrigue … it
makes you think of the Hungarian plain all spread out
there! (Laughs) If you go up onto the mountain in Grinzing, then you can see as far as Hungary, and maybe
the soul is like that, too.
BF: That line is pure kitsch.
KF: I think «soul» is a terrific word. When I was a child,
I always imagined the soul as a flat, cotton-wool cloud.
People don’t talk about the soul anymore at all now.
I don’t know whether the soul is something that’s as
non-binding as Aigner thinks in the scene with Hofreiter. Non-binding, as people in the Lower Rhine say: «It
can be like this – or it can be like this.» Love, deception, infidelity – oh, people are all so complicated, so
non-binding, the play seems to suggest. The art historian Robert Fleck said that in the Slavic languages
everything always implies its opposite. That would be
interesting!
BF: The essence of a cliché is that it is not binding.
KF: But I like kitsch, like lots of artists. There’s something boiled down about it. I also like souvenir shops
and flea markets. People accuse kitsch of being inauthentic – but imagine what the world would be like if it
only consisted of what was authentic…
BF: The blah blah in Schnitzler’s dialogue is nothing but a
masquerade. Fundamentally, everything that is said feels
like it’s being said by a secret agent.
KF: The apparent idyll darkens with the first stage directions. The play itself drifts from society small talk
into this incredible dynamic. As early as the end of Act
One, there is this monstrous dialogue between Genia
Hofreiter and her husband Friedrich.
The people are modern, contemporary people. Frau
Natter, with her red car by the walls of the cemetery …
that might be a Ferrari now…
BF: What interests me is the link between production and
bodies. The women’s and men’s bodies, the light bulbs,
the fetishisation of objects and terminology. As long as
production and expansion keep going, no one has to bother about ideas. But it all starts with a death and it ends
with a death. Violence seems to be normal.
KF: The light bulb is interesting. It has been around
since the 19th century – and now we have LEDs. Candles and fires were beautiful, direct light sources. Industrialisation brought the light bulb. When I was a
child, light bulbs always made me sad. But without
light, there is no life, and no production.
BF: And without light, there’s no darkness. The light manufacturer, Hofreiter, creates a lot of darkness.
KF: He is simply a modern man. A founder, a doer. A
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woman’s body is a trophy to him. That’s why he makes
a move on young Erna, she’s luscious. The other women are interesting, more sensitive than the men, but
they’re doomed.
BF: Are they really? They’re hard to read. That’s challenging for the men. They either react aggressively or despondently.
KF: In the big scene between the Hofreiters in Act One,
where he is cynical and manipulative, at one point, she
says: »I’m just looking at you.« (Laughs) That’s wonderful! There’s nothing crueller than that.
BF: The whole play’s world of lies, intrigue and rejection is
basically incidental; it’s necessary to keep the plot going.
But at its heart, we are plunging into a void.
KF: It’s about the disaster that’s just about to happen.
Seen historically, the young men there on the battlefield were used as cannon fodder in a fully industrialised war. At the same time, the characters on stage
seem cultivated, educated and tasteful. They’re ahead
of the game.
BF: That’s what makes it so dangerous.
KF: But there was already some level of social awareness. There were workers’ movements and progressive
thinking, despite the hardcore capitalism. Everyone
hoped for a better quality of life – to which Hofreiter’s light bulbs made a decisive contribution. The duel
between men was a remnant of the Hapsburg monarchy. Not legal, but tolerated and, it seems, socially
acceptable.
BF: If you strip away that historical patina of the duel,
Schnitzler’s characters seem rather more familiar than is
entirely comfortable. We know these people, because we
belong to them. What is uncanny is their uncivilised quality, their willingness to use violence that shows through
everywhere.
KF: It’s interesting that, generally, people in the play
speak very badly of artists: they’re real idiots. It seems
obvious to talk derisively about musicians and writers. Did Schnitzler see himself in the character of the
doctor, Mauer, or as one of the artists? Either way, he
would be an outsider.
BF: I think Schnitzler saw himself in all the characters,
even the women. That’s what I would infer. He was an extremely observant person and he was curious about different perspectives. And also, Schnitzler the doctor was,
just like the writer, a diagnostician: sharp and merciless.
It’s noticeable that there aren’t any real friendships in the
play. They’re more associations. And also, there’s no tenderness of any kind.
KF: The men need the women simply as back-up, essentially. The compliments that Hofreiter makes to
women are hollow and intended to cultivate his own
allure.
BF: And they’re supposed to conceal his aggression. Still,
Hofreiter is a murderer, an extinguisher. He can click his
light bulbs on and off as he wishes. The entire society is
prepared for violence, and they also shrug their shoulders
and accept the violence of individuals. This makes it all
the more interesting for the theatre to sniff out the few
sources of warmth that are there, and to find the traces of
complicity, affection, vulnerability and humour.

KF: One source of warmth could be the character of
the actress. By comparison, Genia is more the sleepy
type. From time to time, the women act like they are
the victims, but emotionally, they are perpetrators.
Genia’s line «I’m just looking at you» is treacherous.
BF: Hofreiter’s trouble is that his wife has always seen
through him before he’s even started putting his side of
things.
KF: She knows how violent he can be. That makes
her partly responsible for his violence towards Otto,
Genia’s temporary lover.
BF: But it remains unclear whether she could have predicted this ultimate outcome. In Schnitzler, there is no
good or evil.
KF: He’s merely presenting how things are. And asking
whether society was ever any more responsible. Ultimately, it’s about responsibility. Then, as now, refusing to accept it is a sign of being out of your depth.
Schnitzler’s society before the First World War is out
of its depth. In order not to notice this, it lives inside
a kind of capsule, cocooned by prosperity. People go
to hotels, they climb mountains, they play tennis. And
they have affairs.
BF: This is where Freud’s life and death instincts come in.
The constantly changing love affairs are intended to drive
away the fear of death.
KF: We ignore death. It doesn’t get talked about.
BF: Another interesting thing in Schnitzler is the world of
sport: people play tennis and climb mountain peaks and
they talk about this all the time. In today’s cities, the space
given to advertising for fitness, building your strength and
self-improvement is vast now. The same is true of finding
a partner.
KF: Sport as addiction. During the pandemic there
were times when I didn’t move at all. Like a tortoise.
That was my demonstration against Covid! (Laughs)
The craze for sport is also a sign of anti-intellectualism. The humanities have been squeezed out by the
natural sciences. Everything is ultimately chemistry.
That’s why I find the notion of the soul so interesting.
This is not a mechanical term: it can’t be used anymore. Artworks, for example, have to have a soul. A lot
of today’s art is soulless, it’s got some kind of «branding». This is non-binding: you don’t actually know anymore who actually created it. The gallery? Companies?
Or an advertising agency? When a visitor to a gallery
ran into a display case full of my Madonna figures and
everything was broken into a thousand pieces, I got
three lines asking if «my studio» couldn’t simply make
them a new one, 30 years later. I don’t do industrial
production! But even they can’t make you a car from
30 years ago!
BF: In your art, it’s noticeable that, particularly when there
is radical material objectification, there’s an enormous
amount of soul in there.
KF: It’s all done by hand: manufactured. I actually only
ever make prototypes. Things that look as if they have
been produced industrially, as if they’re missing a signature. But they’ve got a signature. The assistants I
employ are all artists. We produce everything together, it is conventional artistic work, not an industrial

process. What determines its soul is that when the artwork is finished, there’s always got to be something
that slips away, a moment that can’t be controlled, and
that is what creates a tension and gives it a life of its
own.
BF: The question is: at what point do we feel that something is «imbued with soul»?
KF: My entire life is there in my works. Everything that
cannot be put into words, every conceivable atmosphere is stored up inside my objects. This also has to
do with the very complicated production process. So,
these objects take on more and more. And they serve
no purpose. They’re just there. They’re kind of like children who have become independent. You can look at
them and nothing happens – but suddenly your perception shifts and you see them very differently, even
if it’s just for a few seconds. It’s about shifting out of
the everyday. For example, these black vases standing
here. You can clearly recognise them as that but suddenly, for a moment, you can see something different.
My grandmother used to have a vase like that on the
piano, there were chrysanthemums in it.
BF: The vases are sculptures. I can’t imagine putting any
flowers in them.
KF: The vase is simply an object. It’s not intended to
have flowers in.
BF: There’s this serialism with Schnitzler: just like all the
light bulbs Hofreiter produces look the same, all the people have to be similar. Anyone who is distinctive, who
sticks out from the rest, is dangerous and you can’t read
them anymore. Hofreiter finds his own wife weird when
she refuses to join in with the general merry-go-round of
affairs. He cannot see his wife as a female object that is
part of a series, which he would prefer to do, as it is easier, because she won’t permit it. Suddenly he sees something in her that makes him afraid. And he can’t find his
way back to the view he has become accustomed to: this
«other» remains.
KF: He loses the context he’s used to. De Chirico described this: when you take away the terminology, you
can’t classify things anymore. If the vase is no longer
called a vase, then it ceases to be one. Children who
don’t know any words identify with objects, because
they don’t give them names and use them to distance themselves from them. It was like that for me
as a child. Everything had a soul, everything was me.
When the fabric of language isn’t there, the fabric of
society isn’t there, either. Everything is a fetish. There
are no co-ordinates. That’s very important to me in my
work: the black hole we look into. Death, infinity – for
a second, it becomes visible. It’s falling into the void,
because what’s familiar has gone. In Act Five of Das
weite Land, any kind of trust has gone. Everything becomes extremely eerie. This is the atmosphere of the
brink of war: violence breaks out. And from that point,
anything is possible. Music has already died at the beginning of the play: an artist kills himself, a Russian
pianist, you could say he’s doubly exotic. He had to
leave, because he no longer fit in this world without art.
But no one finds his death a catastrophe.
BF: A society with no compassion. No one has anything
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to do with anyone else. People live like strangers, in
non-binding relationships, and the encounters between
men and women are especially ritualised and routine.
KF: It’s true now, too, that men have very different
needs from women. When I was child, I was always
more interested in what the boys were doing. I was
thought of as boyish: I never had any dolls, but lots of
soft toys. I hated handicrafts; I didn’t like girly things.
There was more going on with the boys, they were
always concocting things. I was always interested in
space – going outside, exploring everywhere, building
dens – though I would be a princess too, because of
the glitter.
BF: I’m still thinking about the idea of the soul.
KF: It’s identifying with something: you make something and it acquires a character, it becomes a creature. You appreciate it. You don’t throw it away. I’m so
bad at throwing anything away, because I think, someone made this! This is material – we’re material, too!
Disposable consumer society is crazy, the constant
over-production. It influences how we treat each other,
every creature and art.
BF: We alienate ourselves from being alive.
KF: You can also see that in the soulless architecture
that gets thrown together out there. It’s all alienation.
Schnitzler’s light bulb was still pretending to imitate a
candle. An LED light doesn’t imitate anything anymore.
It is cold, white, technical light. The cities have been
cleared up, they’re clean, they don’t have a mouse that
can hide away in some little hole. Here in Düsseldorf,
trees are the enemy. Apparently, they only make things
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dirty. The city’s architecture reveals all its brutality. Basically, it no longer has any human scale.
BF: The question is always how we orientate ourselves
when we talk about a human scale. Now we mock the duels of Schnitzler’s time. We see them as the remains of
a barbaric society that followed a notion of honour that
we seem to have «overcome». Yet we encounter incredibly
violent phenomena today that are derived just as much
from a questionable and often inhuman morality.
KF: We carry out character assassinations and create
shitstorms. A lot of duels have been moved into the
digital space. And our desire for a baddie is unchanged.
People crave stories about nefarious individuals, even
in supposedly civilised circumstances. Could you make
theatre if this wasn’t the case?
BF: Absolutely not. As long as anyone can remember, the
arts have been populated by villains and despicable characters. You can’t make it in any art form with only noble
characters.
KF: There’s this constant quandary. There’s so much
political correctness in art now that you can’t create
art anymore. For example, I use lacquer and paint that
you’re not supposed to use anymore if you want to protect the environment. But those are the best lacquers
and paints! When I started in the 80s, you were allowed to be much more ambivalent. I took a spray can
into my painting class and irritated one of my fellow
students, who asked me: «What is a flower supposed
to do when it is run over by a tank?» I was the tank and
he was the flower – and I thought that was great. There
is a joy or a power in «evil». I have also used materials

that have caused me harm. Now, fortunately, there are
also industrial pigments that are not so harmful and
have the same intense glow. Nevertheless, whenever
you do anything, you’re always doing something wrong.
BF: But it is important in art – and in life in general – not
to know in advance what you’re going to do. Then you
wouldn’t need to do it. You want to discover things!
KF: I never know what will come out of it when I make
something. It’s unknown territory.
Translated from German by David Tushingham

Images: Frau mit Hund / Woman with Dog, 2004, Katharina Fritsch, VG Bild-Kunst,
Bonn. Photo: Ivo Faber
Händler / Dealer, 2001, Katharina Fritsch, VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn.
Photo: Nic Tenwiggenhorn
Puppen / Dolls, 2016, Katharina Fritsch, VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn.
Photo: Ivo Faber
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We do not know what’s happening to us. The war in Ukraine makes tomorrow, the next hour, the next minutes unpredictable: the closer the war’s epicenter, the greater the
unpredictability. In these days, unpredictability is greatest
in Kyiv, in Mariupol, in Kharkiv. The next moment can bring
death or rescue, bombing or escape, a hand that kills, another that pulls the nearly lost from the flames.
Everything has changed.
What seemed insane only yesterday is completely rational today. Planning for the possibility of nuclear war is no
longer a question of madness, now it is a question of responsibility.
Everything changes, first our comprehension of things
and concepts, the important and the less important.
Even the title of an event series stands in a new light.
Until recently, we saw in The Nature of Humanity primarily nature and the questions and duties it asks of us as
human beings. Now what catches the eye is humanity, its
innermost essence, its potential, the metaphysical and irrational dimensions of its existence. Is humanity evil? And
was it always? And will a part of it always be evil? Does
it have a quality we can rely on? Or is everything about it
inconstant and dependent on circumstances?
How can we reject these questions when we are confronted morning, noon and night with blood lust, with rage for
destruction, the unbending will for war, belief in bombs,
in terror? We see all too clearly what humans are capable
of. Cities reduced to rubble, millions fleeing, the reign of
death, human life treated as worthless.
Everything changes and everything stays the same.
Every war devalues. It pulps ideas, crushes hopes, incinerates dreams. It destroys business plans, foreign policy
doctrines, economic outlooks, scientific analyses, pamphlets for the public. The certainties of one’s own history are undermined. Everything is conditional, everything
must be accounted for. Language, the elite, the language
of this elite, the models, the analyses and predictions,
established knowledge and instinctive assumptions: all
these were ineffectual, were useless against this war. No
accords, no evaluations, no plans or analyses were able to
prevent it. Why is this? What did we not consider? What
were our blind spots? Or is it just that evil gained a position of power? But this is simply to concentrate on exoneration. Mistakes become excuses.

Evil appears as a person who has somehow come into his
palace. Evil, too, must be materialized. It requires an environment, conditions and processes. Without power, evil
is simply a possibility. Who, then, has assisted evil in its
realization? Who became its accomplice? Did we? Who is
this »we«? Who had the influence, who the responsibility,
who could have done something? Who is guilty of negligence? Where were wrong decisions made? In the family?
In schools, in businesses, in politics? Where?
Will we dare ask these questions and draw conclusions
from them?

THE CERTAINTIES OF
ONE’S OWN HISTORY
ARE UNDERMINED.
EVERYTHING IS
CONDITIONAL,
EVERYTHING MUST BE
ACCOUNTED FOR.
The beliefs held by Western societies turn out to be fundamental delusions. Economic cooperation does not
necessarily lead to integration, and integration does not
necessarily lead to peace. What is successful here causes
damage elsewhere. The principle of the European Coal
and Steel Community brought peace and prosperity to
Germany and France. The means of production were to
be so closely integrated that neither party could separate them later along territorial borders. Individual interests
align with common interests: this principle stands at the
beginning of European unification. Internally successful,
it made visible on its margins the contradictions that had
been out in the open for years: in Greece, in Turkey, in the
Mediterranean, in Great Britain, in the Balkans, in Russia.
From these contradictions arose social, economic, cultural and finally, in Ukraine, military conflicts.
There are a great number of historical parallels to these
fundamental delusions. Each one is dreadful.
We do not know what’s happening to us. We don’t know
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what tomorrow, the next hour, will bring.Yet, at the same
time, we understand exactly what our future will look like.
The window is closing. There is little time left to avert catastrophe. We all know what must be done. The goal of
every political measure must be to reduce carbon dioxide
emissions and to do it right now and at a scale that requires our economy, our society to forge a new – the next –
industrial revolution. Where is the energy for less energy?
We also know that the next generations will be busy with
this problem, and we also know that this problem can only
be solved on a global level. But how can a global solution
be found in a world divided into strategic hemispheres?
In a world that has not abandoned war as a means of enforcing its political interests? Are we thinking of carbon
neutral armaments? Of tanks running on renewable energy? Weapons are becoming more modern but war remains
what it always has been: bloody, hopeless, paid for most
dearly by the poorest, by those who could not flee – not
from conscription, not from the bombs.
Do we need new beliefs, do we need a new fallacy? Our illusions, our stories determine history. Humanity’s projections, fears and desires guide its actions. We believe what
suits us, what doesn’t shake our conviction, our idea of
how the world must be. In the last four or five generations,
the world was primarily meant to be profitable and predictable. We have gathered information. We have turned human life into a data set. We compare these data sets and
compile rankings and ratings that we apply globally. We
measure, we enter figures into a spreadsheet, they appear
in columns and rows, both of which require the creation
of a category. Without categories, no prices, no values, no
wealth and no status. But the categories like the viewpoint, the columns like the rows, the X and Y axes: they are
all models but none are the world.

OUR SOCIETY, WESTERN
LIBERAL DEMOCRACY,
IS VULNERABLE
BECAUSE IT HAS NOT
RESOLVED AN INTERNAL
CONTRADICTION.
The world is rich and is neither peaceful nor secure. From
a financial perspective, peace and security are a deficiency: the employees grow accustomed to procedures, but the
company, if it wants to survive the market, must constantly
transform itself.
Our society, Western liberal democracy, is vulnerable because it has not resolved an internal contradiction.
It depends on tyrants, autocrats and dictators. Our democratic society is susceptible to blackmail through its hunger for
energy, through its insatiable appetite for oil, gas and coal.
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Western democracies are addicted societies. They cannot
do without certain materials. At the most they can replace
them, find substitutes, and even then only with patience
and pain.
The materials needed by our Western democracies are
used according to formulas and rules that today appear
esoteric. The salvific words of macroeconomics are competition, growth and market dynamics. There is a correlation between war and the economy. There is a correlation
between the oil that heats our living rooms and the oil that
creates and powers weapons systems.
Ideas of how we can escape from the death trap that modern society has led us into do, indeed, exist, but so do
okapis and »lefty« snails; they’re just very rare. Even the
thought that someone might have a utopia seems utopian.
Draft versions are useless. The world has been constructed; the best we can do is to develop it. For that, we need
technological progress. It is the ultimate in visionary power. The solution must and will be instrumental, greater efficiency, lower costs, higher productivity. For the rest, for
the piston jams, for the porous elements of the system,
we use an old method: patchwork repairs.
What importance we gave to profit, how negligible joy was
for us! Who dared insist on it? Who dares even now to
base arguments on the fullness of one’s living environment, on the brevity of a life span? Who attempts to found
a political system on the good moments in human life?
Who understands happiness as a social value? Who understands how precious, how rare, how fleeting it is? Who
insists that we must anticipate cutbacks and power’s mockery and scorn? Power demands performance indicators
and there is no place for joy in this scheme, nor for hate,
nor dreams, neither good dreams nor nightmares.
What was calculable was considered realistic, was seen
as reality, but equivalences are mirages, symbols at best,
and they have a tendency to become fetishes. They depict
what they can capture and thereby shut out much of what
is most essential. Equivalences create absences. They return as ghosts in the comprehensible.
Human consciousness and its capabilities, both good and
bad, do not fit in a formula, in an evaluation, in numbers.
Human beings cannot be understood through bookkeeping or accounting or through their instruments and processes. All those who believe that controlling can improve
operations through controls are dangerous fantasists.
Contradictions create tension. When the tension becomes too great, every system collapses. A system can become permanent when it thinks beyond its own borders,
when it incorporates its negation into its perspective,
when it remains open to criticism and takes this criticism
as a foundation of its decisions.
Many of our societal institutions pursue a different objective. They do not want to acknowledge contradictions;
they want to cover them up. And when that does not work,

then they try to make them at least bearable. Should
economic logic barely manage to save us from all contradictions, it will bring an immediate transition into the
militaristic. But perhaps both systems of logic have the
same origin in one logical system – that of war. We destroy cities and states; we destroy the climate; we destroy
natural resources. We are waging war on ourselves.
To eradicate knowledge about its own deficits, limits and
blind spots from an arbitrary consciousness entails considerable effort. Humans have several strategies for denial
and self-deception. The preconditions are an instinct for
disruptions, for foul odours when something has rot. Humans recognize the limits of their own world, its inconsistencies and paradoxes; they understand the finite nature
of their existence and they ask about the first and the last
things.

IDEAS OF HOW WE
CAN ESCAPE FROM
THE DEATH TRAP THAT
MODERN SOCIETY
HAS LED US INTO
DO, INDEED, EXIST,
BUT SO DO OKAPIS
AND »LEFTY« SNAILS;
THEY’RE JUST
VERY RARE

Yet if this adage means we are blind to the current situation and the future, then it would be impossible to believe
in politics at all and only in chance, fate or providence, in
other words, in factors beyond human interference.
We do not know what’s happening to us. And we know
exactly what’s happening to us. Both sentences are true.
They do not express a contradiction; they express a context. Humanity can only be represented within this context. And literature is nothing other, attempts nothing
other, than to do precisely this. Whenever anyone has
written, they have thought about their own insufficiency,
about the boundlessness of thought in the boundedness
of their own existence.
In art, someone said, nothing is true without its opposite.
What could be a better definition for the greatness and
dreadfulness, for the power and helplessness, for the nature of humanity?
Translated from German by Tess Lewis

People always fight the last war, according to the English
adage. Does this mean that people measure current conflicts against historical ones, those in which they gained
experience? That would be an erroneous conclusion, but
at the same time would demonstrate the possibility of
drawing conclusions from history, despite having perhaps
learned nothing from it.

LUKAS BÄRFUSS, born in Thun (Switzerland), playwright, novelist, essayist, awarded with
numerous prizes, including the Georg Büchner Prize 2019, is the curator and host of the
musical literature and dialogue series The Nature of Humankind, which we will continue
in this festival edition on the topics of nature and propaganda, nature and democracy,
and nature and consciousness. It poses the questions of the double readability of ist
title: »What is the nature of Humankind?« and »With which concept of nature does one
actually operate in contemporary discussions?«
This article for the Ruhrtriennale magazine was written in early March 2022.
Photo: Claudia Herzog (Lukas Bärfuss)
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Dear Julian, today is 14 March 2022, day 19 of a war
in Europe that we never imagined would break out. The
Russian president, Vladimir Putin, gave his troops the
order to invade Ukraine on 24 February 2022. Work
on your new film installation EUPHORIA was abruptly
halted. You were in the middle of filming in Kyiv when
governments around the world warned their citizens to
leave the country immediately. Even if, at first glance,
EUPHORIA has nothing to do with this conflict in thematic terms, a second glance reveals how connected
this work is to the present events – in a way that the
project could hardly have been aware of when it started. But let’s start at the beginning. You had the initial
ideas for your concept back in 2013. What was the impulse for this work?
I always find it hard to answer questions about the
initial spark for my projects. Most of them have long
lead-in processes, research, links with other planned
projects. Usually, a lot of time goes by before an idea
actually takes on a specific form. Generally, you might
say that in my work as an artist, I confront the gaps in
my knowledge. I use them to open up sets of topics that
set off questions inside me or that I just simply don’t
know enough about. The economy, for example, was
always a big grey area. I was one of those people who
would skip the financial pages of the newspaper, because I didn’t understand them and I found what they
were writing about impenetrable and dubious. But the
laws of economics essentially shape the world we live in
and for that reason, I didn’t want to isolate myself from
the world of economics forever. So, I started by acquiring some basic knowledge and read up on the basic
principles of economic history. Parallel to this, I started
looking for a form that would allow me to engage with
these rather dry economic theories in a sensory form.
As in Manifesto, Meine Heimat ist ein düsteres, wolkenverhangenes Land and American Night, it has been part
of my working method for some years now to work with
pre-existing texts that I cut up, collage, edit and make
new texts from, which I then transfer to our time and
examine the extent to which historical material or present-day material from other contexts can make sense
of or be relevant to today.

Do you follow specific criteria in editing together existing
material? In your texts you force different, at times contradictory, positions together, so the listeners need to be
very alert.
I research very broadly, read all kinds of texts around a
particular topic from different periods and perspectives
– whether I’m dealing with German history, the founding myth of North America, artistic manifestos or, in this
case, the economy. I always try, first of all, to acquire
a broad, basic knowledge before I immerse myself in
realising the project artistically. Then, I am interested in
making contradictory voices smash into each other. In
EUPHORIA, for example, both the positions of the neoliberal market economy and of its critics unfold their
powers of seduction and persuasion.

GENERALLY, YOU
MIGHT SAY THAT IN MY
WORK AS AN ARTIST, I
CONFRONT THE GAPS IN
MY KNOWLEDGE
Your task, of capturing capitalism, is actually impossible: it’s doomed to failure. This »system« has something
all-consuming about it – even criticism of capitalism is
assimilated by it. It’s very difficult to see our own position
in relation to it, because we’re part of it ourselves. The neoliberal market economy of recent decades is enormously
successful, even though its destructive effect on the environment and social cohesion has been clear to see for
some time. Have you found any answers in your work to
why this system is still so popular?
You’re right. Capitalism, or the most radical form of it –
the unfettered, neoliberal market economy – has long
since absorbed and instrumentalised its own criticism.
Up until now, this system has been so successful and,
apart from the failed experiment of Communism, remained without any alternative, because it satisfies the
primitive human inclination to develop something: to
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expand, to grow, to become something better, to compete with other people. Added to this there is the euphoric effect of new material property and other accomplishments. The dopamine that is released in the
short term quickly leads us into a dependency that
repeats itself at ever shorter intervals. As Philip Slater
described back in 1980, we turn into Wealth Addicts.
This is also perfectly compatible with sustainability and
social democracy, by the way. It can be recycled and
donated.
I’m not an expert on economics. So, I’m not trying to
explain – even if EUPHORIA might have a certain enlightening and informative character. Instead, I’m more
interested in allowing a polyphonic chorus of different
opinions to be heard all around us – and that’s also true
in a literal sense: there’s a lot of singing in EUPHORIA.
Please tell me how you bring images and texts together.
By freeing the building blocks of text from their sources
and recombining them with images and locations that
don’t seem to go together, this activates the listeners.
They have to find their bearings in the midst of these
asymmetries. This is very challenging, especially in this
very text-heavy work. But altering the context also creates a huge level of concentration and openness towards the ideas that have been torn away from their
original circumstances. This method gives me a great
deal of pleasure, because I am generally interested in
subverting established narrative structures, both of a
linguistic and a visual kind. The familiar cultural »vessels« in which content is usually delivered take away a
lot of one’s personal contribution but also distort unbiased perceptions. I also used this practice of giving the
building blocks of text new contexts in Manifesto. The
montage gave viewers the opportunity to rediscover traditional ideas from the manifestos in entirely new ways:
they were not distorted by being weighed down by the
aura of the names of their authors, or the visual worlds
conventionally associated with them.
In EUPHORIA, I have used fragments of text from 2,000
years of human history; fragments from theoretical,
philosophical and fictional texts that document the history of human greed. They open up a view of the genesis of capitalism and its perverted form – the entirely
uninhibited, neoliberal market economy that we are
experiencing today. But most of the texts I’ve used are
from the present. They are spoken by actors whom we
encounter in familiar, everyday situations. The characters in these scenes are people who are marginalised
by society: the homeless, underpaid workers in logistics
centres, children in poverty, taxi drivers – they are all
equipped with a great deal of knowledge and discuss
the pros and cons of economic ideas, trends and systems. Because – unlike in Manifesto – these are not poetic texts, the difficulty here was to translate these lines
of thought into something comprehensible and sensual.
It will be a challenge for the viewers, and maybe even
annoy them at times.
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You are a strongly visual artist. What scenes have you
chosen for your new work?
The work is made up of various elements. One of these
is the life-sized circular projection of 150 teenagers
from the Brooklyn Youth Chorus. They surround the audience and take the role of the chorus from an ancient
Greek tragedy, commenting on events as society’s conscience. This chorus communicates musically with five
screens on which we can see and hear percussionists.
Wonderful jazz musicians from the USA and Cuba, who
translate algorithms and cash flows into music. They are
the driving force. Then there is a main screen on which
six different scenes will be shown. In these, for example, you will see a taxi driver drive through New York at
night with a silent passenger in the back seat. He delivers a monologue, philosophising about the times we
live in. The world outside is no longer intact: something
has to be done, weird figures inhabit the city. The second scene shows a group of homeless people who are
debating the two great contrasting economic theories:
state regulation versus the unfettered free market. In
the third scene, female factory workers argue that the
origin of the western world’s wealth is a consequence of
colonialism and slavery. In the fourth, we find ourselves
back in a bank, where we witness a collective, hypnotic
ritual that gets completely out of control. In a derelict
bus station that is reminiscent of the ruins of the decommissioned automobile industry in Detroit, a couple
of teenagers are skating in the fifth scene and come
up with ideas for the future that look beyond our time.
And in the final scene, we are in a closed supermarket,
where we meet a thieving and marauding tiger that argues cynically about human beings.

I AM GENERALLY
INTERESTED
IN SUBVERTING
ESTABLISHED
NARRATIVE
STRUCTURES,
BOTH OF A
LINGUISTIC AND A
VISUAL KIND

The tiger is voiced by Cate Blanchett. She was your magnificent protagonist in Manifesto. Virginia Newcomb and
Giancarlo Esposito act here, along with many others. You
work a lot with film stars. Is this for marketing reasons?
No, I can say that quite definitely. Working with Cate
Blanchett happened by chance as a result of personal
contacts: we had a friend in common, the Artistic Director of the Schaubühne in Berlin, Thomas Ostermeier.
In EUPHORIA, casting Giancarlo Esposito happened as
a result of the role. I’m quoting a film scene from Jim
Jarmusch’s Night on Earth, where Giancarlo drove a cab
with the actual cab driver in the back, played by Armin
Müller-Stahl. I liked the idea of putting him back in that
cab 30 years later and having him drive through New
York. EUPHORIA is an English-language production –
the Park Avenue Armory in New York is the main producer – so the casting for some of the roles was done
by a casting agent. Then you make an open call and
there are 1,000 applications. You invite 100 of them to
come in, see them all and take the best ones who are
available when you’re doing the shoot. That’s how we
found Virginia Newcomb, for example. I didn’t know her
before. But I can say that I really enjoy working with very
good actors. And so-called stars are often very good.
The cost of EUPHORIA has grown, indeed swollen, over
the time that it has developed. Is that in the nature of the
subject, where rampant growth is endemic?
I’m afraid it’s more to do with me. I always say: next time,
I’m going to do something small. I like lying to myself.
Then, once the ideas slowly start to take shape, following the project’s own internal logic, the projects begin
growing wildly. My paintbox is the process of film production. I am grateful to be able to work on this scale
and I enjoy it a great deal. But it also means that, with
all the different trades that are involved in creating a
production of this kind, you have to work in a very structured way. And the mechanics of the market economy
apply to that. Shooting time is expensive. If you make
mistakes, the cost of hiring equipment goes up, workers have to be employed for longer, etc. The work is
extremely intense. I rehearse a lot beforehand – that
would not be possible in the commercial film business.
My projects can only be realised because the people I
work with are pleased if I turn up every couple of years
with an idea. The people taking part work for below their
regular fees, the companies accept different terms. Otherwise, a work like this would not be possible. With an
art project like this, the usual commercial exploitation is
not likely to happen. EUPHORIA probably can’t be sold
anywhere except big festivals, and whether a saleable
cinema version will ever be made of it, as happened with
Manifesto, is written in the stars. So, we have to ensure
that the team gets part of its reward from the collective
experience. And it’s always great fun, even if we are all
pushing our limits. I’ve been working for years with the
same people, over and over again. We’ve become close
friends and we look forward to being together when it
gets going every couple of years, after all the research

and pre-production. I think part of the attraction of a
production like this lies in working for something that
defies the conventional rules of marketing. This releases surprisingly large amounts of energy.

WE TALKED A LOT
DURING
THE PRODUCTION
ABOUT HOW
WE ARE IMPRISONED
IN THE LOGIC OF
CAPITALISM WHILE
PRODUCING A WORK
THAT IS CRITICAL
OF CAPITALISM.
THERE IS NO ESCAPE.
The scenes are all set in the USA. But you didn’t only film
there, but also in Sofia and Kyiv. There was no thematic
reason for this.
No, there wasn’t. We could just produce it much more
cheaply in Bulgaria and Ukraine than we could in the
USA. And there are highly professional film studios and
film production companies there. We talked a lot during
the production about how we are imprisoned in the logic of capitalism while producing a work that is critical of
capitalism. There is no escape. None of us is immune to
its temptations, and we are all bewitched by the promises that this system makes to every one of us about
what might be possible. Even if, sometimes, this just
means, in very banal terms, being able to get something
cheaper elsewhere. Kyiv and Sofia also offered motifs
and locations that allowed us to tell of a rather different,
more fictionalised and more dystopian North America.
»System« is actually a euphemism that shifts the responsibility. We are the system.
That’s true. The triumphal march of capitalism has long
since arrived in Russia and China, even if it is sold differently there in ideological terms and leads to great frictions, as we are currently experiencing. And while we’re
on the subject of us: we’ve understood, in theory, that
our life plan is on the very edge of the abyss, but so far,
we’ve not drawn any conclusions from this. I don’t think
capitalism is itself inherently reprehensible, but its entirely unfettered and uninhibited perversion, in the form
of a neoliberal market economy whose consequences
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– the blatantly inequitable distribution of wealth and
access to education and health, the often quoted, ever
widening gap between rich and poor – will ultimately
turn against us, from the outside and from the inside.
Lack of restraint on one side leads to an abandonment
of restraint on the other – and manifests itself in the
growing anger of the disadvantaged at those who are
profiting, which expresses itself in phenomena such
as terrorism, or which opens the door to populism and
also, ultimately, leads to this war, which has to be read
as also being a war between systems. Because I still
want to adhere to the free development of the individual
but do not want to accept that such banal amoralities
as the accumulation of incredible amounts of wealth
by a tiny number of profiteers from the unfettered market economy are insurmountable, I believe naively but
firmly in a paradigm shift. So, my battle cry, which perhaps might also be something like a conclusion from
EUPHORIA, is: Educate capitalism!
Does the problem lie in how people are brought up? Our
education system directs young people towards consumerism and competition from an early age. It teaches them
how to present their biographies in a way that’s attractive
to the market, awakens desire and defines the signs of
success, which are almost all material. Time to educate
the mind is curtailed and an early entry into the labour
market sold as an advantage.
It’s absolutely clear: we need to recalibrate our system
of values. Soon, it ought not to be cool and sexy to
own a lot of things, but rather to act in a more socially
responsible way and to share with others. The desire
to develop freely should no longer be repressed by the
state: nobody wants an enforced sameness again, as
there was under Communism. And yet, for me, there is
hope in an understanding of values that rates sharing
something higher than owning it. Ideas are now being
formulated that may still sound utopian, but they don’t
have to remain utopian. I’m hopeful. I can see that our
children are already on the way in this direction. I can
see it in my children. They’ve got a lot further in changing their thinking than I have.
Why is your work entitled EUPHORIA?
This title has been with me for a number of years, while
I’ve been gathering texts and ideas for the project. I had
been looking for a term that expressed the compelling
energy of the capitalist idea, the uninhibited thrill of
property and growth that doesn’t just grab investment
bankers and company bosses but us, too.

WE NEED TO
RECALIBRATE OUR
SYSTEM OF VALUES
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Does euphoria have negative connotations for you in light
of the dystopian images that you use to capture it in your
project?
The tiger has an answer to that at the end, which I’m not
going to give away.
At the beginning, I mentioned that your filming on
EUPHORIA was abruptly interrupted owing to the war
against Ukraine. Can you describe the situation for us?
We went to Kyiv a total of four times in recent months
and we filmed there twice. The first time was the bank
scene – we converted the waiting room at Kyiv central
station for it. The shoot was a surreal party. While the
set was still being built, costumes were being fitted in
the hallway, dances choreographed, magicians and acrobats were practising their tricks and moves. Almost
200 people were involved in front of and behind the
camera. You could feel the energy everywhere; despite
all the effort, it was enormous fun. We then returned
to Kyiv for a second time, just before the war began, to
shoot another three scenes. We had just finished filming one of them when we got the news – it was the last
week of the Olympics in Beijing – that the US intelligence service had information that Putin was going to
order an attack on Ukraine within a couple of days. The
USA and Britain then called for the immediate evacuation of their citizens; Germany and other European
countries followed. Our Ukrainian team members had
been living in an information war for the last eight years
and, numbed by the constant sabre-rattling, didn’t take
this warning seriously. But the American and British
actors we were waiting for did not travel. Because we
couldn’t and didn’t want to accept responsibility for our
team, we sent home all the other members of the team
who had travelled from Berlin. Ryanair increased the
price of its flights – flights that had cost 28 € suddenly
cost 900 €. Another example of the proliferation of the
unfettered market economy – demand for what might
be a life-saving seat on the plane determines the price.
Three of us then stayed one more day to at least film
a few more spaces and some drone footage with the
Ukrainian team. Finally, we left the country too – as it
turned out, six days before the air space was closed to
civilian flights. At that time, I was still hoping to be able
to return shortly afterwards. It felt wrong having to go
and leave everything lying there. Today, the family of our
Ukrainian location manager is living with us in our flat
in Berlin; friends from our team are living nearby and
with other friends. More of them will come. And other
members of the team, who we were just working and
celebrating with recently, who thought this would never
happen, are now fighting and we’re worried about them.

THE SHOOT WAS A
SURREAL PARTY
Now, when I’m editing the film, I hear new resonances
in the texts and I’m shocked at how much of what we’re
currently experiencing they deal with and name clearly.
So, for example, lines from Tacitus from the homeless
scene read like an exact description of the situation:
»They have plundered the world and left the country
naked in its hunger. They are driven by greed. They lay
waste, they butcher, they grab everything for themselves
under false pretences. And they cheer all this as the
foundation of an empire. And when, as a consequence
of this, nothing is left in the end but a desert, they call
it peace. « War is a powerful means of enriching oneself, not only territorially but also in monetary form: first,
the weapons industry of the attacking country flourishes, and once the country has been destroyed and the
battle won, the hostile construction companies of the

alleged peace-making aggressors arrive, who then rebuild everything anew. This is another reason why victory is so bitterly contested. We saw this not long ago
in Iraq.
In light of these devastating, cruel events, have you had
any doubts about what you are doing, your work as an
artist? Or do you see contributing to the arts in times like
these as a power that can save people?
Powerlessness affects us all equally. Questions about
what we do with our lives, where we direct our support,
naturally become more pressing. But specifically, in
terms of EUPHORIA, we will complete this project with
the greatest possible determination, even if it now has
to happen somewhere else. Every one of the pictures
that we have filmed so far is inspired with the passion
and dedication of our team from Kyiv and the Ukrainian
performers. Just knowing that all the people who can
be seen there are now experiencing the most painful
situations is motivation enough to carry on.
Translated from German by David Tushingham

JULIAN ROSEFELDT, born in Munich in 1965, film artist. His perfectly choreographed film installations are exhibited around the world. Their images seem to come from the world of
cinema, but Rosefeldt explores social issues, cultural identities and myths in multi-layered narratives, while combining influences from the visual arts, architecture, pop culture
and film. His previous work, Manifesto, thrilled audiences at the Ruhrtriennale in 2016. His
new work, EUPHORIA, has been created over a period of almost a decade. At the time of
this interview, the process has yet to be completed, not least because the pandemic and
war have continued to present new challenges to its execution.
Photo: Veronika Bures (Julian Rosefeldt)
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RES
BY JOANNA BEDNARCZYK

RESPUBLIKA
Łukasz Twarkowski / Bogumil Misala / Joanna Bednarczyk / Fabien Lèdè /Lithuanian National Drama Theatre
Theatre / Rave
from 9. September 2022
See p. 62 _______________ www.ruhr3.com/respublika
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It’s the beginning of the pandemic when Łukasz calls and
says he needs my help. I don’t know him well. We’ve seen
each other a few times in our lives, at theatre events.
Everyone knows everyone in the theatre world, but not
always that well. We’ll soon get to know each other very
well.

*
On 1 March 2020, my boyfriend gets on a plane to Washington. He’s scheduled to spend five months there on an
internship. The plan is for me to join him in April. I don't
end up joining him. At the beginning of the pandemic, I
find myself in my small hometown where I visit my parents. I end up staying with them. I write a novel. I call my
boyfriend. I read books and watch the news. In Zoom
calls, Łukasz tells me about a strange group he has joined.
Every day is the same.

*
End of March 2020 – the global lockdown has been going on for several weeks. The news continuously gives
updates on the number of infections and victims. Italy is
faring worst. I get the results of a medical exam I had before the pandemic. I am sick. I need an operation. The
doctor tells me that hospitals won’t perform any more operations, only lifesaving ones. I have to wait. One of my
lymph nodes is swollen. I visit a private doctor and I’m
prescribed an antibiotic. The public-health sector is only
concerned about Covid. My fear grows. I worry about my
health. I worry about money. All the productions I planned
have been cancelled. Communicating with my boyfriend
in Washington via Facetime is killing me. Finally, I go back
to Warsaw, to focus on the project from Łukasz and his
group. When I first went away, I figured I’d be back in a
week. I was gone for two months. The flowers had all dried
up. Someone had stolen my bike from the stairwell. More
flights from Washington are being cancelled a few hours
before departure. I’m lonely. I’m afraid. I don’t know what
to do with myself. The world is strange and foreign. I have
never really liked the times I’m living in. Now I like them
even less.

*
Łukasz tells me more about his group. It’s called Respublika. They live near Vilnius and spend their days planning
raves and their nights at them. From what he tells me, I
gather these aren’t huge raves. A dozen people simply
dancing in the woods, amongst them Łukasz. He says
they want to organise other raves, not ordinary ones. Others. The kind that resemble a theatre performance. Or a
movie. Or an exhibition. They need a script for their performances. Someone to write down the entire path, from
A to Z. A script that can be replicated in different places. Like a show. Łukasz sends me footage of their time in
the woods. Several dozen hours, several dozen gigabytes.

I’m a writer; text files don’t take up so much space. For
the first time in my life, I’m buying external hard drives
to load more footage. I never liked watching recordings
of rehearsals, improvisations and exercises. I spread out
more puzzles on the ground and just listen. The people in
the recordings mostly just sit around and talk. The expressions on their faces don’t interest me. I hear everything
through the voice. The words are short and to the point,
because one of the group members is translating from
Lithuanian. He’s not a professional translator. I guess hes
translating roughly, with no finesse.

*
In further Zoom calls, Łukasz gives me more information
about the group. I’m unhappy and I’m afraid. My partner is
stuck abroad and I try, with the help of video snippets and
Łukasz’s stories, to understand what this group that lives
in the forest and plays techno is all about. Out of fear and
loneliness, I start to internally sabotage everything Łukasz
says, but I do it so that he doesn’t notice. He’s my only
connection to the group. I have the feeling that he isn’t
a good link. He’s not in the position to properly convey
their vision. What they’re doing and why. I ask him lots of
questions, I mine him for information, because, despite
everything, I feel strangely drawn to the group, even if his
explanations are unclear. Maybe my sabotage stems from
me wanting to do what they’re doing but I lack the courage? And maybe that’s why I tell myself they’re a bunch
of freaks?

I SLOWLY BEGIN TO
UNDERSTAND THAT,
FOR THEM, PERHAPS,
IT’S ABOUT A BETTER
MODEL OF THE WORLD.
AND THAT THEY’RE
TRYING TO BUILD THIS
WORLD THEMSELVES,
THROUGH PRIVATE
AND VERY INTIMATE
EXPERIENCES.
I notice that the group is quite sensitive and not easy
to describe. I slowly begin to understand that, for them,
perhaps, it’s about a better model of the world. And that
they’re trying to build this world themselves, through private and very intimate experiences. They don’t want to
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change or demolish the system. They’re not anarchists.
Utopia is not a general, political system, but rather a delicate inner structure. They’re sensitive, sometimes overly
sensitive, but they’re not like hipsters. One of the girls in
the recordings has shaved armpits but those armpits are
not sterile and dry. You can see black dust, stuck together
by sweat.

*
Łukasz tells me that one of the ideas they’re testing is that
of a basic income. They managed to get 15 euros per day
from some cultural institution in Vilnius, so they moved to
the country and live on that. Fifteen euros. No more, no
less. How is that? To get paid without working? Not huge
sums but at least amounts you can survive on. That allows
you to stop working in order to spend days searching for
an experience whose existence you merely suspect but
don’t entirely understand. Searching for something that
lies beyond the imagination, because you can’t imagine
it. It’s not true that there are no limits to the imagination.
They exist when we simply cannot imagine something. We
can’t imagine where the power of the imagination ends.
And it ends exactly at that point – the point we can’t imagine. Yet, sometimes, we can detect the factors that limit
and structure the imagination. For a while, Łukasz and his
friends decided to embrace capitalism and put aside their
principles. Then, they stopped working and began danc-
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ing, hoping to expand their consciousness. Hoping that
their minds would transcend the trusted boundaries of
cognition.

*
I know that, without some background reading, I can’t
write a script for the group. I read Harari, Hobbes and
Meillassoux. The pandemic eases up a bit and the doctor sets a date for the operation. Flights from Washington
are still suspended. I go to the hospital alone. I take my
Kindle, loaded with Hope in the Dark by Solnit. What a
paradox: for weeks, I have been working morning to night
on a script about a group that doesn’t work at all! As I
internalise the ideas of a new sensitivity, about being sensitive to oneself, about subverting the capitalist indicators
of success, I turn on my Kindle a half hour after I wake up.
The letters jump back and forth before my eyes, but I don’t
give up. I keep reading. After two hours, the words «book
completed» appear. I go to the nurses and explain that I
can now be discharged. They suggest that I stay another
couple of hours. But I insist that they let me go. I tell them
I am fine, even though I’m still dizzy.

*

Nothing that Łukasz tells me about the history of the
group or what I can figure out for myself convinces me.
Maybe I’m a pessimist, maybe I’m stuck up and consider
the rest of humanity to be dumber than me. I don’t believe
that the experiences the group is seeking and trying to
hard-code with the help of a script are special or beautiful. It all reeks a little of New Age, of the 1960s. At any
rate, not new. I read philosophical books about techno
culture. About bodies connected in a trance. About the
energy of the beat that stretches the boundaries of capitalism. I get the impression that these books have been
written by an algorithm that learned its subject-predicate
sentence structure from books by Foucault, Deleuze and
Lacan. I make twice as much effort, because softness,
subtlety and working only when I feel like it feels like
weakness. I try to describe these dancing people who believe in the magic of community and multidirectional love,
as I sit alone in a one-room apartment. I impose a strict
regime on myself: write a dozen pages of the script every
day. I feel like a bull trying to make my way through a china
shop without breaking a single cup.

*
I decide with Łukasz that we’ll describe the group as
though it has been around for decades, which means that,
in my imagination, I have to move into the future. I’m afraid

that I’m not up to the task. That the power of my imagination will turn out to be rather weak. That I won’t be able
to conjure up a future for a group that I don’t even know
in the present. I’m afraid of clichés. Pop culture knows
many visions of the future. Deserts everywhere, for example. I don’t want these visions to seep into my script. For
a while, I have no idea what I’ll come up with. I suggest to
Łukasz that the world we’ll describe won’t have any animals. They have all died. And specific parts of the human
consciousness can be turned off with the help of pharmaceuticals. The body is in pain, but the brain doesn’t
know it. Arms and legs move for 72 hours but the person
to whom the limbs belong doesn’t feel tired. I don’t know
if it’s original but at the moment, I don’t care. I feel betrayed by the group. They preach love and tenderness but
none of them has invited me to join. They’re waiting for
the script. If it’s ok, then I’ll be able to join them.

*
There is a scene in the script that came about when
I joined the group in August 2020. The group members
look back at themselves from the past. The past selves
are dressed like the Amish. They make the same gestures
as the ones from the present. They utter the same sentences, as if an echo is shuttling back and forth between
time periods. At that meeting, we tried to find the carriers
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of continued existence. Do beings that are replaced by
other beings over the course of time leave traces in the
universe? If so, then how? In the language? In the unconscious? In the genes? In the memory? When we dance, do
our muscles breathe the memory of other dancing bodies?

WHEN WE DANCE, DO
OUR MUSCLES BREATHE
THE MEMORY OF OTHER
DANCING BODIES?
I haven’t seen the group members for a year and a half.
Since our last dance together, I have danced many times.
In other places, with other people. I am an atheist; I don’t
believe in God. That’s why it’s often hard, especially now.
For days, I have been waking up and thinking: yeah, you’re
still alive. I ask myself whether any part of me will remain
after I die? It’s not about material things. I’m thinking a
lot more about the continuity of specific movements, intellectual processes, private philosophies. I guess I’ll just
disappear upon my death. That’s it. But I know that certain emotions and feelings that I experience will appear in
the same form in another person. One of these emotional
constellations will, I’m sure, be traced by someone else in
the future. That’s the feeling that wells up inside me when
I dance with other people in a room somewhere.

*
As I write this text, I keep tearing myself away from the
open window of my word-processing program to watch
the news. It is early March 2022. War has been raging in
Ukraine for a week.

*
Up to 2020, I had never had anxiety disorders. Or I didn’t
know that I was suffering from it, because I was always
moving and never had the opportunity to feel the anxiety that was, perhaps, lurking inside me. As the pandemic
started and the days became empty, the anxiety finally
had enough space and time. Hey, I’m here, let’s get to
know each other. I hate it. I prefer ordinary fear. It doesn’t
take so long and I know where it comes from.

*
Movement is good for anxiety. When you keep moving,
fear doesn’t have any space. That’s why clubs on the
weekends are full of dancing people, while during the
week, people run to catch the bus, as if there’ll never be
another one.

*
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In the pandemic, it turned out that the one-room apartment my partner and I lived in was not enough for us.
We put all our money together and bought an apartment.
We spent a year renovating it. In Poland, renovation is a
traumatic process. I have two hard years behind me and
even worse years ahead of me. The fear is overwhelming.
I walk around my new apartment and get stuck every now
and then. I stand still, motionless. Every now and then, I
look out the window and observe the Polish counter-intelligence building. My apartment is in an old building surrounded by military government buildings. I imagine that,
one day, I won’t wake up and won’t even notice. Neither
will my neighbours.

*
At the beginning of 2020, when the media was saying that
the pandemic could last up to two years, I thought: that’s
impossible. When my father asked me three weeks ago if I
thought there would be a war, I said: not an ordinary one,
maybe a hybrid one.

*
I have always believed the scientists who warned mankind
about the climate catastrophe. Until recently, however, I
had hoped it would not be as bad as predicted. Now I am
convinced that it will be even worse. And that it will happen before we’re ready for it.

I KNOW THAT EVENTS
LIKE RESPUBLIKA MAKE
ONE SEE THE
WORLD DIFFERENTLY.
I EXPERIENCED
IT MYSELF.
I know that events like Respublika make one see the world
differently. I experienced it myself. I know that the community that forms from such events is absolutely real. It’s
also short-lived. For several hours, weeks and months,
you are with someone with whom you share a sense of
excitement, and then the inevitable separation occurs.
However, I believe that the body and brain remember
many things. The receptors store memories of everything
that was strong enough to be encoded in them. Respublika is such an experience for many people. The openness,
freedom, liberation and sense of community experienced
by Respublika participants are treasures to keep within.
Will the world change as a result? No. Will it change the
individual? Probably not. Is it necessarily about change?
Maybe not. Is trying to change enough to make you feel
you’ve done everything possible to make it happen? No.

Is the attempt the only thing that lies within the scope of
our possibilities? I think it is. Is that a trivial conclusion?
Yes. But it’s exactly at this point that the power of my imagination ends.

*
Respublika is an attempt to imagine the future. The members of the group live in a world without animals. Capitalism has collapsed. Facebook and Ryanair no longer exist.
The group has its own infrastructure – musical equipment
and mock-ups of living spaces they occupied many decades ago. In this makeshift, nomadic world, they immerse
themselves in music. What are they looking for within it?
Probably a lot of things. Or maybe nothing. The vision of
the future that Łukasz and I have developed is melancholic and sad, but not without love. Today, almost two
years after its creation, it doesn’t seem delicate enough
to me, it’s maybe even embarrassing. As I write this text,
I realise that this vision was shaped from the beginning
by the collaboration of two completely different minds,

characters and temperaments. My face is like sandstone.
Every now and then, something moves in it, like grains of
sand on a stone in a light gust of wind. Łukasz’s face is like
a handbag, from which everything pours out in a torrent:
smile, teeth, French, Polish, English, Russian. And a little smoke from the Iqos. My scepticism and his hope. We
learned something from each other, although we probably
never thought about what exactly it was. Today, when I
think about the vision of the future that we wrote down in
the script for Respublika, I try not to blame ourselves for
not having foreseen the war. For focusing, in our vision of
the future, on the experience of a group playing techno,
dancing and inviting others to join them, and, even if the
participants are filled with melancholy, no one dies. I don’t
know what the future will look like. I don’t know any more
than I did two years ago. But I do know one thing: as long
as we exist, we will always love and dance – even in the
very worst of times.
Translated from Polish by Rose-Anne Clermont

JOANNA BEDNARCZYK , dramaturge and author, studied psychology and Russian philology
in Krakow. She furthermore graduated from the faculty of theater directing at the
Academy of Theater Arts in Krakow..
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THE FUTURE
OVER OUR
SHOULDERS
CONVERSATIONS WITH
HILLBROWFICATION CAST MEMBERS

HILLBROWFICATION
Constanza Macras / DorkyPark
Dance
from 25 August 2022
See p. 38 _______________ www.ruhr3.com/macras
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Hillbrowfication was created in 2018 by choreographer
Constanza Macras at the Hillbrow theatre in Johannesburg, in collaboration with choreographer Lisi Estarás.
The show brought together several generations of performers, with a cast composed of 21 Hillbrow children
and youths aged 5 to 19 at the time and three professional dancers based in Berlin and Johannesburg.
Four years after premiering the show, and after several international tours, some of the cast members who
were kids at the time are now teenagers. Those who
were teenagers are now young adults. Some still live
in Hillbrow and some have moved away to other neighbourhoods. »As time goes by, we grow and I think the
show grows with us. We understand it now in different
ways than we did before. We also understand the world
differently, our mind set evolves«, states cast member
Nompilo Hadebe.
Today, we look back together at the creation process
and we reflect on how the experiences lived during the
last four years have imprinted our ideas about the work,
about Hillbrow and the future. The text that follows is
a trace of conversations between Hillbrow-based cast
members Nompilo Hadebe, Tshepang Lembelo, Jackson
Magotlane, Tisetso Maselo, Pearl Sigwagwa and me, Tamara Saphir, a Berlin-based Argentinian artist who collaborated in the project as a dramaturg.

Space tales, future cities
Hillbrow is part of Johannesburg, South Africa. Historically planned as a district to be showcased, it was a
whites-only zone for some time during the 1970s. Featuring beautiful parks, skyscrapers and cafes, it later became a relatively mixed neighbourhood and a hotspot for
an emerging black middle class. Towards the end of the
Apartheid era, the middle-class inhabitants rapidly deserted the neighbourhood, fleeing to the suburbs. A trend
of hijacking buildings grew. With the deterioration of the
neighbourhood, prices drastically plummeted and Hillbrow attracted a growing number of African immigrants
looking for cheaper accommodation. During the 1990s,
the area became a shell of its former self, riddled with
crime, gang activity and xenophobic violence. Since then,
Hillbrow has often been perceived as a synonym for criminality, violence and poverty.

Tshepang: I really like the way Hillbrowfication reflects
how really everything happens there. Because Hillbrow
is not only violent, there are also positive aspects to
it. There is a sense of community and a lot of organisations that help people. It’s very diverse. There are
people from different countries living here, especially
other African countries (Mozambique, Namibia, Congo, Nigeria…). This is a good thing for us South Africans
because we can learn other people’s cultures, how to
respect them and how to talk to each other.
(Four years ago) Hillbrow was a bit more violent than it
is now. I used to get mugged all the time on the streets.
It was very hectic! But I feel since the lockdown things
got more quiet somehow… there were a lot of police
and soldiers going around.
Nompilo and Jackson disagree. They still live in Hillbrow,
like Tshepang, but they think it didn’t change so much in
the past few years.
Jackson even thinks that: in some aspects, it got worse.
But then our mind set on the place is different now.
Pearl elaborates this idea further: As a child Hillbrow
was for me just a place full of people. But as a teenager, with a new awareness I developed new fears. You
start hearing about dangers and drugs, for example.
And you look at the life of the people who live there
and realise it is a poor life! Because they live squashed
in small apartments and most buildings aren’t working

Tshepang Lembelo
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properly. Life conditions are quite bad. So the question for me was rather: why do we have to be OK with
this? Maybe we can’t change much, but we can ask
ourselves: how can we make this better? Those were
some questions I had at that time (…) And I think some
of those questions appeared in the show. With a lot
of fantasy and humour in the mix, but they are there…
Nompilo: For example, from thinking about the crime
rate here we ended up with a story about phones growing out of our hands so that nobody can steal them!
As Pearl and Nompilo describe how biographical material became part of some of the fictional narratives of the
show, the conversation moves on to the rehearsal process
and how it was to work together.
Creating the show
Tshepang: I remember in the beginning of the rehearsals we would just sit and talk a lot to each other about
Hillbrow, about the dancers living here, about the future… I really liked this.
The process of creating the show was challenging, but
it also felt like we were really free. Anything that was
going through our minds at the time, we could explore
it on stage and share it with the people in that space.
Jackson: The process was weird at first. We were doing so many things and we didn’t know how they were
going to come together. But as time went on I started
understanding how the play is moving from this to that.

Nompilo Hadebe

Jackson Magotlane

Rehearsal was a safe space also! We were like family. It
was an environment where we worked with each other
and just allowed each other to be.
Nompilo: The group of people that came together to do
this piece embraced each other and supported each
other, with all the differences of age and other things.
Often the older ones were taking care of the younger
ones.
Pearl: And these dynamics that we developed in the
theatre went beyond it, into our lives. If one was going
through a phase or taking a wrong turn, we would gather
up and help out. We support each other. And this somehow spills into the community, through the parents, for
example. I don’t say they became friends, but they did
become aware of each other too: they helped out when
the kids were in need, did food parcels when corona hit,
etc. So this dynamic didn’t end with us.
The way Pearl and Nompilo talk about the group dynamics during the creation process reminds me of so many
discussions about »politics of care« that proliferate today
in the art scene and the academic world. I am amazed by
how the young performers spontaneously connect the artistic work with a developing relationship that exceeds it,
bringing to the foreground in a very concrete way some of
the ever haunting questions about arts and politics.

The future creeping from behind

Pearl: I discovered things about my body and what it
can do. I remember struggling with things one day and
waking up the next day wanting to do it better. It gave
me the confidence that I should not limit myself because I’m not a professional at something. The team
encouraged everybody’s different abilities and talents.
(We could then) grow in that space and showcase that,
and stand out. It was also good for health! I became a
less tired person after pulling off that long show!
I don’t know if the others will speak about this, but
I’m actually pretty sure we became better at school.
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In »Science fiction and the future«, author Ursula Le Guin
reports that »it seems that the Quechua-speaking people of the Andes (…) figure that because the past is what
you know, you can see it – it’s in front of you, under your
nose. This is a mode of perception rather than action, of
awareness rather than progress. (…) The future lies behind – behind your back, over your shoulder. The future
is what you can’t see, unless you turn around and kind
of snatch a glimpse. And then sometimes you wish you
hadn’t, because you’ve glimpsed what’s sneaking up on
you from behind.«
The futuristic approach to this project gave us some

freedom to think and articulate feelings and thoughts about
our present at the time. Four years later, some of »the future« is already behind us. Or rather, it is in front of our noses – as it became our past, if we stick with Le Guin’s image.
As we talk together, we realise that time goes at different
speeds for us. We laugh about the fact that four years does
not seem such a long time for middle-aged me. Whereas
for the young members of the cast, it feels extremely long.
Tisetso: Our show talks about the future, but I feel that
the future is basically happening now!
I don’t know how to explain it… How technology is advancing and slowly but surely taking over. For example, we used to talk to our teachers. Now we take our
homework on social media! I did not think technology
would take over like it does.
We cannot go anywhere now without having our phones
with us. You don’t go to the bank any more, you use an
app in your phone to transfer money. You don’t go to
your friend’s to visit, instead you video call or text if you
miss them. And you don’t go anywhere without taking
pictures with your phone. Our memories are now stored
in our phones instead of in our hearts and our minds.
Tshepang: Four years ago the way I saw the future was
less technological, less digital… and then I saw how the
metaverse was coming! Everything is going to be more
technological and that is going to break connections
between people.
Pearl: When I think of the future now I actually get
scared!
When the pandemic started, we were home and it was
ok. But then my mum got really sick and hospitalised,
and then my sister was really sick at home because
we couldn’t afford to have a second family member in
the hospital, and then I thought: anything can happen!
I hear a lot of people talking about going back to living
the way we lived before, but nobody is talking about
new ways to live with this. I think they are thinking
backwards: we have to accept that things change and
find ways to make it work.

thing, and they are just not able to hear each other out.
And the vaccinated people are allowed in certain areas, the unvaccinated in others. In this country, these
kinds of things are triggering and scary! It’s making us
relive that history of exclusion and separation.
Nompilo: The future is darker for me now. I have a
harder time envisioning a brighter future today than I
did 4 years ago!
Tshepang rebounds on a relative optimism: I think in
the future people are going to be much more broad
with their thinking. Now everybody is getting educated
on certain things, everybody is reading… It gives hope
that people will understand each other without stereotypes. During the last years we also experienced Black
Lives Matter everywhere around the world. This brought
awareness of how black people are being attacked. But
it was not only about black people. Some white people
that are not racist also feel attacked because nobody
believes they are not racist. So it was all hectic, and I
wonder, how will this bring unity, eventually.
I realise that the future I want to see in Hillbrow is people living in harmony, in peace… people coming from
different places living together, building community. I
want to see unity and love in the diversity. Somehow,
I think these things are already building up here now,
but I feel that it could be more and more.
On fictions and realities
The future I want to see…: Tshepang’s way of formulating
his thought brings me once again to Le Guin’s image of the
future as being, by definition, what we cannot see. When
we look at what we can’t see, what we see is the stuff
inside our heads. Our thoughts and our dreams, the good
ones and the bad ones.

Pearl Sogwagwa

I wonder if Pearl’s image of some people »thinking backwards« could be pointing in the same direction as what
author Naomi Klein conceptualises as toxic nostalgia – »a
violent clinging to a toxic past and a refusal to face a more
entangled and inter-relational future« – which would be at
the root of so many of our democratic, geopolitical and
climate crises.
Pearl: Actually, when I think of all the possible scary
Covid variants that could come (…) and this survival
mode of every man for himself… I think of zombies!
Yes, today if I had to do a piece about the future, I think
I would have zombies in it!
In South Africa when we had apartheid we had black
people on one side, white people on the other side and
so on… Now people are treating each other differently
according to their position about this whole vaccination
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Is that also the »stuff« our fictions are made of, as manifestations of the endless possible recombinations of elements from our experiences and reality/realities?
We talk further, about the specific power of fictions, and
wonder about their agency in reality/realities.

Tisetso Maselo

Nompilo: I believe that if I can draw a picture about
a brighter future and hang it somewhere it might put
certain ideas with the people who see it. In that sense
I think art can really change the world!
Pearl: I think imagination and fantasy give people a
chance to re-think reality. And also the relief of getting
out for a moment of what is difficult and sad and so
on. When we did the piece, it had an impact on the
kids and families that came to see it. People loved to
see us kids ourselves imagining things to be different,
wanting to change things around. It gave them something.
Nompilo talks about a scene in the show that she loves,
when she shares the stage with Lwadlile Thabethe (aged
5 at the time):
I have a monologue and he is dancing next to me, he
gives a soft and powerful energy. At that point in the
piece, I feel that we have given up as human beings
(given in to what the aliens wanted from us, in the fiction of the piece). It feels nostalgic. Because I feel that,
as human beings in the real world, we also gave up
on a lot of things… we let the politicians decide things
that make no sense. But in the piece, right after this
moment we will fight. And there is something of that
energy that makes me think that if we could stand
together for real as we stand together there onstage,
and fight together, things like racism and xenophobia
wouldn’t exist. We could deal with things like coronavirus fast and easily!
This is also Tshepang’s favourite moment in the piece –
for him it’s about unity, about standing together: Different
people, from different countries, what if we come together and manage to build harmony and peace? That is very
special for me. Unity still stands, even through all restlessness and different opinions.

THERE’S SOMETHING I
HAVE TO DO, BUT IT’S
HOPELESS. I WANT
TO GET AWAY BEFORE
TOMORROW EXPLODES
IN MY FACE.
-HEY, TOMORROW
HASN’T HAPPENED YET.
I SAY GIVE IT A CHANCE
Andrea Hairstone, Mindscape

TAMARA SAPHIR , studied dance and theatre in Buenos Aires and Paris,
where she also achieved a Masters degree in Philosophy. She has lived in
Berlin since 2009 and works as a performer and dramaturge for companies such as Constanza Macras/Dorkypark, Ariel Efraim Ashbel
and Friends, Eva Meyer-Keller, Juli Reinartz, Santiago Blaum and Dirk
Cieslak/Lubricat. She founded the performance collective ‘TnT’ with her
sister Tatiana Saphir. She also worked as a choreographic advisor for theatre projects with the Junges DT and Showcase Beat Le Mot a.o.
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A PICTURE WITH A
THOUSAND WORDS
BY ALJOSCHA BEGRICH

El Conde de Torrefiel (Pablo Gisbert, Tanya Beyeler)

UNA IMAGEN INTERIOR / AN IMAGE FROM THE INSIDE
El Conde de Torrefiel
Theatre / German Premiere
from 15 September 2022
See p. 68 _______________ www.ruhr3.com/imagen
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A few years ago, my friend and colleague Mats Staub gave
me a five-year diary as a present, in which I can write entries every day and then go back through the book again
year after year. It’s a beautiful invention. But then, at the
back of the book, as well as a travel log, there is also a
book log, where I can write down which books I’ve read
in the year. I dutifully filled in every page. In addition to
realising that I was in Baden-Baden on the same day two
years in a row, I noticed how much I had been reading.
Every time I read a book, I’m afraid that it is going to come
to an end. Now suddenly, this list seemed to be making
me afraid that soon I might run out of good literature: this
made me start thinking about my relationship with literature. I like reading – but what do I actually read? Suddenly
I saw the list and a lot of things that are a long way away
from any kind of theatre. The list helped me to recognise
firstly that I have developed a strong affection for a certain kind of literature – and that conversely the types of
theatre I particularly like are those that are as unlike literature as possible. For me, this was the only way that both
worlds could happily and peacefully co-exist – until one
day I went to the wrong play.
At the beginning of 2019, I went to the HAU, the Hebbel
am Ufer in Berlin. And on this evening, the two worlds collided with each other and something came together inside
me. I went to the theatre and had to READ. I was irritated
and looked around helplessly, but everyone else was sitting in their seats, reading. So I read too:
You are sitting in front of a stage that is almost entirely dark.
You’re seeing LA PLAZA by El Conde de Torrefiel.
A piece that is performed simultaneously on 365 days
in 365 theatres all around the world.
The production takes place in a black,
subtly lit space.
The element on stage is a landscape
of flowers and candles, like a commemorative altar.
Such distant cities as Kyoto, Cairo, Medellín,
Jerusalem, Seoul,
Antwerp, Barcelona, Portland, Damascus, Gondar
and Belo Horizonte
have joined in and are showing this project.
It was strange, somehow, but also fascinating, because I
wasn’t reading alone: everyone was reading together, simultaneously. The way the frames of the surtitles changed
created a rhythm of collective reading:
During the performance
the public may come and go as they wish
and even pass their tickets on to others,
so they can see the performance.
For a whole year you’ve kept coming round,
to sit here for a little while.
In the production, absolutely nothing has happened.
The same image every day for a whole year.
During the hours you’ve spent inside the theatre,
your attention has automatically been focussed on
yourself.
Instead of wandering back and forth
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between actors, dancers, videos and lighting effects,
your brain has paused and made you
the protagonist of the play.
So inevitably the question arises for you:
How long are you in a position to enjoy
looking at one and the same image?
What happened on stage had nothing to do with what was
described in the text, but this overload slowly started to
be fun. On stage, people with stocking masks walked back
and forth, pushing bikes and children’s buggies in and out
again, standing around and moving nonchalantly. An interesting mixture of choreographed images – but with text
laid over the top. Literature.
You begin to digress.
You’re thinking about the future.
You think about the future a lot.
When you were young, you read Isaac Asimov and Jules
Verne,
and now you’re a fan of the series Black Mirror.
But it wasn’t possible to digress. Rarely have I been so
awake in a theatre production. And afterwards, I felt electrified. Even the next day, I spent the whole time talking
about this event. What had happened? Conceptual literature and post-dramatic performance had become enmeshed, but was that really the source of my excitement?
I felt it was something different and discovered: the trick
was actually quite simple – the text spoke to me the whole time using direct address and kept me alert and the
gap between the text and the performance awakened
my imagination. My enthusiasm for this work was the oldest and simplest trick in theatre history, the tool that all
good works use: my own powers of imagination. Plays that
show everything or say everything out loud seem boring
because they leave no scope for your imagination. And
here it has been unleashed. I was proud, but it wasn’t that
much of an insight after all, because we were told at the
beginning of the production: THIS PERFORMANCE HAS
MADE YOU THE PROTAGONIST OF THE PLAY. And later:
THE LACK OF IMAGINATION IS THE BEGINNING OF ALL
VIOLENCE.
A little later, I contacted the artists Pablo Gisbert and Tanya Beyeler, and a series of conversations ensued about
working methods, philosophical views and their current
project. They want to investigate the underlying theoretical and artistic constructs that hold our society together.
Beneath all these, there are ideas rooted that are considered natural and real, such as the structure of the market.
But what does reality actually denote? How is it constructed and to whose advantage? I start reading Mark Fisher,
who is often quoted by Pablo and Tanya: »In capitalist
realism we are subjugated to a reality that is infinitely malleable and can reconfigure itself at any time. The highest
form of ideology is the one that presents itself as an empirical fact and necessity… Reality oppresses the real. As
a result, one strategy against capitalist realism should be
to call on forms of the real that underlie the reality that
capitalism presents us with.«

This sounds plausible and makes sense. But then the Covid pandemic breaks out and the entire discourse shifts.
Questioning reality and exposing centres of power, biopolitics and critical readings are suddenly no longer the
domain of French philosophers like Baudrillard and Foucault, but statements by obscure right-wing populists
from Thuringia and nativist proponents of selection from
Swabia. I notice that a discourse has not only been taken away, it has been destroyed – and the consequences
of this will still be felt long after this pandemic. But what
can we do? El Conde de Torrefiel had already highlighted
the pleasures of subversion, the collapse of society and
the impossibility of understanding each other in their play
GUERRILLA. How would they now deal with all these
loose threads, half-completed thoughts and philosophical challenges? As preparation for the new piece they
made some initial test drillings, ULTRAFICCIÓN 1–4. At
the Santarcangelo Festival, a flock of sheep runs through
the amazed audience at an open-air performance, while shortly afterwards at the Museum of Modern Art, deaf
mutes present a story, and in Barcelona architecture
students assemble a totem and then destroy it. I am
thrilled, I can’t put it all together, and I can’t write about it
either – all I can do is read:
You decide to go to bed,
not to think any more and to remain silent.
Because of the silence, you hear your stomach rumbling
and feel your heartbeat.
You think about the fact that the essence of the blood
that keeps you alive
is the desire and the ambition
of a single, primitive cell,
that has spent millions of years constantly transforming
and reproducing itself,
that has entered countless bodies,
so that precisely this single, primitive cell can survive.
This single, primitive cell,
which came into existence millions of years ago,
will live on in other bodies after your death.
And the same cell is also present in the beggar
who asks you for money in the street.
It is also found in the friend you meet every day,
in tourists visiting your city,
in the child asleep in the house opposite,
and in the mother who one day passed this cell on to you.
In all the anonymous faces
you encounter in the street every day,
there is a bit of you.
Sleep comes at last.
Today you got up and travelled across the city
to the theatre, to see the last night of a play
that has been on for a year.
Finally, your eyelids close very slowly,
and you sink into a deep sleep.
Isn’t it good, that sleep separates the days from
each other?

I wake up and look up what I actually wrote on 22 February
2019, the day I saw the performance of LA PLAZA. I am
expecting something momentous, but it is empty. I flick
through the pages and in July I find a nice quote from Eva
Maria Keller: »Every human being has 7,000 thoughts a
day.« But which one stays with us?
Translated from German by David Tushingham

ALJOSCHA BEGRICH , has been reading since
1983, began working as an assistant and
interpreter at La Fura dels Baus in Castelldefels, Barcelona in 2000. Works as a dramaturge at the Ruhrtriennale since 2021.
Photo: Mario Zamora (El Conde de Torrefiel)
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ON CREATING A SCENE
FOR THE SEEING
PLACE, AND HOW TO
PLOT A SCANDAL:
A CONVERSATION BETWEEN
SISTERS LIGIA AND SARAH

A PLOT / A SCANDAL
Ligia Lewis
Dance / Pre-Premiere
from 12 August 2022
See p. 18 _______________ www.ruhr3.com/scandal
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It is an unusual occasion to present,
for public consumption, a conversation
with your sister about A plot/A scandal that
happens to be a solo. Or rather, a non-solo,
as she describes it. Which, you think, is
evident in how the poetics of her work
emerge on stage and in the way she talks
about that, which and those, who inform
the work – the people, ideas, art, events,
the spirit(s) that are always there beside
her in the work. In a way, you’ve been in
dialogue personally, artistically, and intellectually your entire life. That is, you are
sisters that throughout several phases of
your lives have been privy to the inquiries that drive each other’s work. In what
unfolds below, in the context of these
pages, is an elucidation of some of those
inquiries touched upon in her creation,
A plot/A scandal, her latest solo/non-solo.

Sarah Lewis-Cappellari: When thinking about your artistic practice, especially in your most recent work, I have
discussed with you before this sort of dark and thrilling
metaphor that jumps into my mind: of you as the grim
reaper who, by artistically deadening anti-black logics (
i.e. sense-abilities of racial mattering, where those marked
as black become the visual markers by which a hierarchy of being/mattering is grounded, naturalised and (re)
produced), makes way for alternative harvests. Now, with
this new creation, is your plot/scandal, as a self-portrait,
another attempt to overthrow/kill such logics? Is the motivation behind the plot a way of tackling reductive notions
of identity that sustain a subjugating mark of race, class,
gender, sexuality, ability, etc.?
Ligia Lewis: How to use identity, then, outside the
Western conception of self? Western conceptions of
identity overthink the self. Because there is a matrix
of power that figures blackness, otherness, nativeness,
non-whiteness through reduction or lack. Still Not Still
plays with power quite explicitly, in a grotesque manner, as a fundamentally hu-Man (European, racialised
white, heteronormative, cis-male, all-knowing, universal) trait that exhausts itself. By exposing how it operates so deliberately, nonsensically, without rhyme or
reason, I am trying to find a way out of its claws. With
this work I’m trying to plot myself, with all my nuanced,
desiring, fictive and imaginative capacities, while resisting a self-portrait that explains or reduces the
complexity and multiple historical narratives merging
to form identities. These identities have to be named in
order for certain political work to be done. I understand
identity, then, as a political positioning that helps guide
a series of practices. This guides my orientation within performance and the seeing place of the theatre. I
map a practice shaped by my inspirations, my love of
theatre and the imagination it invites, and what I feel
I’m up against every time I enter the theatrical frame.
SLC: Something that struck me, when you were talking
about images and stories the other day, is when you talked
about creating resonant images, in the context of the multiple histories/stories that bring about how one experiences the world. By using this musical metaphor to talk about
visuality, you’re already sensorially orienting us towards
something else. It’s not a visually reductive practice you’re
bringing us towards: you bring us towards that which
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resonates, that echoes, that can’t be reduced, can’t be
captured, right? So, I think this idea of resonant images,
and how you frame that with this idea of identity as a political positioning, is really interesting.
LL: I love this idea of a sounding image, an image that
evokes the multiple registers in which it could be perceived. I work with multiple logics of the sensorium,
producing a kind of chaos from which dissonance can
emerge, while allowing silent moments to speak.

THERE IS A MATRIX
OF POWER THAT
FIGURES BLACKNESS,
OTHERNESS,
NATIVENESS, NONWHITENESS THROUGH
REDUCTION OR LACK
SLC: There are many ways you approach the deep/dark
matters of mattering in your work. For example, you use
quite a bit of humour, or »fuckery«, haha, as you like to
call it. Perhaps as a strategy of calling out the absurdity
of daily practices of domination/subjugation, the absurdity
of that political architecture? What do you find generative,
or productive, about humour? What does it open for you?
Where does it permit you to go?
LL: Comedy is the flipside of tragedy. Working at its
best, comedy is suggestive of the limits of representability by way of a kind of flattening of things. What may
seem otherwise profound or untenable through humour becomes blunt and straightforward. What happens when this bluntness, this straightforwardness, is
uttered as the thing no one wants to say but needs to
be said? What happens if through humour we can see
how violence is not far away from us but is in fact rehearsed in mundane and everyday ways, often through
minor acts? So, I guess this is why the use of humour
is so important to me, because it cannot entirely do
the work of translation. Humour instead points to the
impossibility of a translation, while nestling closely to
its counterpart and companion, tragedy.
SLC: As we have been reading together and discussing different textual/artistic references, one I thought we could
riff on a bit is Saidiya Hartman’s »The Plot of Her Undoing«.1 You play with notions of the plot in multiple registers. The plot, in Hartman’s text, is the materialisation of a
terrifying fiction that overthrows multiple ways of being/
feeling/knowing for one designed by those who would like
to establish themselves as the rightful rulers of all forms
of being/feeling/knowing. A fiction that on a material and
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symbolic register is designed to inflict total violence to extract total value. Some of the examples Hartman gives us
are the manifold ways in which the plot begins with the
belief of flesh as property. It begins with the belief that
»she« is the missing link between animals and humans; it
begins with all of the ways the black(ened) and gendered
»she« must signify the lowest, least sentient form of being human. After meditating on an endless litany of the
horrific ways in which the plot of her undoing has been
realised, she discusses what the undoing of that plot, of
that realised, brutalising fiction might entail. Two aspects
or strategies of the undoing she mentions are that the undoing of the plot proceeds by stealth, and that it is not for
entertainment. And then I thought about your plot, which
is very public. It is a plot designed for public viewing, which
perhaps gets to the scandal of it? And so, I was wondering,
what about that publicness is important to your plot, or
how are you thinking about that act of display?
LL: Right. I sympathise with Hartman’s articulation of
how an undoing of the plot of a raced »Her« might
require an exorcism of sorts that could only happen
discreetly because racial violence has been so violent
in its spectacularisation, in its publicness, in the ease
in which it is displayed. So, everything about race on
this level, on the level of seeing and being seen, has a
tinge of violence to it within a racial matrix, which is the
one we presently live in. And this does require a type of
seeing, or rather a witnessing of how it operates. Hartman’s plot makes me think of Gil Scott-Heron’s beautiful song/meditation The Revolution Will Not Be Televised because it can’t be. I work critically from the body.
I dance around things. In this piece I want to dance
around that spirit, that desire, by touching the contours
of it, and dreaming it into being. What plots have to be
undone in order for other more capacious plots to form?
Taking this metaphor of a plot, understood for me as
a story that needs to be told, I will be undoing and
redoing a plot to create a fiction, a story that holds
me, including where I am going conceptually. This
piece departs from the western portion of the island
of Hispaniola, otherwise known as Ayiti, where we’re
from. This place is a site of and for all sorts of undoing. As I am touched by this place, I am a product of
its commitment to Western humanism. As the modern-day Dominican Republic continues its investment
in whiteness, the richest stories of our ancestors, black
and indigenous people, have been and continue to be
ghosted, rendered irrelevant, unreal, or mythical, because these stories bare the potential of undoing Europe’s plot of creating the world in its image.
I guess what I am working towards in general is creating
fictions that are fearless and that aren’t afraid of transgression, as naive as that sounds. This work doesn’t
take transgression as something that needs to be enacted, performed, or even promised. Instead, it suggests
that transgression is already here, has already been
plotted, and continues to be plotted, despite all odds.

1 Saidiya Hartman, »The Plot of Her Undoing«, Feminist Art Coalition,3 November 2019, https://feministartcoalition.org/essays-list/
saidiya-hartman.

GHOSTED, RENDERED
IRRELEVANT, UNREAL,
OR MYTHICAL, BECAUSE
THESE STORIES BARE
THE POTENTIAL OF
UNDOING EUROPE’S
PLOT OF CREATING THE
WORLD IN ITS IMAGE
SLC: And that transgression can be considered scandalous.
To transgress publicly – the unveiling of the plot – is what
creates the conditions of possibility for a scandal. That’s
also what I think I was sort of gesturing at by bringing up the
publicness of your plot, because plots are always informed
by desires/fantasies that might appear to be shrouded in
secrecy, though some of those desires and fantasies literally inform the ways in which we move through the world.
What role does desire/fantasy play in this creation?

LL: The fantasy of creating a work where my body can
find rest, away from the exhaustive labour of explaining
or translating. There is a history of abjection and violence
that is inevitably carried in my body. Might my counter
frame, a black frame, suggest that the scandal is here?
Acknowledging this allows me to experiment in ways
that might transgress the cruel measurements mapped
by an ethnic Western European gaze which considers
itself universal. Pleasure might come from this potential
of tracing another mark outside this gaze, which can’t
be defined categorically, transparently, lucidly.
This creation flirts with scandal, not for its salacious
appeal, but for its potential to push up against society’s limits. And I’m experimenting here, playing with
performative codes and mannerisms that comedically
reveal some of »civil« society’s indecencies. But my
plot doesn’t end where civil society sees itself. It ends
elsewhere, with a call for something else, an invocation
towards another kind of plot, in a space I don’t want to
name. I trust it will be felt.

I THINK TO SCANDALISE
IS A RIGHT, TO BE
SCANDALISED IS A
PLEASURE, AND THOSE
WHO REFUSE TO BE
SCANDALISED ARE
MORALISTS
Pier Paolo Pasolini

SARAH M. LEWIS-CAPPELLARI, is an Afro-Dominican-American cultural producer
and currently a PhD candidate in Theater and Performance Studies and
a Eugene V. Cota-Robles fellow at UCLA. Her current doctoral research
explores the material and symbolic resonance of sugar, refined from cane,
to interrogate how this »tastemaker« has fed the racial imagination. For
our catalogue she spoke to her sister, the choreogapher and performer
Ligia Lewis, who is going to present a work at the Ruhrtriennale for the first
time, the solo A PLOT/A SCANDAL.
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WHERE LIFE LEADS,
THAT IS OUR DANCE
A PORTRAIT OF THE CHINESE CHOREOGRAPHER
AND PIONEER OF THE DOCUMENTARY DANCE
THEATER WEN HUI
BY CAO KEFEI

I AM 60
Wen Hui
Dance
from 2 September 2022
See p. 52 _______________ www.ruhr3.com/sixty
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Winter 1999. There was a tense atmosphere in the small
theater, which belonged to the Beijing People's Art Theater.
It was just before the world premiere of Report on Giving
Birth by choreographer and dancer Wen Hui, a production
by her Living Dance Studio, independent of the government, which was showing a work for the first time in the
center of the capital. Admission was free, the theater was
packed, there was no seating, and the audience was free
to move around. The stage area was covered with colorful
bed sheets. A white, large, padded bedspread hung in the
room. A woman in an everyday dress was already sitting
at the dining table, narrating to herself, while a man was
sleeping »on stage« under the bedspread, as if he were at
home. The first image we encountered was so familiar, as
if taken from our daily lives. Everyone was extremely excited because everything looked different from what we were
used to in the theater.
After more than 20 years now, I can still remember that
evening, the impressive images and the pain evoked by the
movements and the narrations, mostly spoken in dialect.
The hanging bedspread, sewn together from small blankets, serves as a projection surface interwoven with the
play, giving it an extra level of documentary (storytelling).
The mothers of the performers were projected onto it, recounting their experiences of pregnancy, birth and motherhood, material that had emerged from Wen Hui's numerous conversations with them. Filmmaker Wu Wenguang
interviewed the dancers present during the performance
with a video camera and transferred their faces live onto
the bedspread. The use of materials from everyday life - a
typical feature of Wen Hui's works - was extraordinary at
the time. The padded quilts and used sheets that Wen Hui
had collected from house to house from residents, acted as
silent witnesses to the times. They were folded and unfolded, carried as luggage or a child on the women's bodies, or
became a part of their bodies. All this familiarity, however,
far exceeded the everyday, evoking personal memories and
poetic images among the audience members.
Living Dance Studio
Wen Hui is a pioneer in documentary (dance) theater in
China. In addition to her work for the stage, she makes
documentary films, designs installations, and curates artistic projects. She was born in 1960 in the city of Kunming in the southwestern province of Yunnan. There she
began classical dance training at the age of 13. She was
never allowed to perform as a solo dancer because of her
height - small and petite - and always stood at the far
edge of group dances. These were formative experiences
in a rigid system. In the 1980s, Wen Hui studied choreography, a newly established subject at the Beijing Dance
Academy. After graduating in 1989, she was assigned a
position as a choreographer with the State Oriental Song
and Dance Ensemble. In 1994, Wen Hui spent six months
in New York, which broadened her horizons about dance
and art and provided a decisive impetus for her artistic
development. Back in Beijing, she and her artistic partner, documentary filmmaker Wu Wenguang, founded the
Living Dance Studio to bring dance down to earth and art
into contact with society. The desire was to »show life as

life itself« and thus distance themselves from both state
ideology and commercial manipulation. In 1995, Wen Hui
had the opportunity to watch Pina Bausch's dance group
rehearse in Wuppertal. She was deeply impressed by the
creative human atmosphere Pina Bausch had created
there and the free individual expression of the dancers.
The choreographer said goodbye to learned dogmas such
as expressivity and virtuosity and developed a special
sense for stories, body language and materials from the
real world. The studio's first performance, 100 Verbs, was
based on everyday verbs from about ten participants
from different professions and marked a turning point in
Wen Hui's creative process. Since then, she has worked
equally with amateurs, professional performers, and artists from all disciplines in her productions. Her later trilogy
Report on Giving Birth, Report on the Body (2002) and
Report on 37,8˚C (2005) combined documentary material
with artistic means and shaped the style of Living Dance
Studio. Since these three reports, Wen Hui's works have
been featured by many international festivals.
In 2005, the studio moved into the Chao Chang Di Workstation in northeast Beijing, opened its own theater, and
formed an almost family-like community. In this periphery,
independent of the state system, numerous workshops,
performances and meetings took place. In 2008, the Living Dance Studio took a new direction with the eight-hour
performance Memory. Private memories, photographs
and documentary footage of Wen Hui, Wu Wenguang
and writer Feng Dehua (the narrator at the dinner table in
Report on Giving Birth) from the Cultural Revolution period of 1966 to 1976 were the starting point for this very
personal and physical stage documentary. Following from
this, the studio launched the long-term project People's
Memory Project (Minjian jiyi jihua) in 2009. It aimed to
dig deeper into the country's society and history. The project invited people from different social classes to return
to their respective places of origin with a video camera
and research specific periods of recent Chinese history,
periods that have never been processed. Wen Hui began
making her own documentaries at that time. A series of
documentaries and stage plays emerged from this folk
memory project: Memory II: Hunger (2010), Memory on
the Road (2011), Listening to Third Grandmother's Stories
(2012), Memory III: Tombstone (2012). In 2014, Wen Hui's
life took a hard turn. Due to rapidly rising rents in the real
estate market, Living Dance Studio had to leave the Chao
Chang Di Workstation and Wen Hui lost her theater. Since
then, the artist has led a nomadic life, with Living Dance
Studio traveling with her wherever she happens to be
working creatively.
Artistic interventions into historical consciousness
Back to the evening of Report on Giving Birth. I remember
that after the premiere ended, many friends and audience
members stayed in the theater for a long time, discussing excitedly, until the night porter had to close the gate.
It was the time of artistic awakening in Beijing. This was
slowed down and strangled again after a decade, and the
small theater has already been demolished in the course
of a municipal reconstruction.
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I find Report on Giving Birth exemplary of Wen Hui's interest in individual fates, her search for personal memories
and her eye for concrete experiences of women. It is the
people with their individual stories that reflect the history of the country, a history that is officially tabooed and
in the collective consciousness is consigned to oblivion.
A typical example is the production Memory II: Hunger,
which Wen Hui worked on together with young people,
most of whom were born in the 1980s. It negotiated the
so-called »Three-Year Natural Disaster,« in reality the
famine that occurred between 1959 and 1961, as a result
of the land reform of the enacted »Great Leap Forward.«
Wen Hui sent these young people back to their home villages to interview their grandparents and other old people
who had witnessed this period. In the performance, these
young people acted on stage and presented their interviews as important documents of the times.
The social imprints of the body
But Report on Giving Birth is also exemplary of Wen Hui's
tireless exploration of the body and her quest to push the
boundaries of dance. She finds that in the body, every life
story has left its burn marks. On the occasion of her work
on 100 Verbs, the choreographer expressed, »I don't think
of it in terms of how you dance, but that you do it. I like
to work with people. Their bodies are real. We don't emphasize body technique. Your life experience is your technique. I'm convinced where life leads, that's where our
dance is.« With this awareness, Wen Hui brings together
diverse people. Be it the migrant workers in Dance with
Migrant Workers (2001), be it her third grandmother and
her mother in Listening to Third Grandmother's Stories, be
it the writer in Memory or the Czech engineer in Ordinary
People, to name just a few examples. Wen Hui explores
the body as if with a scalpel, layer by layer she makes
visible the individual, the unique. For the eight-hour version of Memory, the choreographer went even further:
she focused on her own body and examined the connection between body language and social conditioning.
During the rehearsal process, she deliberately dispensed
with a complex artistic form, choosing for herself only a
single line and sequence of movement: moving forward,
backward, breathing, walking. A memorized posture that
reminded her of growing up as a woman. In the performance, Wen Hui stood on stage for eight hours, repeating
this sequence as if in Zen. She says, »The human body
can really outgrow itself. You go further with your body
than with your brain.«
Fates of Women
2011. Wen Hui was in a deep life crisis. She took the Folk
Memory Project as an opportunity to travel to her hometown in Yunnan Province to visit an 84-year-old woman in
a remote mountain village called Da He Bian (Beside the
Big River). She was the third aunt of Wen Hui's father and
was called Third Grandmother. The artist wondered at the
time why her father had never told her about this relative.
After his death, when she decided to trace her own family
history, she learned about the Third Grandmother, the last
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survivor of her generation. The artist felt a great urge to
get to know this woman. In the solo performance I am 60,
she recounts this unique encounter: »Third Grandmother
got up at 7 a.m. and waited for me at the entrance to the
village. As if she had been waiting for me at the end of
a tunnel for 50 years, like her own granddaughter finally
coming home. She told me her whole life story.« Wen Hui
learned, to her amazement, that Third Grandmother had
given her actual granddaughter exactly the same name
Wen Hui had. She listened to Third Grandmother, lived,
danced and rehearsed with her. Third Grandmother's
tales ranged from her childhood in the affluent parental
home, arranged marriage at a young age and divorce before the liberation or establishment of the People's Republic in 1949, to the great land reform thereafter and
the expropriation of all family property, to her mother's
traumatic suicide. Wen Hui learned about family secrets
never heard before. But what moved her deeply was that
Third Grandmother had retained her humor and openness
despite all these unimaginable blows of fate.
From 2011 to 2012, the artist went to that village three
times and documented the most impressive moments
with this woman. In the film Dance with Third Grandmother (2015), we see the two women from different generations approaching each other in dance, touching each
other intimately and embracing. The younger one says to
the older one, »Nainai (Grandmother in dialect), when we
are sad, we dance. When we dance, we don't get sad anymore.«
In 2013, Wen Hui went to Da He Bian village for the fourth
time and learned that Third Grandmother had already
left for good. But for the »granddaughter finally coming
home,« she never left. Her spirit has continued to act as a
beacon for the artist since their first meeting. It gives her
strength not to give up, also drives her to reflect deeply on
the fixed structure and the miserable status of (Chinese)
women in the patriarchal system. This encounter unfolded
Wen Hui's versatile skills. She developed two documentary films about Third Grandmother and a stage work told
from the perspective of three generations of women.
Wen Hui's preoccupation with women's fates deepened
further in 2015 in the performance Red. This year marked
the 50th anniversary of the revolutionary model ballet The
Red Women's Battalion, one of eight model dramas created by Mao Zedong's wife Jiang Qing for state propaganda during the Cultural Revolution. Against this historical
background, however, the artist sought out the former
dancers from the ballet and conducted interviews with
contemporary witnesses. Finally, together with three other performers, she deconstructed the hierarchical stage
performances, the melodramatic dance movements, the
coded costumes and props in this model ballet. In the new
production, she made visible the sacrificial role of women
and the lie in the present.
I am 60
2020. Wen Hui turned 60 years old. She took the date
as an opportunity to look back and reflect on her life
thus far. This is how her most recent solo performance,
also her very first, I am 60, was created and premiered in

Weimar at the 2021 Arts Festival. For this performance,
she was inspired by silent films of the time that focused on
the unjust fate of women and their will to free themselves
from it, which celebrated their golden age in Shanghai in
the 1930s. Accompanied by the inner conversation with
Third Grandmother, the artist reflects on her childhood
and her mother, whose view of life strongly influenced her,
and also on her life crisis as a woman and artist. Parallel
to the autobiographical and making contact with the performer's body, we see historical photos and current statistics about the (precarious) condition of Chinese women
in a male-dominated system. The issue of women's social
status in Chinese society is currently gaining a particularly sad current status, after the outrageous photos and
video sequences of a chained woman living in a village in
Jiangsu Province and giving birth to eight children, which
circulated on the Chinese internet in early February 2022.
This woman had been kidnapped, raped and brutalized as
a birthing machine. This event exposed one of the darkest
sides of society.
In I am 60 Wen Hui makes impressive use of the performance method »linked drama«, which originated in
Shanghai's silent film era and which she had already used
in other stage works. Cinematic images function as a

panorama and interact with the live performance. The
projection serves as a threshold from the fictional to the
real world, from the past to the present and vice versa.
The interplay of live performance, video and audio creates
an interrelated complete artwork. It is Wen Hui's most
personal performance to date, simultaneously moving
through the eras of Chinese (women's) history. A wonderful gift for herself on her birthday and for us viewers.
In the film Dance with Third Grandmother, there is a
poignant dialogue between Wen Hui and Third Grandmother as they dance:
W: Nainai, do you see me?
T: I see you.
W: I see you too. Nainai, where are you?
T: I am here. Wen Hu, do you see me?
W: My heart sees you.
T: I see you too.
Third Grandmother is omnipresent as a glowing lamp in
this solo performance. Wen Hui passes the light on to us.
She believes every life finds a time to fully unfold. I believe
Wen Hui's life blossoms again at the age of 60.
Translated from German by Rose-Anne Clermont

CAO KEFEI , born in 1964 in Shanghai, lives in Beijing and Berlin, where she
works as a theater director, writer and translator. She has long focused
on the artistic work of Wen Hui. Together with Sabine Heymann and
Christoph Lepschy, she edited the volume Contemporary Theater in China (Alexander Verlag, Berlin 2017).
Photo: Richy Wong (Wen Hui)
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PROMISE ME
A CONVERSATION WITH THE CHOREOGRAPHERS
OF KABINET K, JOKE LAUREYNS AND
KWINT MANSHOVEN, CHAIRED BY KABINET K'S
DRAMATURG MIEKE VERSYP

PROMISE ME
kabinet k & hetpaleis
Dance
from 9 September 2022
See p. 60 _______________ www.ruhr3.com/promise
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Kwint: Promise me came about as an idea during the
workshops we organised in the summer of 2020. In
Still playing but different we wanted to bring the children of our previous creation as long as we are playing
together again after a long period of enforced inactivity. Two weeks of improvisations with a team we knew
very well. Without working towards a performance,
without a concrete goal.

OUR WORK IS ALWAYS
ABOUT WHAT IT MEANS
TO BE HUMAN, IN ALL
ITS LAYERS. WITHEACH
CREATION, WE HIGHLIGHT
A DIFFERENT FACET.
Joke: What struck us during these workshops was the
great intimacy and physical surrender. A desire to push
boundaries. The wild enthusiasm with which the children threw themselves into the »arena«, the tension
in their bodies: this we found beautiful and inspiring.
Kwint: But the themes of promise me slumbered in our
minds for some time. We thought of the words »tilting«, »swinging«, »twisting«. Perhaps an expression of
our eagerness to start anew, the urge to give our all.
That was the spirit in still playing.
Joke: This eagerness and urge is actually always present in our work. Just like mutual trust and freedom.
Our work is always about what it means to be human,
in all its layers. With each creation, we highlight a different facet. For promise me, we finally had the time
to delve into a specific aspect: an awakened, alert
curiosity, openness, total surrender to »us, here and
now«.
Kwint: It is a response to the sign of the times. These
times are permeated by fear, caution, a desire for
security. This asks for another attitude. A desire to
offer a »sanctuary« in which you stand up against
these tendencies. The stage is a perfect biotope
where you can claim and show this freedom.

Is promise me a new step in your oeuvre?
Joke: I see an evolution in the way and the context in
which this performance has been created. The fact
that we worked with three children from the cast of
as long as we are playing, plus Kwint as a dancer and
again with Thomas Devos as a musician, means that
there are five people on stage who are familiar with our
language. We knew Zélie from les ateliers C de la B (a
series of workshops organised by the dance company
les Ballets C de la B, in which kabinet k took part); her
sister Téa and dancer Ido Batash are new. This familiarity of a large part of the cast with our work meant
that during improvisations we came more quickly than
usual to the core of what we wanted to convey with
promise me. The bodies of all performers easily found
the dance language we had in mind. The children were
really co-authors in this process, and that is unique. I
see it as a deepening of our trajectory. I don’t know on
what level this will be visible in the performance, but
the dance material fell into place in a very organic way.
In all your performances, you create a utopia as a reaction
to the real world. You often call it a »sanctuary«. A place
of trust.

THESE TIMES ARE
PERMEATED BY FEAR,
CAUTION, A DESIRE FOR
SECURITY.
Joke: Yes. We aim to create utopian and idealistic, but
also dissident work. We certainly choose the ideal, the
most beautiful performance possible. We seek a radical honesty when it comes to human existence. Not
that we want to make things rosier. On the contrary.
Harmony is not the issue in this performance.
Kwint: promise me is often rough and raw. It is of a
brutal intimacy. Less tender and more layered than our
performance horses. Because we highlight another,
more dangerous aspect of human relationships.
Joke: The first word we used for this performance was
»recklessness«. But that doesn’t quite cover what
we wanted to tell. That is why I was so happy when
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we came across the text Ode to my Scars by the
Flemish author David Van Reybrouck. He writes: »No,
that’s the wrong word, recklessness. What it is then?
Drive, glow. Yes, you need to use your body sparingly, but
do you also need to use life sparingly? That’s it for me.«
»Seven dancers make a pact«, says a line on the flyer.
What kind of pact is that?

WE SEEK A RADICAL
HONESTY WHEN IT
COMES TO HUMAN
EXISTENCE. NOT THAT
WE WANT TO MAKE
THINGS ROSIER. ON THE
CONTRARY. HARMONY IS
NOT THE ISSUE IN THIS
PERFORMANCE.
Joke: The relationship between all the dancers evolves,
in the course of a creative process, into a relationship
of complete trust. You give trust and you receive it. This
means that everyone knows each other so well that all
boundaries and reserve disappear. As choreographers,
we always want to install such a pact. This pact of trust
is like a keynote. For example, the children say about
Kwint: »we know your hands«. That is the physical
translation of this trust. It is the basis from which you
can observe everyone’s ability for surrender, care, intimacy and strength. When you watch a duet between
Kwint and Ilena, or Lili and Zélie, or Juliette and Ido, you
can see the specific dynamics between two dancers
and the individuality of each dancer. You can see what
they awaken in each other and read their characters
through the way they interact. This constant synergy
generates beautiful images. It is rich. And ambiguous.
Kwint: In this mutual trust between these seven people
on stage, a duality slumbers. A layered quality. Dance
is the perfect medium to show this ambiguity.
The term »duality« often crops up when talking about
your work. Can you explain this concept?
Joke: Everything has a flip side. In addition to »the urge
to live«, a concept that popped up during rehearsals,
there was also the concept of »death defy«. Sticking
your tongue out at death. Behind this childlike gesture
lies a deep truth. Everyone recognises the finiteness,
the heaviness, the blackness, the B-side of life. But you
can relate to it in different ways. This fact can give you
strength and make you vulnerable at the same time. It
is not either/or. Not black and white. Very often people
are looking for ready-made answers. People demand
clarity. And then the camps arise, the polemics, the
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slogans, the polarisation, the identity disputes. While
there are only nuances. In reality and also in a body.
Kwint: There are the big, trained bodies of the adult
dancers and the smaller, untrained bodies of the
children. This in itself is already a dual phenomenon.
Adults and children can do the same movement with
the same intention, and yet it is different. And it feels
different for the dancers as well.
Joke: »Tilting« is an essential word in the vocabulary
of promise me, a word that has strongly influenced the
movements. Not that the dancers are tilting the whole
time. It rather indicates an intention. In the sense of
daring to stand in the middle of things. Not giving way,
not fleeing, but walking the middle line. Staggering, tilting, at the risk of losing your balance. Recognising the
nuances. It is a force to be on that middle line, in that
ever tilting intermediate zone. promise me is about
taking risks and letting go of certainties, that’s how we
put it. On paper, that sounds hollow; in reality, these
phrases refer to an attitude, a way approaching life
that requires you to be strong. Our motto for this performance is: risk rather than stability. Curiosity above
fear. Togetherness above self-preservation.
Kwint: We improvised around the slogan »I have never done it before but I think I can do it«. This introduced a mentality within the group that was decisive
in the creation process. It is a practical sentence that
helped the children to find the right intention. Which
inspired them to create images and movements. We
always stay far away from philosophic discourse during
rehearsals. We hardly talk to the children about the
themes, but we translate them in a purely physical way.
Gradually, they start feeling the themes in their bodies,
simply by dancing them.
We strive to situate our work in this intermediate, dual
zone. Is this for a young audience? Is it dance or theatre? Is it beautiful or is it gruesome? Is a ten-yearold body dancing authentically or manipulated? To us,
these are not pertinent questions.
promise me: I hear a demand in that.
Joke: It is an appeal. A cry, an urge for… For what exactly, I cannot put into words. I love the image of a
hand grasping someone’s chin, to literally determine
the direction of the gaze, to ask for attention. In that
gesture, there is not only a demand; it is also a gesture
of trust, because you don’t just touch someone’s face.
It is again a dual demand. »Give me so much trust and
security that I can feel completely free«. I think the
world really needs this, people who can and may stand
in their own strength. And not derive their strength
from an assumed identity, from the group to which you
belong, from a dynamic of us/them. When you quit
thinking like this, you may find a vitality that, I hope,
is contagious.
For a year and a half, we have also been preparing a
future project with Palestinian dancers and children.
Residents of the West Bank and Gaza. This project
also influenced our rehearsals. promise me has an undertone of resilience and resistance. »Don’t abide by
what is presented to you, and take responsibility for
what you do«.

Your work is always inspired by the visual arts. Are there
any works by artists that have inspired you for promise
me?
Kwint: Michaël Borremans’ series Fire from the Sun.
Young children smearing each other with blood. On
the floor you see human parts. What struck us is not
the horror of these scenes, but the curiosity of the
children about their own and each other’s bodies. Very
animalistic. Then there are the paintings by Caravaggio, which combine horror and beauty.
There is the film Buddha Collapsed Out of Shame by
Iranian filmmaker Hana Makhmalbaf, filmed in the Afghan village where the historic Buddha statues, carved
into the rocks, were blown up by the Taliban. The film
shows the willpower of a girl learning to read. The way
the filmmaker portrays this willpower inspired us. How
this girl deals with war traumas. Her will to live and
her contempt for death. The film ends with children
playing, supposedly holding each other at gunpoint.
»Die, and you will be free«, a boy shouts. A sentence
with which he confirms a rule: if you fall down, you can

continue playing. It is a game, nothing more, but these
paradoxical words can also be translated as: if you are
afraid, you won’t get anywhere.
Joke: There is again the Ode to my Scars, in which the
author quotes the poet Kahlil Gibran: Your children are
not your children. They are the sons and daughters of
life’s yearning for itself. That too is a duality that all
parents and by extension the whole of society must
deal with.
And finally there is a quote from the Scottish poet
John Glenday in a book about the work of the American photographer Sally Mann: »You see it’s neither
pride nor gravity, but love that pulls us back down to
the world.« Gravity is very decisive in a dance performance, and when you are lifted up you can move »like
an astronaut in a space capsule« – that is how Zélie
puts it. It was she too who said that promise me is all
about love…
Translated from Dutch by Mieke Versyp

Choreographer JOKE LAUREYNS has studied philosophy. Dancer and choreographer
KWINT MANSHOVEN studied design. Together they founded the group kabinet k in Gent (Belgium),
with which they have been creating dance theater pieces for over 20 years that put
professional dancers and children together on stage.
Photo: Kurt van der Elst (Joke Laureys and Kwinst Manshoven)
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JOY AS A
KIND OF
RESISTANCE
MATS STAUB IN CONVERSATION WITH
METTE INGVARTSEN

TO COME (EXTENDED)
Mette Ingvartsen
Dance
from 10 September 2022
See p. 64 _______________ www.ruhr3.com/come
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Mats Staub: There are very few works where I can still feel
years later the emotional states they put me in – I saw to
come (extended) on 31 March 2018 in Berlin and I remember well how I was in a state of wonder afterwards, yes, I
was simply full of joy. You dealt with sexuality in several
projects between 2014 and 2017: was the joyful aspect an
intention for to come (extended)?
Mette Ingvartsen: At the time I was actually thinking
about this feeling of joy as something we need deeply. The #MeToo movement was not really there when
I decided to make the piece, but it had started as I
was working on it. The topic of how sexuality is also
connected to political issues in our society, to power
structures or to abuses of power, became very clear
in that period. I was making two pieces at that time. 21
pornographies, which was looking at these questions
of power and abuse and the issue of how pre-existing structures dominate our notions of intimacy and
sexuality. At the same time I was also making to come
(extended), which indeed focuses on a more joyful and
also an inventive space where you can invent a sexuality that maybe doesn’t actually exist in the real world.
The last section of the piece is linked to the social
dance of Lindy Hop, which was developed in the black
communities in the United States in the 1930s and
later travelled through many different bodies across
different continents – it is a dance that has a lot of
energy in it and a lot of jumps, so when you do it, it produces a joyful state in your body. I see joy as a kind of
resistance to the oppression of bodies in general and
to the oppression of pleasure and desire. And I see
it as a kind of feminist strategy for how to avoid putting yourself in a victimising position, to actually think
about how it’s possible to invent – that it’s possible to
do things differently or possible, at least momentarily,
to escape certain oppressive structures in society.
MS: Sexuality is surrounded by so many problems that it’s
not at all easy to focus on joy and empowerment. I think
it needs an openness that’s only possible when you feel
protected. In to come (extended), the 15 performers in the
first section wear blue full-body suits and this reminds
me that the honest conversations I was able to have for
Intimate Revolution were only possible because all interlocutors could be sure that their narratives would remain
completely anonymous.
MI: When you deal with sexual material with a big
group of people, you need to be very open and availa-

ble to each other, and at the same time have very clear
frames for how to do this. We did speak a lot about
how to create a safe working environment. Of course,
dealing with intimacy and sexuality brings people very
close. So even though we are wearing blue bodysuits
and our bodies are completely covered in fabric, we
still do very intimate things that everyone needs to feel
comfortable with. But we were really trying to take an
inventive approach, where anybody would be able to
take any position, so that you would also be free of
your gender. When you put on this blue full-body suit,
you indeed become somewhat anonymous, which is
actually quite liberating: to not have to deal with knowing who you are touching or who is touching you. It
also creates a capacity to be close in ways that you
would perhaps not feel comfortable with if you would
be naked. These blue bodysuits were also used as a
way to enable a sculptural expression to be composed
of physical connections that usually would not be so
easy do in public. I think our work on joy really came
from the sexual materials and from treating them with
a lot of playfulness, with the possibility of each body
to take up the positions they wanted, without having
to be defined by whether you’re a man or woman, or
whether you identify as male, female, non-binary or
any other definition you might aspire to in your real
life. Inside this piece, you can play with it and you can
make yourself whatever you like. And I think that was
quite fun for everyone in the group.

I SEE JOY AS A KIND OF
RESISTANCE TO THE
OPPRESSION OF BODIES
IN GENERAL AND TO
THE OPPRESSION OF
PLEASURE AND DESIRE.
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MS: The middle section is quite fun too, where the performers stand together naked and moan together – it’s not an
individual moaning, as everyone listens through headphones
to the sounds of an approaching orgasm and imitates them.
MI: Yes, we call this »the orgasm choir« and it’s a kind
of multiple orgasm that goes on for four to five minutes. We found out when we did this that in different
countries orgasms actually sound different. In the
West they have a tendency to sound a specific way,
but there seems to be a difference in how different
cultures express sexual pleasure. That really connects
to the question of how much our sexual expression
is actually something we have culturally learned. And
how much they are influenced by all the films or the
pornographic materials that are now easily available.
MS: Yes they are everywhere, but re-encountering to
come (extended) made me realize also that there is a glaring lack of diversity in visual expressions for sexual acts.
MI: Yeah, we're very used to looking at a Hollywood
sex scene, and we’ve all seen it – in almost every film
there’s one scene where you say, »Okay, that’s a representation of that«, but it always looks the same. I
remember in the very beginning, I was busy with how
sexual images are used within capitalism and within
commercial economies, how sexual images are actually overflowing our visual culture and what that then
does to the way we actually have sex in real life, because there is definitely a relation between the images of sex that we have available and what we actually
do in our bedrooms. So for me, to come (extended)
was also a piece about being aware of the impact that
these desiring and affective mechanisms are having on
us. How much of what I do during sexual activities is
actually my own? How much is learned and how much
is influenced by the images that circulate that everyone has access to? The piece is also about how to
work with these collective images, to manouvre them
and to create other images or other ideas about how it
could be done or how it could look.
MS: There really are a lot of correspondences and I am
very happy that the Ruhrtriennale audience has the
chance to see both of our works – although Intimate Revolution is precisely not about the visual, but about words,
about the lack of language for sexuality and the attempt
to overcome this with personal stories.
MI: I think when you listen to these stories, which
are not so easily accessible in general, this also gives
words. Because sexuality is still something that is
rather difficult to talk about. Even in couples where
everything is open and fine. And it is interesting how
words give words, you know, how the fact of listening
to words also then gives you words. I experienced it a
bit with two of my other shows where I'm also speaking about sexuality, and quite often people would talk
to me afterwards and tell me super-intimate things,
so I’ve heard quite some stories. What I was telling
on stage, all kinds of things about sexuality, were not
necessarily personal stories, more historical ones. But
the fact of actually creating a space to speak about
it, and to give words to it, was actually producing this
space.
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MS: By creating a public space, you also insist on the fact
that sexual practice is not only intimate and private.
MI: Usually we think of sexuality as belonging to the
private sphere, but what we’ve learned post #MeToo
is that sexuality also has a huge impact on the public sphere and on how the public sphere is organised.
Power structures happen on all levels of politics. They
happen on the level of war, but they also happen on
the level of who gets to direct the country and how
many women you have in the parliament. If you look
at the equal pay for equal work, if you look at how
many women are CEOs in companies, then it's still
very much men who direct the most powerful companies and institutions. And this inequality is, of course,
problematic. I have a kind of a theory that the way we
practice power within the intimate sphere in relation to
sexuality is something that really influences how power
exists in the public sphere. The microstructures and
the macrostructures for me are super-connected. And
by looking at these most intimate structures around
sexuality and sensuality, I think there’s really something to learn. In to come (extended), we take activities
that are usually happening in couple structures and try
to put them onto a big group structure. So the sexual act which usually takes place between two people,
when it gets blown up to a group, it becomes an orgy.
And what does that actually mean? And inside of that,
there is, for me, also a critique of the kind of structures
that dominate our society in relation to how we think
about pleasure, but also about family structures and
about how those structures can potentially be oppressive as well. If you create a different kind of equality, or
a different kind of flexibility in terms of how positions
of power can shift in the intimate sphere, then I believe
that this could actually potentially have an effect on
how macrostructures work or operate.

HOW MUCH OF WHAT I
DO DURING
SEXUAL ACTIVITIES IS
ACTUALLY MY OWN?
HOW MUCH IS LEARNED
AND HOW MUCH IS
INFLUENCED BY THE
IMAGES THAT
CIRCULATE
THAT EVERYONE HAS
ACCESS TO?

MS: I share those beliefs. One of our interlocutors said
»Maybe the tragedy of our society is that most people
don’t get the sex they wish for.« I think the world could
look very different if this changed.
MI: Yeah, it would.
MS: Five years ago, when you were working on to come
(extended), a pandemic was just a fictional horror scenario and now, as we speak, on 7 March 2022, it seems to
finally be coming to an end, but the world looks very bleak
in Europe right now.
MI: Yes, Covid-19 all of a sudden becomes a side topic,
which is normal because of what is happening, and
there is little space to be happy about the fact that we
are out of something we’ve been in for a long time, because one crisis is replacing another. Indeed it’s quite
complex these days to feel that joy we have been talking about, but when deciding which of the older group
pieces I wanted to revisit, to come (extended) was the
one where I felt it makes the most sense. It’s really
connected to the situation we’ve been in for the past

two years, of not having been in collective or physical
contact, and where touching each other, or even being
in proximity, has become a danger. I have a feeling that
finding joy or finding the pleasure of being together, of
refinding that, is quite crucial. And to come (extended) is really a piece that seeks to do that, you know,
because the whole piece is about group choreographies, group dynamics, about what you can achieve
together that you can’t achieve alone. There’s not one
single solo in the whole piece. It’s really only collective movements in group constellations. In a way that’s
a statement in relation to where we are right now, to
somehow consider how we pulse energy into the social, because it’s what we all, well, at least what I want,
and I think there’s a lot of people who really are looking
for a joyful social context to come together in, because
it’s what we’ve been deprived of for so long. And it’s
only now that it’s opening back up, and I think it’s quite
a crucial moment, to work on how to be together.

In to come (extended) METTE INGVARTSEN has studied the social and poilitical spheres of
sexuality choreographically. MATS STAUB deals with the linguistic aspect and vocabulary
around sexuality in his new work Intime Revolution (Intimate Revolution). Together they
talk about pleasure, power structures and the cultural influence on orgasms.

Photo: Bea Borgers (Mette Ingvatsen)
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TALKING TO
PIONEERS
BY ANNA PAPST

INTIME REVOLUTION — AN AUDIO WINE BAR
Anna Papst & Mats Staub
Audio-Vinotheque / World Premiere
from 12 September 2022
See p. 16 _______________ www.ruhr3.com/staub
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»What are you no longer ashamed of now?«
»Myself.«
This answer, at the end of a long conversation about sex,
immediately explained a lot to me, and yet it surprised me.
In the previous hour, Marco* had told me his story – one
of harassment, loneliness and rough sex. We had talked
about why he had rarely, almost never had sex in a relationship and had a great deal of sex with strangers. And
about him realising at the cinema that he was gay, and
how he panicked, fearing that he would lose his heterosexual male friends.

WHEN YOU CONSIDER
THAT MOST PEOPLE
HAVE SEX ON A
REGULAR BASIS, THE
FACT THAT TALKING
ABOUT IT HAPPENS
SO RARELY IS
INCOMPREHENSIBLE
Marco responded to an open call that Mats Staub and I
made. For over a year now we have been meeting people to talk to them about sex, more precisely to talk to
them about when and how in the course of their lives they
learned to have sex all over again, differently, or unlearned
previous sexual behaviour. When we began, we had little more to work with than the observation that while sex
might be omnipresent in the media, honest conversations
about what sex gives us and what we expect of sex are
rare. Even the people who did approach us, who were prepared to talk about sex, would often find once the conversation got going that they lacked the words to describe
what happens to them when they have sex. It became
clearer with every conversation we had that we are never
»only« talking about sex when we talk about sex.

We are talking about fear when we talk about sex.
We are talking about freedom when we talk about sex.
We are talking about trust when we talk about sex.
We are talking about thrills when we have sex.
We are talking about identity when we talk about sex.
We are talking about pain when we talk about sex.
We are talking about belonging when we talk about sex.

The people who are talking to us cannot be placed in any
single category. They are aged between twenty and seventy; they have a disability or have no disabilities; they are
queer, heterosexual, bisexual, lesbian, gay or trans; and
they feel they belong to various different genders or none.
They live in both rural and urban areas; they are academics, live on benefits or are in paid employment. But what
they all have in common is that they have experienced
their own intimate revolution and that they were willing to
share their story with us.
Marco: »I’ve had a lot of sex. But I still don’t know what
actually turns me on. I’ve always done what the other
man wanted, because I wanted to be of interest to him. I
want to learn what pleases me. And to stand up for that.«
With our long-term project »INTIMATE REVOLUTION«, we
create a protected space, where the people we are talking to can look for and experiment with a language that
they can use to describe the inspiring and painful events
of their sexual biography. They can test whether words
are suitable, hesitate, start again and keep on looking. In
doing so, they are carrying out pioneering work for everyone who will listen to their story: they are expanding the
extremely paltry language that is currently available to
describe sex with their own expressions and metaphors.
When you consider that most people have sex on a regular basis, the fact that talking about it happens so rarely is
incomprehensible. One woman we talked to compared it
to drinking good wine. There are at least 3,000 adjectives
and images to describe what wine tastes like, but when
people are asked what sex feels like, often the only words
they can think of are »good« and »hot«. This linguistic
poverty and lack of communication are also obstacles to
achieving sexual fulfilment. Just imagine spending a whole
lifetime never being asked whether you like the food that
is put in front of you. There would just be unspoken acceptance – either that it was good, or that if you didn’t like
it, you would somehow manage to swallow it and get on
with other things in your life. And if the day finally came
when someone asked you whether you liked your food,
you might be able to answer »no«, but you would not be
able to go on and describe what you would like. It is evident from the language we use about wine, that this is
something we value and wish to discuss precisely, whereas, in linguistic terms, sex is left to vulgar or medicinal
language. And who among us was able to experience a
shame-free, empowering upbringing? While families traditionally pass on recipes for Christmas biscuits, recipes for
enjoying sex are not handed down. Our relationship to sex
has a lot to do with social conditioning. A person’s sexuality makes it clearly visible what their personal needs are
and how they deal with them. But conversations about
sex often go beyond individual needs. They are always
also about the structural conditions in which a person is
living: Why did I believe that sex was one of my marital
duties? Why do I think I’m not a »real« man any more if I
can’t get an erection? Why can’t the three of us be registered as life partners?
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We are talking about politics when we talk about sex.
We are talking about power when we talk about sex.
We are talking about doctrine when we talk about sex.
We are talking about media representations when we talk about sex.
We are talking about religion when we talk about sex.
We are talking about the need for a revolution when we talk about sex.

With Intime Revolution Mats Staub and I want to facilitate
a collective experience while also providing a framework
that allows visitors sufficient privacy. We will not use any
images. Instead, we will concentrate entirely on listening
– all the stories can be heard on headphones, but no one
will listen to them alone. Inspired by the comparison between wine and sex, we have chosen a wine bar as the
venue to present the project: the seating arrangement
at tables where the listeners are either alone or with a
companion creates a private situation within a room full
of strangers. We like the feeling associated with visiting
a wine bar: going somewhere to enjoy a glass of wine is
not a luxurious activity, but it is something special you
treat yourself to. We hope that this sense of anticipation
and doing something you enjoy will also be felt by people
attending our audio wine bar. And that listening to these
stories of people’s lives will inspire them to have their own
intimate revolution. Marco, for example:
»For the first time in ages I’ve just met someone I like. I
met him because we were both active in the ›Marriage For
All‹ campaign. This is very new: we’ve been together for
three weeks. So far, we haven’t had sex yet.«
*This name has been changed.
Translated from German by David Tushingham

ANNA PAPST, grew up in the Zurich Oberland and works as a director, author
and dramaturg. Since having completed her studies in directing at ZhdK,
she has been working at various theaters of the independent scene and
municipal theaters. In addition to plays for adults she regularly directs for
young audiences and works collaboratively with artists of all disciplines.
Intime Revolution (Intimate Revolution) is her first collective longterm project with Mats Staub.
Photo: Sabrina Weniger (Anna Papst)
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»ISN’T IT A BIT FUCKED UP TO
BECOME A MAN NOW?«
—
»ISN’T IT REVOLUTIONARY?«

COCK COCK ... WHO’S THERE?
Samira Elagoz
Performance / Film
at 26 August 2022
See p. 42 _______________ www.ruhr3.com/elagoz1

SEEK BROMANCE
Samira Elagoz
Performance / Film / German Premiere
from 27 August 2022
See p. 44 _______________ www.ruhr3.com/elagoz2
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On the occasion of the German premiere of Seek Bromance, dramaturg Sara Abbasi talks with film and performance artist Samira Elagoz about sexual identity, images
of masculinity, and about the question what it feels like to
look back on one's own femme past as a transmasculine
artist and to reencounter it on stage.
Sara Abbasi: In September you will perform Cock, Cock...
Who’s There? (CCWT) again after a break of more than
one and a half years. Back in 2016, you identified as a
femme, as of now you identify as transmasculine which is
the subject of your new work Seek Bromance. You will be
performing both works on two following nights. How does
it feel about meeting your past self?
Samira Elagoz: Cock, Cock… Who’s There? functions
very much like an ode to being a woman, or a celebration
of being one. That show represents the fact I would not
have changed anything about my time being a woman.
A lot of people think I transitioned because I was not
happy as one, but that’s not true. I had a long and complex, dedicated relationship with womanhood, I explored
it fully, but it’s just not something I am any more. And in
that sense Cock, Cock… Who’s There? is a swan song to
being a woman, and I cherish it a lot.
There is a growing logic in me, though, that doesn’t know
if I ever was, that recognises I was just occupied with
performing the role well, wanting to master it. A logic that
distinguishes womanhood as an experience but not as
an identity. And when I strip away the artifice, it feels
almost like a system programmed to perform femininity, operating within the parameters, the boundaries, the
requisites, where my actions turn out to be reactionary,
or even lifeless. A role not so much adopted, as simply
glued on. But the fact remains that my womanhood
shaped who I am today, so while it is not something I
want to be anymore, it remains a part of my CV.
I performed Cock, Cock… Who’s There? only once after
I started transitioning, and I had a strong feeling there
were two of us on stage. And for the first time in four
years of touring, I cried after the show. Not out of sadness, but in admiration of what I had done, who I had
been. I still find Cock, Cock… Who’s There? pretty epic,
historical really. And it shows a kind of fierceness that no
male entity can ever have, it’s something only a femme
would be able to do. And the optimism I saw in Cock,
Cock… Who’s There?, that will to still try, the refusal of
defeat, was a sign of hope. It made me feel quite proud
of the femme image I created.
SA: In Seek Bromance, we see the moment of your first
testosterone injection and get the impression of joining the
start of a very biographical story, but of course this scene
was not the beginning of your transition process. Would
you say this process started already when you worked on
CCWT? From today's perspective, where do you see the
connecting lines between CCWT and Seek Bromance?
SE: Transitioning is like editing: you don’t immediately know what you are building. It’s not until you look
back with a gained perspective that the pattern of
taste appears, that you can see how the steps were
made. The »why« of it is a luxury of hindsight and not a
prerequisite for the decision.
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People are very story-based beings. The narrative of
any trial or tribulation is: »It made me who I am today«.
But a lot of our intentions might be undetectable outside of our little covens of care. We make up stories
or images or gestures that elude the limits of what we
were handed. Making it up as we go, becoming an artist of life itself.

TRANSITIONING IS
LIKE EDITING: YOU
DON’T IMMEDIATELY
KNOW WHAT YOU ARE
BUILDING.
»One is not born, but rather becomes a woman«, wrote
Simone de Beauvoir. »It is civilisation as a whole that
produces such a creature«. I conclude that men are
as much imprisoned by gender norms, and are themselves victims of the doomed quest for mythical masculine certainties.
Lately, I’ve been considering if I’d ever make an ode
to masculinity. But where Cock, Cock… Who’s There?
celebrated womanhood and insisted on making no
excuses for it, such an approach is unconscionable
with masculinity, as it is rife with toxic traps. No matter
how hopeful you are about being a better man, you are
bound to fall into some. And while Seek Bromance is
in part an exploration of the kind of man each of us
wanted to be, in the end, we realise the inherent failure
in the pursuit of manliness.
Not only because »traditional« masculine traits are
linked to aggression, misogyny, etc. or because masculinity is missing a good role model. But because society
shows me that masculinity is an unfulfillable ideal, a
hallucination of command and control, and an illusion
of mastery. I realised this experience, the absurd but
crippling fear that one has not been man enough, or
femme enough, or queer enough, that uncertain vulnerability, is something all people share. And the idea
of masculine power will remain elusive for all men,
whether you were assigned at birth or not.
SA: In Seek Bromance, we follow the story about a relationship between you and your filmpartner and collaborator Cade Moga. They are a brasilian artist who have been
identifying as transmasculine at the beginning of the
shooting and now identify as nonbinary, using they/them
pronouns. »How do you experience men?«, is a question
you’re asking Cade at one point. How would you answer
this question?
SE: I’m sceptical of the idea of character types. But
there is definitely a self-defeating model for being a
man, a seemingly unresolvable crisis of masculinity. I
did spend 10 years of my life filming men, on and off.
And there is a soft place in my heart for them, hopeful
and amused. I have often felt like a confidant to men.

Cause when a woman shares something very personal,
you know she has probably shared it with other friends
too, but when a man confides in you he is often hearing him self saying these things for the first time. That
was always something very precious to me, to be that
witness to things that come to the world for the first
time. It made me see men have neither the space nor
the language for these things.
When I first spoke with my friend about my transition,
she said, »Isn’t it a bit fucked up to become a man
now? Isn’t it revolutionary?« I replied, »Because you
can become the man you wish existed.« To which she
said, »Yeah, but you don’t want to live your life as an
example. Don’t dedicate your existence to being a role
model.«
I see myself more as a transmasculine entity than as
a man, though. And even stepping into that form of
masculinity carries a lot of responsibility. Cis men are
usually bad examples of masculinity, they’ll appear a
bit hopeless or ridiculous and unwilling to progress, so
as a transmasculine I feel the burden is on me to be
better while their crisis awaits its revolution.
Like, what even is credible masculinity in 2022? I do
think of men as being at a crossroads, there is certainly no good role model of masculinity. Still, everything I
kind of believed about men I don’t believe any more. I
definitely started understanding them more while doing testosterone.
As I’ve found transmasculines are not immune to toxic
masculinity, it’s actually easy, dare I say tempting, to
adopt that role, which can feel almost like a caricature when you do. I should clarify testosterone does
not make one toxic, but the pressure to perform stereotypical masculinity might. When they are expected
to »pass«, the most direct route is to perform cliched
tropes, which are mostly pathetic and embarrassing
displays of faux dominance.
At its best, trans masculinity can envision the future
of masculinity. And at its worst, it mimics the failings
of it, repeating harmful patterns, in a misguided need
for legitimacy.
SA: One thing we did not speak about yet and which interests me very much is the aspect of self-inventing, body
modification through technological progress, bioengineering. Cade calls it at one point a game of becoming
one's own avatar. Can you say more about this?
SE: I like to approach this notion of self-design like
scriptwriting, cause you are in control of what you
want your »authentic« self to be. But while I very much
believe biology is not destiny, we can’t escape the fact
we are essentially a chemical concoction. Our bodies,
thoughts and selves are almost entirely slave to the
balance we strike. And if you change the chemistry,
you change the person. Society created the idea of
a non-intoxicated body, but that is fiction, it is always
imbalanced, we are never neutral.
That’s why I started lowering my dose after the first
year, to know how much of this change in mind and
character is due to the substance, and how much of
it is my environment and my new place in it. Because
a big part of transitioning is social transitioning. And

if you are alone in lockdown, taking hormones in your
sweatpants, how much can actually change? The
reflection of ourselves we see in others informs our
sense of self to a much higher degree than people realise.
A term I’ve been drawn to is psychologically androgynous – I like it much. It pulls the notion out of the physical world of »presenting«, and into the meta world of
»being«. I believe that term is the most accurate way
to view myself. Or »custom gender«, which I find much
more appropriate than non-binary. It gives creative
power to the person: instead of saying »this is just who
I am«. you’re saying »this is who I’m designing myself
to be«. I often wonder if the term non-binary will seem
archaic at some point. Like, as soon as we recognised
there are more than just the two, it meant nobody is
binary, but just one of the many options available. And
it’s completely appropriate you would assign your own
labels. The experiences couldn’t be more subjective.
Seeing representational systems collapse is very satisfying, as if, on a grander scale, these are growing pains
of societal dissonance. Individuals wake to the notion
that we can be more than the system has allowed, that
our consciousness allows for evolutions far beyond
what we are born into. The act of self-destruction is inexorably tied to the idea of becoming something new.
It is a very universal metaphor, the idea that human
beings are engaged in a constant process of destroying their old selves and creating new iterations and
possibilities.

PERFORMING YOURSELF
IS EASIER THAN BEING
YOURSELF
Personally, I don’t think anyone needs hormones to be
trans, but one of the most interesting things about taking testosterone for a transmasculine is that we have
another experience to compare it to. In my utopia, I
think it would be very enlightening and do so much
good if everyone tried out the non-dominant hormone
in their body.
SA: As personal, intimate, tender and unscripted Seek
Bromance seems, of course it is a piece of art, a work
made by an artist. So there is also a brutal, well calculated, staged and public aspect, represented in form of
the third protagonist: the camera. Is this also a dystopian
layer – the entanglement of private and public or the Instagram influence on the way we experience intimacy?
SE: Performing yourself is easier than being yourself.
And while this distinction is narrow, especially in this
age, it is still there. The camera allows us to be less
than the sum of our parts: we can focus on an angle, edit out the superfluous, create a moment that
is separate from, and not tainted by, the whole. Seek
Bromance is a perfect example of this, despite the
frustrations and arguments, each scene we made
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provided a new moment to get something right. Like
I mentioned before, I think a huge part of how we see
ourselves is through the reflections we see in others,
and the camera represents the hypothetical other. It
sounds manipulative, but we get edited all the time.
»The activist edit«. »The sexy edit«. »The I’m happy
edit«. And while we do that to others automatically, it
is hard to be the editor of yourself.
Both Cade and I have filmed ourselves a lot, and to an
extent we live life as if it were a film. I tend to look at
us as our own case study. Kind of like a painting commenting on itself.
In regards to the time we spent together, I think to this
day neither of us is quite sure how much of our encounter was real and how much was performed. I think
we were constantly doubting each other, tempering
our emotions and expectations while simultaneously
aggrandising our actions to say »yes, and« to the improvisational quality that every moment had.
At times it felt like we were characters from different
movies. Each of us trying to pull the other into their
frame.
SA: Virus and infection are also two themes of Seek Bromance. Not only because you captured the last two human beings in a deserted, post apocalyptic world, but also
in the relationship between you and Cade, there is this
infectious love or this will to become the beloved – some
sort of love virus. Cade says at one point: “Most people
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want to fuck the thing they desire; I want to become the
thing I desire.” How strong is this form of transformation
to one another during Seek Bromance?
SE: It’s hard to say: I know there are things we each reluctantly adopted from the other, and things we wanted to aspire to but perhaps couldn’t pull off. But at the
end of it all, I think there are more things we clashed
over than things we could connect through. After I
came back I really had to make sense of who I was
without Cade’s presence. There was no going back to
being who I was before Covid. But it is hard to figure
out who you are in the isolation of a miserable lonely
quarantine.
A lot about the work is about isolation and loneliness,
and the loss of community, but there are many versions of me and Cade. There is a feeling that we were
near the end of the world. As if we were the only two
people on a planet, where everything else went extinct,
the population wiped out by some plague… In this
space we could not be infected by the world, only by
each other. The desert really is one of the main protagonists in the work. While I was editing, a friend told me:
it’s almost a trans allegory, desert being the beginning
of imagination.
Even though we were so close together, near 24/7, for
three months, only by being separate could we come
to understand each other.

MY DREAM HOUSE HAS
NO WALLS … BUT IT DOES
*
HAVE HEATING
SARAH NEMTSOV, HEINRICH HORWITZ
AND HENRIETTE GUNKEL
Composer Sarah Nemtsov and director Heinrich Horwitz discuss the music theatre project
HAUS with Henriette Gunkel, Professor of Transformations of Audiovisual Media
with special emphasis on gender and queer theory (Ruhr University Bochum).
The discussion is chaired by dramaturg Johanna Danhauser.

HAUS
Sarah Nemtsov / Heinrich Horwitz / Rosa Wernecke
Music Theatre / Scenic World Premiere
from 31 August 2022
See p. 48 _______________ www.ruhr3.com/haus
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Johanna Danhauser (JD): The HAUS cycle was not created in one go – it happened over several years.
Sarah Nemtsov (SN): HAUS has grown wildly. It started in 2013 with Zimmer I–III (Rooms I–III) for Ensemble
Adapter, and every time I’ve thought »now it’s finished«,
new twists and turns and additional levels come along.
The invitation to perform in the Turbinenhalle and Heinrich Horwitz’s production have also opened up new
spaces. I am currently composing the pieces Halle, Keller,
Flur and Luke (Hall, Cellar, Hallway and Niche) for this.
And the existing sections also take on new meanings,
even if the notes remain the same. The work transforms
because of the people with whom I have worked on it in
different phases and will probably acquire very different
resonances again because of the audience.
JD: It’s a contradiction to call a former industrial space
HAUS, because the place is anything but intimate, homely
or personal. In Sarah’s composition, the house remains an
abstract entity. How do you, Heinrich, include this metaphor in your directorial concept?
Heinrich Horwitz (HH): In my work, I look for a queerfeminist perspective. In bourgeois idea of the standard
family, the house is often ascribed to the idea of the nuclear family: with a kitchen, bathroom, bedroom, living
room and children’s room. We want to break that open.
There are other visions of homeliness from a queer context: places where people can meet, exchange views,
care for each other and where a feminist struggle can
take place. But these places have suffered a great deal
during the years of the pandemic.
History contains examples of abandoned locations that
were occupied and given new life by queer communities,
because of a lack of alternatives. I’m thinking of places
like the piers in New York, where the gay-PoC community
met to go cruising. The vacuum of a disused industrial
wasteland awakens a desire in me to create a meeting
place or a home for marginalised groups. Referring back
to Virginia Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own, we also want
to allude to the right that feminists have fought for, for
women to have their own place to work.
Because art and culture have moved into these former
production sites, processes of transformation are already
underway inside them. The space is continually mutating.
This is a dynamic that I want to drive forward in the production and apply to a queer idea of transformation and
cyberfeminism. We see the building as a body that we
are going to rip open, restructure and rebuild. In our concept, HAUS represents the trans body – we are tearing
it open, re-arranging it and joining unfamiliar elements
together. New spaces can be imagined in the holes, cuts
and voids, and room can be created for new bodies and
their worlds.
SN: In a way, the cycle is also a fluid body in musical
terms: it can appear in a variety of forms, present itself
and then be put back together again differently.
Henriette Gunkel (HG): The Turbinenhalle is located in a
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region that is undergoing structural change. Occupying
or repurposing former industrial buildings for the arts
makes it possible for spaces to be opened up, appropriated and overwritten. I find your idea interesting in the
context of the Ruhr region, because, because it’s not
simply putting a fresh coat of paint over things, making
small adjustments; it’s about fundamental processes of
transformation. The question of whether any kind of repair is actually possible after one has intervened forcefully and destructively in nature or in a culture is a complex one and is evident for the rewilding initiatives that
are happening here. It is also asked in Black Studies in
the context of slavery and post-colonialism.
In hindsight, the coal mines and the massive steel industry of the Ruhr region were a futurist industrial project that also includes a violent history. The Bochumer
Verein made a profit from forced labour and, on top of
this, there are migrant working experiences and industrial accidents. A significant number of workers with disabilities was employed in the Turbinenhalle, because it
contained machines that could also be operated by the
people with limited mobility.
For this reason, I can sense a tension between its
demolition and the new beginning this is planned to
create, and the question of how we deal with the experiences that are stored up in that space. How can we
appreciate those undead witnesses and take them with
us into the future?

IN HINDSIGHT, THE
COAL MINES AND
THE MASSIVE STEEL
INDUSTRY OF THE
RUHR REGION WERE A
FUTURIST INDUSTRIAL
PROJECT THAT ALSO
INCLUDES A
VIOLENT HISTORY
HH: I want to activate the audience’s senses. That’s why
the public will begin HAUS by being able to walk through
it, criss-cross it and discover it for themselves in an explorative section. I think it’s important that it becomes a
communal space, where it is natural for people to choose
their own lines of sight and movement.
HG: The idea of process seems to be a central one for
you, even if the music is not directly improvised.

HH: For me, there is improvisation in every form of artistic interpretation. What matters is not simply fulfilling
what is written down in the score but bringing something
to life. It’s a conversation or a sharing of knowledge, a
feminist gesture of togetherness.
SN: Even if I do prescribe a fixed notation, I’m interested
in the freedom of music-making itself: what’s created
through the interpretation of the individual. I find it an
enriching experience how differently soloists or ensembles can play my works – how different the energy of a
piece can be without it being right or wrong.
JD: In some works, you really provoke a shift – for example, the pieces Zimmer I and Zimmer II (Room I and Room
II) can either be played one after another or simultaneously, layered over each other. Also, in the installation section
at the beginning of the evening, chance correspondences
will occur between sound stations in the space.
SN: Layering interests me as a kind of musical metaphor
for our layered reality, the simultaneousness of different
worlds: virtual, real, internal, external, adjacent and also
urban ones. In composing terms, it creates a special kind
of counterpoint.
JD: In your scores, the pieces are often prefaced by written quotations: words that are not included in the composition itself. For example, before Tür (Door), the following
is written: »The longer one hesitates before a door, the
more of a stranger one becomes.« (Franz Kafka)
SN: Those texts stay with me with varying intensity during
the time I am composing. It should then – though not
always – be possible for the audience to reinterpret their
influence afterwards.
Particular literary figures, such as Virginia Woolf and
Sylvia Plath, have been important to me for a long time.
Their biographies as women artists also affect me deeply.
When I began the cycle ten years ago, I felt that relating
myself to them was also a feminist statement. Since then,
a lot has happened; I have learned a great deal and –
partly through meeting Heinrich – I’m much more aware
of queer perspectives.
HH: Whenever I develop a piece of choreography, I always
start with a text that inspires me or by referencing other
artists. Those starting points then combine in a direction
that leads to improvisation and encounters. And in your
work, too, I never feel the quoted texts are strict definitions or instructions. More the opposite: I get the feeling
you’re using them to open a lot of space for associations.
JD: This is a work of music theatre with no singers. In
HAUS, the theatrical performance concentrates on the
instrumentalists.
HH: In my directing work, I’m interested in »unprofessional«
bodies, because they speak for themselves, within their
own form. Bodies break through the axes of time and
space, and that gives them the potential to transform.

For me, this phenomenon has a lot to do with gender,
because I don’t look for ascriptions but for different expressive possibilities that enable the body to free itself
from a particular bearing.
In HAUS, I am going to work with a kind of glitch. I ask
myself where the friction is in all our bodies, the empty
space, and how this can be empowered to develop its
own language? I am also exploring this, in a way, with the
disabled people that Henriette mentioned who worked
on the turbines – people who maybe didn’t have a complete range of functions but who invented new movement structures. I want to reveal that strength.
On the other hand, I’m interested in the collective, the
ensemble, in becoming united. What do we share?
What is a community? What is commonality? How can
organisms unite – and how can they reproduce? In
the choreography, they will become protagonists of
the future.

I ASK MYSELF WHERE
THE FRICTION IS IN ALL
OUR BODIES, THE EMPTY
SPACE, AND HOW THIS
CAN BE EMPOWERED
TO DEVELOP ITS OWN
LANGUAGE?
JD: Henriette, in your article, Alienation and Queer Discontent, you present queer, artistic strategies to unsettle (hetero-)normative constructs of time. Could this be
achieved in HAUS?
HG: Disorientation seems to me to be a central element
in this project on many levels. For example, it is created
through the video work that doubles, shifts and distorts
the space. Disorientation not only confuses our supposedly stable structure of looking but also our perception
of temporality. Looking at the horizon stabilises our position, looking towards a future. Our accustomed visual
axes are often defined by colonial perspectives, as Hito
Steyerl writes in her article In Free Fall: A Thought Experiment on Vertical Perspective. In the moment of disorientation, something opens up that forces us to perceive
our surroundings differently and to move differently. This
also includes a different way of hearing, because disorientation always leads to a more conscious relationship
to being in the world. This project makes use of this in
several respects – for example, by letting the setting itself – the walls, the equipment and machine parts that
are lying around – be heard. Disorientation is also an
interesting method when it is related to infrastructure:
how can what evades our eye or ear be made visible
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or audible? Taking what is infra (Latin for »below«”)
seriously and tracking it down. Of course, there are limits,
but I think this is also exactly what you’re interested in,
Sarah: that it’s not always possible to grasp everything,
that there’s always something that evades our knowledge. Your situation of dissipated space creates a potential to perceive that space differently and also move
around inside it.
JD: Yes, I often recognise the cyborg identity – a hybrid
creature between a machine and a human organism – in
Sarah’s music too, which welds together the boundaries
of human-analogue sound production with the tools of
electronic music.

EVERYONE HAS
THEIR OWN SECRET,
INNER SPACES –
THOUGHTS, FEELINGS
AND MEMORIES THAT
ARE HIDDEN, THAT
THEY CAN’T SHARE
BUT MIGHT WANT TO
COMMUNICATE
SN: The hybrid is something I’m very interested in. It
began back with Zimmer, when I distorted the harp using a Kaoss Pad. This created something that wasn’t
entirely a harp anymore but also wasn’t purely electronic music; it was something in between. I like that
undefined quality a lot, especially because instruments
generally have a cultural history attached to them
that’s not always pleasant and you can’t help counting
it in. Electronic distortion allows you to redefine that. I
also think analogue effect devices like the Kaoss Pad
are great, because musicians can use them intuitively. Unlike very complex live electronics for which you
need additional training. If the devices can be played
in the context of chamber music, then that also has
something rebellious to it for me.
The new piece Halle will reference the history of the Turbinenhalle. The pianist/keyboard player/synthesiser player
Sebastian Berweck told me about a virtual instrument, the
digital synthesiser »Mysteria«, which is equipped with voice
samples and choruses that can be distorted or used to

* Heinrich Horwitz, during a conceptual discussion.
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create androgynous voices. I’m thinking about a polyphonic ghost chorus of the people who worked in this place.
I’m also interested in the dysfunctional, because it’s
so human. In my experience, what society regards as a
weakness is often the source of a particular strength.
JD: Turning a shortcoming into a superpower, in order
to assert oneself from a marginalised position, requires
creative visions of the future. A tool that is used in extreme form in Afro-futurist story-telling strategies and
aesthetics, which you, Henriette, are focusing on in your
research. Do you see connections here?
HG: I was just thinking that the synthesiser is a very important bearer of the Afro-futurist vision – for example,
merging with jazz in the case of Sun Ra or funk in the
case of George Clinton and resonating in various different musical directions.
Afro-futurism has a non-linear understanding of time.
That distinguishes it from other futurisms, which only
want to look forward. Afro-futurism insists that the past
is part of the future.
By including the spectral past, in my view, HAUS is also
a futurist project, because there is a desire to transform
the space and to make it accessible to everyone, without
exception. Of course, there is a tension between utopian
thinking and political action, but imagining this is the first
step. In her notes on the pieces, Sarah also writes about
dreaming of spaces. And the poem Dark House by Sylvia
Plath that is quoted in the score is also about this. In the
artist’s imagination, a process of transformation has already been activated. Tearing down the walls takes place
in an imagined future, but its effects can already be felt
now. It is an intervention in the present.
JD: You’ve also composed some secret spaces, Sarah. Do
you want to reveal them to us?
SN: There are two acoustic hiding places. In Amplified
Imagination, the flautist wears headphones that play a
distorted Bach collage, so she can’t hear what she is
playing herself. She can only imagine what it sounds
like, but she has no control over it. On the other hand,
the audience can’t hear what she hears. Loneliness and
isolation are often themes in my pieces. In HAUS, the
percussionist has his own room behind the thunder
sheet, where he can see pictures and photos, some of
which he can transmit to the outside using a live camera.
Everyone has their own secret, inner spaces – thoughts,
feelings and memories that are hidden, that they can’t
share but might want to communicate. These are safe
spaces – places to retreat to, in order to be alone in a
positive sense.
Translated from German by David Tushingham
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Heinrich Ignaz Franz Biber
The spiritual and the secular – in Baroque times,
these were two spheres that should never meet: they were
mutually exclusive, like day and night or life and death. However, a bondsman from provincial Bohemia dared to unhinge this supposedly unbreakable rule. What did he use
to do this? Music. Of the most virtuosic, idiosyncratic and
daring kind that could be found or thought of at the time.
Heinrich Ignaz Franz Biber, born in 1644, achieved unparalleled advancement solely through his artistry, which was
explicitly categorised as »bizarre« at the time, and he did
so despite his eccentric attitudes which managed to avoid any concessions to common conventions. With titles
such as Fidicinium Sacrum-Profanum (Sacred and Profane Fiddle Music) and Sonata die Pauern-Kirchfahrt genant
(Sonata named the Peasants’ Procession to Church) he
made his intentions unmistakably clear: where God is, the
world is too – and wherever the world is, there is God. In his
Sonata representativa, he did not consider it beneath him
to allow the violin’s imitations of the voices of hens, frogs
and nightingales to form the musical core of the work. Biber’s intentions were neither comic nor part of the class
struggle: and this much was clear to the authorities, who
elevated him to the nobility in 1690. He simply wanted to
make it understood that God knows no limits. He is not the
preserve of any single group or individual: not the clergy,
not the nobility. He is for everyone and in everyone and
everything. In an archbishop and in a chicken.

It was under such auspices that his Mysteriensonaten
(Mystery Sonatas, also called the Rosary Sonatas) were
written around 1674. Although religious music tended as a
rule to be accompanied by liturgical texts, while virtuosic
solo instrumental music was more associated with entertainment at court and in private settings, these 15 sonatas in the form of dance suites for violin and continuo are
to be considered religious music. They wander through
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stations in the lives of Mary and Jesus: from the Annunciation of his birth, his scourging, the resurrection through
to the Beatification of Mary in Heaven. Biber's rosary is
accordingly divided into three cycles; one joyful, one sorrowful and one glorious.
Biber involves his audience directly in the process of the
mysteries: transcendence in the life, death and resurrection of Christ. And he does this through the senses, a level
of communication that is more potent, specific and tangible than any words. So tangible that it might even be called programme music, because just like the chickens clucking and the frogs croaking, here an iron hammer bangs
the nails into the cross, the sharp points of the crown of
thorns dig their way into Christ’s flesh and the trumpets
echo triumphantly (albeit played on the violin) when he
rises to Heaven.
Biber’s sensual approach does not stop at such vivid
imagery. He also digs beneath the visible surface into
the intangible world of tension and atmosphere, of colour, light and splendour that is communicated through
sound. To do this, he took advantage of the then rarely
used technique of scordatura (deliberately mistuning the
violin strings) – doing so with a boldness that in extreme
cases bordered on deconstructing and rebuilding the instrument (for example, crossing the two middle violin strings
in Sonata XI). One advantage of the scordatura was that
it enabled him to create certain chords that would have
been almost unplayable using the conventional tuning in
fifths, another was that by increasing or decreasing the
tension of the strings, Biber was able to open up a wealth
of expressive tone colours that lay hidden inside the violin. As a result, the instrument sounds dull and lacking in
resonance while Christ is carrying the cross, but radiant,
bright and full of life during his resurrection. By transforming and taking apart the instrument and its sound, this
15-stage exercise in contemplation reveals itself to be a
great meditation which, in the course of Christ’s story,
achieves audibly more transcendent states, as if one is
walking side by side with Jesus on his path through death
and beyond into eternal life.
Gérard Grisey
Biber’s search for a vocabulary that might be hard to grasp
but is all the more expressive, that lies hidden beyond pure
pitch, did not end with this adventure in scordatura. On the
contrary: it was a harbinger of what would happen many
epochs later in the future, when this desire would be expressed once again – so loudly, in the case of a handful
of composers in Paris in the 1970s, that they derived an
entire new system from it. In 1973, Gérard Grisey and his
colleagues Hugues Dufourt, Michaël Levinas and Tristan
Murail founded the collective L’Itinéraire, dedicated to
composition with the overtone spectrum of pitches. This
meant that instead of the traditional 12 pitches which make
up the chromatic scale, they composed with the overtones
that resonate above a single pitch. These physically caused natural pitches form a broad scale, that diverges ever
further from tempered tuning into the area of the tiniest
micro-pitches, the higher it gets. They form the basis of an

ter death; in Death of the Voice, the Greek poet Erinna,
who died when she was 19, looks back into the kingdom
of shadows, where all echoes are suffocated; and finally,
in Death of Humanity, a passage from the Epic of Gilgamesh invokes the apocalyptic flood – and the calm that
follows it: everything, including humankind, has dissolved
and turned to liquid. The mud-like sea that remains is the
source of a new life. The lullaby with which Grisey closes his threshold songs therefore offers a passage not to
eternal sleep but to a new being. Life is death is life. The
beginning is the end is the beginning.

independent harmony that is mainly made up of the tone
colours (timbres) one might wish to achieve. Because it is
the specific set of overtones that generates and defines
the colour of each note. Unlike the fundamental tone that
is heard in the foreground, the timbre is perceived on a level
that is hard to locate: it is the aura of a note, as it were.
Its official term is spectral music (musique spectrale),
although Grisey preferred the term liminal music (musique liminale), because its domains are the high resolution
margins and internal structures of the notes. Thanks to
this microtone technique, hard boundaries between notes
become permeable membranes: living textures through
which one can cross – or, to put it metaphysically – transcend into other, seemingly inaccessible spheres. None of
his works realises this potential quite as comprehensively
and explicitly in terms both of its music and its theme as
his Quatre chants pour franchir le seuil (Four Songs to
Cross the Threshold) from 1998 – Grisey’s final work before he died suddenly of an aneurysm at the age of 52.
The threshold, which he crosses four times here, is the
ultimate one between life and death. The songs are poetic, metaphysical manifestations of emptiness, silence,
disappearance, of echoes and shadows in an existential
as well as an acoustic sense. Grisey actually saw overtone spectrals as a kind of insubstantial realm of shadows:
»Composing using the shadows of sounds means imagining an instrumentation that will illuminate the depths
where the different timbres awaken into life«, he wrote
in his book Écrits, ou l’invention de la musique spectrale.
Four fragments of poetry from different periods and cultures lead us over the threshold in Quatre chants: in Death of the Angel, the poet Christian Guez Ricord reveals
that everyone’s mission in life lies in their dying; in Death
of Civilisation, inscriptions in ancient Egyptian sarcophagi offer the prospect of entering an astral dimension af-

Olivier Messiaen
Grisey’s teacher Olivier Messiaen, who was born in 1908,
also did not associate the death of the body with limitation or even the end. Quite the opposite – as his answer
to the question of whether he is interested in space travel
reveals: »Yes, it’s wonderful, but I think it will be possible
for me to do this in an entirely natural way after my death,
when neither distance nor matter will be able to stop me.«
Messiaen is a man of timelessness. Death is no grim reaper, putting an end to everything that is beautiful and alive. In Messiaen’s song cycle Harawi (1945), death is what
brings true love to its fulfilment. Inspired by the transcendent idea of the »Liebestod« from the Tristan myth, Messiaen created an entire trilogy of works. And Harawi, the
first part, conjures up a form of love song from the Andes
whose defining element is the lovers’ death.
Messiaen’s sublimated notion of love originates with his
Christian belief, which recognises the love of God as the
only true love. And in dying for love, human love is touched by divine love, whereby it is turned into a love that
is eternal. Whether as a composer, ornithologist or orga-
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nist, Messiaen devoted all his work to making what was
sacred, insubstantial and spiritual appreciable. Ecstasy
and excess, which are necessary to raise humankind up
out of its quotidian spiritual limitations, are therefore key
moments in his music. He often uses contemplation and
meditation as means of enabling the Christian mysteries
to be experienced in musical form. But also indirect, often
ecstatic routes using mediating agencies such as colours
(as a synaesthete, he literally saw sounds as specific colours) or birdsong (he transposed their melodic and rhythmic structures into music) enabled him to make what was
beyond understanding audible. He regarded the fact that
the music he wrote as a profound believer in praise of God
was heard largely by non-believers as the tragedy of his
life. This despairing realisation on Messiaen’s part can be
heard in his early orchestral work Les offrandes oubliées
(Forgotten Sacrifices) from 1930. In this symphonic meditation he recalls the memory of Christ’s sacrifice in dying
for humanity on the cross. Framing the work is a gentle
delirium of colour that he allows the listener to drown in,
in order to be able to feel Christ’s love. But at its heart, lies
suffering, the musical incarnation of sin, that cuts through
this atmosphere sharply and abruptly, almost defiling the
divine sacrifice of love.

wolskaya’s religious belief is directed towards an abstract
divine power and is not used to serve any institutionalised
faith. In aesthetic terms, too, a very different language dominates her work: instead of flow, the thrill of colour and
development, here there is clarity, breakage and collision.
The closest her music, which is conceived entirely in horizontal terms, gets to harmony comes in the form of clusters (adjacent notes gathered together), such as she repeats emphatically in the opening of her Third Symphony.
While the political thaw during the 70s led many Russian composers to explore the western avant-garde with
fruitful results for their own work, Ustwolskaya‘s music
only changed to the extent that her characteristic qualities became even more radical: with extreme dynamics, a
reduction of means and unusual combinations of

Galina Ustwolskaya
One woman who would have understood Messiaen in his
pain and his despair, is Galina Ustwolskaya, possibly the
most uncompromising composer of the 20th century. So
uncompromising that she completely banned her music
from the world in which she lived. And yet she continued writing it. Even if it was destined for the drawer. Her
tonal language sounded outlandish and boisterous within
the musical landscape of post-war Russia, following no
school or movement. She had learned her craft from Dmitri Shostakovich, whose students were famous for becoming Shostakovich imitators. But not Galina Ustwolskaya.
Her teacher admired her independence, even proposing
marriage, without success.
With her incorruptible character, Galina Ustwolskaya was
born at a distinctly inconvenient time: in 1919, two years after the October Revolution. Her family lived in poverty, and
her childhood and youth were overshadowed by profound
feelings of loneliness. A solitary nature marked her way
through life, even if this was directly at odds with the normalising state doctrine of socialist realism that dominated
organised culture from the beginning of the 30s. Working
on religious or spiritual themes in music, for which Ustwolskaya became renowned, was still taboo years after Stalin’s
death in 1953. The composer would subsequently attempt
to exclude most of her works from the 40s and 50s, which
are at least outwardly consistent with state doctrine (including her First Symphony from 1955), from her catalogue,
which includes a mere 25 approved pieces.
Between 1960 and 1970, Ustwolskaya took the logical but
drastic step of no longer publishing practically any new
compositions. Once she resurfaced in Soviet musical
life, her works almost exclusively featured religious and
liturgical texts and titles. Unlike Messiaen, however, Ust-
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instruments. Then there was also her particular habit of
no longer using a full orchestra in her symphonies. She
didn’t even come close: typically, instruments in the middle register would be dispensed with – and sometimes
whole families of instruments: in the Second Symphony,
for example, the entire string section. The instrumentation
for each symphony becomes progressively more chamber-musical, and the accentuation of sonic contrasts and
contours more intense, which Ustwolskaya, with her inclination towards the painfully sharp, hard entries, raises
even further.
Pain is not only her companion in retreating from the
world: pain is also the means of transport that propels
Galina Ustwolskaya into another sphere through her music. At times the sense of being overcome turns into an
almost physical experience, behind which a metaphysical
dimension opens up – and this is what seems to matter to
the composer. The pain that is written into the repeated
banging of fists on the piano and the violent drum beats

in her Third Symphony evoke ideas of self-chastisement
and self-abasement in the face of the highest, redemptive
power – to which she appeals in the text. It is as if the
pain of the body that is imprisoned in reality becomes an
escape route into a sphere that is beyond the physical:
sublimated – or, indeed, metaphysical.
Iannis Xenakis
That the physical world with all its laws can be more than
a shackle that keeps us bound to earthly reality has been
proven by another composer who knew as much about
pain as Galina Ustwolskaya. Iannis Xenakis arrived in Paris in 1947 as a political refugee with a severely wounded
face. He had fought with the Greek resistance against the
German occupation, been wounded, imprisoned and sentenced to death. In exile in Paris, he found a job that made
use of his professional qualifications as an architect and
engineer in Le Corbusier’s studio. Until then, his composing had been self-taught, but now he set about learning
the craft systematically. His training in the natural sciences had equipped him with a structure of thinking that at
first seemed alien in composing circles. Of all people it
was Olivier Messiaen, the musical spokesman for Christian mysteries, who recognised the potential of his pupil’s
qualifications and encouraged him to use precisely this
thinking and knowledge creatively in his music. The result
was a brilliant voice, unique in musical history, which over
half a century productively questioned countless conventions (his own included) and became a source of admiration and inspiration for countless other composers.
The works in his comprehensive oeuvre relate almost
without exception to mathematical or physical laws and
phenomena such as stochastics, game theory, set theory, chaos theory and sieve theory. The last of these also
forms the basis for his ensemble piece Thalleïn. The
boisterous, raw power of his glissando-rich, gestural music
suggests that there are emotionally formative memories
behind these apparently cool, analytical processes that
were crucial in creating a desire for musical expression,
however abstract the principles the composition follows.
Thus, for example, his real experience of demonstrations
and street battles provided the intellectual substance
for the piece based on strict mathematical calculations
that provided his breakthrough: Metastaseis (part of the
programme for Ruhrtriennale 2021). »I heard the sound of
the masses, marching on the centre of Athens, the slogans they shouted, and then, when they came up against
the Nazi tanks, the irregular fire of the machine guns, the
chaos«, he described in a conversation with the music publisher Bálint András Varga. »I will never forget this transformation of the regular, rhythmic noise of hundreds of
thousands of people into incredible confusion… I would
never have thought that one day it would all come back
again and turn into music.« Knowing this, the Sumerian
and Assyrian syllables and phonemes in his choral piece
Nuits also seem like direct, clearly articulated shouts by
those to whom this nocturne is dedicated: the political
prisoners of this world, as Xenakis was himself, who have
been robbed of their voices.
Along with his experiences of war, impressions of nature

from pre-war times had also engraved themselves on his
memory, as he recalls later on in the same conversation:
»I would often take trips out to the countryside around
Athens. I’d take my bike, choose somewhere to put up
my tent and listen to the sounds of nature. Cicadas, for
example: their chirping would come from all directions
and change constantly. Those are crowd noises too, you
see?« In a way that is both paradoxical and fascinating,
the technique that allows him to systematise and analyse
far-reaching experiences mathematically also makes their
emotional power more clearly apparent.
Sarah Nemtsov
The ability to remove something from its natural habitat and to make it possible to experience it sensually and
understand it more deeply on another level is a quality that
also distinguishes the music of the Berlin-based composer
Sarah Nemtsov – albeit in an entirely different way. She
found the inspiration for her ensemble piece MOOS (MOSS)
in a natural phenomenon with which everyone is ostensibly
familiar. Everyone knows what it feels like to walk on moss,
the way it denies our feet a firm hold on the ground and how
the airy, soft carpet of plants evokes a pleasingly unstable,
almost fairy tale-like sensation. Sarah Nemtsov has studied
this growth up close. From its apparently chaotic branching, spreading out horizontally in all directions, she derived a system for her composition in which the percussion
instruments operate purely as resonators. The other instruments of the ensemble are heard through them, with the
sounds recorded by microphones and then transferred to
the percussion via transducers. The percussionist’s indirect
playing is like walking on moss: s/he is able to regulate the
volume and the distortion of the amplification, but without
actually playing a single note on her/his own instrument.
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Repeatedly and in the most varied contexts, Sarah Nemtsov
superimposes one system onto another: a verbal one on a
musical one, an organic one on an artistic one, a mental one
on an acoustic one. And just as in her instrumental music
theatre from 2012, A Long Way Away, where she told stories
about memory by Marcel Proust, W.G. Sebald, Walter Benjamin and Mirko Bonnés wordlessly, using only instruments
and the sounds of everyday objects, so that one thought
one had heard the stories and practically inhabited them,
now in her instrumental, spatial performance HAUS moving
through the Bochum Turbinenhalle, she describes the process of the transforming trans body. Who or what enables
her to make the process of a body metamorphosising be
experienced through a former industrial building thanks to
the power of her music alone, if not faith in the power of the
imagination? Its »house« is the brain – certainly the most
metaphysical organ within human physics.
Translated from German by David Tushingham

At the same time, Nemtsov reflects moss’s seemingly
indestructible and scarcely believable rampant structure on
another level: »Compositionally, various musical elements
are interwoven horizontally then momentarily ›trodden
down‹, they are developed and then forgotten again«, is how
she describes the structure of her composition, enabling us
to hear the principle of survival by being forgotten – a mercy
of which not only moss but also the human brain is capable.

BARBARA ECKLE is the head dramaturg for music theater and
the concert programme of the Ruhrtriennale 2021-23. As
an author and presenter in the field of New Music, she
has worked for Deutschlandfunk and various programs of
German public radio ARD for several years. Between 2018
and 2020, she was a dramaturg at Stuttgart State Opera.
Photos: Gerard Grisey Estate (Gerard Grisey), Malcolm Ball (Olivier Messiaen),
Ralph Fassey (Iannis Xenakis), Neda Navaee (Sarah Nemtsov)
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BEGEGNUNGSKANTEN
(MEETING EDGES)

II

THREE CONVERSATIONS

WEGE
Aljoscha Begrich, Lagartijas tiradas al sol, Azadeh Ganjeh, Lisandro Rodriguez,
Stefan Schneider, Anna Kpok, loekenfranke, RUHRORTER, tehran re:public
12 August – 18 September 2022
See p. 80 _______________ www.ruhr3.com/wege
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The ongoing artistic performance about the routes between the venues of the Ruhrtriennale
will be continued this year. Three international artists are developing accompanying formats
for three new routes and supplementing the existing offerings of the five local routes. As a
special challenge – also in the interest of climate protection - the artists developed their works
without travelling this year but tried to understand the Ruhr region only through conversations,
video conferences, stacks of photos and statistics. An important component was also the direct exchange with the local artists and their experiences… Just as different concepts of the
use of space permanently collide in the Ruhr region – fields meet housing estates, highways
meet industrial districts, and railroads meet recreational areas – scientists speak here of »Begegnungskanten« (Meeting Edges): how different ways of working and thinking come together:

LISANDRO RODRIGUEZ
& RUHRORTER
Lisandro Rodriguez from Buenos Aires began approaching
us by sending us lists of questions. At first, we answered
them with the help of statistics and graphs, later with
more and more personal assessments, and later with fantasy and nonsense. Lisandro realised at some point that
asking questions would become his real art. He tested
the questions on the roadsides of Buenos Aires and designed a questionnaire for the route from Duisburg Central Station to the Landschaftspark Nord. Passers-by will
discover them, respond to them silently, pass them on as
a question, or continue to question them. RUHRORTER
from Mülheim, describes, on account of three of his questions, their experiences, views and working approaches:
Lisandro Rodriguez: Is art the new mining?
Ruhroter: Mining is the labour- and technology-intensive extraction of raw materials for energy production.
With your question, we can look at the extent to which
art here in the area represents a new form of labour in
the extraction of raw materials and, accordingly, the
extraction of new energies.
Based on the establishment of art institutions, starting around the end of the 1990s, it can be observed
that the Ruhr region has become inhabited more and
more densely by artists and art institutions for about
20 years. This can be seen, for example, in the Ruhrtriennale, PACT Zollverein, Maschinenhaus Essen, Zeche
Eins Bochum, Urbane Künste Ruhr, Hartware KunstMedienVerein Dortmund, and so on. They join the
older institutions, municipal theatres, museums and
concert halls.
There seem to be good conditions for the production
of art, money and spaces for the institutions, and also
for the artists.
Lisandro Rodriguez: Whose work is it?
Artistic work is quite different from the industrial dismantling of black coal. It is in general less physically
exhausting and less of a danger to human life. And the
long-term effects on the environment are less severe.
Without the mining industry we – all the people who
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write these answers and the ones who read them, the
magazine in which the text appears and also the festival of beautiful art, brought out by the magazine –
wouldn’t be here. Now the coal industry is long gone,
to where labour is cheap. Many people regret this because, with it, a certain wage level has disappeared.
There simply is not enough well-paid work. And the
cultural institutions don’t employ everyone.
Nevertheless, culture should redeem what the term
structural change (and the social democratic politicians who speak of it) promises. Replacing what can’t
equally be replaced. They should describe a new space
in connection to universities, shopping malls and so
on. How it will actually work still is not entirely clear.
Neither is what happens next.
Lisandro Rodriguez: What would you like to extract?
Ruhrorter: In the course of our work, we are constantly
confronted with situations, people and problems for
which we do not have an answer, at first. Not knowing
is sometimes uncomfortable, but always a good starting point. It may sound corny, but we learn and change
by talking to people, taking it in and listening to it again.
Our group RUHRORTER was founded to offer theatre
to people with refugee experience in Mülheim an der
Ruhr. To watch and to play yourself. Our rehearsals are
an opportunity to come together and exchange ideas,
based on joint improvisations and not with the use of
biographies.
What we draw from the work is a different view of ourselves, our neighbours and the environment. And we
want to share that.

AZADEH GANJEH
& THE TWO ARTISTS OF THE COLLECTIVE
TEHRAN RE:PUBLIC
Azadeh Ganjeh and the two artists of the collective Tehran Re:public already know each other from earlier days
when they still lived in Iran. Since they all speak Farsi
and they mutually appreciate each other’s performance
work, it was not difficult for them to speak in a conversation about the Ruhr area, the project, the routes and
their experiences in the past year. Azadeh Ganjeh was
able to draw important insights from this for her listening stations, which will be set up for RT 22 on the route
between Essen and Duisburg. In her work, audio tracks
sharpen the view of river landscapes in Mülheim Styrum, a
perspective that is overlaid by concrete stories from Iran.
The following is a part of the conversation that gives an
impression of the work Amirhossein Mashaherifard and
Shahab Anousha developed for Bochum.
Azadeh Ganjeh: You are Tehran Re:public. What do you
feel in connection between these worlds of Tehran and
Bochum? Do you feel any connection?
Tehran Re:public: For us it’s an organic relation. But
the form for it depends on every project. Of course,
it’s possible that in a project we consciously decide
on a topic which is about the relation between Tehran and Bochum or Berlin, but usually it is there in an
organic way. Even if we talk about the Berlin Wall, our
background is present. Someone speaks who is coming from Tehran. So, for us, it feels more natural and
organic when we let our background leak into our art.
We don’t see the necessity to have it actively present
all the time.
Azadeh Ganjeh: When I was listening to the audio guide,
something really touched me. You guided me as if you
completely understood me as a stranger. I heard inside-out while I was absent from the actual space, but the
detailed text, its duration, even pauses made me able to
imagine the landscape which should have been in front of
me. This gave me a message: they know and feel the state
of being a stranger in a city. Is it somehow related to your
otherness? Frankly, I think you are the people who have
the experience of being the other.
Tehran Re:public: I believe there are two reasons: one
was the fact that we are not from Germany and Shahab never lived in Bochum, so in a way we are strangers
or »the others« in the city. This gave us the possibility
to experience our surroundings more in a neutral way,
a bit with distance.
The second point is that we even tried to turn natives
of the city into strangers. That was part of our strategy,
to change citizens to aliens, and through this alienation we hoped that we could give this possibility to our
audience, to see the city in a different way, as some-

one who is here for the first time. Maybe that’s the reason you felt involved and close, as you are a stranger in
the city as well. You are somehow equal to the people
who were there experiencing the audio walk.
Azadeh Ganjeh: My last question is about your intention
to go behind things, as is perceptible in the audios of inside-out. You guide the audience to spaces behind. For
me it was very interesting how you go behind the phenomena in the meantime. If we agree that these urban bodies
are phenomena in space, how and why does this emergence happen in your performance?
Tehran Re:public: Part of this idea »Behind the things«
is coming from the nature of the topic. When we talk
about the design, for example when you design a
bench for a city, it is not only aesthetic: there is a double functionality behind it. In this case it means you
can sit on it but not lie down on it, or as a skateboarder, you cannot slide on it. So this duality and this front
and behind is coming from here.

LAGARTIJAS TIRADAS AL SOL
& LOEKENFRANKE
The performance collective lagartijas tiradas al sol from
Mexico City and the documentary filmmakers loenkenfranke from Witten have very different languages, forms
and ways of working, but they are perhaps united by their
interest in concrete individual tragedies in everyday life, a
humorous look at details and their desire to process reality. And so it is no coincidence that after loenkenfranke
invited the visitors on a trip to the countryside between
Gelsenkirchen and Essen, lagartijas tiradas al sol now invite them on a trip to the south of Essen to show a Ruhr
area beyond the usual.
lagartijas tiradas al sol: Who are you?
loekenfranke: We focus concretely on people and their
life situations, living conditions, and societal phenomena. In our films, we reflect the political in the private
and make major social issues visible in the experience
of individuals.
When, as at the Monday demonstration in Leipzig, the
crowd chants »We are the people« and suddenly a single sign, »I am Volker«, appears, it starts to get exciting
for us.
lagartijas tiradas al sol: Do you believe that the future will
be better than the present?
loekenfranke: We very much agree with Alexander
Kluge: »I’m wary of being Cassandra as a writer. We
don’t know anything about the future. I can only speak
about pasts or present and I can speak about possibilities – in the subjunctive and even future tense I
can still (say): I will have been. But with the future, I
don’t have it in mind.« We deal with the present, the
past and the possibilities, in the last 15 years related to
the change of the Ruhr landscape and the world and
how this change affects the reality of people’s lives.
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Our working method is characterised by the fact that
we shoot many situational moments, accompany, look
closely and listen. Thus, we always try to get closer to
things from their essence. The present is inconceivable
without awareness of the past. The question of whether the future will be better than the present belongs
to the realm of speculation. »To be better than something« is an evaluation – we do not try to evaluate…
lagartijas tiradas al sol: What can people in the region be
proud of?
loekenfranke: The people in the region have mastered
tremendous upheavals in the past and are currently
facing another major transformation. Collective pride
always has to do with identity. Here in the region, this
identity was largely shaped by their collective work in
a large industry. However, we believe in the individual.
Collective pride of an entire society leaves an aftertaste for us.
lagartijas tiradas al sol: Where have the mines gone?
loekenfranke: The mines are where they are, hundreds
of metres below the earth’s surface. But their significance for the people has changed fundamentally. They
no longer serve to ensure a (high) standard of living for
the people in the region, but people have to deal with
their consequences as eternal damage.
lagartijas tiradas al sol: How do you deal with the feeling
that life is happening somewhere else?
loekenfranke: In art, life always takes place in the here
and now. What we are originally interested in is capturing moments and snapshots, archiving them and
bringing them into relationship with each other. This
is how films are created that are a piece of contemporary history and only ever yield meaning and significance in the moment of their reception in relation to
the present. Great upheavals always go hand in hand
with challenge. Turn of the times, change, disappearance. New possibilities open up, and with them new
identifications – old ones break away. At a time when
everyday life is becoming more and more digital, when
everything is available online at all times, when the in-
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ternet seems to answer all questions, the longing for
an alternative reality arises. Obviously, turning to nature (which no longer exists in the original sense in our
breadth) currently opens up access to this alternative
reality for many people. In the WEGE project, we have
chosen the ornithological view for this reason. Alone
with oneself and nature, the view through binoculars
or spotting scopes makes the world seem small and
clear. A suitable refuge to face the challenges and limitations of everyday life – and to counter them with
something. This sharpens the view of the essence of
man, of his peculiarities, his dreams and fears. And as
a result becomes an indicator of the state of society.
Inevitably, one is confronted with what constitutes being human.
lagartijas tiradas al sol: How do you think about progress
in a region that itself was forgotten?
loekenfranke: In our last film we began with a poem
from Gryphius:
Everything is vain (1640)
Wherever you look, you see only vanity on earth.
What this one builds today, that one tears
down tomorrow:
Where cities stand now, there will be a meadow,
On which a shepherd’s child will play with the flocks.
What now still blooms splendidly, shall soon be
trampled.
What now throbs and defies will be ashes and
bones tomorrow,
Nothing is eternal, no ore, no marble stone.
Now happiness smiles at us, soon the
complaints thunder.
Change as a never-ending process. Not to accept it as
the basis of all thinking would be tantamount to hubris.
Translated from German by Rose-Anne Clermont

KATJA AUFLEGER
(THE HUDDLE)
BY NORA SDUN

THE HUDDLE
Katja Aufleger
Installation
from 13 August 2022
See p. 20 _______________ www.ruhr3.de/huddle
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(…) SCHLÖTE, JAHRHUNDERTEALT, STEHEN AUF,
RINGELN SICH, BIEGEN SICH KATZENHAFT,
FLIEGEN AUF UND DAVON. EISENBAHNWAGEN,
NICHTRAUCHER, DIENSTABTEIL, HOLM UND SPANT,
WERDEN ZU RIPPENKÖRBEN, STÄHLERNE SCHIENEN
REISSEN SICH VON DEN DÄMMEN LOS
UND SPRINGEN WIE SCHOTEN IM HERBST.
DIE NEVA-BRÜCKE BRICHT VON DEN UFERN,
EIN STÄHLERNER STRUDEL IM STROM.
MENSCHENFRUCHT, WANDERNDER KÜRBIS,
WAS FÜR EINE SAAT IST DA IN DIR AUFGEGANGEN,
WAS SCHWIMMT DA AUF DICH ZU, IM AUFRUHR:
NIE GESEHENE GESCHÖPFE MIT SCHRECKLICHEN SOHLEN,
UND UNTER DEN SOHLEN: MATSCH. EIN NICHTS,
EINE NICHTIGE DRÜSE SIND MENSCHEN UND TIERE
VOR DIESEM SKELETT AUS KUPFER UND STAHL,
DAS DROHEND ÜBER DER STADT STEHT.
DIE SCHLINGERNDEN SCHLOTE SAGEN
DER MENSCHHEIT DEN UNTERGANG AN,
SIE SINGEN, DIE GEISTERSCHLOTE,
VOM SCHLANGENNEST, DER MENSCHENBRUST,
VOM TODESKUSS, VOM KNOCHENMANN.
DIE DINGE HABEN EURE AFFENLIEBE SATT,
DIE DINGE MEUTERN GEGEN EUCH!
Velimir Chlebnikov, Der Kranich (1914), in: Anke Hennig, Über die Dinge, Texte der russischen Avantgarde, 2010.
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I applaud everyone and everything, no matter who or
what. I am a Facebook »Like« made of steel. I clap – the
more likes the better. I can, so I do. My materiality allows
it. I can keep it up for a very long time. My relatives are
working class and I don’t deny my background. Not that I
even want to but still, digging about in the dirt is no longer my thing – that is the difference. I am now busy with
quite different, unexpected things, like giving applause,
for instance, because I know how to clap.
It is loud and still always sounds like a construction site.
My appearance and sound keep up the illusion of hard
work even though I have long since acquired quite different skills. I am the same size. I command respect. People might laugh at my welcome but they’re also afraid
of me, not just because of my size but mainly because
of the movements I might carry out. Fear of machines
like us is already very old; the insurrection of things is
forecast every once in a while and has been for centuries. I have a natural area of authority: the imagination of
passers-by determines the distance they keep from me.
If I extend my swivel arm out to the maximum, I have an
operating radius of several metres.
Safety and distance are also important topics that make
me proud of my roots. And here, I speak for all of us. At
the moment we are only three, but in total we are many.
We’re not those fashionable little robots with a childish
designer look and rounded-off corners that try and hide
that they’re doing work at all. The ones that meekly stop
as soon as they get jammed between two chair legs while vacuuming, for instance, or mowing the lawn, and then
pitifully peep.

»The cute object has power over its guardian. In this hyper-commodified reality, we can’t escape the cute eye: it
comes looking for us. Those stupid robot dogs, the goggle-eyed avatar of a VTuber, the wolf on the cornflakes
packet. Everywhere we simulate helpless creatures, like
a reverse global form of pareidolia. But in this case, faces are not hallucinated into existence, but rather, the
world is plastered with creatures that stare at us so that
we don’t feel so lonely. We can’t escape cuteness.«
Rudi Nuss, Unwesen der Asche oder: von der niedlichen, toten Welt
schreiben (Monstrosities of Ashes or: Writing about the Cute, Dead
World) in: Kapsel Magazin 2021.

We are different in that regard. We do not respect objects or body parts that err into our range and try and
stop us. We are robust by nature and not afraid of injury.
Not like these plastic lovers who cannot even stand out
in the rain.
I am not saying that we tear off people’s heads on purpose. After all, we don’t have the necessary anger for irrational acts. In the ambiguity of our concerns, there is a vibrating disquiet: is a machine species planning to detach
itself from dependencies and classifications? In Pierre
Bourdieu speak, we are social climbers who have already
moved up from the function of our machine group. We
are the godchildren of ready-mades and have emancipated ourselves from functional clarity. We perform. People even compare us to ballet dancers or families of storks
that stand clattering their beaks in their nests.
What we talk about when we go into a huddle, no one
knows.

NORA SDUN , initially studied Fine Arts at the HBFK Hamburg under Werner
Büttner and then completed her studies in German language and literature. Today she works as an author and occasionally teaches at the University for the Arts in Bremen. Above all, Nora Sdun is a publisher and an
editor at Textem publishing house in Hamburg, where she is co-publisher
of the magazine Kultur & Gespenster (culture & ghost) and of the monograph series Kleiner Stimmungs-Atlas in Einzelbänden (A small atlas of
moods in single volumes).
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SERVICE

SPIELSTÄTTEN / VENUES
Jahrhunderthalle und
Turbinenhalle, Bochum
Die Geschichte der Jahrhunderthalle Bochum beginnt im Jahr 1902, als
die Halle dem Bochumer Verein für Bergbau und Gußstahlfabrikation
auf einer Industrie- und Gewerbeschau in Düsseldorf, der sogenannten
»kleinen Weltausstellung«, als Ausstellungshalle diente. Über den Winter
1902/1903 wurde die monumentale Stahlkonstruktion vom Rhein an die
Ruhr transportiert und nahm im Herzen des Stahlwerks ihre Funktion als
Gaskraftzentrale auf. Die Gaskraftzentrale verarbeitete das in den Hoch
ofen anfallende Gichtgas und versorgte über 60 Jahre lang das Werk und
umliegende Siedlungen mit Energie. 100 Jahre nach ihrer Errichtung in
Bochum – am 30. April 2003 – wurde die durch einen funktionalen Vorbau
erweiterte und nunmehr denkmalgeschützte Jahrhunderthalle im Rahmen
der Eröffnung der zweiten Saison der Ruhrtriennale ihrer neuen Bestimmung als »Montagehalle für die Kunst« (Gerard Mortier) übergeben.
The story of the Jahrhunderthalle Bochum begins in 1902, when the hall
served as an exhibition hall for the Bochumer Verein für Bergbau und
Gußstahlfabrikation (Bochum Association for Mining and Steel Casting)
at an industrial and trade show in Düsseldorf, the »small world exhibi
tion«. The monumental steel construction was transported from the Rhine
to the Ruhr over the winter of 1902/1903 and assumed and assumed its
function as a gas power station in the heart of the steelworks. The gas
power station processed the blast furnace gas and supplied the plant and
surrounding settlements with energy for over 60 years. 100 years after its
construction in Bochum – on 30 April 2003 – the Jahrhunderthalle, which
was extended by a functional porch and is now a listed building, was given
a new purpose as an »assembly hall for art« (Gerard Mortier) during the
opening of the second season of the Ruhrtriennale.

STÜH33, Bochum
Das Café STÜH33 ist Teil der KoFabrik, einem Ort für Begegnungen im
Bochumer Stadtteil Gleisdreieck, und befindet sich im ehemaligen Maga
zin der Eisenhütte Heinzmann. Seit 2018 wurde das Backsteingebäude
aus dem Jahr 1899 zur KoFabrik umgewandelt und beherbergt heute neben
dem Café Coworkingflächen, Veranstaltungsräume, Büros und variabel
nutzbare Räume für kreativen Austausch. Das Nachbarschaftscafé eröffnete 2020 und ist 2022 erstmalig Spielstätte der Ruhrtriennale.
Café STÜH33 is part of the KoFabrik, a gathering place in the Gleis
dreieck district of Bochum, and is located in the former warehouse of the
Heinzmann ironworks. Since 2018, the brick building from 1899 has been
transformed into the KoFabrik and, in addition to the café, now houses
coworking spaces, event spaces, offices and variable-use spaces for cre
ative exchange. The neighbourhood café opened in 2020 and will be a
venue for the Ruhrtriennale for the first time in 2022.
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An der Jahrhunderthalle 1
44793 Bochum
ruhr3.com/jahrhunderthalle
Nahverkehr / Public Transport
Straßenbahn 302, 305 oder 310 bis
Haltestelle Bochumer Verein /
Jahrhunderthalle. Fußweg ca. 5 Minuten.
Tram 302, 305 or 310 to Bochumer Verein /
Jahrhunderthalle. Approx. 5 min. walk.
Pkw / By Car
Navigation: An der Jahrhunderthalle,
44793 Bochum
Parkhaus Westpark / Jahrhunderthalle
Im Parkhaus stehen zwei Parkplätze mit Ladestation für E-Fahrzeuge sowie fünf Behindertenparkplätze zur Verfügung.
Car park Westpark / Jahrhunderthalle
The multi-storey car park has two parking spaces
with charging stations for e-vehicles and five
disabled parking spaces.

Stühmeyerstraße 33
44787 Bochum
ruhr3.com/stueh33
Nahverkehr / Public Transport
Straßenbahn 302, 305, 306, 310, 316 oder U-Bahn
U35 bis Haltestelle Bochum Rathaus. Fußweg
ca. 8 Minuten.
Tram 302, 305, 306, 310, 316 or Underground U35
to Bochum Rathaus. Approx. 8 min. walk.
Leihfahrrad / Rental bike
metropolradruhr Radstation 7107 Rathaus /
Willy-Brandt-Platz 2. Fußweg ca. 6 Minuten.
Bike station 7107 Rathaus (town hall) /
Willy-Brandt-Platz 2. Approx. 6 min. walk.
PKW / By Car
Tiefgarage P3 Rathaus (kostenpflichtig), Fußweg
ca. 4 Minuten. Im Parkhaus stehen Ladepunkte
für E-Fahrzeuge sowie Behindertenparkplätze zur
Verfügung.
Car park P3 Rathaus (chargeable), approx. 4 min.
walk. Charging points for e-vehicles and disabled
parking spaces are available in the car park.
Paid parking in front of STÜH33.
Kostenpflichtige Parkplätze vor dem STÜH33.

Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord,
Gebläsehalle und Schalthaus Ost
Das Stahlwerk im Duisburger Norden wurde 1902 von August Thyssen
als Aktiengesellschaft für Hüttenbetrieb gegründet. Bis zum Jahr 1908
wurden fünf Hochöfen in Betrieb genommen. Außer dem Hüttenwerk
gab es auf dem 200 Hektar großen Gelände noch eine Schachtanlage,
eine Sinterei, eine Kokerei und eine Gießerei. Die Gebläsehalle ist Teil des
Dampfgebläsehauses, einem Gebäudekomplex aus der Gründungsphase
des Werkes. Noch heute befinden sich hier vier Elektroturbogebläse, mit
denen Hochofenwind erzeugt wurde, der zur Erschmelzung des Roheisens
notwendig war.
The steelworks in the north of Duisburg was founded in 1902 by August
Thyssen as a joint stock company for metallurgical operations. Five blast
furnaces were put into operation by 1908. In addition to the iron and
steelworks, the 200-hectare site also included a pit, a sintering plant, a
coking plant and a foundry. The Gebläsehalle (blower hall) is part of the
steam blower house, a building complex from the founding period of the
plant. Today, four electric turbo blowers still remain, which were used to
generate the blast furnace wind needed to smelt the pig iron.

PACT Zollverein, Essen
Mit der 1907 fertiggestellten Waschkaue der größten Zeche des Ruhrgebietes wurde Schacht 1/2/8 zum Dreh- und Angelpunkt der Bergleute der
Zeche Zollverein. Die Kaue ist ein Umkleideraum mit Duschen, ausgelegt
für 3.000 Bergleute. In der Weißkaue legten die Bergleute ihre Straßenkleidung und in der Schwarzkaue ihre Arbeitskleidung in Körben ab, die
sie dann unter die Decke zogen. Im Jahr 1964 modernisiert, war die Kaue
bis zur Einstellung der Kohleförderung 1986 in Betrieb.
Anfang der 1990er Jahre entdeckten Choreograph:innen der Region die
Kaue als Aufführungsort für den Tanz. In den Folgejahren wurde die Verwandlung in ein Haus für den zeitgenössischen Tanz auf Zollverein vorangetrieben, die Anfang 2002 im Zusammenschluss des Choreographischen Zentrums NRW und der Tanzlandschaft Ruhr zu PACT Zollverein
ihren vorläufigen Hohepunkt und Abschluss fand.
Completed in 1907, the washhouse of the largest colliery in the Ruhr re
gion made shaft 1/2/8 the linchpin of the miners at the Kokerei Zollverein
(Zollverein colliery). The baths are a changing room with showers designed
for 3,000 miners. The white bath is where miners put their street clothes
and the black bath is where they put their work clothes in baskets, which
they then pulled under the ceiling. Modernised in 1964, the bath was in
operation until coal mining ceased in 1986.
In the early 1990s, choreographers from the region started using the pit
head as a performance space for dance. In the following years, its trans
formation into a house for contemporary dance at Zollverein was driven
forward, which reached its temporary climax and conclusion at the begin
ning of 2002 with the merger of the Choreographisches Zentrum NRW
and the Tanzlandschaft Ruhr to form PACT Zollverein.

Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord
Emscherstraße 71
47137 Duisburg-Meiderich
ruhr3.com/landschaftspark
Nahverkehr / Public Transport
Straßenbahn 903 bis Landschaftspark-Nord.
Fußweg ca. 12 Minuten.
Tram 903 to Landschaftspark-Nord stop.
Approx. 12 min. walk.
Leihfahrrad / Rental bike
metropolradruhr
Radstation 7417 Eingang Landschaftspark.
Fußweg ca. 4 Minuten.
Bike station 7417 main entrance Landschaftspark
Approx. 4 min. walk.
Pkw / By Car
Navigation: Emscherstraße 71, 47137 Duisburg
(Meiderich)
Auf dem Parkplatz stehen zwei Ladepunkte für
E-Fahrzeuge zur Verfügung.
There are two charging points for e-vehicles in
the car park.

Welterbe Zollverein, Areal B
Bullmannaue 20a, 45327 Essen
ruhr3.com/pact
Nahverkehr / Public Transport
Straßenbahn 107 bis Haltestelle Abzweig
Katernberg. Fußweg ca. 6 Minuten
RB 32/35 bis Bahnhof Essen Zollverein Nord.
Fußweg ca. 7 Minuten.
Tram 107 to Katernberg stop. Approx. 6 min. walk.
RB 32/35 to Essen Zollverein Nord
station. Approx. 7 min. walk
Leihfarrad / Rental bike
metropolradruhr
Auf dem Gelände des Welterbe Zollverein befindet
sich hinter dem Ruhr Museum die Radstation 7597.
Fußweg ca. 7 Minuten.
Bike station 7597 is located at Welterbe Zollverein
behind the Ruhr Museum. Approx. 7 minutes’ walk.
Pkw / By Car
Bitte nutzen Sie den Parkplatz B, Zufahrt über die
Bullmannaue. Es stehen keine Ladepunkte für
E-Fahrzeuge in direkter Nähe zur Verfügung.
Please use car park B, access via Bullmannaue.
There are no charging points available for
e-vehicles in the immediate vicinity.
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Salzlager und Halle 5, Welterbe
Zollverein, Essen
Mit einer Förderleistung von mehr als 23.000 Tonnen Rohkohle täglich
war die Zeche Zollverein einst die leistungsfähigste Zeche der Welt. Die
Zentralschachtanlage XII, von 1928–1932 nach Plänen von Fritz Schupp
und Martin Kremmer gebaut, gilt als technisches und ästhetisches Meisterwerk der Moderne. Im Jahr 2001 wurde das Areal offiziell als Industriekomplex Zeche Zollverein in die Welterbeliste der UNESCO aufgenommen.
Die Kokerei Zollverein entstand 1957–1961 in Anbindung an die Zeche Zollverein. Aus rund 10.000 Tonnen Kohle konnten hier täglich circa 7.500
Tonnen Koks gewonnen werden. Auf diesem Areal liegt das Salzlager, in
dem bis in die 1980er Jahre Dünger hergestellt wurde – gewonnen aus
Ammoniak und Schwefelsäure. Die Kokerei wurde 1993 stillgelegt. Seit
2001 befindet sich hier die begehbare Rauminstallation Palast der Projekte
der Künstler Ilya und Emilia Kabakov.
Auf Schacht XII befand sich auch die Zentralwerkstatt für alle ZollvereinBetriebe. In der Halle 5 waren die Schmiede und die Schlosserei untergebracht. Die schlichte Architektur beeindruckt durch ihre großzügigen
Dimensionen und grafischen Strukturen. Nach Abschluss des Umbaus im
Jahr 1992 wird die Halle heute für Ausstellungen, Konzerte und Events
genutzt.
With an output of more than 23,000 tonnes of raw coal per day, the Kokerei
Zollverein (Zollverein colliery) was once the most efficient colliery in the
world. The central shaft XII, built between 1928 and 1932 according to plans
by Fritz Schupp and Martin Kremmer, is considered a modern technical
and aesthetic masterpiece. In 2001, the site was officially listed as Zollv
erein Coal Mine Industrial Complex on the UNESCO World Heritage List.
The Kokerei Zollverein (Zollverein coking plant) was built between 1957
and 1961 in connection with the Zollverein colliery. Approximately 7,500
tonnes of coke could be produced here daily from around 10,000 tonnes
of coal. The Salzlager (salt warehouse) where fertiliser– made from ammo
nia and sulphuric acid – was produced until the 1980s is located on this
site. The coking plant was shut down in 1993. Since 2001, it has housed
the walk-in installation Palace of Projects by the artists Ilya and Emilia
Kabakov.
Shaft XII was also home to the central workshop for all Zollverein oper
ations. Halle 5 (Hall 5) housed the forge and the locksmith’s shop. The
simple architecture impresses with its generous dimensions and graphic
structures. After the reconstruction was completed in 1992, the hall is now
used for exhibitions, concerts and events.
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Salzlager
Welterbe Zollverein,
Areal C Heinrich-Imig-Straße 11
45141 Essen
Halle 5
Gelsenkirchener Straße 181
45309 Essen
ruhr3.com/zollverein
Nahverkehr / Public Transport
Straßenbahn 107 bis Haltestelle Zollverein. Fußweg
Salzlager ca. 15 Min. / Fußweg Halle 5 ca. 2 Min.
Bus 183 bis Haltestelle Kokerei Zollverein
(Salzlager) / Haltestelle Kohlenwäsche (Halle 5)
Tram 107 to Zollverein stop. Approx. 15 minutes’
walk. to Salzlager / 2 minutes’ walk to Halle 5.
Bus 183 to Kokerei Zollverein stop. Approx.
3 minutes’ walk. (Salzlager) / Kohlenwäsche stop
(Halle 5)
Leihfarrad / Rental bike
metropolradruhr
Auf dem Gelände des Welterbe Zollverein befindet
sich hinter dem Ruhr Museum die Radstation
7597. Fußweg ca. 10 Minuten.
Bike station 7597 is located at Welterbe Zollverein
behind the Ruhr Museum. Approx. 10 min. walk.
Pkw / By Car
Salzlager
Kostenlose Parkplätze stehen auf Parkplatz C
Verfügung, Zufahrt über Arendahls Wiese. Ca. 5
Minuten Fußweg.
Free parking is available in Area C (Kokerei), car
park C: approach via Arendahls Wiese. Approx.
5 minutes’ walk.
Halle 5
Kostenlose Parkplätze stehen auf Parkplatz A1
und A2 zur Verfügung, Anfahrt über Fritz-SchuppAllee oder Bullmannaue. Fußweg ca. 5 Minuten.
Free parking is available in carparks A1 or A2,
approach via Fritz-Schupp-Allee or Bullmannaue.
Approx. 5 minutes’ walk.

Maschinenhaus Essen
Das Maschinenhaus Essen ist Teil der ehemaligen Schachtanlage Carl,
die ab 1855 errichtet wurde. Erbaut wurde das Backsteingebäude im Jahr
1900 als Standort für die Dampfmaschine, die den Förderkorb bewegte.
1929 wurde die Kohleförderung eingestellt. Bis 1970 war Schacht Carl
noch für Seilfahrt, Materialförderung und Bewetterung in Betrieb, und die
oberirdischen Gebäude wie das Maschinenhaus wurden als Werkstätten
genutzt. Seit 1985 wird das Maschinenhaus als Produktions- und Veranstaltungshaus von dem Kunstverein Carl Stipendium e. V. getragen.
The Maschinenhaus Essen (Essen engine house) is part of the former Ze
che Carl (Carl pit), which was built from 1855 onwards. The brick building
was built in 1900 to house the steam engine that moved the pit cage. Coal
production ceased in 1929. Until 1970, Carl shaft was still in operation for
rope haulage, material handling and ventilation, and the buildings above
ground, such as the engine house, were used as workshops. Since 1985,
the Maschinenhaus has been used as a production and event centre by
the Carl Stipendium e. V. art association.

Maschinenhalle Zweckel
Gladbeck
Die imposante Maschinenhalle der einstigen Zeche Zweckel in Gladbeck
wurde 1909 errichtet. Das Gebäude bildete die »elektrische Centrale« der
Zeche und beherbergte Kompressoren, Generatoren und Umformer zur
Erzeugung von Druckluft und elektrischer Energie. Die Zechengebäude
sowie die Schornsteine und Kühltürme sind verschwunden, lediglich die
stählernen Fördergerüste von 1911/1912, die über die Halle hinausragen,
verweisen unmittelbar auf die Zeit des Bergbaus. 1963 wurde die Zeche
Zweckel stillgelegt, die Maschinenhalle diente noch bis in die 1990er Jahre als Wasserspeicher für umliegende Zechen. Wie groß die Wertschätzung der Maschinenhalle war, lässt die repräsentative Innenausstattung
noch heute erahnen. Seit 1997 ist die Maschinenhalle Zweckel einer der
Standorte der Stiftung Industriedenkmalpflege und Geschichtskultur und
seit 2002 regelmäßiger Spielort der Ruhrtriennale.
The imposing Maschinenhalle (machine hall) of the former Zeche Zweckel
(Zweckel colliery) in Gladbeck was built in 1909. The building formed the
colliery’s »electrical centre« and housed compressors, generators and
converters to produce compressed air and electrical energy. The colliery
buildings have disappeared, along with the chimneys and cooling towers;
only the steel winding frames from 1911/1912, which protrude above the
hall, serve as a direct reminder of the mining era. Zeche Zweckel was
closed down in 1963, but the machine hall continued to serve as a water
reservoir for surrounding collieries until the 1990s. The high esteem in
which the machine hall was held can still be seen today in the impressive
interior design. Since 1997, the Maschinenhalle Zweckel has been one
of the sites of the Stiftung Industriedenkmalpflege und Geschichtskultur
(Foundation for the Preservation of Industrial Monuments and Historical
Culture) and has been a regular venue of the Ruhrtriennale since 2002.

Wilhelm-Nieswandt-Allee 100
45326 Essen
ruhr3.com/maschinenhaus
Nahverkehr / Public Transport
U17 oder U11 bis Haltestelle Altenessen Mitte,
Ausgang in Richtung Zeche Carl, Beschilderung
Zeche Carl folgen. Fußweg ca. 5 Minuten.
U17 or U11 to Altenessen Mitte stop, exit in the
direction of Zeche Carl, follow signs to Zeche Carl.
Approx. 5 min. walk.
Leihfarrad / Rental bike
metropolradruhr
Radstation 7554 Altenessen Mitte Fußweg ca.
5 Minuten.
Bike station 7597 Altenenssen Mitte
Approx. 5 min. walk.
PKW / By car
Navigation: Wilhelm-Nieswandt-Allee 100,
45326 Essen.
Der Besucherparkplatz befindet sich direkt am
Eingang zum Gelände. Es stehen keine Ladepunkte
für E-Fahrzeuge in direkter Nähe zur Verfügung.
The car park is located directly at the entrance
to the grounds. There are no charging points
available for e-vehicles in the immediate vicinity.

Frentroper Straße 74
45966 Gladbeck
www.ruhr3.com/zweckel
Nahverkehr / Public Transport
Bus 188 von Gladbeck West Bf bis
Maschinenhalle Zweckel
Bus 188 from Gladbeck West Bf to
Maschinenhalle Zweckel
Shuttle Service
Ein kostenloser Shuttle-Service verkehrt von Essen
Hbf und Gladbeck West Bf zur Maschinenhalle
Zweckel in Gladbeck und zurück. Weitere
Informationen und Buchungsmöglichkeiten finden
Sie online unter www.ruhr3.com/shuttle
A free shuttle service runs from Essen Hbf and
Gladbeck West Bf to Maschinenhalle Zweckel
in Gladbeck and back. Further information and
booking options can be found online at
www.ruhr3.com/shuttle
Pkw / By Car
Navigation: Frentroper Straße 74,
45966 Gladbeck.
Es stehen keine Ladepunkte für E-Fahrzeuge
in direkter Nähe zur Verfügung.
There are no charging points available for
e-vehicle in the immediate vicinity.
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TICKETS
Online
www.ruhrtriennale.de
Beim Online-Ticketkauf können Sie zwischen zwei Versandoptionen wählen.
print@home: Drucken Sie Ihre Tickets bequem zu Hause
aus. Die Buchung ist bis drei Stunden vor Veranstaltungsbeginn möglich.
Tickets per Post: Erhalten Sie Tickets per Post an Ihre
Wunschadresse. Eine Buchung ist bis vier Tage vor Veranstaltung möglich, für den Versand wird eine Gebühr von
4,50 € pro Sendung erhoben. Online steht Ihnen die Zahlung per PayPal, Kreditkarte oder Lastschrift zur Verfügung.
Telefonisch
Lassen Sie sich durch die Mitarbeiter:innen der Telefonhotline beraten oder buchen Sie hier Ihre Tickets. Der Versand kostet 4,50 € pro Sendung, die Zahlung erfolgt per
Lastschrift oder Kreditkarte.
+ 49 (0)221 280-210
Mo–Fr 8–20 Uhr / Sa 9–18 Uhr / So 10–16 Uhr
Allgemeine Vorverkaufsstellen
An über 2.500 Vorverkaufsstellen erhalten Sie deutschlandweit Tickets für die Veranstaltungen der Ruhrtriennale.
Bitte erkundigen Sie sich online über die Erreichbarkeit
und die Öffnungszeiten Ihrer Vorverkaufsstelle:
www.eventim.de
Abendkasse
Die Abendkassen an den Spielorten öffnen jeweils eine
Stunde vor Vorstellungsbeginn. Unsere Tickethotline informiert Sie unter +49 (0)221 280-210 gerne vorab über
verfügbare Karten. An den Abendkassen können Sie bar
oder per EC-Karte zahlen.
KombiTicket
Die Eintrittskarten zur Ruhrtriennale 2022 gelten am Tag der
Veranstaltung im gesamten Verkehrsverbund Rhein-Ruhr
(VRR) in allen Bussen und Nahverkehrszügen (2. Klasse) für
Hin- und Rückfahrt zum bzw. vom Veranstaltungsort. Die
Tickets gelten am Besuchstag bis 3.00 des Folgetages. Die
Tickets sind nicht übertragbar.
Allgemeine Geschäftsbedingungen
Die Allgemeinen Geschäftsbedinungen der Kultur Ruhr
können Sie unter folgendem Link finden ruhr3.com/agb
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Online
www.ruhrtriennale.de
You can choose between two delivery options when pur
chasing tickets online.
print@home: Print your tickets in the comfort of your own
home. Booking is possible up to three hours before the
start of the event.
Tickets by post: Receive tickets by post to your preferred
address. Bookings can be made up to four days before the
event. A fee of €4.50 per item will be charged for postage.
You can pay online by PayPal, credit card or direct debit.
By phone
Let the staff on the telephone hotline advise you or book
your tickets here. Shipping costs € 4.50 per shipment, pay
ment is done by direct debit or credit card.
+49 (0)221 280-210
Mon–Fri 8am–8pm / Sat 9am–6pm / Sun 10am–4pm
General advance booking offices
Tickets for Ruhrtriennale events are available at over 2,500
advance booking offices throughout Germany. Please
enquire online about the availability and opening hours of
your advance booking office: www.eventim.de
Box office
The box offices at the performance venues open one hour
before the performance begins. Our ticket hotline will be
happy to inform you in advance about available tickets on
+49 (0)221 280-210. You can pay cash or by EC card at
the box office.
KombiTicket
Tickets for the Ruhrtriennale 2022 are valid on the day
of the event in the entire Rhine-Ruhr transport network
(VRR) on all buses and local trains (2nd class) for the out
ward and return journey to and from the venue. The tick
ets are valid on the day of the visit until 3am the following
day. The tickets are not transferable.
General Terms and Conditions
The General Terms and Conditions of Kultur Ruhr GmbH
can be found at www.ruhr3.com/agb

Ermäßigungen

Discounts

50% Rabatt
auf Karten im Vorverkauf erhalten Schüler:innen, Auszubildende, Studierende sowie Bundesfreiwilligendienstleistende und Erwerbslose. Bitte halten Sie Ihre Berechtigung
am Einlass bereit.

50% discount
on advance tickets are available to schoolchildren, trainees,
students, volunteers and the unemployed. Please have your
authorisation ready at the entrance.

Last-Minute-Ticket
Ab 30 Minuten vor Vorstellungsbeginn können Ermäßigungsberechtigte nach Verfügbarkeit Last-Minute-Tickets
für 10 € an der Abendkasse erwerben. Ausgenommen ist
die Veranstaltung The Third Room X Respublika.
Professional Tickets
Professionals erhalten 50% Ermäßigung auf Tickets.
Akkreditierung unter www.ruhr3.com/professionals
RuhrKultur.Card
Inhaber:innen der RuhrKultur.Card erhalten bei der Ruhrtriennale ein Veranstaltungsticket nach Wahl zum halben
Preis. Diese Regelung gilt nicht für Premierenveranstaltungen. Einlösbar über die Tickethotline, an den Vorverkaufsstellen und an der Abendkasse.
Informationen und Buchung der RuhrKultur.Card unter
www.ruhrkulturcard.de.
Familienticket
Familien, bestehend aus mindestens einem Kind in Ausbildung und einer erwachsenen Person, mit insgesamt
bis zu fünf Mitgliedern, erhalten bei den Produktionen
promise me und Hillbrowfication vergünstigten Eintritt.
Schulklassen
Nach Verfügbarkeit können Tickets für Schulklassen
und -kurse bis nach den Sommerferien (spätestens
14 Tage vor der Vorstellung) reserviert werden. Klassen und Schulkurse ab 10 Personen erhalten Tickets für
5 € pro Schüler:in und pro Begleitperson (max. zwei pro
Klasse/Kurs) für alle Veranstaltungen. Ein Besuch der
Performance Follow me kostet 3,50 € pro Person für
Schüler:innen und begleitende Lehrkräfte.
Bei direkter Buchung ohne vorherige Reservierung müssen Karten für Schulgruppen mindestens sieben Werktage vor der Veranstaltung gebucht werden.
Schulen reservieren und bestellen Tickets bitte unter
jungetriennale@ruhrtriennale.de oder +49 (0)234 97483375

Last-Minute-Ticket
Starting 30 minutes before the performance, concession
holders can purchase last-minute tickets for €10 at the
box office, subject to availability. The Third Room X Respublika event is excluded.
Professional tickets
Professionals also receive a 50% discount on tickets.
Accreditation at www.ruhr3.com/professionals
RuhrKultur.Card
RuhrKultur.Card holders receive an event ticket of their
choice at half price at the Ruhrtriennale. This rule does
not apply to premiere events. Redeemable via the ticket
hotline, at advance booking offices and at the box office.
Information and booking of the RuhrKultur.Card at
www.ruhrkulturcard.de.
Family ticket
Families consisting of at least one child in education
and one adult, with up to five family members in total,
receive a discount for the productions promise me and
Hillbrowfication.
School classes
Subject to availability, Tickets for school classes and
courses can be reserved until after the summer holidays
(14 days before the performance at the latest). Classes
and school courses of 10 or more receive tickets for €
5 per pupil and per accompinying person (max. two per
class/course) for all events. A ticket for the performance
Follow me costs €3.50 per pupil and accompinying
teachers.
When booking the tickets without a previous reservation
tickets for school classes and courses need to be booked
seven business days prior to the performance. Reserva
tion and booking at jungetriennale@ruhrtriennale.de or
+49 (0)234 97483375
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IHR BESUCH
Corona Information
Aufgrund der aktuellen Situation kann es noch zu COVID19-bedingten Maßnahmen und Programmänderungen kom
men. Die Gesundheit des Publikums, der Künstler:innen
und aller Mitwirkenden steht dabei immer an erster Stelle.
Auch für die Ruhrtriennale 2022 wurde ein umfangreiches
Hygiene- und Infektionsschutzkonzept erarbeitet.
Bitte informieren Sie sich vor dem Veranstaltungsbesuch
auf unserer Website über die aktuell geltenden Bestimmungen. Sie haben darüber hinaus Fragen? Dann senden
Sie eine E-Mail an service@ruhrtriennale.de oder informieren Sie sich unter ruhr3.com/faq.
Audioeinführungen
Auch in diesem Jahr werden Einführungen zu vielen Produktionen vorab als Audioeinführungen bereitgestellt. Über den
gesamten Festivalzeitraum liefert das künstlerische Team
des Festivals spannende Hintergrundinformationen, spricht
mit Künstler:innen und Beteiligten und gewährt Einblicke in
berauschende Musikstücke. Alle Audioeinführungen unter
ruhr3.com/audio
Rollstuhlplätze
In fast allen Veranstaltungen stehen Rollstuhlplätze zur
Verfügung. Die Eintrittskarte für eine Begleitperson ist frei.
Buchung und weitere Informationen über die Tickethotline
+49 (0) 221 280-210.
Nacheinlass
Bitte beachten Sie: je nach Produktion ist ein Einlass nach
Vorstellungsbeginn nicht immer möglich.
Übernachtung
Besucher:innen, die für ihren Aufenthalt während der Ruhrtriennale ein Hotel buchen möchten, empfehlen wir eine
Nacht in einem der Ruhrtriennale-Partnerhotels zu exklusiven Konditionen. Alle Partnerhotels und Informationen zu
den Konditionen und zur Buchung unter ruhr3.com/reisen
Metropole Ruhr
Kostenfreies Informationsmaterial rund um die Metropole
Ruhr, weitere Hotelangebote und Unterkünfte erhalten Sie
auch bei unserer Partnerin, der Ruhr Tourismus GmbH unter
ruhr-tourismus.de. Infohotline: +49 (0) 180 618 16 20 (0,20
€ pro Anruf aus dem deutschen Festnetz; Mobilfunkpreise
max. 0,60 € pro Anruf
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Corona Information
Due to the current situation, COVID-19-related measures
and programme changes may still occur. The health of the
audience, the artists and all participants is always the top
priority. A comprehensive hygiene and infection preven
tion concept has also been drawn up for the Ruhrtriennale
2022. Please familiarise yourself about the current regu
lations on our website before attending the event. Do you
have any further questions? If so, please send an e-mail to
service@ruhrtriennale.de or visit ruhr3.com/corona for the
latest information.
Audio introductions
Once again this year, audio introductions to many produc
tions will be made available in advance. Throughout the
festival, the artistic team of the festival will provide exciting
background information, talk to artists and participants and
offer insights into exhilarating pieces of music.
All audio introductions are available at
ruhr3.com/audio
Wheelchair spaces
Wheelchair spaces are available at almost all events. The
ticket for an accompanying person is free.
Booking and further information via the ticket hotline
+49 (0) 221 280-210.
Late admission
Please note: depending on the production, admission after
the start of the performance may not always be possible.
Accommodation
Visitors who would like to book a hotel for their stay during
the Ruhrtriennale are recommended to spend the night in
one of the Ruhrtriennale partner hotels at special rates. All
partner hotels and information on rates and booking are
available at ruhr3.com/reisen
Metropole Ruhr
Free information material about the Metropole Ruhr, fur
ther hotel offers and accommodation is also available from
our partner, Ruhr Tourismus GmbH at ruhr-tourismus.de.
Information hotline: +49 (0) 180 618 16 20 (0.20 € per call
from the German fixed network; mobile phone prices max.
€ 0.60 per call

FREUNDESKREIS & CLUB.RUHR
Der Freundeskreis ist näher dran!
Der Ruhrtriennale Freundeskreis versteht sich als Gemeinschaft von Kunstbegeisterten, die sich aktiv in das
Festival einbringen und die Kulturlandschaft der Region
gemeinsam erleben möchten. Als Förderverein engagiert
sich der Freundeskreis für die Ruhrtriennale und ihre
Künstler:innen und fördert die Realisierung von ausgewählten Festivalproduktionen. Durch Ticketpatenschaften setzt sich der Verein dafür ein, einem vielfältigen
Publikum den Zugang zum Festival zu ermöglichen. Ein
weiteres zentrales Anliegen ist die Vermittlung des Festivalprogramms an junge Menschen und Studierende.
The Freundeskreis is up close and personal!
The Ruhrtriennale Freundeskreis is a community of art en
thusiasts who want to be actively involved in the festival
and would like to experience the cultural landscape of the
region together. As a support association, the Freundes
kreis is committed to the Ruhrtriennale and its artists and
promotes the realisation of selected festival productions.
The association is committed to providing access to the
festival for a diverse audience through ticket sponsorships.
Communicating the festival programme to young people
and students is another core objective of the association.
Club.Ruhr
Kunstbegeisterte Menschen bis 35 Jahre können sich für
eine Mitgliedschaft im jungen Freundeskreis entscheiden:
Der Club.Ruhr erlebt nicht nur die Ruhrtriennale jedes
Jahr gemeinsam, sondern trifft sich auch außerhalb des
Festivals, um gemeinsam die Kulturinstitutionen der Region zu erkunden.
Möchten Sie Mitglied werden oder mehr erfahren? Weitere
Informationen und das Antragsformular finden Sie unter:
freundeskreis.ruhrtriennale.de
Art enthusiasts up to 35 years of age can choose to beco
me members of the young Freundeskreis: The Club.Ruhr
does more than just experience the Ruhrtriennale toge
ther every year, it also meets outside the festival to explore
the region’s cultural institutions together.

Ihre Vorteile
Exklusives Vorkaufsrecht
Kaufen Sie Ihre Tickets für die Ruhrtriennale bereits eine
Woche vor dem offiziellen Vorverkaufsstart.
Persönliche Vorstellung des Festivalprogramms
Bei der jährlichen Mitgliederversammlung erhalten Sie
schon vor allen anderen Einblicke in das Programm der
Ruhrtriennale und haben die Gelegenheit, die Intendanz
und das künstlerische Team der Ruhrtriennale persönlich
zu treffen.
Einladung zum Prolog
Für den Freundeskreis startet das Festival bereits früher:
Beim Prolog erhalten Sie vor der Eröffnung einen besonderen Blick hinter die Kulissen des Festivals.
Generalprobenbesuche
Besuchen Sie gemeinsam mit den Mitgliedern des Freundeskreises öffentliche Generalproben der Ruhrtriennale.
Mitgliederbrief
Mit dem Newsletter erhalten Sie alle Informationen rund
um die Ruhrtriennale als Erste.
Wir sagen Danke!
Wir bedanken uns bei allen Freund:innen der Ruhrtriennale
und insbesondere bei den Förder:innen des Jahres 2022,
Ingeborg El Dib, Prof. Dr. Dietrich Grönemeyer, 
Ursula
Müller, N. N. und Andrea Steinle für ihr Engagement!
Freundeskreismitgliedern stehen verschiedene Fördermodelle zur Auswahl:
Club.Ruhr: bis 35 Jahre, ab 20 € / Jahr
Freund:in, Einzelperson: ab 95 € / Jahr
Freund:in, Paare: ab 140 € / Jahr
Förder:in: ab 1.000 € / Jahr
Partner:in: ab 5.000 € / Jahr

Would you like to become a member or find out more?
You can find more information and the application form at:
freundeskreis.ruhrtriennale.de
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TEAM
Intendanz und Geschäftsführung /
Artistic Direction and General Management
Barbara Frey
Geschäftsführerin / General Management
Dr. Vera Battis-Reese
Assistent der Intendantin /
Assistant to the Artistic Director
Maximilian Brands
Mitarbeiterin der Geschäftsführung
und Sponsoring / Assistant to the
managing director and sponsoring
Regina Weidmann
Justiziariat / Legal Adviser’s Department
Valentina Lori, Melina Schimmöller,
Annika Trockel
Controlling
Birgit Schuurman
Künstlerisches Betriebsbüro / Produktionsbüro /
Artistic Management / Production Office
Lisa Katharina Holzberg, Christiane Biallas,
Katharina Flick, Stephanie Morawietz,
Denise Oppenberg, Katharina Rückl, Karina Wozniak
Künstlerische Beratung Sounddesign: Thomas Wegner
Künstlerische Programmgestaltung /
Artistic Curation
Barbara Eckle, Judith Gerstenberg, Sara Abbasi,
Nina Bade, Aljoscha Begrich, Johanna Danhauser (Gast),
Mats Staub (Scouting), Andri Hardmeier (Autor/Lektor)
Junge Triennale
Anne Britting, Timo Kemp, Alicia Ulfik (FSJ Kultur)
Konzept Internationaler Festivalcampus /
Concept International Festival Campus
Philipp Schulte, Carla Gesthuisen
Presse / Press
Angela Vucko, Stefanie Matjeka, Julia Nückel
Marketing und Vertrieb / Marketing and Sales
Franca Lohmann, Daniel Eißing, Fabio Gorchs,
Moritz Kappen
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Grafikdesign / Graphic Design
Dominik Blase, Sophie Schäfer
Ticketing
Ulrike Graf, Barbara Friederichsen-Mehta, Anja Nole
Technik und Ausstattung / Technical Department
Max Schubert, Mirko Bartoš, Marie Gäthke,
Georg Kolacki, Tanja Martin, Lina Nole,
Veronika Obermeier, Anne Prietzsch, Julia Reimann,
Ioannis Siaminos, Saskia Tappe, Erik Trupin,
Holger Vollmert, Anke Wolter
Kostüm und Maske / Costumes and Make-up
Anna Dressendörfer, Christina Hillinger, Pia Norberg
Verwaltung / Administration Department
Vanessa Sán Roman Domínguez, Tanja Alstede,
Joanne Budzier, Henryk Jan Ciuraj, Fatima Derhai-Unger,
Nick Hosberg, Dominika Hourtz, Rebecca Heinzelmann,
Stefanie Kusenberg, Franz-Josef Lortz,
Felicia Moldenhauer, Natalja Riffel, Annika Rötzel,
Max Schomann, Julia Schmidt, Roland Sieberg,
Michael Turrek
Veranstaltungsorganisation / Event Organisation
Claudia Klein, Eileen Berger, Sven Mesterjahn
Chorwerk Ruhr
Jürgen Wagner, Martina Ossoble, Marcus Fuchs
Urbane Künste Ruhr
Künstlerische Leitung: Britta Peters; Projektleitung:
Daniel Klemm; Technische Leitung: Stefan Göbel;
Kuratorische Assistenz: Alisha Raissa Danscher;
Leitungsassistenz: Tanja Borchert; Projektmanagement:
Anna Dobrucki (in Elternzeit), Roy Huschenbeth,
Larissa Koch; Kunstvermittlung: İpek Gençtürk,
Josephine Hofmann, Kim Lempelius; Marketing:
Leonie Böhmer; Presse: Ana Djokic, Laura Konert
Auszubildende / Trainees
Abdulrahman Alajati, Katharina Härtling

DANK
Unser besonderer Dank gilt den Fördernden, Sponsor:innen
und Freund:innen der Ruhrtriennale. Ohne sie könnten wir
so ein ambitioniertes Programm nicht realisieren. Mit ihrer
Unterstützung ermöglichen sie uns die Freiheit, Ideen zu
verwirklichen und Ort für außergewöhnliche künstlerische
Produktionen und Erfahrungen zu sein.

Our special thanks goes to the supporters, sponsors and
partners of the Ruhrtriennale. Without them, we could
not realise such an ambitious programme. With their
support, they give us the freedom to realise ideas and
provide a place for extraordinary artistic productions and
experiences.

GESELLSCHAFTER UND ÖFFENTLICHE FÖRDERER / ASSOCIATES AND PUBLIC SECTOR SUPPORTERS

GEFÖRDERT DURCH DIE /

GEFÖRDERT VON / FUNDED BY THE

FUNDED BY THE GERMAN FEDERAL

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT COMMISSIONER

CULTURAL FOUNDATION

FOR CULTURE AND THE MEDIA

PROJEKTFÖRDERUNG / PROJECT SUPPORTERS

RUHRTRIENNALE
FREUNDESKREIS

MEDIENPARTNERSCHAFTEN / MEDIA PARTNERS

KOOPERATIONSPARTNER:INNEN / CO-OPERATION PARTNERS
Bochum Marketing / Buchhandlung Proust / kritik-gestalten / Kultur.Pott Ruhr / Publicity Werbung GmbH /
RuhrBühnen / Ruhr Tourismus GmbH / Stiftung Zollverein / Ströer Media GmbH
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N OW !

DA S F E ST I VA L
FÜR NEUE MUSIK
27.10.- 6.11.2022

e
t
n
NOW
FESTIVAL
o
z
i
r
o
H
B U R K I N A E L E C T R IC – E N S E M B L E M U S I K FA B R I K – J AGY E O N G R Y U
F R E D F R I T H – F O L K WA N G U N I V E R S I TÄT D E R K Ü N ST E – R YO KO AO K I
W D R S I N F O N I E O R C H E ST E R – VA R I J A S H R E E V E N U G O PA L – K YA I
FATA H I L L A H E N S E M B L E – A L E X E J G E R A SS I M E Z – C L AU D E V I V I E R
B O C H U M E R S Y M P H O N I K E R – J O O N G B A E J E E – TA N D U N – D U I S B U R G E R
P H I L H A R M O N I K E R – I WA N G U N AWA N – U N S U K C H I N – P E T E R R U N D E L
R I C C A R D O N OVA – E N S E M B L E B R U C H – LU K A S L I G E T I – B R I A N
F E R N E Y H O U G H – A R D I T T I Q U A R T E T – N O R I KO B A B A – YO U N G H I
PAG H - PA A N – G Ü N T E R ST E I N K E – M A R T I N VO N D E R H E Y DT
PHILIPPE MANOURY – XU ZHIBIN – BENJAMIN LEUSCHNER
E N S E M B L E S 2 0 1 – H A N N A E I M E R M AC H E R – F E L I Z A N N E M AC A H I S
P I E R LU I G I B I L LO N E – DI E T E R M AC K – J O N AT H A N STO C K H A M M E R
TO S H I O H O S O K AWA – M A L I K A K I S H I N O – E N S E M B L E F O N S
AC H I M B O R N H Ö F T – M A R C B A R D E N – S E B A ST I A N R . A . W E N DT
E M I L I O P O M À R ICO – I S A N G Y U N – G E O R G F R I E D R I C H H A A S U . A .

Die Philharmonie Essen richtet NOW! gemeinsam mit der Folkwang Universität der Künste,
der Stiftung Zollverein und dem Landesmusikrat NRW aus.
Das Festival NOW! wird ermöglicht durch die Alfried Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach-Stiftung
und die Kunststiftung NRW.
Das komplette Festivalprogramm mit allen Konzerten unter
www.philharmonie-essen.de | Tickets 02 01 81 22-200

#MusikfestBerlin

27.8.–
19.9.
2022

Concertgebouworkest
Amsterdam
Klaus Mäkelä

Orchestre Révolutionnaire
et Romantique /
Monteverdi Choir
John Eliot Gardiner

The Philadelphia Orchestra
Yannick Nézet-Séguin

London Symphony
Orchestra
Sir Simon Rattle

The Cleveland Orchestra
Franz Welser-Möst

In Zusammenarbeit mit

und viele weitere Gastorchester,
Ensembles und Solist*innen

MFB22_Anz_Ruhrtriennale__200x150mm__psoUncoatedV3__RZ.indd 1

Bereits im 20. Jahr begleiten wir die
Ruhrtriennale an fast allen Spielstätten
mit unseren Bücher- und CD-Tischen.
Wir freuen uns auf Barbara Frey,
ihr Team und das Programm.

16.05.2022 17:39:42

proust . Wörter. Töne
Am Handelshof 1 / 45127 Essen
Tel. 0201 / 839 68 40
www.buchhandlung-proust.de
Mo. – Fr. 10.00 – 18.00, Sa. 10.00 – 16.00

Wir sind 20! 2022 feiern wir zusammen die Begegnung und
die Kraft der Kunst – mit einem vielfältigen Programm
und zahlreichen Überraschungen. Wir freuen uns auf Euch!
xx, PACT

PACT ZOLLVEREIN
Choreographisches Zentrum
NRW Betriebs-GmbH
Bullmannaue 20 a
45327 Essen

Öffentliche Förderer

www.pact-zollverein.de

Save the Date!
30.09. &
01.10.2022
20 Jahre PACT
Jubiläumsfest
Part 2

Das Feuilleton
im Radio.
Deutschlandfunk Kultur berichtet
von der Ruhrtriennale

Rang 1
Das Theatermagazin
Samstag, 14.05 Uhr
Kompressor
Das Popkulturmagazin
Montag – Freitag, 14.05 Uhr
Fazit
Kultur vom Tage
Montag – Sonntag, 23.05 Uhr

bundesweit und werbefrei
UKW, DAB+, Online und
in der Dlf Audiothek App
deutschlandfunkkultur.de

14 TAGE
ENTWEDER . . .

GRATIS:

Jetzt lesen: waz.de/testen

ODER . . .

Gedruckte WAZ
+ E-Paper
+ WAZ PLUS
Ihre Vorteile:

• Gedruckte Zeitung bequem jeden Morgen bis
6 Uhr in Ihrem Briefkasten
• Digitale Zeitung als E-Paper von Montag bis
Sonntag bereits vor 20 Uhr
• WAZ PLUS – Zugang zu allen Artikeln und
Reportagen auf WAZ.de

E-Paper
+ WAZ PLUS

Ihre Vorteile:
• Jederzeit und überall flexibel lesen
• Digitale Zeitung als E-Paper von Montag bis
Sonntag bereits vor 20 Uhr
• WAZ PLUS – Zugang zu allen Artikeln und
Reportagen auf WAZ.de

PINA BAUSCH

reiheit
beginnt im Kopf.
Die Frankfurter Allgemeine steht für die Freiheit im Denken.
Sie steht für die Vielfalt der Perspektiven. Für die Kraft
der Fakten. Mit Tiefe und Intelligenz, mit sachlichem Blick
und besonnenem Stil analysiert die Frankfurter Allgemeine
das Geschehen und ordnet es ein. Demokratie beruht
auf Freiheit. – Freiheit beginnt im Kopf.

Freiheit hat viele Seiten –

Mehr erfahren auf freiheitimkopf.de

VON HERZEN UND VON HIER.
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Änderungen vorbehalten.
Das Gespräch Promise me (S.192) mit
den Choreograf:innen Joke Laureyns
und Kwint Manshoven entnahmen wir
ihrem Programmflyer.
Wir haben uns bemüht, alle Urheberrechte
zu ermitteln. Sollten darüber hinaus
Ansprüche bestehen, bitten wir, uns diese
mitzuteilen.

Korrektorat
Supertext

Die Ruhrtriennale 2021–2023 ist Partnerin des Aktionsnetzwerkes Nachhaltigkeit in Kultur und Medien.
Die Programmübersicht wurde klimaneutral gedruckt auf Papier aus nachhaltiger Forstwirtschaft.
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